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Foreword

Assalamu 3alaykum wa nín hão! Welcome to the Second Arabic Natural Language Processing Workshop held at ACL 2015 in Beijing, China.

A number of Arabic NLP (or Arabic NLP-related) workshops and conferences have taken place, both in the Arab World and in association with international conferences. The Arabic NLP workshop at ACL 2015 follows in the footsteps of these previous efforts to provide a forum for researchers to share and discuss their ongoing work. As in the first Arabic NLP workshop held at EMNLP 2014 in Doha, Qatar, this workshop includes a shared task on Automatic Arabic Error Correction, which was designed in the tradition of high profile NLP shared tasks such as CONLL’s grammar/error detection and numerous machine translation campaigns by NIST/WMT/MEDAR, among others.

We received 23 main workshop submissions and selected 15 (65%) for presentation in the workshop. Nine papers will be presented orally and six as part of a poster session. The presentation mode is independent of the ranking of the papers. The papers cover a diverse set of topics from designing orthography conventions and annotation tools to speech recognition and deep learning for sentiment analysis.

The shared task was a success with eight teams from six countries participating. The shared task system descriptions (short) papers are included in the proceedings to document the shared task systems, but were not reviewed with the rest of the papers of the main workshop. These papers will be presented as posters. A long paper describing the shared task will be presented orally.

The quantity and quality of the contributions to the main workshop, as well as the shared task, are strong indicators that there is a continued need for this kind of dedicated Arabic NLP workshop.

We would like to acknowledge all the hard work of the submitting authors and thank the reviewers for their diligent work and for the valuable feedback they provided. We are also thankful to the work of the shared task committee, website committee and the publication co-chairs. It has been an honor to serve as program co-chairs. We hope that the reader of these proceedings will find them stimulating and beneficial.
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Abstract

Different names may be popular in different countries. Hence, person names may give a clue to a person’s country of origin. Along with other features, mapping names to countries can be helpful in a variety of applications such as country tagging twitter users. This paper describes the collection of Arabic Twitter user names that are either written in Arabic or transliterated into Latin characters along with their stated geographical locations. To classify previously unseen names, we trained naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine (SVM) multi-class classifiers using primarily bag-of-words features. We are able to map Arabic user names to specific Arab countries with 79% accuracy and to specific regions (Gulf, Egypt, Levant, Maghreb, and others) with 94% accuracy. As for transliterated Arabic names, the accuracy per country and per region was 67% and 83% respectively. The approach is generic and language independent, and can be used to collect and classify names to other countries or regions, and considering language-dependent name features (like the compound names, and person titles) yields to better results.

1 Introduction

Geo-locating tweets and tweeps (Twitter users) has captured significant attention in recent years. Geographical information is important for many applications such as transliteration, social studies, directed advertisement, dialect identification, and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) among others. In social studies, researchers may be interested in studying the views and opinions of tweeps for specific geographical locations. Similarly, tweets can offer a tool for linguists to study different linguistic phenomena. For ASR, training language models using dialectal Arabic tweets that are associated with different regions of the Arab world was shown to reduce recognition error rate for dialectal Egyptian Arabic by 25% (Ali, et. al, 2014).

Previous work has looked at a variety of features that may geo-locate tweets and tweeps such as the dialect of tweet(s), words appearing in tweets, a tweep’s social network, etc. In this work we examine the predictive power of tweep names in predicting a tweep’s location or region of origin. We define geographic units at two different levels, namely: country level and region level. The country level geographic units are defined based on political boundaries regardless of the size and proximity of different geographic entities. Thus, Qatar and Bahrain as well as Lebanon and Syria are considered as different units. At the region level, we conflate nearby countries into regions. Conflation was guided by previous work on dialects, where dialects were categorized into five regional language groups, namely: Egyptian (EGY), Maghrebi (MGR), Gulf (Arabian Peninsula) (GLF), Iraqi (IRQ), and Levantine (LEV) (Zbib et al., 2012; Cotterell et al., 2014). Sometimes, the Iraqi dialect is considered to be one of the Gulf dialects (Cotterell et al., 2014). In this paper we consider Iraq as a part of the Gulf region.

Thus the goal of this work is to build a classifier that can predict a tweep’s country/region of residence/origin. To build the classifier we obtained tweep names and their self-declared locations from Twitter. Many tweeps use pseudonyms, such as “white knight”, and fake or irregular, such as “in phantasmagoria” or “Eastern Province”. Hence, identifying fake tweep names may be necessary, and
locations need to be mapped to countries. We built multiple classifiers using either a naive Bayes or a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier using bag-of-words features, namely word unigrams. We also considered improvements that entailed using character n-gram features and word position weighting. For our work, we tried to collect tweets for all 22 Arab countries, but we did not find Arabic tweets from Mauritania, Somalia, Djibouti and Comoros. The contributions of this paper are:

1. We show that we can use Twitter as a source for collecting person names for different Arab countries by mapping user location to one of the Arab countries.
2. We show that we can build a classifier of Arabic names at the county level or region level with reasonable accuracy.
3. We show the characteristics of Arabic names and how they differ among different countries or regions.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys previous work on person name classification; Section 3 describes some features of Arabic names including dialectal variation in transliteration; section 4 describes how names are collected from Twitter, cleaned and classified; section 5 shows results of name classification experiments; and Section 6 contains conclusion and future work.

2 Previous Work

The problem of classifying names at country level is not well explored. As far as we know, there are no studies for Arabic person name classification. Some work has been done on clustering and classifying person names by origin like (Fei et al., 2005), where they used the LDC bilingual person name lists to build a name clustering and classification framework. They considered that several origins may share the same pattern of transliteration and applied their technique to a name transliteration task by building letter n-gram language models for source and target languages. They clustered names into typical origin clusters (English, Chinese, German, Arabic, etc.).

Balakrishnan (Balakrishnan, 2006) extracted a list of person names from the employee database of a multinational organization covering 9 countries: US, UK, France, Germany, Canada, Japan, Italy, India, and China. Equal number of names is chosen from each country (1,000 names for each). He used pattern search for first and second names and used k-nearest neighbor and Levenshtein edit distance to measure the distance between two names. He reported a classification accuracy = 0.67 for supervised training set and 0.63 for unsupervised training set.

Fu et al. (Fu et al., 2010) mentioned that humans often identify correctly the origins of person names, and there seem to be distinctive patterns in names to distinguish origins. They constructed an ontology containing all linguistic knowledge that can directly contribute to language origin identification, and this was employed for the analysis of name structure. They reported an average performance of 87.54% using ME-based language identifier for 8 languages (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, German, Japanese, Russian, and Spanish-Portuguese).

Rao et al. (Rao et al., 2010) classified the latent user attributes including gender, age, regional origin, etc., using features like n-grams models and number of followers/followees (in a social graph information) among others.

Mahmud et al. (Mahmud et al., 2012) collected tweets using the geo-tag filter option on Twitter until they received tweets from 100 unique users from the top 100 cities in US. They used this corpus for inferring home locations of users at the level of their cities. They reported a recall of 0.7 for 100 cities.

Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2014) discussed the challenges of detecting the nationality of Twitter users using profile features and they studied the effectiveness of different features for inferring nationalities. They reported an accuracy of 83.8% for these nationality groups: Qatari, Arabs, Western, Southeast Asia, Indian, and Others. They mentioned that due to the unbalanced data distribution, the performance of less populated groups is not very high. We observe similar results in this paper.

3 Person Names in Arabic

3.1 Compound Names

Single Arabic names typically are made up of single words, but sometimes they may be composed
of 2 or 3 words. We refer here to single names with more than one word as ‘compound names’. There are some words such as الله (Allah) – meaning “God”) and الدين (Aldyn – meaning “religion”) that trail other words as in اللهいて الله (Ebd Allah – meaning “slave of Allah”) constructing the name “Abdulah” and as in شالح الدين (SIAH Aldyn – meaning “perfection of religion”) constructing the name “Salahudin” (Saladin). In some countries, father and family names are often preceded by words meaning “son of” such as بن (bn), ابن (Abn) or ولد (wld) or the word آل (l – meaning family of). An example that combines the aforementioned variations of compound names is the name of the former king of Saudi Arabia الله لأبي الله بن عبد العزيز آل سعود (Ebd Allah bn Ebd AlEzyz | lsEwd – “Abdullah ibn Abdelaziz Aal Saud”). A list of common words used in compound names are listed in table 1. When processing the names in our collection, we heuristically split the full names into single Arabic names, whether compound or not. As in the previous example, الله lokale الله بن عبد العزيز آل سعود (Ebd Allah bn Ebd AlEzyz | lsEwd), it was split into: الله آل (Ebd Allah), آل سعود (bn Ebd AlEzyz), and آل العزيز (l sEwd). The heuristic involved always attaching the words marked in Table 1 as pre to the trailing words and ones that are marked as post to preceding words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>الله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>الله ، Aldyn, Al&lt;lsAm, Alfrwl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>الله</td>
<td>الله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>لله</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين， الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله</td>
<td>لله</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
<td>لله الدين، الإسلام،握手</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|      | لله | لله | لله | لله | لله | Determiner
|      | لله الدين، الإسلام،握手 | لله الدين، الإسلام،握手 | لله الدين، الإسلام،握手 | لله الدين، الإسلام،握手 | لله الدين، الإسلام،握手 |
|      | لله | لله | لله | لله | لله |

Table 1: Words that are parts of a name.

### 3.2 Dialectal Variations of Names

Names in Arabic are normally written without diacritics, and when they are transliterated, these hidden diacritics are shown in addition to dialectal differences in pronunciation among countries as shown in Table 2. Since we are classifying names that are written in both Arabic and Latin scripts, spelling variations can perhaps be helpful in ascertaining the country/region of origin.

### 3.3 Religion and Gender

Names can also be indicative of other attributes such as religion and gender. For example, the names عبد الله (Ebd AlH- syn – “Abdul Hussein”), عمر (Emr – “Omar”) are typically Coptic, Shia, and Sunni respectively. And for gender, feminine names frequently end withochen (p, A’, Y, A), such as فاطمة (Fatma) and هناء (hnA – “Hannah”). Second names, either father or family names, are mostly masculine. Though guessing a tweep’s religion and gender are interesting, such is beyond the scope of this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name Variations</th>
<th>Phonetic Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maged (EGY), Majed (GLF)</td>
<td>gj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osman (EGY), Othman (GLF)</td>
<td>sh/th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashraf (EGY), Akruf (MGR)</td>
<td>sh/ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahd (EGY), Fahad (GLF)</td>
<td>diacritics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Wakil (EGY), Al Wakil (GLF)</td>
<td>Determiner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Dialectal effects on Transliteration.

### 4 Data Collection

Twitter user profiles contain user-declared information like: Twitter account name, screen name (user name), user location, description, etc. User names are normally written in Arabic or Latin characters, and user locations are written in full or abbreviated, formal or informal, etc. as shown in Figure 1.

We used the Twitter4J2 interface to the Twitter API to collect Arabic tweets during the whole of

---

1 Buckwalter transliteration is used exclusively in the paper

2 http://twitter4j.org
March 2014. We searched using the query “lang:ar”, which indicates any Arabic tweet. In all we collected 175 million tweets that were authored by 5.5 million unique tweeps. We used the users self-declared locations to map them to countries. We mapped the locations using the GeoNames geographical database, which contains 8M place names and a database of the most commonly used 10,000 user locations on Twitter (Mubarak et al., 2014). If the location referred to two or more different countries, as in “UK and Kuwait”, it was removed. User location was successfully mapped to one of the Arab countries for 1M unique user names. After name cleaning (described later in this section), we have 170 thousand Namesarb and 182K Namestrans that are considered as valid names and mapped to only one country.

Per-country distributions are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. One of the interesting observations from these figures is that people from Saudi Arabia (SA) are the majority in both cases, and they tend to write their names in Arabic, while people from Egypt (EG) tend to write their names as transliterated. We opted not to limit our collection to tweeps who have geo-tagged tweets (tweets with latitude and longitude), because geo-tagged tweets represent less than 1% of the total number of tweets. We found that 0.3% of the collected tweets are geo-

tagged.

Table 3 shows some examples of the collected names. We took samples of 200 random names from each set and found that 70% of the names are real and the rest are unreal person names (fake). We plan to identify fake names from real names in future.

Name cleaning included ignoring words that are composed of single letters, special characters outside the Arabic or the Latin alphabets, entries that are single words only, and entries having stopwords. Names were normalized in the manner described by Darwish et al. (2012), which involved removing diacritics, kashidas, normalizing different forms of alef, ya and alef maqsoora, and ha and ta marbouts, and mapping letters from other languages such as Farsi that use the Arabic script to Arabic letters. Further, titles, such as Dr., and numbers were removed. We also identified compound names as described earlier. For example, the user name "Dr. Abdullah Bin Fahad AL MUTAIRI" will be normalized to “abdullah bin fahad al mutairi”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User name</th>
<th>Real/Unreal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>طلال التنحاز</td>
<td>Real names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jawad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مولاتة Bakr</td>
<td>Unreal names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Anyqa wKfY), Sweet Boy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Examples of user names

5 Name Classification Experiments

Given the 170K Namesarb and 182K Namestrans that we collected, we randomly split the set into 80/20 training and testing splits. We used word unigrams as features. We also examined giving first and last names different weights and character trigrams as a back-off for unseen words. Further, we trained two classifiers namely a Naive Bayes classifier and an SVM classifier. When using a Naive Bayes classifier and a name was not observed during training in general or for a class, we used KenLM language modeling toolkit to compute the smoothing probability of it (Heafield, 2011).

Our baseline involved tagging all test items with the tag of the majority class, which means that every tweep would assigned to SA at country level and the Gulf at region level. Table 4 shows the baseline re-
sults in term of accuracy. Precision for the majority class would be identical to the overall accuracy and recall would be one. Precision and recall would be zero for all the other classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name type</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Names\textsubscript{arb} Country</td>
<td>74.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names\textsubscript{arb} Region</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names\textsubscript{trans} Country</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names\textsubscript{trans} Region</td>
<td>67.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Baseline Results

Table 5 and Table 6 show the results for Names\textsubscript{arb} per country and per region respectively using word unigrams only. Similarly, Table 7 and Table 8 show the results for Names\textsubscript{trans} per country and per region respectively using word unigrams only. Micro and Macro averages refer to computing metrics per test example or taking the average of per country results respectively. As can be seen, the naive Bayes classifier performed better than SVM classifier for the vast majority of countries and in overall accuracy and F-measure. Mostly the SVM classifier had higher precision with less recall.

In further experiments, we exclusively used the naive Bayes classifier. We tried two modifications of the classifier. The first involved giving different weights to different single names in the full name, such that a person’s last name would get a higher weight than his/her first name. The intuition is that different countries may have different common family names that may indicate their place of origin, family, or tribe. The weight of the word based on its position is determined using the following formula:

$$weight_i = \frac{1}{\text{no of single names} - i + 1}$$

Where $i$ ranged between 1 and number of single names in the full name. Thus the last single name would get a weight of 1 and all previous single names would get a weight of $1/2, 1/3$, etc. (from end to beginning).

The second entailed using a character trigram model as a back-off for out of vocabulary words, which were not seen during training. We used KenLM to train a trigram character model using all the names in the training set (Heafield, 2011).

Table 9 and Table 10 compare the plain Bayesian classifier with using the classifier with single name weighting and character trigram back-off for Names\textsubscript{arb} at country and region level respectively. Table 11 and Table 12 compare the same for Names\textsubscript{trans}. As the results show, both methods improved overall accuracy with consistent improvements in precision and improvements in recall most of the time. Using single name weighting had a greater effect on precision.
6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented our work on classifying person names based on their country or region. To construct training data, we collected Twitter user names that authored Arabic tweets with their associated self-declared locations, which we mapped to Arab countries and regions. We experimented with Bayesian and SVM classifiers and the Bayesian classifier outperformed the SVM classifier most of the time. Adding position information and back-off to a character trigram model for names not observed during training generally improved results. Classifying user names at region level generally yielded better results than at country level.

Because majority of user names written in Arabic are from the Gulf region (93%), the classification improvement above the majority baseline was not that big, but when we applied the same approach for classifying transliterated user names, we achieved an increase of the accuracy by 52% and 20% at the country level and group level in order, and an increase in the F-measure by 135% and 46% at the country level and region level in order.

In future, we want to incorporate the user name feature in conjunction with other features in the context of geo-locating Twitter users. We need to test our engine for classifying names collected for each country from outside Twitter, think in other ways to collect user names from regions like the Maghreb, and detect more information from user profile like the gender and religion.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DZ</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YE</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JO</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LY</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BH</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Names$_{arb}$ Results per country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGY</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLF</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGR</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Names$_{arb}$ Results per region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGY</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DZ</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YE</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JO</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LY</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BH</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Names results per country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGY</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLF</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGR</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Names results per region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pos weight</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char n-gram</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Names results by country for plain Naive Bayes, position weighting, and char n-gram back-off

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Names results per country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Names results by country for plain Naive Bayes, position weighting, and char n-gram back-off

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Avg</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro Avg</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pos weight</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char n-gram</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Names results by country for plain Naive Bayes, position weighting, and char n-gram back-off
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Abstract

In this paper, deep learning framework is proposed for text sentiment classification in Arabic. Four different architectures are explored. Three are based on Deep Belief Networks and Deep Auto Encoders, where the input data model is based on the ordinary Bag-of-Words, with features based on the recently developed Arabic Sentiment Lexicon in combination with other standard lexicon features. The fourth model, based on the Recursive Auto Encoder, is proposed to tackle the lack of context handling in the first three models. The evaluation is carried out using Linguistic Data Consortium Arabic Tree Bank dataset, with benchmarking against the state of the art systems in sentiment classification with reported results on the same dataset. The results show high improvement of the fourth model over the state of the art, with the advantage of using no lexicon resources that are scarce and costly in terms of their development.

1 Introduction

With the revolution of web 2.0 and the amount of opinionated data generated by online users, personal views and opinions are no longer constrained to authors in newspapers or custom opinion surveys. Instead, almost anyone can express opinions through social media. The abundance of these opinions and their availability and accessibility gave birth to automated applications that use sentiment analysis (opinion mining) as a key factor in predicting stock market, evaluating products, surveying the public, etc. However, automated sentiment analysis is still far from producing output with quality comparable to humans due to the complexity of the semantics. Furthermore, the Arabic language adds another dimension of difficulty to automated sentiment analysis due to its morphological richness, ambiguity, and the large number of dialectal variants. These challenges add to the complexity of the required natural language processing (NLP).

Many methods have been suggested in literature to address automated sentiment analysis. One of the prominent approaches is the use of machine learning (ML) techniques, where sentiment analysis is formalized as a classification task. The predicted classes are typically chosen to be positive or negative sentiment. The classification tasks range from classifying the sentiment of words, phrases, sentences, or sometimes documents. Deep learning has been recently considered for sentiment analysis (Socher et al. 2013). Socher et al. 2013 worked on phrase level sentiment classification using the Recursive Neural Tensor Network (RNTN) over a fine grained phrase level annotated corpus (Stanford Sentiment Tree Bank). Other deep learning models that can potentially be used in sentiment analysis include deep neural networks (DNN), convolutional neural networks (CNN) (LeCun et al. 1995), Deep Belief Networks (DBN) with fast inferencing of the model parameters (Hinton et al. 2006), and recurrent neural network (RNN) (Socher et al. 2013).
We aim in this work to investigate the merit of using deep models for sentiment analysis in Arabic, focusing on the sentence level sentiment classification. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to explore deep learning models for sentiment classification in Arabic. For the vector space representation of text, we utilize ArSenL (Badaro et al. 2014), a recently published sentiment lexicon. Each word in the lexicon is associated with three sentiment scores indicating levels of positivity, negativity, and neutrality. ArSenL includes 28,780 Arabic lexemes with the corresponding number of 157,969 synsets. We explore four deep learning models: DNN, DBN, Deep Auto Encoder (DAE), and combined DAE with DBN. DNN applies back propagation to a conventional neural network, but with several layers. DBN applies generative pre-training phase before feeding a discriminative fine tuning step. DAE provides a generative model representation for the original but with reduced dimensionality. Finally, the RAE aims at parsing the raw sentence words in the best order that minimizes the reconstruction error of re-generating the same sentence words in the same order; in other words, it aims at discovering the best parse tree that maximizes the probability of the input data.

Both DAE and RAE models aim at providing a compact representation of the input sentence. Both models are based on unsupervised learning, where their objective is the minimization of reconstruction error of the input, so no manual annotation is needed. The main difference is that; RAE considers the context and order of parsing of the sentence. This recursion enables parsing variable length sentences. While the DAE is parsing the whole sentence words at once in the first layer, with no consideration of the order of parsing of words, and keep feeding the representation forward in the deep architecture on the hope that useful features are extracted at each layer of depth. This property makes it mandatory to have fixed length features vector, which promotes the Bag-of-Words (BoW) model.

Both DAE and RAE models require a classifier on top of their obtained representation. In case of DAE, the classifier is the DBN, while in case of RAE, the classifier is a softmax layer.

The Linguistic Data Consortium Arabic Tree Bank (LDC ATB) dataset is used to evaluate the proposed models. The input data to the first three models depend on the BoW model, with the utilization of lexicon scores. In our case it is ArSenL, as special sentiment features.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews the work related to sentiment classification in Arabic. Section 3 describes the features employed from ArSenL. Section 4 includes a description of the proposed deep learning models. Section 5 presents the results of the evaluation on LDC ATB, and section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

This section presents an overview of different approaches proposed to perform opinion mining in Arabic focusing on practices pertaining to preprocessing, feature engineering, modeling, and evaluation methods.

Word n-grams are considered the most common features that have been used, with different preprocessing and representation settings, to train classification models. In general, using higher-order n-grams (bigrams and trigrams) – represented with term-frequency inverse-document-frequency (TFIDF) weights achieved better results compared to unigrams (Rushdi et al. 2011, Mountassir et al. 2012). These features were used to train different classification models with support vector machines (SVM) achieving better performances (Rushdi et al. 2011, Aly and Attiya 2013, Al-Kabi et al. 2013, Shoukry et al. 2013) with a few exceptions where Naïve Bayes was found superior (Mountassir et al. 2012, Elawady et al. 2014). Ensemble techniques were also utilized for additional performance improvement (Omar et al. 2013). The impact of stylistic features was introduced in (Abbasi et al. 2008). These features were found beneficial when used along with syntactic features.

Arabic sentiment lexicons are also used to engineer features. Examples are ArSenL (Badaro et al. 2014), SIFAAT (Abdul-Mageed et al. 2011) and ArSeLEX (Ibrahim et al. 2015). Deep learning models have recently gained popularity, and can potentially be used in sentiment analysis. These models include DNN, CNN (LeCun et al. 1995), DBN, DBN with fast inference of the model parameters (Hinton et al. 2006), and RNN (Socher et al. 2013). Recently, Socher et al. (Socher et al. 2013) worked on phrase level sentiment classification in English using Recursive Neural Tensor Networks over a fine grained phrase level annotated corpus (Stanford Sentiment Tree Bank).
Lastly, a variety of corpora have been used for evaluation such as OCA (Opinion Corpus for Arabic) (Rushdi-Saleh 2011), LABR (Large-scale Arabic Book Reviews) (Mountassir et al. 2012), sentences from the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) part 1, version 3.0 (Abdul-Mageed et al. 2011) and many other self-created corpora.

3 Data Feeding Deep Learning

In the first three deep learning models (DNN, DBN and DAE), we employ features based on ArSenL where the words in each sentence are represented in a vector of length equal to the number of entries in the lexicon. Instead, of using TFIDF scores or binary representations of the words, we focus the evaluation on the impact of sentiment lexicon features due to their demonstrated relevance in past literature. In ArSenL, there are 3 scores for each lemma (denoting positive, negative and neutral polarity). The sum of the 3 scores adds up to 1. As a result, the feature vector will be three times the size of the selected text in the corpus. For the LDC ATB dataset, 3795 entries are matched to in ArSenL, resulting in a feature vector of length 11385. Each word in a sentence is looked up in the table $V$, where $N$ is the size of the resulting embedding representation vector (in our experiments it is set to 50).

For the RAE, the main preprocessing steps are:

1) Vocabulary vector build: parse the whole dataset to obtain the encountered vocabulary words. No stop words removal or stemming is done.

2) Each sentence is represented as list of word indices $b_{word} \in \mathbb{R}^{|V|}$, where $|V|$ is the size of the vocabulary, in our case for the LDC ATB dataset, it is 31850 words. Each word in a sentence is looked up in the table $L \in \mathbb{R}^{N|V|}$ where $N$ is the size of the resulting embedding representation vector (in our experiments it is set to 50).

3) The resulting sequence of representations is fed forward in the parse tree of the RAE to obtain one representation $\hat{x} \in \mathbb{R}^N$ for the whole sentence.

An example of a parsed sentence is described in Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw sentence</th>
<th>اتفاق جيد</th>
<th>وصول جيد</th>
<th>هو</th>
<th>فالمهم هو الوصول إلى اتفاق جيد</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binarized input (variable length)</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic word embedding representation</td>
<td>$L_{باد} \in \mathbb{R}^N$</td>
<td>$L_{الف} \in \mathbb{R}^N$</td>
<td>$L_{ه} \in \mathbb{R}^N$</td>
<td>$L_{ه} \in \mathbb{R}^N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAE representation</td>
<td>$\hat{x} \in \mathbb{R}^N$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Example of parsing a sentence from its raw words into their embedding representation

4 Deep Learning Models for Sentiment Analysis in Arabic

Three models are proposed under deep learning framework: DNN, DBN, and a combined Auto Encoder with DBN. The network architecture in terms of depth, breadth, and hyper parameters settings are set based on the recommendations in (Bengio et al. 2009) and (Bengio et al. 2012).

For the DNN architecture, the number of neurons in each layer is selected to yield the best accuracy for a selected development data set. For the considered data, the number of neurons came out at, 40 per layer. The depth of the DNN network is selected by iteratively incrementing the number of layers one at a time while evaluating the accuracy at every increment. The depth of 3 layers was found to yield the best accuracy with the selected data set. A decision softmax layer composed of two neurons was then added on top of the three network layers. For training the
model, we used supervised back propagation. The objective of the model is to minimize the error of the network output versus the true sentiment class label for each training case. The remaining settings for DNN model are: (1) conjugate gradient algorithm is used for gradient updates with three line searches; (2) weights are randomly initialized from Gaussian distribution of 0 mean and standard deviation of 1; and (3) the activation function of each neuron is taken as hyperbolic tangent activation. Training is conducted in batches of size 100 cases for 50 epochs. The resulting architecture of the DNN model is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. DNN Architecture](image1)

The second model is based on the DBN model described in (Hinton et al. 2006). The learning process is performed in two phases. First, a generative unsupervised pre-training phase is developed based on stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machine wake-sleep algorithm at each layer (Hinton et al. 2006). In the second phase, the weights of the network are used to initialize a discriminative supervised model similar to DNN. The difference with the conventional DNN is the addition of the pre-training phase, which was found to avoid model over fitting (Bengio et al. 2012). The same network architecture of DNN is used for both, pre-training and fine-tuning phases. Both phases undergo 50 epochs of weights updates. The resulting DBN model architecture is depicted in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. DBN Architecture](image2)

For the third model, a generative deep auto encoder model is first trained with the objective of minimizing the error between the applied and the reconstructed vectors. The result of the autoencoder is then followed by a model similar to the DBN model, with pre-training and fine-tuning phases. The error function is taken as the difference between the applied features vector and the reconstructed vector in the reverse order of the deep auto encoder. The auto encoder architecture is taken as 100-50-20 in three respective layers. The idea is to obtain a reduced dense dimension vector with accurate representation of the input data. Since the input vector is sparse, we cannot directly consider its dimension as the real dimension representing the input data, as it contains many zeros. Hence, we consider the 40 neurons, which were taken in the first two models as the hidden layers dimensions, and we target 50% reduction in the deep auto encoder. To achieve this reduction ratio, we start at 100 neurons and reduce the number of neurons by 50% as we go deeper in the model. The resulting architecture is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows the unfolded architecture of the employed encoder. The encoded data representing the input is taken from the third activation layer. The reconstructed output is then taken from the 6th layer, which is equivalent to the 1st layer by symmetry of the proposed architecture.

After the deep auto encoder is derived, the training data is fed to the encoder to obtain the representative 20 dimension codes for each entry.
of the dataset. The new obtained codes are then used as training data for another DBN. This time, no pre-training is run in the DBN model since pre-training already happened during the deep auto encoder training. The obtained 20 dimension vectors are dense, unlike the original feature vectors of the training set. Hence different architecture needs to be employed in the DBN to account for different combinations of the dense data inside the code vectors. The best architecture of the layers for the DBN in this case was found to be three layers with 400 neurons in each layer.

![Figure 3 DAE Architecture](image)

So far, the input data to the first three models depend on the BoW, with the utilization of lexicon scores, in our case it is ArSenL, as special sentiment features. The BoW suffers two main issues: 1) Poor representation of features, which generates sparse vectors of words, where most of its encoded information and features are not relevant to the classification of the current case at hand. This sparseness hurts the reconstruction of the DAE and causes high errors resulting in poor representations of the input. 2) No consideration of context, where the words are encoded irrespective to their order in the original sentence. The BoW model renders the lexicon scores useless, and sometimes misleading, because it draws them out of context. In other words, a word cannot be absolutely positive or absolutely negative. However, the sentiment of a word is usually context dependent. For example, the word “beat” is usually a negative word. However, in the context of “We have beaten the other team”, it becomes a positive one. Also, positivity and negativity of a word is perspective dependent. For example: “team A has beaten team B” is a positive context for team A, but negative for team B. This renders the absolute lexicon scores useless or even misleading in some cases if taken without the consideration of the context.

The fourth and last model is the Recursive Auto Encoder (RAE). The RAE is a member of the recursive family of deep learning models (Socher 2011, 2013). The main advantage of the RAE is that; it is unsupervised, so it does not require parse tree annotation like other members of this family, like Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). The basic block of the RAE is the normal auto encoder described earlier, where the objective is to minimize the error between the original raw input vector and the reconstructed one, called the reconstruction error. They have been used for dimensionality reduction and hash space search.

In NLP, the input is usually the BoW vector, with 1’s at the positions where a word of the vocabulary is encountered in the current sentence at hand, leaving many irrelevant zeros at the rest of the vector positions. This hurts badly the reconstruction capability of the AE and makes its convergence harder. Also, no context is captured in this model. To address this, the second component of the RAE model is the recursion parse tree, where the sentence words are parsed/visited in a certain order that captures their semantic meaning, and how they influence and sometimes inflect the meanings of each other. For example, the meaning of “good” is the opposite of “not good”.

The basic block of recursion is the AE, which is a binary encoder in our case. The goal of auto encoders is to learn a representation of their inputs. The algorithm in Socher et al. 2013 is described in brief here. At each step of parsing, the weights of the basic AE are updated so as to minimize the reconstruction error (see Figure 5). However, this procedure assumes that the parse tree order is known, which is not. A prior step is required to discover the best parse tree first. This is done through a greedy breadth first algorithm. At each recursion step, all the possible remaining words of the sentence are attempted; generating a representation and associated reconstruction error. The next node to be included in the tree is the one that generated the minimum reconstruction error. This algorithm is greedy because it considers the best solution at the current step without considering the global situation, which simplifies calculations and reduces the processing time.
Figure 4 Training procedure of RAE with greedy discovery of the best parse tree

So the RAE learning process with tree structure discovery shall go as follows (shown in Figure 4):

1) Initialize the RAE weights and word embeddings $L$ with zero mean Gaussian samples.
2) Forward path:
   a. Initialize the parents node list to null.
   b. At each step, try all possible extension leaves to the tree from the list of all candidate leaves.
   c. For each extension, evaluate the reconstruction error.
   d. Choose the leaf that minimizes the error and add it to the parents list.
3) Backward path:
   a. Once the tree is constructed, the weights of RAE can be adjusted same as done in the normal training of the AE described.
4) Repeat 2 and 3 for each training case.

At this step, we have obtained a RAE that is able to provide a sentence wide representation by recursively parsing its words in the best order. However, to build a sentiment classifier using this learnt network two components are missing. The first one is concerned with handling the raw input words, and obtaining a good representation out of it that encodes the context of the word. This is often referred to as the word embedding. In our approach, this block is implemented as a lookup table $L \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times |V|}$, where $N$ is the size of the resulting embedding representation. In our setting, this block is initialized by sampling it from a zero mean Gaussian distribution. During the learning process described, the weights of this block are learnt from the unsupervised data.

Figure 5 Word embedding matrix update in the training process of RAE.

The other missing block, is the classifier on top of the RAE representation. This is the supervised part of the system, where it is trained based on the sentiment annotations given to each training case. It could be any supervised machine learning classifier. In our case, it was a simple softmax layer.

The full architecture of the system is shown in Figure 6. The main steps are as follows:

1) Build the word embedding matrix $L$.
   a. The input are the raw sentences represented as sequence of its constituting words indices.
   b. The output is the semantic representation, i.e. the result of look up of each word index in the matrix $L$.
2) Construct the RAE parse tree and update its weights for best reconstruction.
   a. The input is the sequence of semantic representations obtained from the word embedding block.
   b. The output is the top level compact representation of the parsed sentence.
3) Train a classifier on top of the RAE representations. In our case this is just a softmax (MaxEnt) layer.
   a. The input is the representation obtained from the RAE.
   b. The output is the classification decision. In our case; positive or negative.

The RAE model has the following advantages: 1) The phase of RAE construction and parse tree discovery is completely unsupervised, while the
only supervised part is the fine tuning phase. This property enables the adaptation and enhancement of the system on any un-annotated dataset. 2) The input is completely raw words indices, with no lexicon required, which are a hard to build language resource in terms of effort and cost.

![Figure 6 Sentiment classification using RAE](image)

The problem of context handling is partially solved by the RAE model, where the order of parsing is variable with each new sentence, and hence a different representation is obtained for each sentence according to its semantics. However, as far as the task of sentiment classification is concerned, the sentimental context is not captured, but the semantic context is depicted. In other words, the parse tree is discovered according to which n-grams sequence are valid or form a meaningful constituent, and hence the parse tree is formed. However, the sentiment context of such n-grams is not considered. To tackle this issue, a different parse tree is needed; a sentiment parse tree. An example of which, is the Stanford sentiment Tree Bank (Socher et al. 2013), which requires a huge and specialized annotation effort for the whole parse tree of the sentence not the overall sentence sentiment. The classification is then based on RNN. This is considered as a future work due to the unavailability of such sentiment tree bank as a required language resource for this type of networks.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate the models, LDC ATB dataset is used for training and testing. The dataset is split into 944 training sentences and 236 test sentences. Only positive and negative classes are considered for the data represented by Arsenl_lemma, and Arsenl_sentence features separately.

The results in Table 2 show that both, DBN and Auto Encoder (models 2 and 3) do not suffer over fitting while model 1 does. This is in line with the observation in (Bengio et al. 2012) which indicates that pre-training provides kind of regularization on the learned weights of the network. This is expected because deep auto encoder output provides good generalization of the input data, and has even less tendency to over-fit training data. With selected architectures, and in most cases, the F1 measures were close to SVM, and sometimes superior. The accuracy measures were not superior.

The input representation in the first three models is based on the BoW encoding of the ArSenL scores, which makes the features vector very sparse with too many zeros. This hurts badly the reconstruction capability of the network, because slight errors around zeros add up. This effect is reduced when the features vectors are first fed to a DAE to obtain a compact representation rather than a sparse one.

A better representation would be to select only the vocabulary words that are encountered in the sentence under focus. However, this will make the features vector length variable. A recursive model addresses this problem by parsing the sentence words recursively to obtain sentence wide representation considering only the vocabulary words that exist in the sentence. This is one of the reasons why the RAE is superior to the other three models.

The RAE model outperforms all the other models by a large margin of around 9%. As pointed out earlier, in this model, semantic context and the parsing order of words are considered. In the same time, no lexicon is used, and no special features are used, but only raw words as input. Table 3 shows the result of benchmarking the deep learning models proposed against other systems in literature, like linear SVM applied to ArSenL scores (Badaro et al. 2013) and SIFAAT (Abdul-Mageed et al. 2011), which represent the state of the art results on the LDC ATB dataset in Arabic sentiment classification. RAE outperformed SIFAAT by around 14%, while it outperformed linear SVM on ArSenL scores by around 9%.
Table 2. Evaluation results on LDC ATB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>RAE Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Linear SVM F1 score (%)</th>
<th>DNN (model 1) Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Linear SVM F1 score (%)</th>
<th>DBN (model 2) Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Linear SVM F1 score (%)</th>
<th>DBN (model 2) F1 score (%)</th>
<th>Deep auto – DBN (model 3) Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Linear SVM F1 score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arsenl_lemma</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenl_sentence</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>56.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw words</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Benchmark results on LDC ATB

| RAE Average F1 score (%) (Pos/Neg) | SIFAAT 59.2 | Linear SVM - ArsenL 64.5 | DNN (model 1) 44.5 | DBN (model 2) 46.8 | DAE – DBN (model 3) 60.5 |

In our experiments on RAE we focus on the idea of obtaining a representation that takes into consideration the context of the word. At the same time, we want to take advantage of the unsupervised nature of RAE that avoids the use of sentiment lexicon. Another future direction will be to consider using ArSenL lexicon to create better representation of word embeddings. This can be done by creating special word embedding blocks with the objective of generating the ArSenL sentiment scores, and then use this representation as input to the RAE. This is considered as a pre-training step to the embedding block rather than random initialization or n-gram validity task. Also, the pre-training using ArSenL enables the consideration of the individual words sentiment in addition to the semantic words context.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a deep learning approach is proposed for the sentiment classification problem on Arabic text. Three architectures were proposed and derived for: DNN, DBN and Deep Auto Encoders. The features vector used the sentiment scores from ArSenL lexicon. LDC ATB dataset was used to evaluate the models, comparing their accuracy and F1 scores. It was found that, Deep Auto encoder model gives better representation of the input sparse vector. We also proposed a forth model, RAE, which was the best deep learning model according to our results, although it requires no sentiment lexicon. The results show around 9% improvement in average F1 score over the best reported results in literature on the same LDC ATB dataset in the sentiment classification task for Arabic.

Future work includes: 1) the enhancement of the word embedding block by employing large unsupervised corpus, and 2) enhancing the way the parse tree is constructed by improving the search method and its objective, so that it could be more directed towards semantic and syntactic correctness of the resulting parse tree, rather than depending on the reconstruction error alone.
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Abstract
Most advanced mobile applications require server-based and communication. This often causes additional energy consumption on the already energy-limited mobile devices. In this work, we provide to address these limitations on the mobile for Opinion Mining in Arabic. Instead of relying on compute-intensive NLP processing, the method uses an Arabic lexical resource stored on the device. Text is stemmed, and the words are then matched to our own developed ArSenL. ArSenL is the first publicly available large scale Standard Arabic sentiment lexicon (ArSenL) developed using a combination of English SentiWordnet (ESWN), Arabic WordNet, and the Arabic Morphological Analyzer (AraMorph). The scores from the matched stems are then processed through a classifier for determining the polarity. The method was tested on a published set of Arabic tweets, and an average accuracy of 67% was achieved. The developed mobile application is also made publicly available. The application takes as input a topic of interest and retrieves the latest Arabic tweets related to this topic. It then displays the tweets superimposed with colors representing sentiment labels as positive, negative or neutral. The application also provides visual summaries of searched topics and a history showing how the sentiments for a certain topic have been evolving.

1 Introduction
With the growth of social media and online blogs, people express their opinion and sentiment freely by providing product reviews, as well as comments about celebrities, and political and global events. These texts reflecting opinions are of great interest to companies and individuals who base their decisions and actions upon them (Feldman, 2013; Taboada et al., 2011). In particular, there is an increased interest in easy access to Arabic opinion from mobiles. In fact, around “10.8 million tweets come from the Arab region every day. 73.6% of all the tweets from the region are now in Arabic” (Radcliffe, 2013).

There have been many attempts to build sentiment analysis engines and several applications for performing opinion mining for English texts. Most opinion mining approaches in English are based on SentiWordNet (ESWN) (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006; Baccianella & al., 2010) for extracting word-level sentiment polarity. Some researchers used the stored positive or negative connotation of the words to combine them and derive the polarity of the text (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005).

Recently, special interest has been given to opinion mining from Arabic texts, and as a result, there has also been interest in developing Arabic lexicons for word-level sentiment evaluation. The availability of a large scale Arabic based SWN is still limited (AlHazmi et al., 2013; Abdul-Mageed and Diab, 2012; Elarnaoty et al., 2012; Elarnaoty et al., 2012). In fact, there is no publicly available large scale Arabic sentiment lexicon similar to ESWN. Additionally, there are limitations with existing Arabic lexicons including deficiency in covering the correct num-
ber and type of lemmas. Moreover, few applications exist for performing opinion mining in Arabic.

Sophisticated opinion mining models require highly computational natural language processing tools. As an example for the Arabic language, MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) is a tool that performs tokenization, POS tagging and sense disambiguation by lemmatizing a given sentence in Arabic. However, the tool cannot be integrated in a mobile application without using a server.

Hence, in this work, we propose a method for opinion mining of Arabic tweets on mobile devices without the need for reliance on compute-intensive NLP tools. We propose a computationally light method that uses a lexicon-based approach for Arabic tweets. Our newly developed large-scale sentiment lexicon, ArSenL, is leveraged for the method. ArSenL was created by matching Arabic WordNet (AWN) (Black et al., 2006) and lemmas in AraMorph lexicon to ESWN. Each lemma entry in the lexicon has three scores derived from the mapping with ESWN: positive, negative, and objective. The sum of the three scores is 1. Ideally, one should use NLP tools to process text and produce lemmas that can be matched to ArSenL. However, to keep processing light on the mobile, we produce a stemmed version of ArSenL, and then use word stems for matching. This design reduces the energy and performance costs caused by input/output and transmission operations on the mobile. A mobile application is designed and implemented to automatically analyze Arabic tweets, extract sentiments related to the tweets, and provide a visualization summary of the results. The user inputs a keyword of interests to him/her and the output displays a summary of the tweets’ sentiments. The method is designed to use limited computational and storage resources while achieving acceptable accuracy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A literature review is presented in section 2 covering work that involved developing opinion mining methods based on lexical resources. In section 3, we detail the method, with descriptions of ArSenL and the developed application. Section 4 includes an evaluation of the sentiment model and a description of the developed mobile application. In section 5, we conclude our work and outline possible extensions.

2 Literature Review

There have been numerous efforts for creating sentiment lexicons in English and Arabic to perform sentiment mining. The primary target for these resources is to aid in automated analysis of sentiment content in text.

In fact, the Arabic language in social media presents several challenges for sentiment mining as detailed by El-Beltagy & Ali (2013). First, the unavailability of colloquial Arabic parsers makes the morphological analysis task harder. Moreover, there is no publicly available sentiment lexicon for Arabic. Entity name recognition and handling idiomatic Arabic expressions in different dialects are also additional challenges for Arabic sentiment mining. For more information on Arabic morphological complexity and dialectal variations, see Habash (2010).

Denecke (2008) and Ohana and Tierney (2009) developed a lexicon sentiment model based on the success of the work of Esuli and Sebastiani, in 2006 who introduced ESWN as a resource that assigns for each synset in the English WordNet (EWN) scores for objectivity, positivity, and negativity. The model of Denecke (2008) is proposed to work with multilingual applications where the document is first translated from a foreign language into English and the three sentiment scores are then extracted based on ESWN. The scores are then used as features for the sentiment model. The processing of the document includes stemming and part of speech tagging.

While Denecke (2008) and Ohana and Tierney (2009) relied on ESWN to develop their sentiment mining model, Abdul-Mageed et al. (2011) used manually annotated adjective lexicon (SIFAAT (Abdul-Mageed and Diab, 2012) to develop an opinion mining model for Arabic. The model uses morphological features and polarity labels of the adjectives matched to SIFAAT. As an extension to their work on lexicon based opinion mining models, Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2014) extended the lexicon to create SANA, a subjectivity and sentiment lexicon for Arabic. SANA has a mix of lemmas and inflected forms, many of which are not diacritized. However, SANA was not tested in the context of an opinion mining model.

As another attempt to create a lexicon-based approach for sentiment mining, Alhazmi et al. (2013) linked the Arabic WordNet to ESWN through the provided synset offset information.
The efficiency of the lexicon for sentiment mining was not evaluated.

While the previous approaches were mainly based on the availability of sentiment lexical resources, El-Halees (2011) developed a three steps opinion-mining model for Arabic documents. First, the documents are passed through a classification model that is based on lexical resources. This part classifies the majority of the document. The resultant classified documents are used as training set for maximum entropy method which then classifies some other documents. Finally, a K-nearest method is employed to classify the remaining documents using the output of the previous two classification models.

Using ESWN, Mukherjea et al. (2012) developed TwiSent which collects tweets and classifies them as positive, negative or objective. Besides detecting the sentiment of the tweet, TwiSent addresses four known problems for tweets: spams, structural anomalies, entity specifications and pragmatics. Addressing these inputs improved sentiment classification by 10% compared to other sentiment mining applications that were trained on the same tweets' set. Moreover, this work is only limited to the English language.

Davidov et al. (2010) describe a technique that transforms hashtags and smileys in tweets into sentiments. The described process is divided into two parts: identifying sentiment expressions, and determining the polarity of the identified expressions. Each tweet is divided into 4 different groups: words, punctuation, n-grams, and patterns. Then for each group a separate technique is applied to detect a positive or a negative sentiment. Although this approach analyzes hashtags and smileys which are multilingual, it is still mainly designed for the English language.

Last but not least, Aly & Atia (2013) presents a LABR: Large Arabic Book Reviews dataset consisting of 63K book reviews with rating from 1 to 5. The authors present baseline approaches for performing sentiment mining and set benchmarks for future research and approaches in sentiment mining.

In summary, while previous methods exist for English sentiment mining, none exist for real-time sentiment mining on mobile for Arabic. Additionally, those methods that do exist, and only for English, often rely on extensive computations making them infeasible for extensive use on a mobile. In this work, we provide a method that uses a recently developed Arabic sentiment lexicon, and requires minimal computations for the mobile.

3 Proposed Approach

In this section we describe the method, the Arabic sentiment lexicon, and the developed mobile application.

3.1 Method Overview

The processing steps of the model are shown in Figure 1. The pre-processing steps include: Tweet tokenization, hashtag removal, stemming, sentiment scores inference for the stemmed words, and then sentiment classification. The scores are then used to derive three aggregate features containing the sum of positive scores, the sum of negative scores, and the sum of objective or neutral scores. In this paper, we use objective and neutral interchangeably. These pre-processing steps are further detailed here.

Removing Hashtags: This step is essential to clean the data from hashtags and keep their corresponding words for sentiment analysis given their importance in the sentiment of the tweet.

Stemming: Each tokenized tweet is stemmed to match it to a stemmed version of ArSenL. Lemmatization would have produced higher accuracy, however it would have required more computations. As a result, we used stemming to keep the processing light. Khoja’s stemmer (1999) was utilized in the implementation.

Getting the Score of Tweets: Each stemmed word is matched to the stemmed version of ArSenL in order to retrieve the corresponding sentiment scores. If a word in the tweet did not have any match in ArSenL, a zero score is assigned.
for each of the positive, the negative and the objective scores of the word. The sentiment scores are then summed for each tweet. It is worth noting that we tried using an average score per tweet instead of the sum but the sum gave better accuracy results.

3.2 Arabic Sentiment Lexicon

For the Arabic Sentiment lexicon, we generate a stemmed version of ArSenL (Badaro et al., 2014). ArSenL was developed based on extending other existing resources in Arabic and English: English WordNet (EWN) (Miller et al., 1990), Arabic WordNet (AWN), English SentiWordNet (ESWN) and AraMorph were used. The lemma entries in the Arabic resources were linked to the English synsets. The validated version was demonstrated to outperform the other version as well as state-of-the-art lexicons for Arabic sentiment.

A public interface to browsing ArSenL is available at http://www.oma-project.com. ArSenL can also be downloaded for research use. The interface allows the user to search for an Arabic word. The output shows the different scores for the Arabic word along with the corresponding sentiment scores. A snapshot of the homepage is shown in Figure 2. The scores are the sentiment scores that were extracted from ESWN after establishing the linking across different resources as detailed in Badaro et al work. Further details can be found in Badaro et al. paper.

3.3 Features and Mining Model

3.3.1 Training Data

A corpus of 2300 manually annotated Arabic Tweets (~30k words) is utilized (Mourad and Darwish, 2013). The dataset was randomly sampled from Twitter out of 65 million unique tweets in Arabic. It was annotated by two native Arabic speakers. In case of disagreement, the two annotators discussed the issue of the tweet to resolve it. In case the disagreement remains, the tweet was dropped.

3.3.2 Features

The features used to build the classification model were only restricted to the sum of sentiment scores per tweet as retrieved from ArSenL. We made the features simple in order to reduce the processing and computation efforts given that our aim is to design an energy efficient sentiment model for mobile.

3.3.3 Classification Model

To predict the sentiment of a tweet, we decided to use decision trees as a classification model for ease of results’ interpretation. The design is an ensemble classifier consisting of three binary classifiers: positive/not positive, negative/not negative and objective/not objective as shown in Figure 3. In order to train each classifier, an equal number of tweets is used for each class. The results of the three classifiers are then evaluated against custom developed rules that combine the results of the three classifiers in order to assign the correct sentiment label for a given tweet: positive, negative or neutral sentiment.
For example, a tweet classified as positive, not negative and objective by the three binary classifiers respectively will be labeled as a positive tweet. These rules were chosen to achieve higher accuracy, and are shown in Figure 3 and the input to the rules are the results of the three binary classifiers. The classification model is shown in Figure 3.

3.4 Mobile Application Development

3.4.1 Application Architecture

A 3-tier architecture shown in Figure 4 is used for the design of the application. The design is divided into three main components. The user interface is the component where the model takes as input the topic of interest and where the tweets are displayed after being classified as positive, negative or objective. The logic part consists of the processing performed in order to match the stemmed tweets to the stemmed lemmas in ArSenL and extract sentiment scores. The sentiment scores are fed to the classification model described above. The Data component represents all the sources of data that the application makes use of: the tweets accessed through an API, filtered tweets based on the input topic, ArSenL and the classification model. No additional servers are required to perform sentiment classification. Thus, the energy is reduced since there is no need for I/O communication with a remote server or for server-level computations. The mobile application was developed for Android OS mobiles and was titled “شو رأين؟” meaning what is their opinion. It is available for download through http://www.oma-project.com. An example reported in Table 1 to illustrate the different steps of the architecture in Figure 4. Below, we describe the steps involved in retrieving the sentiment of a tweet.

3.4.2 Fetching Tweets

There is a search box at the top of the main page in which the user enters the keyword of interest. Based on the keyword entered, recent tweets are fetched using Twitter API with Arabic filtering so that all fetched tweets are in Arabic. The user has the option to fetch more tweets by clicking on the “Show More” button. The fetched tweets are then stored in an array list for further processing and then deriving the related sentiment.

3.4.3 User Interface Displaying Results

3.4.3.1 Detailed Tweets View

The fetched tweets are processed and labeled as positive, negative or objective as described. The tweets are displayed to the user and colored according to their sentiment label: green color for positive sentiments, red color for negative opinions and gray color for objective tweets. A snapshot of the interface is shown in Figure 5, showing classified tweets for the topic “لبنان” (Lebanon). These tweets reflect the latest tweets available on Twitter.
3.4.3.2 Summary Charts

Instead of looking at each tweet separately, a summary overview on the sentiments towards a specific topic can be accessed through the visual summaries available in the application. A pie chart is used to visualize the summary of the recently analyzed tweets, showing the distribution of the sentiment labels with the three colors green, red and gray. A sample snapshot of the visualization is shown in Figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tweet</th>
<th>لبنان بلد جميل (Lebanon is a beautiful country)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokens</td>
<td>لبنان بلد جميل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stems</td>
<td>جمل بلد لبنان</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scores (Positive, Negative, Objective)</td>
<td>0.75, 0.0, 0.25, 0.0, 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive/Not Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative/Not Negative</td>
<td>Not Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective/Not Objective</td>
<td>Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Classification</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Example of a processed and classified tweet.

3.4.3.3 Most Hashtag Used

Since hashtags are essential features in tweets and are usually highly correlated with the topic of the tweet, the design of the application allows the user to see the most used hashtags corresponding to the searched topic. A snapshot of this view in the application is shown in Figure 7.

3.4.3.4 History Fragments

Another important feature in the application is the availability of the history track. This option allows the user to keep track of the evolution of sentiment distributions regarding a specific topic through time. A snapshot reflecting the history fragment is shown in Figure 8.

4 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate three items: the sentiment model developed for identifying the sentiments of Arabic tweets, and the mobile application performance.

4.1 Accuracy of Sentiment Model

As described in section 3, an ensemble model is used to assess the sentiment of the tweet using three decision trees. The model was developed using WEKA data mining tool. The features of the model were the sums of the three sentiment scores per tweet. The dataset which consists of 2300 manually annotated Arabic Tweets (~30k words) is utilized (Mourad and Darwish, 2013) to train the model and construct the trees. The model was optimized with custom rules to achieve a high accuracy in prediction. A 5-fold cross validation was used to evaluate the developed sentiment model. Accuracy measure is used to evaluate the system. Each classifier is evaluated separately and trained using the same number of tweets per class to avoid any bias or over fit in the model. The results are shown in Table 2.

Figure 5. Snapshot of analyzed tweet on "لبنان" Lebanon topic.

Figure 6. Snapshot of quick summary pie chart of sentiment distributions for the topic "لبنان" Lebanon.
Figure 7. Most occurring hashtags for the topic “لبنان” Lebanon.

Figure 8. History scores displayed by date of search for the topic “لبنان” Lebanon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Search</th>
<th>Positive (%)</th>
<th>Negative (%)</th>
<th>Objective (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 12:42:44</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 12:45:49</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 13:46:33</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 14:48:48</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 19:00:41</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 19:03:59</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 20:44:14</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 13:39:34</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 13:49:44</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 18:40:02</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 18:30:02</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 14:05:05</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 14:00:21</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 14:13:14</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 14:18:55</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 14:32:59</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 14:28:29</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 17:32:46</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 19:00:56</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-09-01 19:04:16</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Accuracy percentages for each classifier and for the full system.

An average accuracy of 67.33% was achieved for the full system.

4.2 Mobile Application Performance

The performance of the application was also evaluated. At first 20 tweets were being retrieved and processed but the response time was relatively long. Hence, we made the application fetch 10 tweets at a time. More tweets can be retrieved by pressing on the “Show More” button as seen in Figure 5. All other processing and computations were done using mobile resources. In this way, we achieved our target of creating a sentiment mining application fully runnable on mobile. Moreover, the user interface of the application has been updated several times to optimize performance and user-friendliness based on users’ feedback.

5 Conclusion

We presented in this paper a light lexicon-based mobile application for sentiment mining of Arabic Tweets. A 3-tier architecture was designed to classify tweets as positive, negative or objective. The mobile application was designed to minimize energy consumption of the mobile by having an algorithm with minimal computational needs and no remote communication for computation. As an essential resource for the development of the mobile application, a stemmed version of ArSenL was generated. Different visualizations options are presented to the user. An ensemble classifier was developed based on manually annotated corpus of Arabic tweets and an average accuracy of 67.3% was achieved for sentiment classification through the mobile application. As future work, we consider enhancing the processing by integrating further intelligence in the classification model to retrieve negations. We are also considering developing the application for other mobile platforms.
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Abstract

We present a summary of QALB-2015, the second shared task on automatic text correction of Arabic texts. The shared task extends QALB-2014, which focused on correcting errors in Arabic texts produced by native speakers of Arabic. The competition this year, in addition to native data, includes texts produced by learners of Arabic as a foreign language. The report includes an overview of the QALB corpus, which is the dataset used for training and evaluation, an overview of participating systems, results of the competition and an analysis of the results and systems.

1 Introduction

The task of text correction has recently been attracting a lot of attention in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community, but most of the effort in this area concentrated on English, especially on errors made by learners of English as a Second Language. Four competitions devoted to error correction for non-native English writers took place recently: HOO (Dale and Kilgarriff, 2011; Dale et al., 2012) and CoNLL (Ng et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2014). Shared tasks of this kind are extremely important, as they bring together researchers and promote the development of relevant techniques and dissemination of key resources, such as benchmark data sets.

In the area of Arabic text correction, there has been a significant body of work, as well (Shaalan et al., 2003; Hassan et al., 2008). However, due to the lack of a common benchmark data set, making progress on this task has been difficult. The QALB shared task on automatic text correction of Arabic, organized within the framework of the Qatar Arabic Language Bank (QALB) project, is the first effort aimed at constructing a benchmark data set, which will allow for development and evaluation of automatic correction systems for Arabic.

In this paper, we present a summary of the second edition of the QALB competition. The first one – QALB-2014 (Mohit et al., 2014) – took place in conjunction with the Arabic NLP workshop at EMNLP-2014 and focused on errors found in online commentaries produced by native speakers of Arabic. QALB-2014 attracted a lot of attention and resulted in nine systems being submitted with a variety of approaches that included rule-based frameworks, machine-learning classifiers, and statistical machine translation methods. This year’s competition extends the first edition by adding another track that focuses on errors found in essays written by learners of Arabic.

Eight teams participated in the competition this year, including several participants from last year who submitted improved systems for the native track. The non-native (L2) track also allowed the participants to determine to what extent their approaches need to be modified to adapt to a new set of errors. Overall, QALB-2015 generated a diverse set of approaches for automatic text correction of Arabic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the shared task framework. This is followed by an overview of the QALB corpus (Section 3). Section 4 describes the shared task data, and Section 5 presents the approaches adopted by the participating teams. Section 6 discusses the results of the competition. Section 7 concludes the paper.

1http://nlp.qatar.cmu.edu/qalb/
2 Task Description

The QALB-2015 shared task extends QALB-2014, the first shared task on Arabic text correction that was created as a forum for competition and collaboration on automatic error correction in Modern Standard Arabic and took place in conjunction with the Arabic NLP workshop at EMNLP-2014 (Mohit et al., 2014).

QALB-2014 addressed errors in online user comments written to Aljazeera articles by native Arabic speakers. This year’s competition includes two tracks – native and non-native. In addition to the Aljazeera commentaries written by native speakers, it also includes texts produced by learners of Arabic as a foreign language (L2).

Both the native and the non-native data is written in Modern Standard Arabic and is part of the QALB corpus (see Section 3), a manually-corrected collection of Arabic texts. The Aljazeera section of the corpus is presented in Zaghouani et al. (2014). The L2 data is extracted from two learner corpora of Arabic – the Arabic Learners Written Corpus (ALWC) (Farwaneh and Tamimi, 2012) and the Arabic Learner Corpus (ALC) (Alfaifi and Atwell, 2012). For details about the L2 data, we refer the reader to Zaghouani et al. (2015a).

The shared task participants were provided with training and development data to build their systems, but were also free to make use of additional resources, including corpora, linguistic resources, and software, as long as these were publicly available.

For evaluation, a standard framework developed for similar error correction competitions in English and that we also used last year has been adopted: system outputs are compared against gold annotations using Precision, Recall and $F_1$. Systems are ranked based on the $F_1$ scores obtained on the test sets.

3 The QALB Corpus

The QALB corpus was created as part of the QALB project. One of the goals of the QALB project is to develop a large manually corrected corpus for a variety of Arabic texts, including texts produced by native and non-native writers, as well as machine translation output. Within the framework of this project, comprehensive annotation guidelines and a specialized web-based annotation interface have been developed (Zaghouani et al., 2014; Obeid et al., 2013; Zaghouani et al., 2015a).

The texts are manually annotated for errors by native Arabic speakers. The annotation begins with an initial automatic pre-processing step. Next, the files are processed with the morphological analysis and disambiguation system MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) that corrects a common class of spelling errors. The files are then assigned to a team of trained human annotators who were instructed to correct all errors in the input.

The errors include spelling, punctuation, word choice, morphology, syntax, and dialectal usage. However, it should be stressed that the error classification was only used for guiding the annotation process; the annotators were not instructed to mark the type of error but only needed to specify an appropriate correction.

Once the annotation was complete, the corrections were automatically grouped into the following seven action categories based on the action required to correct the error: \{Edit, Add, Merge, Split, Delete, Move, Other\}.\footnote{In the shared task, we specified two Add categories: add\_before and add\_after. Most of the add errors fall into the first category, and we combine these here into a single Add category.}

Table 1 presents a sample Arabic news comment along with its manually corrected form, its romanized transliteration,\footnote{Arabic transliteration is presented in the Habash-Soudi-Buckwalter scheme (Habash et al., 2007): (in alphabetical order) $\text{Abt} \Rightarrow \text{Abt}, \text{Al} \Rightarrow \text{Al}$, $\text{b} \Rightarrow \text{b}$, $\text{f} \Rightarrow \text{f}$, $\text{g} \Rightarrow \text{g}$, $\text{h} \Rightarrow \text{h}$, $\text{i} \Rightarrow \text{i}$, $\text{j} \Rightarrow \text{j}$, $\text{k} \Rightarrow \text{k}$, $\text{l} \Rightarrow \text{l}$, $\text{m} \Rightarrow \text{m}$, $\text{n} \Rightarrow \text{n}$, $\text{o} \Rightarrow \text{o}$, $\text{p} \Rightarrow \text{p}$, $\text{q} \Rightarrow \text{q}$, $\text{r} \Rightarrow \text{r}$, $\text{s} \Rightarrow \text{s}$, $\text{t} \Rightarrow \text{t}$, $\text{u} \Rightarrow \text{u}$, $\text{v} \Rightarrow \text{v}$, $\text{w} \Rightarrow \text{w}$, $\text{x} \Rightarrow \text{x}$, $\text{y} \Rightarrow \text{y}$, $\text{z} \Rightarrow \text{z}$.} and the English translation. The errors in the original and the corrected forms are underlined and co-indexed. Table 2 presents a subset of the errors for the example shown in Table 1 along with the error types and annotation actions. The Appendix at the end of the paper lists all annotation actions for that example.\footnote{Tables 1 and 2, and the appendix are reproduced from Mohit et al. (2014) to help explain the format of the files used in QALB-2014 and QALB-2015 shared task evaluations.}

Essays written by L2 speakers differ from the native texts both because of the genre and the types of mistakes. For this reason, the general QALB L1 annotation guidelines were extended by adding new rules describing the error correction procedure in texts produced by L2 speakers (Zaghouani et al., 2015a). Because the genres are different, the writing styles exhibit different distributions of words, phrases, and structures. Further, while native texts mostly contain orthographic and punctuation mistakes, non-native writings also reveal lexical choice errors, missing and extraneous words (e.g. articles, prepositions), and mistakes in word choice, morphology, syntax, and dialectal usage.


order, as shown in Table 3. Finally, even when a sentence written by a non-native writer does not contain obvious mistakes, it often does not sound fluent to a native speaker.

4 Shared Task Data

To develop their systems, participants were provided with training and development data three months prior to the release of the blind test sets. For the native (Aljazeera) track, the participants used the data sets from QALB-2014. We refer to these data sets as Alj-train-2014, Alj-dev-2014, and Alj-test-2014. The L2 track includes L2-train-2015 and L2-dev-2015. The systems were evaluated on blind test sets Alj-test-2015 and L2-test-2015.

Both for the native and L2 data, we ensured that sentences from the same comment or essay belonged to the same set, i.e., training, development, or test. Furthermore, Aljazeera comments belonging to the same article were included only in one of the shared task subsets (i.e., training, development, or test). The commentaries were also split by the annotation time.

Similar to QALB-2014, the data was made available to the participants in three versions:
Table 3: Example of three errors shown in bold and described in order. The word Almdynh is repeated and should be removed. The word mnwrh is missing the definite article Al at the beginning of the word and the Ta-Marbuta ꜱ h is confused with the letter Ha ꜱ h. The correct word should be Almnwrh. Finally, there is a possessive pronoun agreement error in the word jwh and it should be spelled jwhA instead.

Table 5: Distribution of annotations by type in the shared task data. Error types denotes the action required in order to correct the error.

Table 4: Statistics on the shared task data.

(1) plain text, one document per line; (2) text with annotations specifying errors and the corresponding corrections; (3) feature files specifying morphological information obtained by running MADAMIRA, a tool for morphological analysis and disambiguation of Modern Standard Arabic (Pasha et al., 2014). MADAMIRA performs morphological analysis and contextual disambiguation. Using the output of MADAMIRA, we generated for each word thirty-three features. The features specify various properties: the part-of-speech (POS), lemma, aspect, person, gender, number, and so on.

Among its features, MADAMIRA generates normalization forms and as a result corrects a large subset of a special class of spelling mistakes in words containing the letters Alif and final Ya. These letters are a source of the most common spelling types of spelling errors in Arabic and involve Hamzated Alifs and Alif-Maqsura/Ya confusion (Habash, 2010; El Kholy and Habash, 2012). We refer to these errors as Alif/Ya errors (see also Section 6). Several participants this year and in QALB-2014 (e.g. Rozovskaya et al. (2014)) used MADAMIRA predictions as part of their systems. We show the performance of the MADAMIRA baseline in Sec. 6.

Table 4 presents statistics on the shared task data for native and non-native tracks separately. Table 5 shows the distribution of annotations by the action type. The majority of corrections (over 50%) belong to the type Edit. This is followed by mistakes that require an insertion of missing word or punctuation (about a third of all errors). With respect to the differences between Aljazeera and L2 data, note that the L2 data has a higher percentage of corrections of type Edit but fewer additions of missing words. This could be explained by the fact that a large percentage of Aljazeera errors (over 40%) involve missing punctuation. In addition to this difference, there are almost twice as many deletions and five time more moves in the L2 data, which could be due to grammatical errors that are not typical for native speakers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARIB</td>
<td>King Saud University (Saudi Arabia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUFE</td>
<td>Cairo University (Egypt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWU</td>
<td>George Washington University (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCMUQ</td>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar (Qatar) and Qatar Computing Research Institute (Qatar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCRI</td>
<td>Qatar Computing Research Institute (Qatar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAHSOH</td>
<td>Bouira University (Algeria) and Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar (Qatar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH</td>
<td>Techlimed.com (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMMU</td>
<td>Laboratoire d’Informatique de l’Université du Maine (France) and Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar (Qatar)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: List of teams that participated in the shared task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>External Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARIB</td>
<td>Corrections proposed by MADAMIRA; rules; levenshtein distance for spelling correction; Probabilistic-Based Spelling Correction; autocorrect Ghalawi; Punctuation module</td>
<td>KSU corpus of classical Arabic; Open Source Arabic Corpora; Al Sulaiti Corpus; KACST Arabic Corpus; KHAWS tool; autocorrect Ghalawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUFE</td>
<td>Rules extracted from the Buckwalter morphological analyser; their probabilities are learned using the training data</td>
<td>Buckwalter morphological analyzer Version 2.0 (Buckwalter, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWU</td>
<td>A CRF model for punctuation errors; a dictionary, probabilistic candidate generation, and a language model for spelling and grammar errors; regular expressions and normalization rules</td>
<td>AraComLex Extended dictionary (Attia et al., 2012); Arabic Gigaword Fourth Edition (Parker et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCMUQ</td>
<td>Rule-based techniques; MADAMIRA corrections; SMT; language models; finite-state automata</td>
<td>AraComLex dictionary (Attia et al., 2012); Arabic Gigaword Fourth Edition (Parker et al., 2009); news commentary corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCRI</td>
<td>Case-specific correction module; language model</td>
<td>Aljazeera articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECH</td>
<td>(1) Rule-based system using Hunspell (2) Hybrid system: Statistical MT with Madamira and rules</td>
<td>Newspaper articles from Open Source Arabic Corpora; other corpora collected online; Hunspell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAHSOH</td>
<td>Rules, regular expressions, Ghalawi</td>
<td>Arabic word list; IRC-Names; Alfaifi L1 and L2 corpus; Hunspell; Ayaspell dictionary; Ghalatawi; AkhtaBot script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMMU</td>
<td>MADAMIRA corrections; word-level SMT and character-level SMT systems</td>
<td>Native Arabic data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Approaches adopted by the participating teams.

5 Participants and Approaches

Eight teams participated in the shared task. Table 6 presents the list of participating institutions and their names in the shared task. Each team was allowed to submit up to three outputs. Overall, we received 12 outputs for the native track and 10 outputs for the non-native track (one of the teams – TECH – did not participate in the non-native track).

The submitted systems included a diverse set of approaches that incorporated rule-based frameworks, statistical machine translation and machine-learning models, as well as hybrid systems. The teams that scored at the top employed hybrid methods by combining a variety of techniques. For example, the CUFE system extracted rules from the morphological analyzer and learned their probabilities using the training data, while the UMMU system combined statistical machine-translation with MADAMIRA corrections. Table 7 summarizes the approaches adopted by each team.

6 Results

In this section, we present the results of the competition. As was done in QALB-2014, we adopted the standard Precision (P), Recall (R), and $F_1$ metric. This metric was also used in recent shared tasks on grammatical error correction in English: HOO competitions (Dale and Kilgarriff, 2011; Dale et al., 2012) and CoNLL (Ng et al., 2013). The results are computed using the M2 scorer (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2012) that was also used in the CoNLL shared tasks.

Tables 8 and 9 present the official results of the evaluation on the test sets for the Aljazeera data and the L2 data, respectively. The results are sorted according to the $F_1$ scores obtained by the
2013 shared task that also used the same evaluation metric was 31.20 (Rozovskaya et al., 2013).\footnote{This is not a fair comparison, though, since the CoNLL-2013 shared task only evaluated on 5 types of errors and ignored about 50% of all mistakes in the data. In CoNLL-2014 that evaluated on all errors the top teams scored 35-37 points but the evaluation favored precision twice as much as recall.}

In addition to providing the official rankings, we also analyze system performance for different types of mistakes by automatically assigning errors to one of the following categories: punctuation errors; errors involving Alif and Ya; and all other errors. Punctuation errors account for 39% of all errors in the Aljazeera data.\footnote{For example, there many sentences with missing final periods; we speculate that this may be due to the fact that the data was collected online.} Tables 6 and 7 show the performance of the teams in three settings: with punctuation errors removed; with Alif/Ya errors removed; and when both punctuation and Alif/Ya errors are removed. In general, both for the native and the non-native data, performance drops when the Alif/Ya errors are removed, which indicates that these errors may be easier. When the punctuation errors are removed, the performance on the native data improves slightly, but goes down a little on the non-native data. Overall, it can be concluded that the punctuation mistakes do not significantly affect the performance and are of the same difficulty level as the remaining of the errors.

Finally, the majority of the teams participated last year and relied on the findings from the previous round. Overall, it can be said that the participants were able to make progress and to improve their systems. The range of the scores is quite wide – from 53 to 72 F1 on the native data and from 25 to 41 on non-native. Observe that the performance on the non-native data is substantially lower for all of the teams. This is to be expected as non-native writers exhibit a variety of errors – spelling, grammar, word choice. In contrast, the native data contains many punctuation and spelling mistakes that can be handled by MADAMIRA and are much easier to address (see also analysis below). In fact, we used MADAMIRA as a baseline system (last row in the tables). As the results show, MADAMIRA provides quite a competitive baseline, especially on the native data. But all of the teams managed to beat this baseline, in many cases by a large margin. This suggests that even though MADAMIRA is a sophisticated system, it cannot handle all of the errors, and the participating teams developed approaches that are complementary to it.

It is interesting to compare the obtained results to those obtained on similar shared tasks on English as a Second Language (ESL) writings. While the performance on native MSA data in Table 8 is better than on ESL, performance on L2 writings is quite similar. For instance, the highest score in the HOO-2011 shared task (Dale and Kilgarriff, 2011) that addressed all errors was 21.1 (Rozovskaya et al., 2011); the highest performance in the CoNLL-2013 shared task that also used the same evaluation metric was 31.20 (Rozovskaya et al., 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CUFE</td>
<td>88.85</td>
<td>61.76</td>
<td>72.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>UMMU-1</td>
<td>70.28</td>
<td>71.93</td>
<td>71.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GWU</td>
<td>74.69</td>
<td>67.51</td>
<td>70.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>UMMU-2</td>
<td>72.69</td>
<td>67.52</td>
<td>70.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>QCRI</td>
<td>84.74</td>
<td>58.10</td>
<td>68.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>QCRI-QCRI</td>
<td>71.39</td>
<td>65.13</td>
<td>68.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TECH-2</td>
<td>71.20</td>
<td>64.94</td>
<td>67.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TECH-1</td>
<td>71.08</td>
<td>64.74</td>
<td>67.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TECH-3</td>
<td>69.99</td>
<td>60.41</td>
<td>64.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ARIB-1</td>
<td>64.50</td>
<td>56.50</td>
<td>60.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ARIB-2</td>
<td>67.56</td>
<td>51.61</td>
<td>58.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>SAHSOH</td>
<td>81.88</td>
<td>40.24</td>
<td>53.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MADAMIRA</td>
<td>80.32</td>
<td>39.98</td>
<td>53.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Official results on the test set (Alj-test-2015). Column 1 shows the system rank according to the F1 score. MADAMIRA refers to the baseline of applying corrections proposed by MADAMIRA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>UMMU-1</td>
<td>54.12</td>
<td>33.26</td>
<td>41.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>QCRI-QCRI</td>
<td>50.37</td>
<td>31.68</td>
<td>38.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>UMMU-2</td>
<td>55.83</td>
<td>29.47</td>
<td>38.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CUFE</td>
<td>70.92</td>
<td>23.85</td>
<td>35.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GWU</td>
<td>55.66</td>
<td>23.32</td>
<td>32.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ARIB-3</td>
<td>48.79</td>
<td>24.57</td>
<td>32.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ARIB-2</td>
<td>50.08</td>
<td>22.30</td>
<td>30.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>QCRI-QCRI</td>
<td>45.86</td>
<td>20.16</td>
<td>28.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>QCRI-QCRI</td>
<td>54.87</td>
<td>17.63</td>
<td>26.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SAHSOH</td>
<td>59.75</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>25.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MADAMIRA</td>
<td>45.24</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>20.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Official results on the test set (L2-test-2015). Column 1 shows the system rank according to the F1 score. Column 1 shows the system rank according to the F1 score. MADAMIRA refers to the baseline of applying corrections proposed by MADAMIRA.
prove their systems since last year. Although direct comparison is not possible since the test sets are not the same and the test data from last year was used for development, we observe that four teams scored more than 70 $F_1$ points on the native data this year, while last year the best result that was obtained by the CLMB system (Rozovskaya et al., 2014) was 67.91 points. We refer the reader to the system description papers for more detail on how the respective systems have been improved.

### 7 Conclusion

This paper presented a report on QALB-2015, the second shared task on text correction of Arabic. QALB-2015 extended QALB-2014 that took place last year and focused on correcting texts written by native Arabic speakers. This year, we added a second track, on non-native data. We received 12 system submissions from eight teams. We are pleased with the extent of participation, the quality of results and the diversity of approaches. Many participants continued from last year and improved and extended their systems. We feel motivated to conduct new research competitions in the near future.
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Appendix A: Sample annotation file

The sequence of manual corrections for the example in Table 1 is shown below.

| #1 | A 2 3 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| #2 | A 5 6 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #3 | A 6 7 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #4 | A 9 11 || Merge || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #5 | A 11 11 || Add_before || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #6 | A 11 12 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #7 | A 13 15 || Merge || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #8 | A 15 16 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #9 | A 18 19 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #10 | A 23 24 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #11 | A 24 24 || Add_before || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #12 | A 24 26 || Merge || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #13 | A 26 27 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #14 | A 27 28 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #15 | A 31 31 || Add_before || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #16 | A 32 33 || Delete || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #17 | A 33 34 || Delete || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #18 | A 34 35 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #19 | A 36 37 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #20 | A 38 39 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #21 | A 39 40 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #22 | A 41 41 || Add_before || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #23 | A 41 42 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #24 | A 42 43 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #25 | A 45 46 || Split || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
| #26 | A 46 47 || Edit || | REQUIRED || | -NONE- || | 0 |
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Abstract

This paper presents a wide literature review of natural language processing for dialectical Arabic. Four main research areas were identified and the dialect coverage in research work was outlined. The paper can be used as a quick reference to identify relevant contributions that address a specific NLP aspect for a specific dialect.

1 Introduction

The last ten years have experienced a growing interest in natural language processing for dialectal Arabic. This growth can be attributed to several factors including the wide usage of Arabic dialects in social media. The topics treated by computational linguists for Arabic dialects range from fundamental language aspects including morphology up to sophisticated solutions such as machine translation.

To have an overview of the research that has been done in this area we went through as many papers as possible and tried to specify the main contributions of each paper. We could identify four main categories, whereas each category has some subcategories. The main categories are basic language analyses, building language resources, semantic-level analysis and synthesis, and identifying Arabic dialects. Then, we mapped each paper to categories and subcategories as well as to the addressed dialect or dialects in a matrix form as given in Table 1. By this means, it can be easily identified what has been done in the Arabic NLP, by whom, and for what dialects.

The following four sections describe the related work in the four main categories. For space reasons, however, we limited the description to main aspects. The final section provides a brief discussion of the findings of this survey.

2 Basic Language Analyses

Several solutions have been proposed for the morphological analysis, syntactical analysis, and orthographic analysis and generation. The following three sections describe these solutions, respectively.

2.1 Morphological Analysis and POS Tagging

The morphology of dialectal Arabic had gained early attention by computational linguists. In (Habash & Rambow, 2006), a morphological analyzer and generator, denoted MAGED, was presented. This tool is able to analyze the Levantine dialect and to convert MSA to Levantine. In a later publication the authors detailed the morphophonemic and the orthographic rules encoded in MAGEAD (Habash & Rambow, 2007).

In (Habash, Eskander, & Hawwari, 2012), a morphological analyzer for Egyptian Arabic is proposed with further development in (Salloum & Habash, 2014).

In (Almeman & Lee, 2012), two morphological analyzers for Gulf, Levantine, Egyptian, North African, Sudani, and Iraqi dialects were presented. The first one relies on a MSA morphological analyzer. The second one applies word segmentation and uses web data as a corpus to produce statistical information about the frequency of different segment combinations. In (Zribi, Khemakhem, & Belguith, 2013), a morphological analyzer for the Tunisian dialect based on a MSA analyzer was proposed. Furthermore, a lexicon for the Tunisian dialect is built as an expansion of a MSA lexicon. An unsupervised approach for morphological segmentation was applied to improve machine translation from the Qatari dialect to English (Al-Mannai et al., 2014).

In (Duh & Kirchhoff, 2005), a part-of-speech tagger for Egyptian Arabic was proposed based on a morphological analyzer for MSA and a mim-
imally supervised approach that requires raw text data from several Arabic varieties.

In (Al-Sabbagh & Girju, 2012a), a function-based POS tagger is proposed that was trained on a manually-annotated Egyptian Arabic corpus.

In (Habash et al., 2013) a MSA morphological tagger is retargeted to Egyptian Arabic. The solution performs part-of-speech tagging, diacritization, lemmatization, and tokenization.

A rule-based stemmer for Arabic Gulf dialect was proposed in (Abuata & Al-Omari, 2015), and a fine-grained POS tagger for Tunisian dialect was presented in (Boujelbane et al., 2014).

2.2 Syntax and Parsing

The syntax of Arabic dialects was purely addressed in the context of computational linguistics. In (Brustad, 2000), the author presented a comparative study of Moroccan, Egyptian, Syrian, and Kuwaiti dialects with respect to syntax however without computational aspects.

In (Chiang et al., 2006) a parser for the Levantine Arabic is proposed. The parser doesn’t rely on annotated Levantine corpus or a parallel Levantine-MSA corpus. Rather, the Levantine word is translated into a bag of MSA words that are scored and decoded relying on MSA corpus. The resulting text is then parsed using an MSA parser. Finally, the terminal nodes in the resulting parse structure are replaced with the original Levantine words.

Levantine was also the dialect treated in (Maamouri et al., 2006). In this work a pilot Levantine Arabic Treebank is developed by a morphological and syntactic Treebank of 26,000 words of Levantine Arabic conversational telephone speech. The Treebank was used to develop and evaluate parsers for Levantine texts. Grammatical mapping rules were defined to provide language resources for machine translation from Tunisian dialect to MSA and other target languages in (Sadat, Mallek, et al., 2014).

2.3 Orthographic Analysis

In contrast to MSA, dialectical Arabic has no orthographic standard. The same word can be written in different forms. This poses difficulties to NLP tools. In (Dasigi & Diab, 2011), first steps towards normalizing Arabic dialects orthography for Levantine and Egyptian were made. For that, different similarity measures were employed that exploit string similarity and contextual semantic similarity.

In (Habash, Diab, & Rambow, 2012), a conventional orthography is proposed to help building computational models for Arabic dialects in general and Egyptian in particular. The rules and guidelines produced were named CODA.

Recently, a conventional orthography for Tunisian Arabic was proposed in (Zribi et al., 2014). Also, Several papers on the transliteration from Arabizi into Arabic orthography appeared (Bies et al., 2014), (Darwish, 2013), (Masmoudi et al., 2015). Arabizi is Arabic text written in Latin characters.

In (Zribi, Graja, et al., 2013), orthography guidelines for Tunisian dialect were presented for the purpose of transcribing a Tunisian speech corpora. The rules presented are based on the standard Arabic transcription conventions. This work was later used in (Zribi, Khemakhem, & Belguith, 2013) for morphological analysis presented in the Morphological Analysis and POS Tagging section.

3 Building Resources for Dialectal Arabic

The problem of the lack of language resources in dialectical Arabic is well known. Many researchers addressed this problem by creating lexicons, wordnets, corpora, and treebanks.

In (Zaghouani, 2014), a useful survey of freely available Arabic corpora including lexicons was presented. The author highlighted the huge lack of freely available dialectal corpora because only two resources could be identified (Graja et al., 2010), (Almeman & Lee, 2013)

In (Sansò, 2004), the MED-TYP project was presented which aimed at building a typological database for Mediterranean languages including MSA and Arabic dialects. While the researchers found out that the Mediterranean could not be identified as a linguistic area in the traditional sense, a number of significant contact phenomena were discovered.

3.1 Building Lexicons and Lexical Analysis

In (Graff et al., 2006), a lexicon for the Iraqi dialect was presented. The lexicon comprises words from recorded speech tagged with pronunciation data, morphology information, and part-of-speech. The annotation was performed manually with the aid of a user interface and supporting
tools.

In (Al-Sabbagh & Girju, 2010) a lexicon for Egyptian Cairene Arabic is described. Each Cairene entry was mapped to its MSA synonym and tagged with its part-of-speech. Additionally, the entry is tagged with its top-ranked meaning according to web queries.

A spelling corrector for the Iraqi dialect was presented in (Rytting et al., 2011). An orthographic density metric is used to motivate the need for a fine-grained ranking method for candidate words.

In (Graff & Maamouri, 2012), the update of three bilingual dictionaries for English-speaking learners of Moroccan, Syrian and Iraqi Arabic was presented. The original editions of the dictionaries were developed by the Linguistic Data Consortium and Georgetown University Press in the 1960’s. In the updated dictionaries, both Arabic script and International Phonetic Alphabet orthographies are used. A web interface enables searching, editing, reviewing and managing the lexicon efficiently.

In (Boujelbane et al., 2013), a Tunisian dialect text corpus as well as a method for building a bilingual dictionary are described. The target is to create a language model for a speech recognition system for the Tunisian Broadcast News.

In (Duh & Kirchhoff, 2006), a Levantine lexicon was built using transductive learning through partially annotated text. For the purpose of sentiment analysis of social networks data, a dedicated lexicon for slang sentimental words and idioms was developed in (Hedar & Doss, 2013).

In (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 2013) an Iraqi WordNet is presented based on the MSA WordNet, the English WordNet, and an English-Iraqi dictionary. A Tunisian dialect WordNet was built in (Bouchlaghem & Elkhlifi, 2014) starting from a Tunisian corpus.

### 3.2 Building Corpora and Treebanks

In (Al-Sabbagh & Girju, 2012b), a primary work on building a multi-genre corpus for Egyptian Arabic was described. The corpus data is compiled from Twitter, blogs, forums, and online knowledge market services. The paper addresses different aspects related to building dialectal Arabic corpora such as function-based web harvesting, dialect identification, vowel-based spelling variation, linguistic hypercorrection, unsupervised part-of-speech tagging and base phrase chunking for dialectal Arabic.

Using the web as a source was also described in (Almeman & Lee, 2013), where multi-dialect Arabic corpora were built for Gulf, Levantine, Egyptian and North African dialects. The work by Boujelbanean et al. on building a lexicon for Tunisian dialect can be recited here due to building a corpus from Tunisian broadcast news (Boujelbane et al., 2013).

In (Cotterell & Callison-Burch, 2014), a multi-dialect, multi-genre corpus for Egyptian, Gulf, Levantine, Maghrebi, and Iraqi dialects was presented. Another multi-dialect corpus based on twitter data was built in (Mubarak & Darwish, 2014) for seven different dialects. A preliminary work on a corpus for Palestinian dialect with 43K words was presented in (Jarrar et al., 2014). A parallel corpus for Algerian dialect and MSA was proposed in (Harrat et al., 2014) for the purpose of machine translation.

In (Maamouri et al., 2006), which was cited in Section 2.2, a pilot Levantine Arabic Treebank was presented. A conversational telephone speech with about 26,000 words was annotated with morphological and syntactic data. Recently, Maamouri et al. presented a treebank for the Egyptian Dialect (Maamouri et al., 2014).

As the quality of the annotation process is essential for building accurate language resources, some researchers payed special attention to this process. In (Diab et al., 2010), multiple systems to develop NLP resources for Arabic dialects including Levantine, Egyptian, Moroccan, and Iraqi were presented. The systems utilized MAGEAD (Habash & Rambow, 2006) as well as Buckwalter morphological analyzer and generator (BAMA) (Buckwalter, 2004). The COLABA ability to process Arabic dialects was evaluated through the COLABA information retrieval system.

A web application for annotating Egyptian, Iraqi, Levantine, and Moroccan dialects was proposed in (Benajiba & Diab, 2010). The authors follow non-functional objectives including optimizing speed, accuracy, and efficiency while maintaining the security and integrity of the data. In (Zaidan & Callison-Burch, 2011), the building of a 52M-word Arabic online commentary dataset rich in dialectal content was presented. The long-term annotation effort to identify the dialect level in each sentence was also discussed. The au-
thors of (Elfardy & Diab, 2012b) presented a set of guidelines for detecting code switching in Arabic on the word and token levels. These guidelines were used to annotate a corpus that is rich in Egyptian, Levantine, and Iraqi dialects with frequent code switching to MSA. In (Habash et al., 2008a), guidelines for identifying the level of dialectalness of a certain text were presented. Three levels for dialectalness were proposed: MSA with non-standard orthography, MSA words with dialect morphology, and a Dialectal lexeme.

In (Hawwari et al., 2014), a framework for classifying and annotating Egyptian multi-word expressions in a specialized computational lexicon was proposed. A graphical tool for annotating Moroccan tweets was presented in (Tratz et al., 2013).

In (Zaghouani et al., 2014), comprehensive guidelines for annotating an Arabic corpus including Qatar dialect was proposed. The corpus is denoted Qatar Arabic Language Bank (QALB). A special attention in this work is paid to the manual correction which should provide training data for learning-based Arabic error correction tools.

4 Semantic-Level Analysis and Synthesis

Most work in this area relates to machine translation from or to Arabic dialects. Some papers treat other tasks such as information retrieval and sentiment analysis.

4.1 Machine Translation

In (Bakr et al., 2008), the authors proposed a hybrid approach to convert an Egyptian sentence into its corresponding diacritized MSA. The approach is generic, i.e., it can be extended to other Arabic dialects. Some techniques for lexical acquisition of colloquial words are developed.

In (Sawaf, 2010), a hybrid machine translation system was extended to handle Arabic dialects from 15 regions including Northern Iraq, Baghdad, Southern Iraq, Saudi-Arabia, Southern Arabic Peninsula, Egypt, Sudan, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia, Lebanon, North Syria, Damascus, Palestine and Jordan. A decoding algorithm was developed to normalize non-standard, spontaneous and dialectal Arabic into Modern Standard Arabic.

In (Salloum & Habash, 2011), a rule-based approach for machine translation from Arabic dialects to MSA was presented. The approach relies on morphological analysis, morphological transfer rules and dictionaries in addition to language models to produce MSA paraphrases of dialectal sentences. The treated dialects are Levantine, Egyptian, Iraqi, and Gulf Arabic.

In (Mohamed et al., 2012), a translator from MSA to the Egyptian dialect was presented. Among others, this process helps in the annotation of the Egyptian dialect and in the translation from this dialect to English.

In (Salloum & Habash, 2012), the authors collected bilingual sentence pairs for training statistical machine translation systems to translate microblog messages. The paper addressed the Gulf, Levantine, and Egyptian dialects as well as MSA. The technique presented was found to perform better than other methods such as techniques based on extracting phrases from similar text.

In (Al-Gaphari & Al-Yadoumi, 2012) an algorithm was proposed that normalizes Sanaaâni dialect to MSA based on morphological rules. Input text was tokenized and each token was analyzed into stem and affixes. The stem and the affixes can be either dialect-specific, MSA-specific, or both. For each morphological rule the algorithm checks the possibility of applying such a rule.

In (Mohamed et al., 2012), a translator from MSA to Levantine was described. The translator is trained on corpora with a mixture of Levantine dialect and MSA.

The Iraqi dialect was studied with respect to MT in two papers by Condon et al. In (Condon et al., 2010), a two-way evaluation of English-Iraqi dialog translation was performed. Four MT systems were evaluated and error types were specified. The English-Iraqi speech translation systems were evaluated using automated metrics. The study described Iraqi speech data features and the
difficulties it presents on machine translation quality evaluation.

In (Jeblee et al., 2014), domain and dialect adaptation was suggested to produce a statistical machine translation system from English to the Egyptian dialect with MSA as a pivot. A machine translation system of the Moroccan dialect into MSA based on statistical models and a rule-based approach was proposed in (Tachicart & Bouzoubaa, 2014).

4.2 Other Semantic Tasks

Sentiment and subjectivity analysis (SSA) was treated in several papers. In (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2014), the authors investigated how to treat Arabic dialects and whether genre-specific features have a measurable impact on performance of a sentiment analyzer.

In (Hedar & Doss, 2013), a classifier for Arabic slang that applies sentiment analysis to classify news and comments on Facebook was presented.

In (Mourad & Darwish, 2013), the issue of limited Arabic SSA lexicons was addressed by providing baselines that employ Arabic specific processing including stemming, POS tagging, and tweets normalization. Also, a random graph walking algorithm was employed to expand SSA lexicons. Open issues in sentiment analysis were discussed in (El-Beltagy & Ali, 2013) and a sentiment lexicon for Egyptian dialect was presented.

Recently, other sentiment analysis systems for social media data were proposed in (Duwairi et al., 2014) and (Ibrahim et al., 2015) for the Jordanian and Egyptian dialects, respectively.

In (El-Fishawy et al., 2014), a microblog summarization technique based on machine learning for Egyptian dialect was presented. The results achieved were compared to several well-known algorithms such as SumBasic, TF-IDF, PageRank, MEAD, and human summaries.

(Pasha et al., 2013) addressed the challenges of retrieving information in Arabic dialects, which have significant linguistic differences from Standard Arabic. The presented tool automatically generates dialect search terms with relevant morphological variations from English or Standard Arabic query terms.

In (Zirikly & Diab, 2014) and (Zirikly & Diab, 2015) different approaches for Named Entity Recognition in the Egyptian dialect were proposed. Named entity recognition in microblogs was also treated by Darwish and Gao, however, for MSA mainly (Darwish & Gao, 2014).

In (Darwish & Magdy, 2014), a general study of Arabic information retrieval was presented. The survey includes different domains and applications of Arabic IR systems as well as the specific challenges in this NLP area.

5 Dialect Identification and Recognition

The recognition of dialectal content in an Arabic text or speech gained a special interest in the literature.

5.1 Dialect Identification in Text

Some of the previously cited work on text annotation, e.g. (Diab et al., 2010) and (Zaidan & Callison-Burch, 2011), or machine translation, e.g., (Soltau et al., 2011), implicitly include components for dialect identification.

In (Habash et al., 2008b), standard annotation guidelines to identify a switching between MSA and an Egyptian or a Levantine dialect in written text were presented. The guidelines can be used to annotate large collections of data used for training and testing NLP tools.

In (Elfardy & Diab, 2013), a supervised approach on the sentence level is proposed to differentiate between MSA and the Egyptian dialect. Token level labels are used to derive sentence-level features that are employed with other core and meta features to train a generative classifier that predicts the correct label for each sentence in the given input text. This work was extended to the Iraqi, Levantine and Moroccan dialects by the same authors in (Elfardy & Diab, 2012a).

In (Zaidan & Callison-Burch, 2012), the authors used a large annotated dataset to train and evaluate automatic classifiers for the sake of Arabic dialect identification. Given an Arabic sentence, the task consists in determining the variety of Arabic in which it is written. The variety can be MSA, Maghrebi, Egyptian, Levantine, Iraqi, or Gulf.

Recently, a native Bayes classifier based on character bi-gram model was proposed to identify 18 different Arabic dialects (Sadat, Kazemi, & Farzindar, 2014). In (Darwish et al., 2014), the authors based their identification approach of the Egyptian dialect on lexical, morphological, as well as phonological information.

In (Zaidan & Callison-Burch, 2014), the authors created a large monolingual dataset with dialect
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dialectal Arabic</th>
<th>Basic Language Analyses</th>
<th>Building Language Resources</th>
<th>Dialect Identification and Recognition</th>
<th>Semantic Analysis</th>
<th>M. Translation</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saudi</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mearan et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(Bies et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Belgacem et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Zaidan et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Sadat et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mearan et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(Bies et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Belgacem et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Zaidan et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Sadat et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mearan et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(Bies et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Belgacem et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Zaidan et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Sadat et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mearan et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(Bies et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Belgacem et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Zaidan et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Sadat et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mearan et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(Bies et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Belgacem et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Zaidan et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Sadat et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mearan et al., 2013)</td>
<td>(Bies et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Belgacem et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Zaidan et al., 2014)</td>
<td>(Sadat et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Syrian</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Almeman &amp; Lee, 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Maamouri et al., 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Darwish, 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Grafi &amp; Maamouri, 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Maamouri et al., 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Darwish, 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lebanese</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sadat &amp; Kazemi, 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lee &amp; Hamou, 2004, (Iskra et al., 2011))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sawaf, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sawaf, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sawaf, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Palestinian</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Almeman &amp; Lee, 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Maamouri et al., 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Darwish, 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Iskra et al., 2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sawaf, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sawaf, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sawaf, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iraqi</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Almeman &amp; Lee, 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Maamouri et al., 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Darwish, 2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Iskra et al., 2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sawaf, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sawaf, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sawaf, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
annotations to identify Levantine, Gulf, Egyptian, Iraqi, and Maghrebi dialects. The identification of several Maghrebi dialects in addition to Syrian and Palestinian Arabic was an aspect in the cross-dialectical study proposed in (Harrat et al., 2015).

5.2 Dialect Recognition in Speech

In (Lei & Hansen, 2009), a factor analysis-based modeling technique was proposed to describe the composition of the supervector defined by the Gauss Mixture Model for dialect identification. The method utilizes knowledge types of information contained in the transcript file of the data. The addressed dialects in this work are the Emirati, the Egyptian, the Iraqi, the Palestinian, and the Syrian dialects.

In (Biadsy et al., 2009), the authors described a system that automatically identifies the Arabic dialect (Gulf, Iraqi, Levantine, Egyptian and MSA) of a speaker given a sample of his/her speech.

In (Akbacak et al., 2011), the authors studied the effectiveness of recently developed language recognition techniques based on speech recognition models for the discrimination of Arabic dialects.

In (Belgacem et al., 2010), an automatic recognition system for Arabic dialects was proposed. The analyzed dialects are Tunisian, Moroccan, Algerian, Egyptian, Syrian, Lebanese, Yemeni, Iraqi, and Gulf. The proportion of vocalic intervals and the standard deviation of consonantal intervals are analyzed using the platform Alize and Gaussian Mixture Models.

In (Zhang et al., 2013), the authors investigated variations to supervector pre-processing for dialect identification based on phone recognition-support vector machines. They studied the normalization of supervector dimensions in the pre-squashing stage, the impact of alternative squashing functions, and the N-gram selection for supervector dimensionality reduction. Addressed dialects include Iraqi, Gulf, Egyptian, and Levantine.

Speech recognition for Arabic dialects was addressed in (Kirchhoff & Vergyri, 2005), (Boujelbane et al., 2013), and (Alghamdi et al., 2008) for the Egyptian, Tunisian and Saudi dialects, respectively. In (Kirchhoff & Vergyri, 2005), the authors described the use of MSA acoustic data to improve the recognition of Egyptian conversational dialect. To simplify this task, the MSA data is vowelized automatically before combining it with the Egyptian conversational dialect data. The corpus building in (Boujelbane et al., 2013) was motivated by the need to create language models towards a speech recognition system for the Tunisian Broadcast News.


In (Alghamdi et al., 2008), the authors aimed to present a speech database by native speakers across Saudi Arabia. The paper shows an approach that enables researchers to select samples from a population to produce a speech database where a dialect map is unobtainable. The resulted corpus was used to train a speech recognition system.

In (Iskra et al., 2004), the results of the Orien-Tel project were presented. This European project dealt with building telephony databases across Northern Africa and the Middle East.

6 Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the discussed research work on Arabic NLP. The columns represent the different research areas and the rows show the different covered dialects. Based on this table and on the discussions in the previous sections the following comments can be made.

1. By counting all published works, it can be seen that the research on computational linguistics for dialectal Arabic, as an alternative to Modern Standard Arabic, is emerging. Given that the different Arabic dialects are spoken by more than 390 million people in total, the total amount of research conducted in this area is still very limited.

2. The most treated dialect in Arabic NLP is the Egyptian Arabic. This may be attributed to the fact that Egypt is the country with the largest population in the Arabic world. However, such a population argument fails to explain why the Levantine Arabic has been paid relatively high attention, while the dialects of some population-rich countries such as Sudan, Morocco, and Algeria have been treated very poorly. The relatively high concentration on Levantine Arabic may be associated with geopolitical issues and the Middle-East conflict.
3. Most research work has been spent on building and annotating dialectical corpora due to the fact that dialectical Arabic is still a resource-poor language. Dialect identification and speech recognition were also researched intensively. Recall that these two tasks are frequently performed towards building language resources. While the morphology of dialectical Arabic was addressed in some papers, the syntactical analysis is almost ignored in research.

4. The selection of the geographic granularity level on which Arabic dialects are treated is not clear. The majority of related work that addresses Levantine, for instance, treats this variety as one dialect. Levantine, however, is spoken in Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, and Palestine. In each of these countries, furthermore, a lot of varieties can be identified.

From this discussion it is obvious that the research on Arabic dialects should be enhanced both on the dialect as well as on the topic level. A hierarchical scheme should be introduced to define the granularity of Arabic dialects so that researchers can be more specific in assigning their work to some dialect or dialects. The built language resources especially annotated corpora should be made available to accelerate the research in this area. More research on the syntactical analysis of Arabic dialects is required to improve the quality of related tools.
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Abstract

This paper presents DIWAN, an annotation interface for Arabic dialectal texts. While the Arabic dialects differ in many respects from each other and from Modern Standard Arabic, they also have much in common. To facilitate annotation and to make it as efficient as possible, it is therefore not advisable to treat each Arabic dialect as a separate language, unrelated to the other variants of Arabic. Instead, we make analyses from other variants available to the annotator, who then can choose to use them or not.

1. Introduction

Arabic is a Central Semitic language, closely related to Aramaic, Hebrew, Ugaritic and Phoenician. It is spoken by 420 million speakers (native and non-native) in the Arab World. Arabic also is a liturgical language of 1.6 billion Muslims around the world.

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the official Arabic language. It is the educational language and official language used in news and official communication across the Arabic-speaking world. When Arabs communicate spontaneously in informal settings, they use dialectal Arabic (DA). There are divisions of many dialects of the Arabic language that occur between the spoken languages of different regions. Some varieties of Arabic in North Africa, for example, are incomprehensible to an Arabic speaker from the Levant or the Arabian Peninsula.\(^1\)

Within these broad regions, further and considerable geographic distinctions exist – within countries, across country borders, and between cities and villages. Some examples include Gulf Arabic, Bahraini Arabic, Najdi Arabic, Hijazi Arabic, Yemeni Arabic, Yemeni Hadhrami Arabic, Yemeni Sanaani Arabic, Yemeni Ta'izzi-Adeni Arabic, Dhofari Arabic, Omani Arabic, Shihhi Arabic, and the Peninsular Arabic dialects.

Despite this diversity, all Arabic dialects share certain properties: much of their phonology, templatic morphology augmented by affixes and a large set of clitics, large parts of their syntax, and important (though unpredictable) parts of the lexicon.

Current natural language processing (NLP) tools work well with MSA because they were designed specifically for the processing of MSA, and because of the abundance of MSA resources. Applying the NLP tools designed for MSA directly to DA yields significantly lower performance (Chiang et al., 2006; Habash and Rambow, 2006; Benajiba et al., 2010; Habash et al., 2012). This makes it imperative to direct research to building resources and tools for DA processing.

---

\(^1\) When Arabic speakers of different dialects meet, they tend to navigate towards a middle Arabic that encapsulates the shared aspects they are aware of in order to maximize communication. A better and harder test of comprehension is to eavesdrop on a conversation in another dialect.
Arabic dialects lack large amounts of consistent data due to two main factors: the lack of orthographic standards for the dialects, and the lack of overall Arabic content on the web (Benajiba et al., 2010). While the rise of the internet has increased the amount of DA being written, sometimes Arabic dialects come mixed with the MSA in various forms of text (see Figure 1, which shows the code switching in our DIWAN tool). Furthermore, language used in social media poses a challenge for NLP tools in general in any language due to the difference in genre. Therefore, in order to create tools for dialectal Arabic, annotated DA corpora are needed in a variety of dialects.

The goal of our Dialectal Word Annotation tool (DIWAN) is to address these gaps on the resource creation level. In designing DIWAN, we have determined several important design goals:

1. We want to exploit the similarity between dialects as much as possible to facilitate annotation, which in general is costly and slow.
2. We want to use a convention for orthography (which the input text does not necessarily follow).
3. We want to create data which can be used both for creating morphological analyzers (which produce all morphological analyses for a word outside of any context) and morphological taggers (which determine the correct morphological analysis -- including the POS tag -- for a word in context).

This paper explains the design decisions we have made in order to meet these goals. DIWAN is fully implemented for use on Microsoft Windows and is currently in use for the annotation of Palestinian, Yemeni, and Moroccan Arabic.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review the NLP components we use in DIWAN. In Section 3, we describe the workflow when using DIWAN. In Section 4, we describe the specific annotation tasks the annotator performs. Section 5 gives some technical detail about the implementation. Section 6 discusses related work. We conclude in Section 7 with a discussion of future work.

2. NLP Resources used in DIWAN

In order to make the annotation task easier, DIWAN uses three main existing NLP resources: the MSA morphological analyzer SAMA, the Egyptian morphological analyzer CALIMA-EGY, and the morphological tagger MADAMIRA which works for both MSA and Egyptian. We describe them in turn.

The first resource is the Standard Arabic Morphological Analyzer, SAMA 3.1 (Graff et al. 2009), which is based on the BAMA analyzer (Buckwalter 2004). This system uses lexical databases, divided into prefixes, stems, and suffixes, to assign words all possible MSA analyses. A sample output is shown in Figure 2 (in Buckwalter transliteration), for the input word ماتي mAsi, which is ambiguous between various inflected forms of a verb meaning ‘walk’.
The second resource is the Columbia Arabic Language and dialect Morphological Analyzer for Egyptian (CALIMA-EGY) (Habash et al. 2012b). It is an analyzer for Egyptian. A sample output is shown in Figure 3 for the input word "mA$y". CALIMA returns the MSA readings shown in Figure 2, and in addition has Egyptian readings, in particular the interjection 'OK'.

The third resource is MADAMIRA (Pasha et al. 2014). MADAMIRA is a system for morphological analysis and disambiguation of Arabic that combines some of the best aspects of two previously commonly used systems for Arabic processing, MADA (Habash and Rambow, 2005; Habash et al., 2009; Habash et al., 2013) and AMIRA (Diab et al., 2007). MADAMIRA improves upon the two systems with a more streamlined Java implementation that is more robust, portable, extensible, and is faster than its ancestors by more than an order of magnitude. Contrary to SAMA and CALIMA-EGY, which provide all morphological analyses for a word regardless of context, MADAMIRA chooses a single analysis given the context of the word in a sentence. For example, in the sentence "mA$i kdh? 'Is that OK?'", the interjection meaning will be chosen.

### 3. DIWAN Workflow

We designed and built DIWAN as a desktop application which can work locally (offline) or online. As an annotation tool, we have designed DIWAN with two types of users: administrators and annotators. The administrator’s responsibility is to create the DIWAN database, specify its settings, and track the annotator’s work.

The administrator has several roles:

1. She can create, edit and delete tables in the database.
2. She can create, edit and delete annotator accounts.
3. She can check the status of the annotation tasks for each annotator.
4. She can trace the annotator progress, work time, errors, etc.
5. She can generate reports and statistics on the underlying database (created by the annotators).
6. She can of course also annotate the data.

The annotators can only annotate data. The administrator assigns tasks to each annotator, and the annotations are added to the DIWAN database. As the annotator creates annotations, he...
can reuse the resulting lexical entries in the DI-WAN tool as a new resource for himself or for other annotators.

To work with DIWAN, the administrator first prepares the data. We assume that the data is DA written in Arabic script. There are two ways of preparing the data:

1. The administrator can either simply use DIWAN itself to identify sentences and words in the corpus. DIWAN extracts sentences and words from the prepared file and builds a DIWAN database.
2. Or the administrator can send the corpus to MADAMIRA. MADAMIRA not only identifies sentences and words, it also performs morphological analysis (using MSA and Egyptian resources) and tagging, making a single analysis available for each input word in context. After getting the resulting data from MADAMIRA, DIWAN will present the analysis for each word to the annotator as a default annotation option. As in the previous case, DIWAN extracts sentences and words from the prepared file and builds a DIWAN database (which now includes the MADAMIRA analysis).

These two options are shown in Figure 4.

The annotator makes the dialect annotations by using the DIWAN GUI. We describe this process in detail in Section 4.

4. Annotation Tasks

We describe the workflow of the annotator.

4.1. Initialization of the Annotation GUI

The annotator starts out by choosing if he wants to work locally, i.e., offline, or connected to the database. The offline option is useful when an internet connection is not reliable. In that case, the work is uploaded in batch at the end of the session.

When online, several annotators can work at once, sharing their work immediately through the centralized database.

4.2. Choice of Word to Annotate and Using the Resources

The annotator has three options of how to order the words he wants to annotate: by frequency, by text order, or by coverage. The frequency-based approach has the advantage that a large number of tokens can be annotated at once, while the text order provides a natural right-to-left annotation order through the text. Ordering by coverage moves those words to the top of the list which the MADAMIRA system cannot analyze as MSA or Egyptian. This typically (but not always, of course) means that the word is specific to the dialect in question (for example, ﻟﻛﺘﺐ ktb ’wrote (3ms)’ is common to all dialects, while ﻣﺸﺒﻮﺟﺔ m$bwjp ’puffy (fs)’ is specific to Yemeni). Therefore, ordering by coverage will move
words specific to the dialect to the top. Of course, ordering by coverage also misses dialectal words which look like a word in MSA or Egyptian, but mean something else than the MSA or Egyptian counterpart (“faux amis”).

In our experience, the frequency-based ordering is useful at the beginning, when the annotator can quickly annotate high-frequency words which typically don’t change in form or meaning. Often, these words are dialect-specific. However, once a sufficient number of high-frequency words have been annotated, the annotator can choose to switch to the text-order view. He then continues to annotate lower-frequency words in their textual order. The color coding shows him which words are already annotated. The annotator can also hide the annotated words by clicking on a button. If an annotation effort is interested in creating a dialect-specific lexicon quickly, the ordering-by-coverage approach may be the most appropriate.

Whatever ordering criterion the annotator chooses, he sees an ordered list of words, with the already annotated words in green and the words to be annotated in red. The annotator then clicks on a word in the word panel on the left, and sees in a panel at the top of the GUI a scrollable list of all occurrences of this word in the corpus (one per line), shown in context. The annotator chooses which instances of the word he wants to annotate (i.e., which instances have the same analysis) by clicking a checkbox corresponding to that instance. Typically, he would survey all occurrences and judge which ones have the same analysis. He then chooses a representative example, clicks on it, and proceeds to the main annotation panel. When the annotator clicks on the word’s checkbox, by default he will get the MADAMIRA result in the annotation panel (assuming the administrator has chosen to include the MADMIRA analyses).

The annotator performs the annotation tasks in the main annotation panel. There are several input boxes which the annotator needs to fill in as part of the annotation; we will explain them in Section 4.3. As mentioned, DIWAN retrieves an proposed analysis in context for the chosen word token from MADAMIRA and populates all text input boxes and checkboxes automatically with the analysis MADAMIRA finds, which may be based on an MSA analysis or an Egyptian analysis. In some cases, MADAMIRA does not find an analysis, in which case this is clearly shown. The annotator now has several choices as to how to enter the annotation.

1. He can accept the MADAMIRA analysis as correct in this dialect as well.
2. He can modify the MADAMIRA analysis and save the changes.
3. He can look at the list of SAMA analyses for the word (interpreting the word as MSA), and choose one. This analysis then populates all input boxes. He can then choose to accept this analysis, or modify and save it.
4. He can look at the list of CALIMA analyses for the word (interpreting the word as Egyptian), and choose one. This analysis then populates all input boxes. He can then choose to accept this analysis, or modify and save it.
5. He can do word substitution: if the word does not produce the correct (or any) analysis in SAMA or CALIMA, but he knows a word that does and that has the same morphological analysis, then he can enter that word, search in SAMA or (more likely) CALIMA, and then edit the analysis, but only to modify the word itself. For example, assume the annotator is working on Yemeni and the input word is ﻲﻘﻄﺐ yqTb ‘speeds up (3ms)’. This does not produce an analysis in SAMA or CALIMA. So instead, the annotator searches for ﻲﻜﺘﺐ yktb ‘writes (3ms)’, which has exactly the same morphological analysis, and then edits the stem by replacing ﻲﻜﺘﺐ with ﻲﻗﻄﺐ, and updates the gloss to ‘hasten, speed up’.
6. Finally, he can create an analysis from scratch. This would normally be the most time consuming option.
4.3. Specific Annotation Tasks

Each annotation task corresponds to a specific input device. The interface is shown in Figure 5. Note that here we describe the annotation task as if it is performed from scratch (option 6 in Section 4.2 above).

1. Rewriting the word in the conventionalized orthography (CODA) defined for that dialect (Habash et al. 2012a). Note that CODA may include diacritics or not; in the examples we show in this paper, it does not.

2. Breaking into prefix, stem and suffix. These two tasks are performed jointly in three text input boxes.

3. Adding morph-specific features (in the style of the Linguistic Data Consortium Arabic resources). This task is performed using drop-down menus separately for the prefix, stem, and suffix.

4. Adding the English gloss and MSA equivalent. This task is performed in two dedicated text input boxes.

5. Adding functional morphology. The morpheme-based annotation performed using drop-down menus adds morphological information to morphs. For example, Egyptian نس ``busses’’ is annotated at the morph level as bAS/NOUN+At/NSUFF_FEM_PL, since ات+ is the suffix for regular feminine plural nouns. However, the form is in fact a masculine plural form (and thus a type of broken plural), so that the annotator would mark نس as functionally masculine and plural. This task is performed using two drop-down menu boxes (one for number, one for gender). Note that none of the existing resources (MADAMIRA, SAMA, or CALIMA) mark functional number and gender, so that this task needs to be performed manually for each word in any case.

6. Marking Arabic variant. The annotator can choose to mark whether a word is in fact MSA rather than dialect (the default assumption). This is useful when code switching occurs, and the annotator does not want to add an MSA word to the dialectal vocabulary. Furthermore, the annotator can choose a specific region within the dialect. This is useful when a dialectal form is not typical for the region that the text is from. For example a Lebanese word may occur in a Palestinian Arabic text, such as بيب وعیلون بلحما بالضرف byy wEylty.
kilhA bAlDfh `my father and all my family in West Bank’, where all words are Palestinian, except ﺑﯿﻴﻲ byy `my father’, which is more used in Lebanese Arabic.2

When everything is correct, the annotator can save his annotation directly to the database; as a result, the color of the analyzed word token or tokens will change from red to green.

In addition, we have added some functionalities in order to help the annotators in their annotation, like Google search on a word (which the annotator can use to verify the meaning; often image search is useful for this purpose), and Google translation for finding the English gloss.

5. The Database and Output Files

In this section, we briefly summarize the databases and file formats used by DIWAN. Only the administrator has the ability to directly access these databases, the annotators can only access it through the DIWAN interface. This ensures the integrity of the DIWAN data. The database has three main tables, the D_sentences table, the D_madamira table, and the D_result table. The D_sentences table includes all the words organized into sentences from the input. The D_madamira table contains the result of the MADAMIRA analysis on the input text. The D_result table is the table that contains all work by the annotators.

The administrator can at any time produce a file output from DIWAN which reflects the annotation. The file includes the results of MADAMIRA if no manual annotation has been done on it. A sample output is shown in Figure 6. We briefly summarize this format:

---

2 Palestinian Arabic is particularly challenging due the common dialect mixing in different sub-varieties of it resulting from the particular situation of Palestinian refugees in different countries.
6. Related Work

There are two related interfaces that have been used for annotating dialectal Arabic that we are familiar with.

The annotation tool used at the Linguistic Data Consortium for annotating the Egyptian Treebank (Maamouri et al. 2014) is based on previous interfaces used at the LDC for treebanking, notably for MSA. The approach towards morphological annotation used at the LDC is a bootstrapping approach, which aims at developing an annotated corpus in conjunction with a morphological analyzer. The morphological analyzer developed in conjunction with the Egyptian Arabic Treebank is in fact, the same CALIMA-Egyptian system we use. In contrast to DIWAN, there is no attempt at incorporating resources from other dialects, which is also due to the fact that the Egyptian Treebank was a pioneer in the area of resources for dialectal Arabic. Furthermore, the LDC interface does not support annotation of functional number and gender, and concentrates on morpheme-based annotation (which DIWAN also supports, following the LDC approach).

The COLABA annotation tool (Diab et al. 2010a) is a web application, unlike DIWAN which is a desktop application. As a result, unlike DIWAN, the COLABA tool does not support offline work. The most important difference is that COLABA is oriented towards lexicon creation, not annotation in context. Thus, words in context are not assigned morphological features. For our work, it is crucial that we get an annotation of morphological features in context so that DIWAN can be used to create corpora to train taggers. Furthermore, COLABA does not use resources from other dialects, as does DIWAN.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented DIWAN, a tool designed for the morphological annotation of Arabic dialectal text. It incorporates resources from other dialects (and new resources can be included as they become available) in order to lighten the annotator burden. It uses a conventionalized spelling for Arabic dialects which is maintained in parallel with the naturally occurring spontaneous orthography. And it generates a file format which preserves the linear order of the input text, so that it can be used both for deriving morphological analyzers, and for training morphological taggers.

DIWAN has been used to annotate Levantine (Palestinian) Arabic (Jarrar et al. 2014). The annotators for Levantine quickly became proficient with using the tool after annotating about 100 words. The Palestinian corpus includes 45,000 annotated words (tokens). We are currently using DIWAN to annotate Yemeni (Sana’ai) Arabic. The Yemeni corpus contains 32,325 words (tokens), and the annotator for Yemeni is the first author of the present paper. Finally, we have embarked on a small project for Moroccan Arabic. We have collected 64,171 words of Moroccan for annotation. In separate publications in the future, we will report on the Yemeni and Moroccan annotation efforts. We will also report on a general methodology about how to use such resources to create morphological analyzers and taggers.

One interesting question is how our tool compares to other annotation tools. We believe that the built-in access to morphological analyzers for other variants is unique, and provides a specific advantage in annotating Arabic dialects. How-
ever, we have not performed experiments to show this. While such experiments would be very useful, they would also be quite costly, since the same texts would need to be annotated twice by different annotators.

We will continue to improve the DIWAN tool. As more dialects are annotated, we intend to add the created resources to the interface to make them available to users working on new dialects (parallel to the SAMA and CALIMA-Egyptian resources).

Currently, DIWAN is available only for Microsoft Windows. We are investigating reimplementing it in a platform-independent manner. DIWAN is freely available; for information, please consult the following URL:

http://volta.ccls.columbia.edu/~rambow/diwan/home.html
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Abstract

Developing natural language processing tools usually requires a large number of resources (lexica, annotated corpora, etc.), which often do not exist for less-resourced languages. One way to overcome the problem of lack of resources is to devote substantial efforts to build new ones from scratch. Another approach is to exploit existing resources of closely related languages. In this paper, we focus on developing a part-of-speech tagger for the Tunisian Arabic dialect (TUN), a low-resource language, by exploiting its closeness to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), which has many state-of-the-art resources and tools. Our system achieved an accuracy of 89% (∼20% absolute improvement over an MSA tagger baseline).

1 Introduction

The Arabic language is characterized by diglossia (Ferguson, 1959): two linguistic variants live side by side: a standard written form and a large variety of spoken dialects. While dialects differ from one region to another, the written variety, called Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), is generally the same. MSA, the official language for Arabic countries, is used for written communication as well as in formal spoken communications. Spoken varieties, generally used in informal daily discussions, are increasingly being used for informal written communication on the web. Such unstandardized varieties differ from MSA with respect to phonology, morphology, syntax and the lexicon. Unlike MSA which has an important number of NLP resources and tools, Arabic dialects are less-resourced. In this paper, we focus on the Tunisian Arabic dialect (TUN). It is the spoken language of twelve million speakers living mainly in Tunisia. TUN is the result of interactions and influences of a number of languages including Arabic, Berber and French (Mejri et al., 2009).

In this paper, we focus on the development of a part-of-speech (POS) tagger for TUN. There are two main options when developing such a tool for TUN. The first one is to build a corpus of TUN, which involves recording, transcribing and manually POS tagging. Another approach is to convert TUN into an approximate form of MSA, that we will call pseudo MSA, and use an existing MSA POS tagger. We intentionally do not use the verb translate to describe the process of transforming a TUN text into a pseudo MSA text. The reason being that we are not translating between two natural languages: pseudo MSA is not meant to be read by humans. Its only purpose is to be close enough to MSA so that running it through NLP tools would give good results. The annotation produced is then projected back on the TUN text. More technically, the conversion process focuses on morphological and lexical aspects; it is based on morphological analyzers and generators for TUN and MSA as well as a TUN-MSA dictionaries which are themselves partly automatically produced using the morphological analyzers and generators. Besides producing a POS tagger for TUN, we aim at proposing a general methodology for developing NLP tools for dialects of Arabic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we present, in section 2, phonological, lexical and morphosyntactic variations between TUN and MSA. We then discuss related works and existing POS taggers of Arabic dialects in section 3. Section 4 reviews the tools and resources used.
in this work. In section 5, we describe in detail our approach to tag TUN texts. Finally, Section 6 presents results evaluating our approach under several conditions.

2 Linguistic variations between MSA and TUN

The TUN dialect differs from MSA on the phonological, lexical, morphological, and syntactic levels. In this work, we focus on the three first levels.

- phonological and orthographic variations: TUN has all phonemes that exist in MSA. However, TUN has three extra phonemes /pl/, /vl/ and /gl/. To a lesser extent, variations appear in some common words, that consist in dropping some short vowels¹ on the TUN side. For instance, كتاب $ktAb^2$ "book" and كتب $ktb$ "to write" which exist in both languages but are pronounced differently: /kitAb/, /katab/ in MSA and /ktAb/, /ktib/ in Tunisian dialect. Concerning orthography, unlike MSA, which already has a standard orthography, Tunisian dialect is unstandardized. Zribi et al. (2014) proposes orthographic standards for TUN, following the works of Habash et al. (2012), that aim to establish a common orthographic convention for all Arabic dialects.

- lexical variations: from a lexical point of view, the differences between MSA and TUN are significant. They are mainly due to the influence of other languages. Such TUN words still generally follow MSA morphology, sharing the same inflectional and derivational rules. Table 1 gives some examples of words of different origins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSA</th>
<th>TUN</th>
<th>gloss</th>
<th>origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>تين</td>
<td>كروموس</td>
<td>fig</td>
<td>Berber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ولاقة</td>
<td>بريكية</td>
<td>lighter</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مكتبة</td>
<td>بوسته</td>
<td>post office</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أسود</td>
<td>أكل</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بائرة</td>
<td>بابور</td>
<td>boat</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of lexical variations between TUN and MSA

marker +ال Al+). Furthermore, indirect object pronouns are realized as enclitics in TUN verbs and not in MSA. On the other hand, some MSA clitics are detached in TUN. The MSA future particle proclitic +ال sa+ is realized as the autonomous particle $bAš$ with TUN verbs. As for inflectional morphology, MSA has a richer system than TUN. In fact, MSA nominal case and verbal mood do not exist in TUN. The three MSA number values (singular, dual and plural) are reduced to singular and plural. On TUN side, the masculine and the feminine plural are consolidated. Concerning derivational morphology, TUN words, except loanwords, keep the same principle of word’s derivation from a root and a pattern as MSA. The TUN words Haj∼im "cap" and Haj∼Am "hair dresser" are both derived from the root $H\ j\ m$ and the patterns 1a22i3 and 1a22A3 respectively.

3 Related work

Processing Arabic dialects

Most studies concerning Arabic dialects focus on Egyptian, Levantine and Iraqi. Some efforts have been done to create dialectal resources such as Al-Sabbagh and Girju (2010) who built an Egyptian/MSA lexicon exploiting available data from the web. Other researchers focused on building parallel corpora between Arabic dialects, MSA and English (Zbib et al., 2012; Bouamor et al., 2014; Harrat et al., 2014). Habash et al. (2008) and Elfardy and Diab (2012) proposed some standard guidelines for the annotation of Arabic dialects. Other efforts focused in dialect identification (Habash et al., 2008; Elfardy and Diab, 2013; Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2014) and

¹In Arabic orthography, short vowels are represented with optional diacritics which makes the language ambiguous.
²Arabic orthographic transliteration is presented in the Habash-Soudi-Buckwalter HSB scheme (Habash et al., 2007).
machine translation (Sawaf, 2010; Salloum and Habash, 2011; Sajjad et al., 2013). Concerning morphosyntactic analysis, Al-Sabbagh and Girju (2012) implemented a POS tagger of Egyptian trained on data extracted from the web. Chiang et al. (2006) developed lexicons and morphological rules to build Levantine treebanks from MSA resources in order to parse Levantine dialect.

**POS tagging of one language using another language**

There have been several attempts to build POS taggers for one language using resources and tools of other languages. The idea consists in transforming the source language for which more resources are available into a target language (Yarowsky et al., 2001), using, for instance, parallel corpora. The source side is tagged using an available tagger, the annotations are then projected on the target. Subsequently, a new tagger is trained on the target side. In the same way, (Das and Petrov, 2011) used a graph-based projection algorithm to project tags across eight European languages. Following this work, (Duong et al., 2013) showed that focusing on selected informative training sentences from the parallel corpus and employing self-training achieve equivalent performance. All these studies concerned unrelated languages.

This approach is more effective when the source and the target languages are closely related. Many researchers exploit this fact to create resources and tools for under-resourced languages using other related well-resourced languages. Duong et al. (2013), for example used the approach based on parallel corpora to build a POS tagger for some European languages. Some efforts looked into dictionaries extracted from Wiktionary instead of parallel corpora (Li et al., 2012) and others combined both resources (Täckström et al., 2013). Other approaches propose to adapt existing taggers of a more-resourced close related languages for miss-resourced languages. Feldman et al. (2006) built taggers for Czech and Catalan starting from existing Russian and Spanish taggers respectively. They trained the taggers on the source language and then adapt its parameter files on the target language by means of a list of cognate word pairs. Similarly, Bernhard et al. (2013) adapted a German tagger to Alsatian. Vergez-Couret (2013) showed that building POS taggers for less-resourced language using annotated corpora for a more-resourced related language is possible by translating only the most frequent words from the source side to the target side. In their experiments, they built two bilingual Occitan/French and Occitan/Castillan lexica of about 300 entries. After translating the most frequent words, existing French and Castillan taggers have been run on Occitan texts.

**POS tagging of Arabic dialects**

Concerning POS tagging of Arabic dialects, few efforts focused on creating resources for such dialects. (Al-Sabbagh and Girju, 2012) built an Egyptian POS tagger trained on manually annotated corpus of 400K tokens extracted from written Arabic social networking. They report an accuracy of 94% in tokenization and 88% in POS tagging. Similarly, Mohamed et al. (2012) annotated a small corpus to train an Egyptian tokenizer. Their system’s performance reaches 91%. Some other efforts used existing tools of related languages as starting material to build POS taggers for dialects. The first system proposed by Duh and Kirchhoff (2005), built a Levantine and Egyptian POS tagger using raw text corpora and an existing MSA analyzer. Their POS accuracy achieves 71%. Similarly, Habash et al. (2013) and Pasha et al. (2014) developed an Egyptian morphological analyzer using two systems for Arabic morphology processing: MADA (Habash and Rambow, 2005; Roth et al., 2008) and AMIRA (Diab et al., 2013), they report 92.4% of POS accuracy on Egyptian Arabic.

**Tunisian morphology processing**

Processing Tunisian morphology has not been the object of many studies. Zribi et al. (2013) adapted an existing MSA morphological analyzer to handle TUN. In order to build such a tool, they used a TUN-MSA lexicon to add specific TUN roots and patterns. Their system achieved an F-measure performance of 88% in morphological analysis. In a similar setting, Boujelbane et al. (2014) used the same lexicon to transform a MSA training corpus to create a large TUN corpus. This resource was used to train a POS tagger. POS tagging of TUN transcribed texts using this tagger and achieved an accuracy of 78.5%.

Our approach is close to Boujelbane et al. (2014): we built a POS tagger for a less-resourced variant of a language using a system trained on an annotated close related language. Our approach
differs from their mostly on the morphological processing: we perform a deeper morphological analysis, which allows us to generate a lemmatized version of the MSA text. We will show that performing the POS tagging at this level yields better results.

### 4 Tools and resources

In this section, we describe the various resources and tools we used in our experiments. We first describe MAGEAD, a morphological analyzer/generator. Then, we detail three lexica that relate MSA and TUN lemmas.

#### 4.1 Morphological analysis and generation of Arabic and its dialect

MAGEAD is a morphological analyzer and generator for the Arabic language family (MSA and Arabic dialects). It processes Arabic verbs (Habash and Rambow, 2006; Habash et al., 2005) and Arabic nouns (Altantawy et al., 2010).

MAGEAD relates a deep representation of a word with its surface form through a sequence of transformations. It can be used bidirectionally, to generate, as well as to analyze, surface forms. At a deep representation level, MAGEAD represents a word as a root, a pattern and a set of feature-value pairs. The features are translated to abstract morphemes which are then ordered, and expressed as concrete morphemes. Finally, morphological and phonological rewrite rules are applied.

To describe the different processes made by MAGEAD, we use the surface form /char40/charf0/char0f/char51/chara2/char09/char93/char40/charf0 waAiDTar "and they were obliged" as our example. The MAGEAD lexeme and features representation of this word form is as follows:

1. root:Drr mbc:verb-VIII cnj:w per:3 gen:m num:plm asp:p vox:a

The lexeme is defined as the root Drr and a morphological behavior class (MBC) verb-VIII. The MBC maps sets of linguistic feature-value pairs to sets of abstract morphemes (AMs). In our example, the MBC maps the surface form /char40/charf0/char0f/char51/chara2/char09/char93/char40/charf0 waAiDTar "and they were obliged" as our example. The MAGEAD lexeme and features representation of this word form is as follows:

1. root:Drr mbc:verb-VIII cnj:w per:3 gen:m num:plm asp:p vox:a

In the generation direction, tiers 1 through 3 are input tiers. Tier 4 is an output tier, and an input tier for the orthographic representation.

MAGEAD follows (Kiraz, 2000) in using a multi-tape representation. It extends the analysis of Kiraz by introducing a fifth tier. The five tiers are the following:

- Tier 1: pattern and affixational morphemes
- Tier 2: root
- Tier 3: vocalism
- Tier 4: phonological representation
- Tier 5: orthographic representation

Note that the root, pattern, and vocalism are not ordered with respect to each other, they are simply juxtaposed. The ‘+’ sign indicates the ordering of affixational morphemes. AMs are then mapped to CMs, which are concatenated in the specified order. Our example becomes:

3. wa + Drr,V1tV2V3,iaa + uwA

Simple interdigitation of root, pattern and vocalism then yields the form (4) wa+iDTarar+uwA.

At this point MAGEAD applies (if they exist) rules of the following type:

- Morphophonemic/phonological rules map the morphemic representation to the phonological and orthographic representations. In our example, two rules are applied. First, the gemination\(^3\) rule, which allows to delete the vowel between the second and the third radical if it is followed by a suffix starting with a vowel. Then, a phonological rule that transforms the /t/ of the pattern /i1ta2a3 to /T/.

We get, at this step: /wa+iDTar~+uwA/.

- Orthographic rules rewrite the orthographic representation. Using standard MSA diaeresed orthography, our example becomes /waAiDTar~uwA/.

MAGEAD follows (Kiraz, 2000) in using a multi-tape representation. It extends the analysis of Kiraz by introducing a fifth tier. The five tiers are the following:

- Tier 1: pattern and affixational morphemes
- Tier 2: root
- Tier 3: vocalism
- Tier 4: phonological representation
- Tier 5: orthographic representation

In the generation direction, tiers 1 through 3 are input tiers. Tier 4 is an output tier, and an input tier for the orthographic representation.

MAGEAD handles Arabic nouns in the same way. Specific CMs, AMs and morpheme order are defined for nouns. The MBC hierarchy specifies relevant morphosyntactic features such as rationality. The MBC class name indicates the vocalized patterns according to the number and the gender values. Many nominal rules are similar to those presented for verbs. Others are specific, reflecting

---

\(^3\)A geminate root is a root in which the second and the third radical are identical.

\(^4\)The /t/ of the pattern /i1ta2a3 is converted to /T/ when the first root radical corresponds to /D/, /T/ or /ˇD/.
the differences between Arabic nominal and verbal morphology.

We adapted MAGEAD to process TUN. Changes concerned only the representation of linguistic knowledge, leaving the processing engine unchanged. We modified the MBC hierarchy, in order to process TUN patterns and vocalisms. The AM ordering has been modified and new AMs have been added. The mapping from AMs to CMs and the definition of rules, which are variant-specific, have been written by a linguistically trained native speaker.

We also modified a number of morphophonemic rules in the TUN implementation. We briefly describe three changes. First, in MSA, the gemination rule deletes the vowel between the second and the third radical if it is followed by a suffix starting with a vowel: e.g., compare مداد+ي madad+iy ‘I extended’ with مداد madad ‘not madad+iat’. In TUN, however, a long vowel is inserted before consonant-initial suffixes following geminate verbs: مداد madad ‘I extended’ and مداد madad ‘she extended’. Secondly, unlike MSA, the first root radical in TUN becomes a long vowel in the imperfective aspect when it corresponds to “hamza/glottal stop” (yAkl becomes yAkl ‘he/it eats’). Finally, TUN verbs whose root ends with م ‘a’ have the same way as verbs whose final root radical is in the perfective aspect. For example, roots of TUN verbs بديئة bdiyIna "we started" and حَمَيّنَا rmiyIna "we threw" are respectively مبد ‘he’ and مب ‘he/it’. For more details, see (Hamdi et al., 2013).

4.2 Lexica

Due to the lexical differences between MSA and TUN, the conversion process cannot be limited to morphological transformations and requires some lexical transformations. We used three lexica to map from TUN to MSA: a lexicon of verbs, a lexicon of deverbal nouns and a lexicon of particles.

4.2.1 Lexicon of verbs

The verbal lexicon consists of pairs of the form \( P_{MSA}, P_{TUN} \) where \( P_{MSA} \) and \( P_{TUN} \) are themselves pairs made of a root and a pattern. Its development was based on the Penn Arabic Tree Bank (PATB) (Maamouri et al., 2004) which contains 29,911 verb tokens. Each token was then analyzed to extract its root and its pattern. Each lemma was translated, in context, to TUN by a Tunisian native speaker. Since the lemma is the result of combining a root and a pattern, the TUN pair (root, pattern) can be deduced. This process allowed us to define about 100 new roots for TUN. The lexicon contains 1,638 entries. The TUN side contains 920 distinct pairs and the MSA side 1,478 distinct pairs. This difference shows that MSA is lexically richer than TUN. On average, a TUN lemma corresponds to almost two MSA lemmas. For instance, the TUN verb مشي mšay matches with MSA verbs ذهب dahab ‘to go’ and مشي mšay ‘to walk’. The maximum ambiguity is 16 in the TUN \( \rightarrow \) MSA direction and 4 in the opposite direction.

4.2.2 Lexicon of deverbal nouns

This lexicon is automatically built using the lexicon of verbs. In fact, many deverbal nouns can be derived from verbs such as participles, infinitive forms, adjectives, nouns of time and place... The deverbal noun is produced by combining a root and a deverbal pattern. The deverbal patterns are derived from verbal patterns. Each pair (root, pattern) of the verbal lexica generates many deverbal entries by combining the root with all deverbal patterns that share the same meaning on both sides. This method overgenerates and can produce wrong pairs. In order to face this problem, we filtered the MSA part using the MSA large-scale lexicon SAMA (Graff et al., 2009). At the end of the process, a lexicon made of 33,271 entries is created (Hamdi et al., 2014).

4.2.3 Lexicon of particles

Arabic particles cover many categories: conjunctions, prepositions, clitics... Our lexicon, made of about 200 pairs (MSA particle, TUN particle), includes all of them. The MSA particles are extracted from the PATB and then translated to TUN (Boujellbane et al., 2013). In its current version, the lexicon matches 262 Tunisian particles to 143 MSA particles.

5 Architecture and experiments

Our system consists of three steps: conversion, disambiguation and POS tagging.

The TUN input sentence \( t_1 t_2 t_3 \ldots t_n \), is converted to a MSA lattice. The lattice is then disambiguated to produce a pseudo MSA target sentence \( m_1 m_2 m_3 \ldots m_n \). Next, a MSA tagger assigns to
each target word its POS tag. The disambiguation step is optional, the MSA lattice can be sent directly to the POS tagger which tags the lattice and produces the most likely tag sequence.

Taking as an example the TUN sentence تَجبَرُ البَشَّارُ يُقِدَّمَ 'he was obliged to stay', which correspond to the sequence of POS tags verb-pass - part - verb. This sentence translates into MSA as ﺎَيْدُتُارَـ ﻋِـ ﺃَـ ﻦِأْـ. Our system produces for this sentence, after conversion and disambiguation, the sentence ﺎَوْـ ﻦِأْـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَـ ـاَ~ ـاَ~ ـاَ~. This process was evaluated on 1,500 tokens of TUN verbal forms that were identified and translated in context to MSA by Tunisian native speakers. Table 2 gives the accuracy and the ambiguity resulting from the translation. The recall indicates the proportion of cases where the correct target form was produced while the ambiguity indicates the number of target forms produced on average for an input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>recall</th>
<th>ambiguity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tokens</td>
<td>types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.43%</td>
<td>74.52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Recall and ambiguity on translation of TUN verbs to MSA

In order to extend the coverage of the lexica, we introduced a back-off process. When a pair (root, MBC) is missing in the noun or the verb lexicon, the root and MBC are translated separately, using a root lexicon and an MBC correspondence table. The root lexicon is made of pairs \((r_{MSA}, r_{TUN})\), where \(r_{MSA}\) is a MSA root and \(r_{TUN}\) is a TUN root. The root lexicon contains 1,329 entries. The MBC correspondence tables indicates, for a TUN MBC, the most frequent corresponding MBCs on the MSA side. In cases of lexicon look-up failure, the MSA target word is produced by combining the target root lexicon and the target pattern. Table 3 gives the accuracy and the ambiguity resulting of the back-off process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>recall</th>
<th>ambiguity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tokens</td>
<td>types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.71%</td>
<td>78.94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Recall and ambiguity on translation of TUN verbs to MSA with back-off

Table 3 shows that this back-off mechanism reaches a reasonable recall but the price to pay is a high ambiguity. More details are given in (Hamdi et al., 2013).

5.2 Disambiguation

The conversion process contains two sources of ambiguity: the morphological analysis can create multiple outputs and the lexica may propose for a TUN input many MSA outputs. Each word in the TUN sentence is translated into a set of MSA words producing a lattice. The disambiguation can

3 verb in the passive form
be performed by the POS tagger, as we will see below or it can be done independently, using a language model. We have trained a 1-gram and a 3-gram language models on a two million word MSA corpus. This corpus is itself made of two corpora. The first one is a written corpus, it is a collection of reports of the French press agency (AFP). The second one is a spoken corpus, it is a collection of political debates transcriptions. The trigram model is used to give the first best path while the unigram allowed to filter and score the lattice.

Three different inputs can be handled by the POS tagger: an unscored lattice derived from the conversion, a scored lattice produced by the disambiguation based on the unigram language model and the first best path generated by the 3-gram language model.

5.3 Pos-Tagging

The taggers used in this work are based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM). We have chosen this type of model mainly for their ability to take word lattices as input in a straightforward way. The tagger itself is a weighted finite state transducer and the tagging process is performed by a composition operation of the word lattice and the tagger, followed by a best path operation. When the tagger is fed with a lattice produced by the conversion step (containing potentially several MSA forms for a TUN form), the tagger actually does more than POS tagging, it also selects a sequence of words from the word lattice.

We built six taggers that differ in the order of the HMM they are based on (bigram or trigram) as well as in the nature of the observables of the HMM: forms, lemmas and lmms. The latter is the undiacritized form of a lemma. There are two main reasons for using lemmas and lmms based taggers: first, the translation task is more accurate and gives less ambiguity for lemmas and lmms than for forms. Second, the POS tagging achieves better results on lemmas and lmms than on forms, as shown in Table 4.

The taggers are trained on the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) Part 3 (Maamouri et al., 2004) in the representation of the Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATIB) (Habash and Roth, 2009). The corpus is made from 24K MSA sentences compound of 330K tokens and 30K types. The CATIB POS tagset consists of six tags only: nominal, proper noun, verb, verb-pass, particle and punctuation.

Table 4 gives the results of POS tagging of a MSA corpus using our different HMM taggers. These results are comparable to state-of-the-art MSA POS tagging systems: Habash and Roth (2009) report a higher result using the MADA system (Habash and Rambow, 2005). However, we cannot use the MADA system because it does not support POS tagging over a lattice, which we need for TUN POS tagging. It should be noted that the results in the table are for forms (real task), but also for gold lemmas and lmms. We present the lemma and lmms results only for comparative reasons as the starting point is artificial, and the performance numbers should be seen as upper bounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>forms</th>
<th>gold lemmas</th>
<th>gold lmms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bigram</td>
<td>94.52</td>
<td>97.61</td>
<td>96.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trigram</td>
<td>94.72</td>
<td>97.63</td>
<td>96.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Accuracy of POS tagging of MSA corpus

The results in the table suggest that using the trigram HMM is slightly better than the bigram HMM models. For the rest of this paper, we will report only using the trigram model.

6 Evaluation

In order to evaluate our method, we used a transcribed and annotated corpus of 805 sentences containing 10,746 tokens and 2,455 types. These sentences were obtained from several sources: TV series and political debates, a transcribed theater play (Dhouib, 2007) and a transcribed corpus made of conversations between a customer and a railways officer. This selection aims to include different TUN spoken varieties. After transcribing, we have assigned to each token its lemma, lmms and POS tag using the same conventions as the corpus used to train the tagger.

Our baseline experiment consists of running the MSA POS tagger directly on TUN texts without any processing. This baseline will allow us to measure the contribution of converting TUN to pseudo MSA prior to POS tagging with the MSA tagger. The accuracy of tagging and the number of out-of-vocabulary words are given in Table 5. The lemmas and lmms used for the experiment are gold lemmas and lmms, presented again for comparative reasons. Our official baseline is with forms.

Table 5 shows that the baseline is very low, around 69%. The result on lemmas is even worse.
This is not unexpected since the TUN lemma space is different from the MSA lemma space, which the tagger is trained on. Lemmas are completely diacritized and diacritics on lemmas are different on MSA and on TUN. For instance, the TUN undiacritized form /char49/char2e/char10/char4a/charba/char4b/char0a yktb "he writes" exists in MSA side but its lemma ktib "to write" is different from the MSA one katab. Results are a bit higher on lmms, which do not contain diacritics. It is also interesting to note that the number of OOVs on lmms is still high, showing that lexica of MSA and TUN are quite different.

For our main experiment we convert TUN texts to pseudo MSA before POS tagging. The conversion step produces three lattices (forms, lemmas, lmms). The form lattice is disambiguated by the language models providing a scored lattice and the first best path. We ran the POS tagging of pseudo-MSA forms in three modes: on the best form path, on the scored lattice and the unscored lattice produced by the conversion. The final output is the sequence of POS tags for the words in the original sentence. Results are shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Accuracy of POS tagging of pseudo MSA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>best path</th>
<th>scored lattice</th>
<th>unscored lattice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>77.2%</td>
<td>80.3%</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOVs</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results show that the conversion decreases the number of OOVs and subsequently the POS-tagging accuracy of forms increases (comparing with Table 5). Disambiguation based on the POS tagger gives better accuracy (∼82.5% on forms) than the language model (77.2%).

Our conversion process allows to produce, MSA lemmas and lmms rather than forms by leaving the morphological generation of MSA forms. The POS tagger was ran thus on the lattices of lemmas and lmms. In Table 7, we give results of POS tagging such inputs. We give again results on forms to compare these final results with the baseline results (Table 5).

Table 7: Accuracy of POS tagging of pseudo MSA lemmas and lmms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>predicted forms</th>
<th>predicted lemmas</th>
<th>predicted lmms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>86.9%</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOVs</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 7, POS tagging of lemmas and lmms outperforms POS tagging of forms. Our best accuracy, with lmms, jumps to 89.1%: a 20% absolute increase of the baseline of using the MSA POS tagger directly on the TUN sentences. An error analysis of the first 100 errors shows that 34 of them are due to bad conversion and 49 to bad disambiguation. Only, 17 of the errors came from POS tagging.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed, implemented and evaluated an approach to POS tagging of TUN using an MSA tagger. Prior to tagging, the TUN text is converted to pseudo MSA. The conversion process is composed of three steps: morphological analysis of the TUN words, followed by a lexical transfer and a morphological generation of MSA forms. The system achieved an accuracy of 89% (∼20% absolute improvement over an MSA tagger baseline). Experiments showed that the best results were obtained by tagging at the level of lemmas, more precisely, lemmas from which diacritics were removed.

In future work, we aim to complete our processing chain by adding a TUN speech recognition system (since TUN is a primarily spoken language) at the beginning of the chain, and to evaluate our approach in some other NLP tasks such as syntactic parsing. We are also interested in applying these results to other dialects.
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Abstract

Algerian Arabic is an Arabic dialect spoken in Algeria characterized by the absence of writing resources and standardization, hence it is considered as an under-resourced language. It differs from Modern Standard Arabic on all levels of linguistic representation, from phonology and morphology to lexicon and syntax. In this paper, we present a conventional orthography for Algerian Arabic, following a previous effort on developing a conventional orthography for Dialectal Arabic (or CODA), demonstrated for Egyptian and Tunisian Arabic. We explain the design principles of Algerian CODA and provide a detailed description of its guidelines.

1 Introduction

The Arabic language today is characterized by a complex state of polyglossia. Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the official variety of Arabic used primarily in written literal contexts. There is also a large number of dialects whose dominant features are noticeable to Arab-speaking people. The Arabic dialects differ from Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) on all levels of linguistic representation, from phonology and morphology to lexicon and syntax. MSA is classified as a high variety as it contains lot of normalization and standardization. It is generally considered as a prestigious, valued and official language; hence it is used for training (media and education). Arabic Dialects (DA) are considered a low variety which includes languages with less normalization and standardization. These languages are used in daily life, interviews and for informal conversations. Algerian Arabic (henceforth, ALG) is one of the Western group of Arabic dialects spoken in Algeria. ALG differs from other Arabic dialects, neighboring or far ones by having some specific features. In addition to MSA and DA, foreign languages, particularly French and English have been increasingly part of the Arabic spoken in daily basis.

With the emergence of Internet and social media, ALG (and other DAs) have become the language of informal online communication, for instance emails, blogs, discussion forums, SMS, etc. Most Arabic natural language processing (NLP) tools and resources were developed specially to treat MSA. Corresponding tools processing ALG are not as mature and sophisticated as those for MSA. This is due to the recent involvement of works on ALG dialect and the limit quantity of results and resources generated till today. To address this problem, some solutions propose to apply NLP tools designed for MSA directly to ALG. This proposition is interesting but yields to significantly low performance. This is why it is necessary to develop solutions and build resources for ALG treatment.

In this paper, we present a basic layout of ALG processing which is necessary to build efficient NLP tools and applications. This layout is a design of standard common convention orthography dedicated to ALG dialect. The proposed standard is an extension of that proposed in the work of Habash et al., (2012a) who proposed a Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic (CODA). CODA is designed in order to develop computational models of Arabic dialects and provided a detailed description of its guidelines as applied to Egyptian Arabic (EGY).

In this paper, we present a conventional orthography for Algerian Arabic. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2, discusses related works. In Section 3, we present an historical overview of ALG. In Section 4, we highlight the
linguistic differences between ALG and the languages MSA, EGY and TUN in order to motivate some of our ALG CODA decisions. In Section 5, we present ALG CODA guidelines.

2 Related works

Studying and processing dialects is an interesting recent research area which took progressively a big attention, especially with the explosion of internet public communications. Hence, there is actually a big interest to develop new tools to process an exploit the huge quantities of resources established using dialects (oral communications, web, social networks, etc.). However, Arabic dialects are languages without standardization or normalization, these why much efforts are necessary to modernize Arabic orthography and develop orthographies for Arabic dialects.

Maamouri et al. (2004) have developed a set of rules for Levantine dialects. These rules define the conversational Levantine Arabic transcription guidelines and annotation conventions. Habash et al. (2012a) have proposed a conventional orthography for Egyptian dialectal (CODA). This work is inspired by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) guidelines for transcribing. However, CODA is intended for general purpose writing allowing many abstracts from these variations, whereas the LDC guideline are dedicated for transcription, and thus focus more on phonological variations in sub-dialects. A proposition for transcription Algerain dialect are developed in (Harrat et., 2014) where a set of rules for transcription Algerian dialect are defined and a grapheme-to-phoneme converter for this dialect was presented. Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) conversion or phonetic transcription is the process which converts a written form of a word to its pronunciation form; hence this technique focuses only on phonological variations.

To remedy the lack of building resources and tools dedicated to the treatment of ALG issue, (Harrat et al., 2014) built parallel corpora for Algerian dialects, because their ultimate purpose is to achieve a Machine Translation (MT) for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Algerian dialects (AD), in both directions. They also propose language tools to process these dialects. First, they developed a morphological analysis model of dialects by adapting BAMA, a well-known MSA analyzer. Then they propose a diacritization system, based on a MT process which allows restoring the vowels to dialects corpora. And finally, they propose results on machine translation between MSA and Algerian dialects.

In the same way, (Harrat et al., 2015) present an Arabic multi-dialect study including dialects from both the Maghreb and the Middle-east that they compare to the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). Three dialects from Maghreb are concerned by this study: two from Algeria: Annaba's dialect (ANB), the language spoken in the east of Algeria, on Algiers's dialect (ALG), the language used in the capital of Algeria, and one from Tunisia, on Sfax's dialect (TUN) spoken in the south of Tunisia and two dialects from Middle-east (Syria and Palestine). The resources which have been built from scratch have lead to a collection of a multi-dialect parallel resource.

Furthermore, (Zribi, et al., 2014) extend the CODA guidelines to take into account to Tunisian dialect and (Jarrar, et al., 2014) have adapted it to the Palestinian dialect. In addition, authors of Egyptian and Tunisian CODA encourage the adaptation of CODA to other Arabic dialects in order to create linguistic resources. Following this council, we extend in this paper CODA guidelines to ALG.

3 Algerian Arabic: Historical Overview

Arabic speakers have Arabic dialects or vernacular as their mother tongues. These dialects can be stratified in two big families of dialects: the Western group (the Maghreb) or North African group and the Eastern group (the Mashriq). Algerian dialect, noted ALG, is one of the Western group which is spoken in Algeria. This dialect is also called دارجة دازاري or حجازي or Carthage or dzīriyī simply meaning "Algerian". These variations do not create generally barriers to understand the dialect. In addition to ALG, the Algerian’s population speaks also Berber but with different ratios: ALG is used by 70 to 80% of the population however; the Berber language is the mother tongue of 25% to 30% of population. Berber is used mainly in center of Algeria (Algiers and Kabylie), East of Algeria (Béjaia and Sétif), in Aures (chaoui), the Mzab (north of the...
Sahara) and it is used by the Twaregue based in south of the Sahara (Hoggar mountains). Even if ALG is spoken by Algeria’s population, estimated to 40 million of persons, it is characterized by variation of this same dialect according to geographic location of ALG’s speakers.

This dialect cannot be presented as homogeneous linguistic system but it has many varieties. According to (Derradji et al., 2002) we distinguish four varieties for ALG as follow: I) the Oranais: is the variety spoken in the Western of Algeria, precisely from Moroccan frontiers to the limit of Ténès, ii) Algérois: this variety covers the central zones of Algeria to Béjaia and it is widely spread, iii) Rural: the speakers of this variety are located in the East of Algeria like Constantine, Annaba or Sétif, and iv) Sahara: is the dialect of the south of Algeria population. ALG is also the language used in press, television, social communication, internet exchanges, SMS, etc. Only in official communications, both reading and writing ones, where ALG is not used.

Furthermore, we note that ALG is enriched by the languages of the groups colonized or managed the Algerian population during the history of the country. Among these group’s languages we can cite: Turkish, Spanish, Italian and more recently French. This enrichment, materialized by the presence of foreign words in the dialect, has contributed to create many varieties of ALG from one region to another one, with a quite complex linguistic situation resulting from this language mixture. Indeed, this language mixture has been studied by many socio-linguistic like (Morsly, 1986; Ibrahimi, 1997; Benrabah, 1999; Arezki, 2008). They described the linguistic landscape of Algeria as ‘multilingualism’ or “poly-glossic” where multiple languages and language varieties coexist. In other words, the ALG is a suitable example of a complex socio-linguistic situation (Morsly, 1986).

Historically, Berber was the native language of the population of the Maghreb in general and Algeria in particular before the Islamic conquest, which introduced Arabic in all aspects of life. Centuries of various foreign powers introduced vocabulary from Turkish, Spanish and finally (and most dominantly today) French. French colonization tried to impose the French language as the only way of communication during its 132 year control of Algeria. This situation caused a significant decline in the Arabic language, characterized by increased French influence and the introduction of some other languages like Italian and Spanish due to migratory flow from Europe (Ibrahimi, 2006). The influence of these languages on ALG realizes in frequent code-switching without any phonology adaptation in daily conversations, particularly from French, e.g., “lycée”, “salon”, “quartier”, “normal”, etc.

4 Comparison among Algerian, Egyptian, Tunisian and Standard Arabic

There are many differences among ALG, EGY, TUN and MSA regarding many levels: phonological, morphological and orthographic. In this section we present some of these differences that are important and determinant of the distinction between these Arabic flavors. We refer the reader to (Habash, 2010) for further elements and discussions.

4.1 Phonological Variations

We give in the following list the major phonological differences between ALG and both MSA and EGY:

The consonant equivalent the MSA (ǯ) /q/ is one of the sounds that deserve special attention. This sound has many varieties of pronunciation in Algerian Arabic dialects that we can find in the different regions, cities and localities of Algeria. Hence, the pronunciation of “q” can be realized as q, g, ?, or k.

- uvular stop “ǯ” [q]: like Moroccan and Tunisian dialects, this pronunciation is present in ALG in different localities as in some urban cities like Algiers or Constantine.
- palatal sound "ǯ" [g]: this sound is also used in both Moroccan and Tunisian dialects in addition to the ALG one. In Algeria, this sound is used in some cities like Annaba and Sétif, in addition to the Bedouin dialects where this sound is widely employed.
- glottal stop [ʔ]: this sound is used in Tlemcen city in the same manner we find it in the Egyptian dialect.
- k postpalatal: this sound is a particularity of the ALG dialect that we do not find it in the other north African dialects. This sound is used in the rural localities and some cities like Kabylia, Jijel, Msirda and Trara.

We note that in the case of dialects not using glottal stop consonant, there are some exceptions where the pronunciation is the same way regardless of the dialect. This is the case of the word
The pronunciation of the consonant (ج) /j/ has also different from specific for a location or a group of speakers in the north of Africa. It is pronounced [dj] in Algiers and most of central Algeria as in the word نجاح 'success', but when the consonant (ج) /j/ precedes a (د) /d/ consonant it will be pronounced with the allophone [j] like in the word حديد 'new'. In Egypt this pronunciation is pronounced as /g/. For Tunisian, Tlemcenian and east Algerian speakers, 'ج' is realized as /j/ or /ç/ when the word contains the consonant (س) /s/ or (ئ) /z/ like in the words جبس /gips/ or دجيس /dijbs/ 'plaster' become زبس /zebs/; and عجز /czuwz/ 'old women' become عرژ /curuz/. The MSA consonant (خ) /kh/ is assimilated in different manner according to some categories of speakers. In the eastern Algerian Sahara, like مسيلة and بوسعادة, /kh/ is assimilated to (ق) /q/, for instance, the words غالي /qaAliy/ 'expensive' and صغيرة /sqayra/ 'small', are pronounced respectively /qaAliyl/ and /sqayral/. Sometimes, it is assimilated to (خ) /x/, like Tunisian and eastern Algeria speakers, e.g., the word خمل 'washed' is pronounced /xssel/ or /yxsel/. The interdental MSA consonant (ض) /th/ can be pronounced as (ث) /l/ in both ALG and EGY dialects like for the word 'عمر 'garlic' is pronounced as /lumr/ in some urban Algerian dialects as in the word /lum bíth/ 'to give eating'. But it is also pronounced /th/ in some cases in EGY dialect, for example, the word ثابت /saabit/ 'fixe' is pronounced سايت. Another MSA interdental consonant has also special pronunciations; it is the consonant (ث) /dl/. In the EGY dialect, it can be pronounced (ث) /dl/, like the word ذهب /dhab/ 'gold' pronounced دحاب, or (ث) /zl/ for instance the word ذكي 'clever' is realized زكی. However, in the ALG dialect, the consonant (ث) /dl/ has one of the following pronunciations: (ث) /dl/ or (ث) /zd/. For instance the word ذراع 'arm' can be pronounced دراع /dralA/ or دراع /dralA/. Moreover, in some regions in Algeria, like Mostaganem, this consonant is realized as (ث) /vl/, like for the word ذهب /dhab/ 'gold' pronounced هفت /vhab/. The pronunciation of the glottal stop phoneme that appears in many MSA words in ALG dialect has different forms:
• The glottal stop becomes longue: this pronunciation is also present in TUN and EGY dialects. We can give as example the words: قاسم /jawa:s/ → /jawa:s/ 'pickaxe', تديب /Diyb /b/ → /Dib/ 'wolf', and مومن /mu:men/ → /mumin/ 'mumun' 'believer'.
• The glottal stop disappears: it consists on simply removing the glottal when pronouncing the word. This form is also used in TUN and EGY dialects. For instance, let us take the following word: زرقاه 'zarqaA' /zarqa:/ → /zarqa:/ زرقا 'blue'.
• The glottal stop is replaced by a semi-vowel /w/ or /y/: this pronunciation is found in ALG and TUN dialects and not in EGY one. It is used for instance in the case of the words: وأك /Aak-al 'to give eating' → وأك و ول, أس /Aams/ 'yesterday' → وباس yaAmas.
• The glottal stop is replaced by the letter /h/: This form is also used uniquely in the ALG and TUN dialects unlike the EGY one. Let us take the following examples of using of this form: أب /Ab/. 'bull' → /Ab/, في /v/ 'he killed' (and EGY /v/ 'he killed' (and EGY /atall/) becomes ALG /qatall/. Unlike the Egyptian dialect, the Algerian dialect elides many short vowels in unstressed contexts. This feature characterizes also the other Maghreb dialects. This is the case of the following words: MSA جمال 'Came' and EGY /gamall/ becomes ALG /jamall/. In addition, this feature introduces an interesting element to distinguish the Maghreb dialects from the EGY one, this element is the presence of a succession of two consonants at the beginning of the word which introduces a specific particularity in the verb scheme 'فاق' in ALG instead of 'faqal' in EGY, like in the verb MSA قال /qaAll/ 'he killed' (and EGY /atall/) becomes ALG /qatall/.
The MSA diphthongs ay and aw are generally reduced uniformly to /i:/ and /u:/ for example, let us take the words: حية /HayT/ ‘wall’ becomes ALG /Hi:T/. لون /lawn/ ‘color’ becomes ALG /lu:n/. We note that this particularity is found in the younger generation speakers; however, older speakers still retain them in some words and contexts, for instance the word دود /dawd/ stills pronounced /dawd/ ‘horse’ by some old speakers.

Another feature of ALG dialect, shared with the TUN one, is the pronunciation of the MSA /a:/ in some words it is realized as /e:/ and in others remains /a:/ For example, the word قجم /jam:/ meaning ‘camels’.

4.2 Morphological Variations

ALG dialect has also some morphological aspects that are different from that of the MSA, and closer to that of Maghreb dialects. These aspects consist essentially on a simplification of some inflexions and inclusion of new clitics as follow:

As regards the inflexion, in ALG dialect, like other Arabic ones, the casual endings in nouns and verbs mood are lost. We note that the indicative mood is the one which is used as default unlike the other moods that are not used. Moreover, the dual and the feminine plural disappeared; they are assimilated to the masculine in the plural form. For example, the word شكروا /šakr-tuwa/ ‘they (fem.pl.) thank’ is normalized in the ALG dialect in شكرا /šakruwa/ ‘they thank’. In addition, the first and the second person of the singular form are conjugated in the same way in the dialect, e.g., in MSA we say شكرا /šakrata/ ‘I thank’ and شكرا /šakrat/ ‘you thanks’, these two forms are normalized in ALG dialect in the following unique form: شكرا /šakra/ ‘I/you thank’. This simplification can lead to some ambiguities in ALG.

The ALG dialect modifies the interne form of the verbs when it does their flexion in imperfective form. It introduces a gemination in the first radical letter and moving to this radical the vowel of the second one. This modification is applied only in the plural form and the 2nd person of feminine singular. For example, in ALG the verb ‘to thank’ in 3rd person of masculine singular is يشكر /yuškur/ (he is thanking) and in 3rd person of masculine plural we have: يشكروا /yuš-ukr-uwa/ (they are thanking) but in EGY the same case have the form: يشكر /yuškur-uwa/. To enforce this statement we refer to (Souag, 2005) work where they defend that: “As is common in Algeria, when normal short vowel elision would lead to another short vowel being in an open syllable, we have slight lengthening on the first member so as to change the stress: /yaDrab /he hits/ → yaD-arbuwA ‘they hit’ /rakba ‘knee’ → ruk-ubtiy /my knee/; this gemination need not occur, however, if the consonant to be geminated is one of the sonorants r, l, n, although for younger speakers it often does. I have the impression that these compensatory geminates are not held as long as normal geminates; this needs further investigation.”

Otherwise, ALG dialect uses, like the other Arabic dialects, only the suffix بِ /yin/ to form the regular plural. However, the ALG elides the short vowels in plural forms like in the following examples: ملْح /mulHd/ ‘unbeliever’, in the plural form ملْحون /mulHdny/ مهندس /muhandis/ ‘engineer’, pl. مهندسين /muhandisiyn/. But in some dialects, like the EGY one, they don’t elide the short vowel, for instance the plural of مهندس /muhandis/ ‘engineer’ in EGY is مهندسين /muhandisiyn/.

But for some exception, like for the active participle [1A2i3] → [1A23-iyyn] (Gadalla, 2000), this elision is maintained whatever the dialect like for the word صائم /SaAyim/ ‘fasting’ → صائمين /SaAymiyn/.

Cohen (1912) describes the emphatic suffix تيک /tiyk/ as a characteristics of the Muslim Algers dialect that is used to express adverbs ending with -ا like in for the words فنانا /gana/ ‘also’ which becomes ganatiyk, زعما /začma/ ‘supposedly’ which becomes začmatiyk.

For the form استعمل /Aista12a3/ which exists in the different dialects, the ALG introduces in addition a new variant of this form. This variant is استعمل /ssa-12a3/ and it is used essentially by the speakers of the west of Algeria (Marçais, 1902). For example, let us take the verb استعمال /Aistikaf/ ‘take care of’ can be also used like استعمال /ssakaf/ or استعمال /sakaf/.

Another feature of the ALG dialect is the insertion of vowel /i:/ between the stem and the consonantal suffixes of the perfect form of the primary geminate verb, e.g in MSA the verb يُشترط /šad-aa/šaddtu ‘he/I pulled’ becomes in ALG يشترط /šad-iytn/.
The passive voice in classical Arabic uses vowel changes and not verb derivation but in ALG as in many Arabic dialects, the passive form is obtained by prefixing the verb with one the following elements:

- t- / tt-, for example: tabnay ‘it was built’, tarfād ‘it was lifted’
- n-, for instance: nfiy ‘it opened’
- /tn- / tnt-, e.g., ntkal ‘was edible’, magaṭal ‘to be killed’. We note that this last element is specific for the ALG dialect.

The ALG dialect uses the particle «n» for the first person of singular like the other Maghreb dialects. This particle is generally absent from the Mashreq dialects like EGY one. In those dialects the «n» is substituted by the «a» like shown in the following example: tabnay /naktab/ ‘I write’ in ALG while the equivalent of it in EGY is tabnay /Aaktbil/.

Like several dialects (EGY and TUN), ALG include the clitics, that are reduced forms of the MSA words, e.g., the demonstrative proclitic +ha+ which strictly precedes with the definite article +al A+ is related to the MSA demonstrative pronouns haA and alA, e.g.; (MSA → ALG) ḥaḏiḥi AldunyaA → ḥaAlDinyaA ‘this life’.

Several dialects include the proclitic +a+ علی/قلاع, 을/on/upon/about/to’. For example, (MSA → ALG) علی الطاولة/الحمراء ALLaWiAlAhi → علی الطاولة/الحمراء AlMaAyda ‘on the table’. The same interpretation is valid for the proclitics +f+ كما +m+ which are the reduced form of the prepositions في ‘in’ and من ‘from’ respectively. Also, several dialect include the non-MSA negation circum-clitics +ka+ and +k+.  For example ما فريش ما لاتش ‘I haven’t read’.

Furthermore, ALG almost lost all of the nominal dual forms, which are replaced with the word زوج /zu:dj/ ‘two’ with the plural form, e.g., (MSA → ALG) كتاBayn → زوج كتب /zu:dj ktub ‘two books’

4.3 Orthographic Variations

The orthographic variation in writing of Arabic dialects words is due to two reasons: i) the non-existence of an orthographic standard for Arabic dialects because these varieties are not codified and normalized, and ii) the phonological differences between MSA and Algerian dialect (ALG).

For these dialects words can be spelled phonologically or etymologically using their corresponding MSA form. This fact creates some inconsistency among dialect writers. For example, the corresponding word to ‘gold’ can be written دهب ‘dhab’ or دهد ‘dhab’. In addition, in some cases the phonology or underlying morphology is reflected by some regular phonological assimilation writing, e.g. تأويل ‘carr’ is also written as تأويل ‘carr’. اسماء AismaA, ‘Ismael’ is also written as اسماء AismaA, من بعد min baτd ‘after’ is also written as مم بعد mim baτd. Furthermore, these different spellings can conduct to some semantic confusion, like for example شرب ‘they drank’ or شرب ‘he drank’. Finally, the shortened long vowels, can be spelled long or short, for instance شَفْر ‘she saw her, and ماجاا ‘he didn’t bring’ ماجاا مجر.”

4.4 Lexical Variations

As presented in Section 3, the Algerian dialect, like other Arabic dialects, has been influenced, over centuries, by other languages like Berber, Turkish, Italian, Spanish and French. Table 1 shows some examples of borrowed words2 in ALG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>فكر</td>
<td>a tortoise</td>
<td>Fakruw</td>
<td>Berber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>شالاغ</td>
<td>Moustache</td>
<td>šlaYam</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>كجوم</td>
<td>a throat</td>
<td>Qarjuwmah</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تهان</td>
<td>Socks</td>
<td>taΧiyr</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بكاري</td>
<td>a drunkard</td>
<td>sakaArji</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الزيد</td>
<td>Feast</td>
<td>Zardah</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فريش</td>
<td>Party</td>
<td>fiνTa</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>زيل</td>
<td>Foul</td>
<td>Zablah</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>صوردي</td>
<td>Money</td>
<td>Suwrdiy</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>سيما</td>
<td>a week</td>
<td>siymaAna</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>سبيردا</td>
<td>Snickers</td>
<td>Sparidynah</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مكيلية</td>
<td>a school</td>
<td>Sukwiyah</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>طبلية</td>
<td>Table</td>
<td>TaAblah</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تليفون</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>Triyiffa</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فيتن</td>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>Farnlìy</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**: The origin and the meaning of some borrowed words used in ALG.

5 Algerian Arabic CODA Guidelines

In this section we present a mapping of the CODA convention for the Algerian dialect. The CODA convention is presented and its goals and

2 We refer to (Guella, 2011) for more examples.
principals are described in details in (Habash et al., 2012a). An example of Algerian CODA is presented in Table 5.

5.1 CODA Guiding Principles

We summarize the main CODA design elements (Habash et al., 2012a, Eskander et al., 2013):

- CODA is an internally consistent and coherent convention for writing Dialectal Arabic.
- CODA is created for computational purposes.
- CODA uses the Arabic script.
- CODA is intended as a unified framework for writing all Arabic dialects.
- CODA aims to strike an optimal balance between maintaining a level of dialectal uniqueness and establishing conventions based on MSA-DA similarities.
- CODA is designed respecting many principles:

1. CODA is an Ad Hoc convention which uses only the Arabic script characters including the diacritics used for writing MSA.
2. CODA is consistent as it associates to each DA word a unique orthographic form that represents its phonology and morphology.
3. CODA uses and extends the basic MSA orthographic decisions (rules, exceptions and ad hoc choices), e.g., using Shadda for phonological gemination or spelling the definite article morphemically.
4. CODA generally preserves the phonological form of dialectal words given the unique phonological rules of each dialect (e.g., vowel shortening), and the limitations of Arabic script (e.g., using a diacritic and a glide consonant to write a long vowel).
5. CODA preserves DA morphology and syntax.
6. CODA is easy to learn and write.
7. The CODA principles are the same for all the dialects, however each dialect will have its proper CODA map. This unique map respects the phonology and the morphology of the considered dialect.
8. CODA is not a purely phonological representation. Text in CODA can be read perfectly in dialect given the specific dialect and its CODA map.

5.2 Algerian CODA

As we said above, CODA principles are applicable for all dialects but with a specific map for each dialect. Hence, in this section we present the map of the Algerian dialect (ALG) to CODA by summarizing the specific CODA guidelines for ALG. Firstly we chose a variant of the ALG which is the one used in the media as default. This variant represents the dialect of the capital city Algiers and follows the same orthographic rules as MSA by taking into accounts all the following exceptions and extensions.

5.3 Phonological Extensions

Long Vowels In ALG CODA the long vowel /ː/, which do not exist in MSA, will be written as ay or aA depending on its MSA cognate: ay or aA, respectively. In MSA orthography, the sequence aA is not possible, hence using words with aA MSA cognates can be a good solution for ALG. This orientation is suitable since the basic non-diacritical form of the word is preserved, for instance, دار daAr /daːr/ ‘turn’ and diAr /deːr/ ‘do’. This extension is present also in Tunisian CODA unlike the Egyptian one.

Vowel Shortening Like the EGY and TUN CODA, the ALG long vowels are written in long form. In some cases, which are shortened in certain cases such as when adding affixes and clitics even if it is writing long. For example, ماجاهش mAjAb+hA+š ‘he did not forgets for her’ and تقول لهم tqulhm /tqullhum/ ‘you tell them’ (not تقاليم). This vowel shortening can be also considered in words with two long vowels. Phonologically, in DA, even if the two long vowels are written, only one is allowed in a word, in other terms, it should be only one stressed syllable in each phonological word. For instance, صامين SaAmyin ‘fasting’ (not صاميم).

5.4 Phono-Lexical Exceptions

The Algerian "qaf" The letter (ް) /qf/ is used to represent the four following consonants: /q/, /f/ (like TUN), /h/ and ⟨⟩ (like EGY). The table 2 gives some examples of exceptional pronunciation for /g/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODA</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>بقرة</td>
<td>baqrAh</td>
<td>Cow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قاثيك</td>
<td>qaAnaAtiyk</td>
<td>so ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فاوري</td>
<td>qiAwriy</td>
<td>foreign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: ALG exceptional pronunciation examples

Consonant with Multiple Pronunciations

In ALG we use the MSA forms to write consonants with multiple pronunciations. The used MSA form has to be closer to the considerate
consonant if it has a corresponding MSA cognate. We give in Table 3 some examples. Like TUN CODA, the ALG one has more variations than the ones addressed in EGY CODA as for the former the efforts were focused on Cairene Arabic. Hence, ALG seems to have more MSA-like pronunciations where MSA spelling is simply the same as ALG.

**Hamza Spelling** Hamzated MSA cognate may not be spelled in ALG CODA in a way corresponding to the MSA cognate. In other words, the glottal stop will be spelled phonologically. This feature is also present in EGY and TUN CODA. However, when Hamza is pronounced in ALG, we apply the same MSA spelling rules. Furthermore, the glottal stop phoneme, appearing in many MSA words, has disappeared in ALG, like in the words: فَلْس ‘fals ‘pickaxe’ (not like MSA فَلْس fals تَذِيب Diýr). In addition, words starting with Hamzated Alif are not seen in ALG CODA, e.g. الأرض /AlaArD/ ‘earth’ (not 'ارض /larD/).

### Table 3: Examples of Multiple Pronunciations in ALG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODA</th>
<th>Pronunciations</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>عجوز</td>
<td>/çjuwz/</td>
<td>old women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غني</td>
<td>/θaNiy/</td>
<td>Also</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>صدر</td>
<td>/Sadr/</td>
<td>Chest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قهوة</td>
<td>/qahwa/</td>
<td>Coffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قصر</td>
<td>/qas/</td>
<td>he washed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فاس</td>
<td>/faAs/</td>
<td>Expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فاسق</td>
<td>/fakas/</td>
<td>Corrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فاسق</td>
<td>/fakas/</td>
<td>Corrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فاسق</td>
<td>/fakas/</td>
<td>Corrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نيب</td>
<td>/hab/</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### N of Number Construct

The ALG CODA adds the phoneme /n/ after some numerals in construct cases, e.g., سُتْأَسُنَّ تُعَبْلَحُ ‘16 tables’ whereas the number 16 is pronounced alone سُتْأَسُن. This exception is valid for Number Construct forms with number between 11 and 19 preceding a noun in the singular. This property is also valid in TUN CODA.

5.5 Morphological Extensions

**Attached clitics** ALG dialect, as many other dialects, uses almost all the attached clitics in MSA, the definite article +، the future particle proclitic + حَا plus (expressed in east of Algeria like Annaba city), the coordinating conjunction و التconnecter, the negation particle enclitic + › from. In addition ALG uses the new attached clitics reduced forms of the MSA, e.g. +، حَا +، حَا +، حَا +، حَا +، حَا +، حَا. The following table illustrates some examples of these clitics where we consider the word وكلنياهالكم 'wikipedia' and we have eaten your food'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enclitics</th>
<th>Suffixes</th>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Proclitics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>كُنِمُ</td>
<td>لِهَا</td>
<td>نُا</td>
<td>كُلِى</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Tokenization of the word وكلنياهالكم 'wikipedia'

**Separated Clitics** The spelling rule for the indirect object enclitics and the negation proclitic ما is preserved in the ALG CODA map. This map puts a separation using a space between the negation particle and the indirect object, e.g., ما جابتكم /mab jamb+ikum+s/ 'he did not give/com you'.

5.6 Lexical Exceptions

The ALG CODA, like the TUN and EGY ones, contains a list of Algerian dialect words that have a specific ad hoc spelling. This specific spelling may be inconsistent with the map of CODA introduced above and can be spelled commonly in different ways. These exceptions include for instance:

- The demonstratives هَذَا هَذَا /haðuwa/ (not /haðukah/) ‘that’, /hakadaA/ ‘like this’ (not /hakadaA/ or /hakadaA/)
- The preposition ‘I know’ is expressed with the phrase ‘الْمَعْلُوْب عَلَى بَيْتى’ /almauloub aliy/ (not /qam aliy/ or /qam aliy/)
Hello everyone, in « The Red Line » daily show, which coincides with the Women's Day. God willing, for all the women who watch this show, they may have happy and beautiful days in their lives. God willing, and they will rejoice in their families, parents and children. Before addressing the topic of the day, where we focus on women in Algeria and how they are living, let's welcome to our program's guests.

Table 5: An example sentence in ALG

- The adverbs زقماه (not زعما) ‘supposedly’, ضركة (not دركا) ‘now’, ڤانانه (not ڤانان) ‘also’

In addition, in influence and integration of foreign words from other languages, like French, Berber or Italian, have emerged new phonemes like /g/, /p/ or /l/. These phonemes are used to express sounds that do not exist in MSA, but in CODA we will use the following Arabic characters: /q/, /h/ and /f/ to express respectively g, p and v. For example, ژاجیل ‘detergent’, ڤیچون ‘stupid’, ڤویییاف ‘doll’, ڤییدومن ‘handlebar’.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
We presented in this paper a set of guidelines towards a conventional orthography for Algerian Arabic. We discussed the various challenges of working with Algerian Arabic and how we address them. In the future, we plan to use the developed guidelines to annotated collections of Algerian Arabic texts, in a first step towards developing resources and tools for Algerian Arabic processing.
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Abstract
Arabic script writing is typically underspecified for short vowels and other mark up, referred to as diacritics. Apart from the lexical ambiguity found in words, similar to that exhibited in other languages, the lack of diacritics in written Arabic script adds another layer of ambiguity which is an artifact of the orthography. Diacritization of written text has a significant impact on Arabic NLP applications. In this paper, we present a pilot study on building a diacritized multi-genre corpus in Arabic. We annotate a sample of non-diacritized words extracted from five text genres. We explore different annotation strategies: Basic where we present only the bare undisacritized forms to the annotators, Intermediate (Basic forms+their POS tags), and Advanced (automatically diacritized words). We present the impact of the annotation strategy on annotation quality. Moreover, we study different diacritization schemes in the process.

1 Introduction
One of the characteristics of writing in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is that the commonly used orthography is mostly consonantal and does not provide full vocalization of the text. It sometimes includes optional diacritical marks (henceforth, diacritics or vowels). Diacritics are extremely useful for text readability and understanding. Their absence in Arabic text adds another layer of lexical and morphological ambiguity. Naturally occurring Arabic text has some percentage of these diacritics present depending on genre and domain. For instance, religious text such as the Quran is fully diacritized to minimize chances of reciting it incorrectly. So are children’s educational texts. Classical poetry tends to be diacritized as well. However, news text and other genre are sparsely diacritized (e.g., around 1.5% of tokens in the United Nations Arabic corpus bear at least one diacritic (Diab et al., 2007)).

From an NLP perspective, the two universal problems for processing language that affect the performance of (usually statistically motivated) NLP tools and tasks are: (1) sparseness in the data where not enough instances of a word type are observed in a corpus, and (2) ambiguity where a word has multiple readings or interpretations. Undiacritized surface forms of an Arabic word might have as many as 200 readings depending on the complexity of its morphology. The lack of diacritics usually leads to considerable lexical ambiguity, as shown in the example in Table 1, a reason for which diacritization, aka vowel/diacritic restoration, has been shown to improve state-of-the-art Arabic automatic systems such as speech recognition (ASR) (Kirchhoff and Vergyri, 2005) and statistical machine translation (SMT) (Diab et al., 2007). Hence, diacritization has been receiving increased attention in several Arabic NLP applications.

In general, building models to assign diacritics to each letter in a word requires a large amount of annotated training corpora covering different topics and domains to overcome the sparseness problem. The currently available diacritized MSA corpora are generally limited to the newswire genres (as distributed by the LDC) or religion related texts such as the Quran or the Tashkeela corpus. In this paper we present a pilot study where we annotate a sample of non-diacritized text extracted from five different text genres. We explore different annotation strategies where we present the data to the annotator in three modes: Basic (only forms with no diacritics), Intermediate (Basic forms+POS tags), and Advanced (automatically diacritized words). We show the impact of the annotation strategy on the annotation quality. Moreover, we study different diacritization schemes in the process.

Tashkeela is publicly available at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/tashkeela/
Table 1: Possible pronunciations and meanings of the undiacritized Arabic word *kr

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Undiacritized</th>
<th>Diacritized</th>
<th>Buckwalter</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>دكَر</td>
<td>دُكَر</td>
<td>*/akara/</td>
<td>he mentioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دكَر</td>
<td>دُكَر</td>
<td>*/ukira/</td>
<td>it/he was mentioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دكَر</td>
<td>دُكَر</td>
<td>*/ak ˜ara/</td>
<td>he reminded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دكَر</td>
<td>دُكَر</td>
<td>*/uk ˜ira/</td>
<td>it was reminded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دكَر</td>
<td>دُكَر</td>
<td>*/akaruN/</td>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دكَر</td>
<td>دُكَر</td>
<td>*/ikaruN/</td>
<td>prayer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Arabic Diacritics

Arabic script consists of two classes of symbols: letters and diacritics. Letters comprise long vowels such as A, y, w as well as consonants. Diacritics, on the other hand, comprise short vowels, gemination markers, nunation markers, as well as other markers (such as hamza, the glottal stop, which appears in conjunction with a small number of letters, e.g., ـ، ـ، ـ، etc., dots on letters, elongation and emphatic markers) which in all, if present, render a more or less precise reading of a word. In this study, we are mostly addressing three types of diacritical marks: short vowels, nunation, and shadda (gemination). Short vowel diacritics refer to the three short vowels in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and a diacritic indicating the explicit absence of any vowel. The following are the three vowel diacritics exemplified in conjunction with the letter ـ: ـ/ma (fatha), ـ/mu (damma), ـ/mi (kasra), and ـ/mo (no vowel aka sukuun). Nunation diacritics can only occur word finally in nominals (nouns, adjectives) and adverbs. They indicate a short vowel followed by an unwritten n sound: ـ/mAF; ـ/mN and ـ/mK. Nunation is an indicator of nominal indefiniteness. The shadda is a consonant doubling diacritic: ـ/m˜ (mm/). The shadda can combine with vowel or nunation diacritics: ـ/m˜u or ـ/m˜uN.

Functionally, diacritics can be split into two different kinds: lexical diacritics and inflectional diacritics (Diab et al., 2007).

Lexical diacritics: distinguish between two lexemes. We refer to a lexeme with its citation

Most encodings do not count hamza as a diacritic and the dots on letters are obligatory, other markers are truly optional hence the exclusion of all these classes from our study.

All reference to Arabic in this paper is specifically to the MSA variant.

Buckwalter’s transliteration symbols for nunation, F, N and K, are pronounced /an/, /un/ and /in/, respectively.

A lexeme is an abstraction over inflected word forms which groups together all those word forms that differ only in terms of one of the inflectional morphological categories
form as the lemma. Arabic lemma forms are third masculine singular perfective for verbs and masculine singular (or feminine singular if no masculine is possible) for nouns and adjectives. For example, the diacritization difference between the lemmas \( \text{kAtib}/'\text{writer}' \) and \( \text{kAtab}/'\text{to correspond}' \) distinguishes between the meanings of the word (lexical disambiguation) rather than their inflections. Any of diacritics may be used to mark lexical variation. A common example with the shadda (gemination) diacritic is the distinction between Form I and Form II of Arabic verb derivations. Form II, indicates, in most cases, added causativity to the Form I meaning. Form II is marked by doubling the second radical of the root used in Form I: \( \text{kAt} \) vs. \( \text{kA\text{˘}}\text{lt} \). Generally speaking, however, deriving word meaning through lexical diacritic placement is largely unpredictable and they are not specifically associated with any particular part of speech.

**Inflectional diacritics:** distinguish different inflected forms of the same lexeme. For instance, the final diacritics in \( \text{kit\text{˘}Abu}/'\text{book [nominative]}' \) and \( \text{kit\text{˘}Aba}/'\text{book [accusative]}' \) distinguish the syntactic case of 'book' (e.g., whether the word is subject or object of a verb). Additional inflectional features marked through diacritic change, in addition to syntactic case, include voice, mood, and definiteness. Inflectional diacritics are predictable in their positional placement in a word. Moreover, they are associated with certain parts of speech.

### 3 Related Work

The task of diacritization is about adding diacritics to the canonical underspecified written form. This task has been discussed in several research works in various NLP areas addressing various applications.

**Automatic Arabic Diacritization** Much work has been done on recovery of diacritics over the past two decades by developing automatic methods yielding acceptable accuracies. Zitouni et al. (2006) built a diacritization framework based on maximum entropy classification to restore missing diacritics on each letter in a given word. Vergyri and Kirchhoff (2004) worked on automatic diacritization with the goal of improving automatic speech recognition (ASR). Different algorithms for diacritization based mainly on morphological analysis and lexeme-based language models were developed (Habash and Rambow, 2007; Habash and Rambow, 2005; Roth et al., 2008). Various approaches combining morphological analysis and/or Hidden Markov Models for automatic diacritization are found in the literature (Bebah et al., 2014; Alghamdi and Muzaffar, 2007; Rashwan et al., 2009). Rashwan et al. (2009) designed a stochastic Arabic diacritizer based on a hybrid of factorized and un-factorized textual features to automatically diacritize raw Arabic text. Emam and Fischer (2011) introduced a hierarchical approach for diacritization based on a search method in a set of dictionaries of sentences, phrases and words, using a top down strategy. More recently, Abandah et al. (2015) trained a recurrent neural network to transcribe undiacritized Arabic text into fully diacritized sentences. It is worth noting that all these approaches target full diacritization.

**Impact of Diacritization in NLP Applications** Regardless of the level of diacritization, to date, there have not been many systematic investigations of the impact of different types of Arabic diacritization on NLP applications. For ASR, Kirchhoff and Vergyri (2005) presented a method for full diacritization, FULL, with the goal of improving state of the art Arabic ASR. Ananthakrishnan et al. (2005) used word-based and character-based language models for recovering diacritics for improving ASR. Alotaibi et al. (2013) proposed using diacritization to improve the BBN/AUB DARPA Babylon Levantine Arabic speech corpus and increase its reliability and efficiency. For SMT, there is work on the impact of different levels of partial and full diacritization as a pre-processing step for Arabic to English SMT (Diab et al., 2007). Recently, Hermena et al. (2015) examined sentence processing in the absence of diacritics and contrasted it with the situation where diacritics were explicitly present in an eye-tracking experiment for readability. Their results show that readers benefited from the disambiguating diacritics. This study was a MIN scheme exploration focused on heterophonic-homographic target verbs that have different pronunciations in active and
In this work we are interested in two components: annotating large amounts of varied genres type corpora with diacritics as well as investigating various strategies of annotating corpora with diacritics. We also investigate two levels of diacritization, a full diacritization, FULL, and an initial attempt at a general minimal diacritization scheme, MIN.

4 Corpus Description

We conducted several experiments on a set of sentences that we extracted from five corpora covering different genres. We selected three corpora from the currently available Arabic Treebanks from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). These corpora were chosen because they are fully diacritized and had undergone significant quality control, which will allow us to evaluate the annotation accuracy as well as our annotators understanding of the task.

ATB newswire: Formal newswire stories in MSA.\(^7\)

ATB Broadcast news: Scripted, formal MSA as well as extemporaneous dialogue.\(^8\)

We extend our corpus and include texts covering various topics beyond the commonly-used news topics:

ATB Weblog: Discussion forum posts written primarily in MSA and contained in the 70K words Gale Arabic-English Parallel Aligned Treebank.\(^9\)

Tashkeela: a classical Arabic vocalized text corpus, collected using automatic Web crawling methods from Islamic religious heritage (mainly classical Arabic books). This corpus contains over 6 million words fully diacritized. For our study we include a subset of 5k words from this corpus.

Wikipedia: a corpus of selected abstracts extracted from a number of Arabic Wikipedia articles.\(^10\)

We select a total of 16,770 words from these corpora for annotation. The distribution of our dataset per corpus genre is provided in Table 2. Since the majority of our corpus is already fully diacritized, we strip all the diacritics prior to annotation.

5 Annotation Procedure and Guidelines

Three native Arabic annotators with good linguistic background annotated the corpora samples described in Section 4 and illustrated in Table 2, by adding the diacritics in a way that helps a reader disambiguate the text or simply articulate it correctly. Diab et al. (2007), define six different diacritization schemes that are inspired by the observation of the relevant naturally occurring diacritics in different texts. We adopt the FULL diacritization scheme, in which all the diacritics should be specified in a word (e.g., السَّترُّمُ الْحَدِيثُ لَسْتُوْاَ رَأَيْوْاَ نُعَمُّ السِّتَرُّمُ لِقَاءٌ للنَّارِ (saturamu Alojido-rAnu/"The walls will be restored").

5.1 Annotation Procedure

We design the following three strategies: (i) Basic, (ii) Intermediate, and, (iii) Advanced. These strategies are defined in order to find the best annotation setup that optimizes the annotation efforts and workload, as well as assessing the annotator skills in building reliable annotated corpora.

Annotators were asked to fully diacritize each word. They were assigned different tasks in which

---

\(^7\) ATB Part 1 Version 4.1 Catalog No: LDC2010T1
\(^8\) Arabic Treebank Broadcast News v1.0 Catalog No: LDC2012T07
\(^9\) Catalog No : LDC2014T08.
\(^10\) http://ar.wikipedia.org/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Size in words</th>
<th>GOLD annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATB News</td>
<td>2,478</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB BN</td>
<td>3,093</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB WebLog</td>
<td>3,177</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkeela</td>
<td>5,172</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>2,850</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16,770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The size of the data for annotation per corpus genre
The ITU is the second oldest international organization that still exists.

Word MADAMIRA candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>MADAMIRA candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الاتصالات</td>
<td>نظّم، تنظّم، تنظّم</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الاتصالات، الاتصالات، الاتصالات، الاتصالات</td>
<td>ما، ما</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>زال، زال</td>
<td>موجوداً، موجوداً</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ما</td>
<td>ماعالي</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advanced: In this mode, the annotation task is formulated as a selection task instead of an editing task. Annotators are provided with a list of automatically diacritized candidates and are asked to choose the correct one, if it appears in the list. Otherwise, if they are not satisfied with the given candidates, they can manually edit the word and add the correct diacritics. This technique is designed in order to reduce annotation time and especially reduce annotator workload. For each word, we generate a list of vowelized candidates using MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014). MADAMIRA is able to achieve a lemmatization accuracy 99.2% and a diacritization accuracy of 86.3%.

We present the annotator with the top three candidates suggested by MADAMIRA, when possible. Otherwise, only the available candidates are provided, as illustrated in Table 3. Each text genre (Text1—5) is assigned to our annotators (Annot1, Annot2 and Annot3) in the three different modes. Table 4 shows the distribution of data per annotator and per mode. For instance, Text1 is given to Annot1 in Basic mode, to Annot2 in Advanced mode and to Annot3 in Advanced mode. Hence, each text genre is annotated 3 times in 3 modes by the 3 annotators.11

11Different tasks were assigned based on the availability of the annotators since some annotators can afford more hours per week than others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Annot1</th>
<th>Annot2</th>
<th>Annot3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text1</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text2</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text3</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text4</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text5</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: IAA in terms of WER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>News</th>
<th>BN</th>
<th>WebLog</th>
<th>Tashkeela</th>
<th>Wiki</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>32.23</td>
<td>33.59</td>
<td>37.13</td>
<td>42.86</td>
<td>46.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter</td>
<td>31.86</td>
<td>33.07</td>
<td>35.02</td>
<td>39.79</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adv</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Annotations accuracy for the different corpora per mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>News</th>
<th>BN</th>
<th>Weblog</th>
<th>Tashkeela</th>
<th>Wiki</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>68.36</td>
<td>69.01</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>68.03</td>
<td>66.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter</td>
<td>78.05</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>73.77</td>
<td>69.25</td>
<td>71.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adv</td>
<td>98.00</td>
<td>94.59</td>
<td>88.88</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>95.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Guidelines

We provided annotators with detailed guidelines, describing our diacritization scheme and specifying how to add diacritics for each annotation strategy. We described the annotation procedure and specified how to deal with borderline cases. We also provided in the guidelines many annotated examples to illustrate the various rules and exceptions.

We extended the LDC guidelines (Maamouri et al., 2008) by adding some diacritization rules: The shadda mark should not be added to the definite article (e.g., /lemon/ and not /lemon/); The sukun sign should not be indicated at the end of silent words (e.g., /from/); The letters followed by a long Alif, should not be diacritized as it is a deterministic diacritization (the rules’); Abbreviations are not diacritized (km, kg). We also added an appendix that summarized all Arabic diacritization rules.\(^{12}\)

6 Annotation Analysis and Results

In order to determine the most optimized annotation setup for the annotators, in terms of speed and efficiency, we test the results obtained following the three annotation strategies. These annotations are all conducted for the FULL scheme. We first calculated the number of words annotated per hour, for each annotator and in each mode. As expected, following the Advanced mode, our three annotators could annotate an average of 618.93 words per hour which is double those annotated in the Basic mode (only 302.14 words). Adding POS tags to the Basic forms, as in the Intermediate mode, does not accelerate the process much. Only +90 more words are diacritized per hour compared to the basic mode.

Then, we evaluated the Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) to quantify the extent to which independent annotators agree on the diacritics chosen for each word. For every text genre, two annotators were asked to annotate independently a sample of 100 words. We measured the IAA between two annotators by averaging WER (Word Error Rate) over all pairs of words. The higher the WER between two annotations, the lower their agreement. The results given in Table 5, show clearly that the Advanced mode is the best strategy to adopt for this diacritization task. It is the less confusing method on all text genres (with WER between 1.56 and 5.58). We note that Wiki annotations in Advanced mode garner the highest IAA with a very low WER.

We measure the reliability of the annotations by comparing them against gold standard annotations. In order to build the gold Wiki annotations, we hired two professional linguists, provided them with guidelines and asked them to fully diacritize the sentences. We compute the accuracy of the annotations obtained in each annotation mode and report results in Table 6 by measuring the pairwise similarity between annotators and the gold annotations.

The best result is obtained on the ATB-news dataset using the Advanced mode (annotation based on MADAMIRA’s output). This is not surprising as MADAMIRA is partly trained on this corpus for diacritization. The accuracy of 98.0 obtained on this corpus validates our intuition be-

\(^{12}\)The guidelines are available upon request.
hind using this annotation strategy. It is not surprising that Basic is the most difficult mode for our annotators. These are not trained lexicographers, though they possess an excellent command of MSA they are at a level where they need the Advanced mode. Furthermore, adding the POS information in the Intermediate mode helps significantly over the Basic mode, but it is still less accurate than annotations obtained in the Advanced mode.

The accuracy of the annotations for Tashkeela corpus in all the modes is very low compared to the other corpora, especially in the Advanced mode. Tashkeela was parsed with MADAMIRA and the annotations were presented to the annotators. So the results of MADAMIRA tagging are lower, hence the choice was among bad diacritized candidates. By observing the the number of edits done in the Advanced mode, we realize that annotators tend to not to edit (only 194 edits in total) in order to render a correct form of diacritization, this fits perfectly with the notion of tainting in annotation. It is always a trade off between quality and efficiency.

It is worth noting that the Basic mode shows that the Weblog corpus was the hardest one for the annotators in terms of raw accuracy. Further analysis is needed to understand why this is the case.

7 MIN annotation scheme: Preliminary study

This is a diacritization scheme that encodes the most relevant differentiating diacritics to reduce confusability among words that look the same (homographs) when undiacritized but have different readings. Our hypothesis in MIN is that there is an optimal level of diacritization to render a text unambiguous for processing and enhance its readability.

Annotating a word with the minimum diacritics needed to render it readable and unambiguous in context is subjective and depends on the annotator’s understanding of the task. It also depends on the definition of the MIN scheme in the guidelines. We describe here a preliminary study aiming at exploring this diacritization scheme and measuring Inter-annotator agreement between annotators for such a task using the Basic mode.

We select a sample of 100 sentences (comprising 3,527 words) from the ATB News corpus and processed them with MADAMIRA. We, then assign it to four annotators including a lead annotator for providing a gold standard. This task is done using the advanced mode.

We measure the IAA for this task using WER. We obtain an average WER of 27%, which reflects a high disagreement between annotators in defining the minimum number of diacritics to be added. The WER are shown in Table 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotator</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annot1</td>
<td>27.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annot2</td>
<td>24.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annot3</td>
<td>27.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>27.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: IAA WER scores against gold (Annot4) for the MIN annotation scheme

An observation of some cases of disagreement of the examples in Table 7 and Table 8 shows a variable interpretation of what should be the MIN diacritization scheme. For Example, there is clear confusion about the letters to diacritize in the case of conjunctions and prepositions (such as: كُلّا as well’ and على’/on’). In some other cases there is a disagreement of which diacritics to mention such as the word خُمَامَات’/with baths’ in Table 7 written in four different ways by the four annotators (خُمَامَات, خُمَامَات, خُمَامَات, خُمَامَات).

The outlier annotator (Annot1) has been detected based on a large number of cases in which he disagree with the rest. For example, the words خُمَامَات’/banks’ and خُمَامَات’/especially’ in the sentence given in Table 7, were erroneously fully diacriticized, while adding a fatha on the second letter is enough to disambiguate these words.

By design we meant for the guidelines to be very loose in attempt to discover the various factors impacting what a possible MIN could mean to different annotators. The main lessons learned from this experiment is: first, this is a difficult task since every annotator can have a different interpretation of what is a minimum diacritization. Second, we also noticed that the same annotator could be inconsistent in his interpretation. Third, we believe that the educational and cultural background of the annotator plays an important role in the various MIN scheme interpretations. However,
And the spread of the phenomenon of building chalets equipped with steam baths especially on lake banks.

Table 7: An example showing a sentence with low average IAA (WER: 44.87).

And Dick Brass promised the readers by saying: we will put in your hands story books. And you will find in it the sound, the image and the text.

Table 8: An example showing a sentence with higher average IAA (WER: 16.66).

this provides an interesting pilot study into creating guidelines for this task.

8 Conclusion

We described a pilot study to build a diacritized multi-genre corpus. In our experiments, we annotated a sample of non-diacritized words that we extracted from five text genres. We also explored different annotation strategies, and we showed that generating automatically the diacritized candidates and formulating the task as a selection task, accelerates the annotation and yields more accurate annotations. We also conducted a preliminary study for a minimum diacritization scheme and showed the difficulty in defining such a scheme and how subjective this task can be. In the future, we plan to explore the minimum scheme more deeply.
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Abstract
We present a method for annotating targets of opinions in Arabic in a two-stage process using the crowdsourcing tool Amazon Mechanical Turk. The first stage consists of identifying candidate targets “entities” in a given text. The second stage consists of identifying the opinion polarity (positive, negative, or neutral) expressed about a specific entity. We annotate a corpus of Arabic text using this method, selecting our data from online commentaries in different domains. Despite the complexity of the task, we find high agreement. We present detailed analysis.

1 Introduction
An important task in subjectivity analysis of text is the identification of targets - also often called topics or subjects - of opinionated text. Knowledge of the target is important for making sense of an opinion (e.g. in ‘The will of the people will prevail over the regime’s brutality’, the opinion is positive towards ‘the people’ and negative towards ‘the regime’). An opinion system which can identify both targets and polarities of opinions, and which can summarize the opinions of writers towards different targets, will be more informative than one which only identifies the overall sentiment of the text. This problem has started gaining interest in the product review domain (Hu and Liu, 2004; Qiu et al., 2011), news and social media (Kim and Hovy, 2006; Jiang et al., 2011), and in general language and discourse (Wilson, 2008; Ruppenhofer et al., 2008; Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2009).

Annotating targets of opinion is a difficult and expensive task, requiring definition of what constitutes a target, whether targets are linked to opinion expressions, and how the boundaries of target spans should be defined (e.g. ‘the people’ vs. ‘the will of the people’ or ‘the regime’ vs. ‘the regime’s brutality’), a problem which annotators often disagree on (Pontiki et al., 2014; Kim and Hovy, 2006; Somasundaran et al., 2008). Additionally, it is not always straightforward to attribute a target to a specific opinion phrase. Consider for example the following statement:

‘The Lebanese PM said he was convinced that there would be a consensus on the presidential election, because since the moment the US and Iran had reached an understanding in the region, things were starting to look positive.’

Which is the opinion expression that leads us to believe that the PM is optimistic about the target presidential election? Is it ‘convincéd’, ‘consensus’, ‘reached an understanding’, or ‘look positive’, or a combination of the above? Such decisions are difficult for annotators to agree on; many studies have noted these challenges (Stoyanov and Cardie, 2008; Ruppenhofer et al., 2008) which can make the task complex.

Compared to the amount of resources available for sentiment and subjectivity analysis, there is much less annotated data available for this more fine-grained type of analysis. Due to the difficulty of the task, most of the available datasets of fine-grained subjectivity have been annotated by trained annotators or expert linguists, making the process slower and more expensive.

In this work, we consider annotation of targets using a sequence of simple crowdsourced sub-steps. We focus on Arabic, where subjectivity analysis is of growing interest, and where there are no publicly available resources for fine-grained opinion analysis. We assume targets of opinions to be noun phrase entities: people, places, things or ideas. We develop a two-stage annotation process for annotating targets of opinions using Amazon Mechanical Turk. In the first, annotators list all
important ‘entities’, and in the second, they choose the polarity expressed (positive, negative, or neutral) towards any given entity. We select online data from multiple domains: politics, sports, and culture; and we provide a new publicly available resource for Arabic by annotating it for targets of opinions along with their polarities. Finally, we evaluate the quality of the data at different stages, obtaining majority agreement on sentiment for 91.8% of entities in a corpus of 1177 news article comments. We also find that the morphology and grammar of Arabic lends itself to even more variations in identifying the boundaries of targets.

Section 2 describes related annotation work. Section 3 describes the Amazon Mechanical Turk tasks design, the data selection, and the annotation process. In Section 4, we examine and analyze the annotations, evaluate the inter-annotator agreement, and provide detailed examples. We conclude in section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Annotating Targets in English

Fine-grained subjectivity annotation in the English language has recently started gaining interest, where annotation can include opinion targets, opinion sources, or phrase-level opinion expressions. One of the early datasets collected for identifying opinion targets is that of (Hu and Liu, 2004), where product features (e.g. price, quality) were annotated in customer reviews of consumer electronics. These consisted of mostly explicit product features annotated by one person.

Also in the product review domain, the Sem-Eval Task on aspect feature mining in 2014 (Pontiki et al., 2014) was concerned with finding aspect features of products with the polarities towards them. The products (e.g. ‘restaurant’) and coarse-grained features (e.g. ‘service’) were provided to annotators, who identified the aspects (e.g. ‘waiter’) and the corresponding sentiment.

The MPQA corpus is an in-depth and general-purpose resource for fine-grained subjectivity annotations (Wiebe et al., 2005; Wilson, 2008), containing annotations of opinion expressions at the phrase level while specifying polarities, sources, and target spans. The annotation scheme links each subjective expression to one or more attitudes, which in turn can have one or more or no targets. The target annotations include the full target spans, but do not necessarily identify target entities within the span. Stoyanov and Cardie (2008) extended part of the MPQA corpus by annotating it for ‘topics’, arguing that ‘targets’ refer to the syntactic span of text that identifies the content of an opinion, while ‘topic’ is the real-world object or entity corresponding to the primary subject of the opinion. Using trained annotators, they identify ‘topic clusters’, which group together all opinions referring to the same topic. In parallel with this work, part of the MPQA corpus was recently annotated for entity-level targets (Deng and Wiebe, 2015) by specifying target entities within the MPQA span, leading to the annotation of 292 targets by two annotators. The entities were anchored to the head word of the noun phrase or verb phrase that refers to the entity or event. In our work, we only consider noun phrase entities, and we consider the noun phrase itself as an entity.

Other fine-grained annotation studies include that of Toprak et al. (2010) who enrich target and holder annotations in consumer reviews with measures such as relevancy and intensity, and Somasundaran et al. (2008) who perform discourse-level annotation of opinion frames, which consist of opinions whose targets are described by similar or contrasting relations.

In these studies, the annotation was usually done by trained individuals or someone who has knowledge and experience in the task. Our study is different in that it utilizes crowdsourcing for the annotation process, and it focuses on the marking of important entities and concepts as targets of opinions in the more noisy online commentary genre. We view targets as ‘real-world entities’, similar to the topics discussed by Stoyanov and Cardie (2008), and the targets in (Deng and Wiebe, 2015), and we annotate multiple targets in the text.

Carvalho et al. (2011) also annotated targets in online commentary data; here targets were considered to be human entities, namely political and media personalities. This annotation was done by one trained annotator where agreement was computed for a portion of the data. Another related task was that of Lawson et al. (2010) who describe a Mechanical Turk annotation study for annotating named entities in emails, with favorable agreement results. The tasks for identifying the spans of and labeling the named entities were grouped in a single Human Intelligence Task (HIT).

2.2 Annotation Studies in Arabic

Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2011) performed a
sentence-level annotation study for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) newswire data which covered multiple domains including politics, sports, economy, culture, and others. Both the domains and the sentence-level sentiment were annotated by two trained annotators. Our data also comes from different domains, but it is from the genre of online commentaries, which have greater prevalence of dialect, imperfect grammar, and spelling errors. Also, to select less prevalent domains from our comments corpus, we used topic modeling.

There have been other MTurk studies in Arabic; among them Zaidan and Callison-Burch (2011) who annotated dialectness, Denkowski et al. (2010) who annotated machine translation pairs, and Higgins et al. (2010) who annotated Arabic nicknames. To the best of our knowledge, there are no known studies for target or topic annotation for Arabic.

3 Annotation Process

We describe the crowdsourcing process for annotating targets of opinions, including the choices which motivated our design, the tasks we designed on Amazon Mechanical Turk, and the way we selected our data.

3.1 Scope and Decisions

We assume targets of opinions to be nouns and noun phrases representing entities and concepts, which could be people, places, things, or important ideas. Consider for example:

‘It is great that so many people showed up to the protest.’

The full target span is marked in bold, but the actual entity which receives the positive opinion is ‘the protest’. We are interested in such entities; for example, entities could be politicians, organizations, events, sports teams, companies, products, or important concepts and ideas such as ‘democracy’ or entities representing ideological belief.

Given the complexity of the task, we annotate targets without specifying opinion expressions that are linked to them, as in (Pontiki et al., 2014; Hu and Liu, 2004), although the dataset can be extended for this purpose to provide richer information for modeling. We assume the availability of an Arabic opinion lexicon, to identify the opinion words. We don’t consider targets of subjective-neutral judgments (e.g. “I expect it will rain tomorrow”). For this corpus, we are interested only in targets of polar positive or negative opinions; everything else we regard as neutral. Moreover, since our data comes from online commentaries, we assume that in the majority of cases, the opinion holder is the writer of the post.

3.2 Amazon Mechanical Turk Tasks

Instead of asking annotators to directly identify targets of opinions, which we believed to be a much harder task, we broke the annotation into two stages, each in a different series of HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks). The task guidelines were presented in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) to guarantee that only Arabic speakers would be able to understand and work on them. Many of the insights in the task design were gained from an extensive pilot study.

Task 1: Identifying Candidate Entities

Given an article comment, annotators are asked to list the main nouns and noun phrases that correspond to people, places, things, and ideas. This task, or HIT, is given to three annotators and a few examples of appropriate answers are provided.

The answers from the three annotators are then combined by taking the intersection of common noun phrases listed by all three responses. If they only agree on a subset of the noun phrase, we choose the maximal phrase among agreed entities in order to determine the entity span. For example, if two annotators specify the president and a third specifies the election of the president, we keep the election of the president. The maximal noun phrase was also chosen by Pontiki et al. (2014) when resolving disagreements on target spans.

We allowed annotators to list references in the comment to the same entity (e.g. ‘The president’ and ‘President Mubarak’) as separate entities.

Insights from Pilot

We asked specifically for the main noun phrases, after we found that annotators in the pilot over-generated nouns and noun phrases, listing clearly unimportant entities (such as اليوم ‘today/this day’, and السلام ‘hello/the greeting’), which would make Task 2 unnecessarily expensive. They would also break up noun phrases which clearly referred to a single entity (such as separating كرسي الرئاسة ‘the seat’ and كرسي الرئاسة ‘the presidency’ from كرسي الرئاسة ‘the presidency’s seat’), so we instructed them to keep such cases as
a single entity. These reasons also support choosing the maximal agreeing noun phrase provided by annotators. By making these changes, the average number of entities resolved per comment was reduced from 8 entities in the pilot study to 6 entities in the full study.

We paid 30 cents for Task 1, due to its importance and due to the time it took workers to complete (2-3 minutes on average).

**Task 2: Identifying Sentiment towards Entities**

In the second task (HIT), annotators are presented with an article comment and a single entity, and are asked to specify the opinion of the comment towards this entity, termed a ‘topic’. The entities are chosen from the resolved responses in Task 1. The question is in multiple-choice form where they can choose from options: positive, negative, or neutral. Each HIT is given to five annotators, and the entities which are specified as positive or negative with majority agreement of 3 are considered to be targets. Entities with disagreement, or with neutral majority, are discarded as non-targets. In this question, we tell annotators that opinions can include sentiment, belief, feelings, or judgments, and that the neutral option should be selected if the comment reveals either no opinion or an unbiased opinion towards this particular entity. We provide multiple examples. For this task, we paid workers 5 cents per HIT, which took 30 seconds to 1 minute on average.

**Insights from Pilot**

In our pilot study, we had an additional question in this HIT which asks annotators to specify the holder of the opinion, which could be the writer or someone else mentioned in the text. However, we removed this question in the final study due to the low quality of responses in the pilot, some of which reflected misunderstanding of the question or were left blank.

Additionally, we found that some annotators specified the overall sentiment of the comment rather than the sentiment about the topic. We thus emphasized, and included an additional English translation of the instruction that the opinion polarity should be about the specific topic and not of the whole comment.

We completed the full annotation study in five rounds of a few hundred comments each. For the first two rounds of annotation, we rejected all HITs that were clearly spamming the task or were not Arabic speakers. After that we created task qualifications and allowed only a qualified group of workers (5 for Task 1 and 10 for Task 2) to access the tasks, based on their performance in the previous tasks.

### 3.3 Data Selection

Our data is selected from the Qatar Arabic Language Bank (QALB) (Mohit et al., 2014; Zaghouani et al., 2014), which includes online commentaries to Aljazeera newspaper articles.

**Topic Modeling**

We initially selected a random sample of data from the Aljazeera corpus, which contains mostly political data. In our pilot study and first annotation round, we found that this data was biased towards negative sentiment. We thus used topic modeling (Blei et al., 2003; McCallum, 2002) to select data from other domains which we thought might contain more positive sentiment. Upon applying a topic model specifying 40 topics to the Aljazeera corpus, we found a general "sports" topic and a general "culture" (language, science, technology, society) topic among the other political topics. We chose sports and culture comments by taking the top few hundred comments having the highest probability score for these topics, to guarantee that the content was indeed relevant to the domain. Table 1 shows the distribution of the final data used for annotation, consisting of 1177 news article comments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th># Comments</th>
<th>Distribution(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1177</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Distribution of article comments by domain

**Data Characteristics**

The average length of comments is 51 words, spanning 1-3 Arabic sentences. We do not correct the data for spelling errors; we annotate the raw text because we want to avoid any alteration that may affect the interpretation of sentiment, and we would like to keep the data as real as possible. However, it is possible to correct this output automatically or manually.

We performed a manual analysis of 100 comments from a randomly selected subset of the dataset and having the same domain distribution. We found that 43% of the comments contain at least one spelling error including typos, word
merges and splits, 15% contain at least one dialect word, 20% contain a run-on sentence not separated by any conjunction or punctuation, and 98% contain subjective opinions on any topic. We believe this is a good dataset for annotation because it contains real-world data, and many strong opinions on controversial topics.

4 Experimental Results

This section describes results and analyses of the crowdsourced annotations. We report the inter-annotator agreement at each of the two annotation stages, the distribution of the sentiment of collected targets by domain, and a manual analysis of our target entities. We also provide examples of our final annotations.

4.1 Inter-annotator agreement

Task 1: Agreement on Important Noun Phrases

To compute the agreement between annotators on important entities in a HIT, we compute the average precision \( p_{\text{HIT}} \). \( p_{\text{HIT}} \) is then averaged over all HITs to obtain the agreement.

\[
p_{\text{HIT}} = \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{\# \text{matches}}{\# \text{phrases}_{\alpha 1}} + \frac{\# \text{matches}}{\# \text{phrases}_{\alpha 2}} + \frac{\# \text{matches}}{\# \text{phrases}_{\alpha 3}} \right)
\]

An average precision of 0.38 was obtained using exact matching of entities and 0.75 using subset matching: i.e a match occurs if the three annotators all list a sub-phrase of the same noun phrase. (Recall that the final entities were chosen according to subset agreement.)

Our noun phrase agreement numbers are comparable to the target span subset agreement numbers of Somasundaran et al. (2008) in English discourse data, and lower than that of Toprak et al. (2010), who annotated targets in the consumer review domain. Note that besides the language difference, the task itself is different, since we annotate important noun phrases rather than opinion targets; a lower agreement on this task essentially indicates that fewer entities are being passed on to the next task for consideration as targets, the assumption being that only important entities will be agreed upon by all three annotators. Since we had three rather than two annotators, the agreement using exact match is expected to be low.

Table 2 shows the distribution of the sentiment of the final targets by domain. The final targets of opinions correspond to entities which were agreed to be positive or negative by majority agreement. We can see that the politics and sports domains are biased towards negative and positive sentiment respectively, while targets in the culture domain have a mostly even distribution of sentiment. We also note that overall, 95% of all comments had at least one target of opinion, and 41% of those comments had multiple targets with both positive and negative sentiment. This verifies our hypothesis about the sentiment diversity and need for finer-level opinion analysis for this dataset.

Finally, we found that the majority of targets are composed of 2 words (38% of targets), followed by 1-word targets (25% of targets), 3-word targets (18%), and 4-word targets (9%), while 10% of all targets are composed of more than 4 words.

4.2 Manual Analysis

We manually examined 200 randomly selected targets from our final dataset, and found a num-

---

1 We don’t count the different variations of Alef \( \backslash \), \( \backslash \), or \( \backslash \), \( \backslash \), forms, which are often normalized during model training and evaluation.

2 In the final dataset, we include the annotations organized by each annotation round. We mark the entities with disagreement as ‘undetermined’.

---

Table 2: Agreement on entity-level sentiment annotation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th># Entities</th>
<th>Majority Agree (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>3853</td>
<td>91.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>2271</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>1222</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7346</td>
<td>91.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task 2: Sentiment agreement Table 2 shows the annotator agreement for the task of identifying sentiment towards given entities. A majority agreement occurs when 3 out of 5 annotators of an entity agree on whether the sentiment towards it is positive, negative, or neutral. We see that the agreement (91.8%) is reasonably high. Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2011) have reported overall agreement of 88% for annotating sentence-level Arabic sentiment (as positive, negative, neutral, or objective) using two trained annotators. We note that after assigning our task to only the qualified group of workers, the annotator agreement increased from 80% and 88% in the first two annotation rounds, to 95% in the remaining rounds.
Table 3: Distribution of sentiment in final targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th># Targets</th>
<th>(%) Pos</th>
<th>(%) Neg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>2448</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4345</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Target phrase observations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spelling errors 2.5%</td>
<td>ارادت الشعب “the people’s will”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation 5%</td>
<td>منتجات ابل “Apple’s products.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prep &amp; Conj clitics 8.5%</td>
<td>بالفارSER يونايتد “to Manchester United”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-noun phrases 3%</td>
<td>عالم يظل الدور الأساسيي “Barcelona is the champion of the Spanish league”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targets with sentiment 5.5%</td>
<td>الفي أو موريHo خير “the free Syrian people”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propositional entities 3%</td>
<td>تشجيع الآخرين “encouraging researchers”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also found from our manual inspection that our final entity spans reasonably corresponded to what would be expected to be targets of opinions for the topic in context. From our 200 randomly selected targets, we found 6 cases where the polarity of the noun phrase potentially negated the polarity towards a shorter entity within the noun phrase. However, in most of these cases, the noun phrase resolved from the annotations correctly represents the actual target of opinion: e.g.”depletion of ozone” "bombing of houses" and "methodology of teaching Arabic". We found one case "absence of Messi" غياب ميسي labeled negative, where it could be argued that either Messi (positive) or his absence (negative) is the correct target. We generally preferred target annotations which correspond to the topic or event being discussed in the context of the comment.

Examples We provide examples of the annotations, shown in Table 5. Note that we have preserved all spelling errors in the original Arabic text. As it is common in Arabic to write very long sentences, we have added punctuation to make the English translation more readable.

Example (1) is from the culture domain. We see that it summarizes the writer’s opinions towards all important topics. Note that the direct reference to the target “e-book” الكتاب الإلكتروني is the first mention (the second mention is preceded by the preposition to). However, we generally assume that the opinion towards a target is deduced from the entire comment (i.e from both the phrase ‘despite the popularity of the e-book’ and the phrase ‘there is no place for an e-book in my dictionary’).

Ideally, the annotators should also have marked traditional book الكتاب التقليدي as a positive target; although the opinion expressed towards it is less direct, it can also be inferred by co-reference with paper book الكتاب الورقي.

Example (2) lists an entity that doesn’t appear in the text “(to) the Arab team the world cup”
Example (3) is from the politics domain. It correctly annotates multiple references of the Iraqi government and captures the sentiment towards important entities in the text. The target “the only neighboring country” can be considered an over-generation; a better interpretation might be to consider this phrase part of the opinion expression itself (“the only neighboring country with whom we have ties that are not just based on interests is Turkey”). Nonetheless, this extra annotation may provide helpful information for future modeling. Notice that the Arabic comment for this example, in addition to being long, has no punctuation other than the period ending the sentence. It is common in Arabic to encounter such constructions, whereby conjunctions and transitional words are enough to determine the separation between clauses or sentence phrases. We have added punctuation to the English translation of this example.

We generally found that the annotations were a good representation of the diverse opinions of online writers, correctly covering sentiment towards essential targets and mostly complying with our definition of entities. The annotations contain some errors, but these are expected in a crowdsourcing task, especially one that relies so heavily on subjective interpretation. We noticed that annotators tended to over-generate targets rather than miss out on essential targets. We believe that even annotation of secondary targets may prove useful for future modeling tasks.

5 Conclusions

We developed a two-stage method for annotating targets of opinions using Amazon Mechanical Turk, where we consider targets to be noun phrase entities. This method was applied to Arabic, yielding a new, publicly available resource for fine-grained opinion analysis. We found high agreement on the task of identifying sentiment towards entities, leading to the conclusion that it is possible to carry out this task using crowdsourcing, especially when qualified workers are available.

Unlike some of the previous work, our focus was on annotating target entities rather than the full target spans; and we developed a unique approach for identifying these entities using Amazon Mechanical Turk. The first task involves marking important entities, while the second task involves finding targets by assessing the sentiment towards each entity in isolation. We found that although the agreement was generally high for both tasks, it was not as high for the entity identification task as it was for the second and easier task of finding sentiment towards entities.

We also found that the morphological complexity of Arabic, as well as the variation in acceptable syntax for noun phrases, creates additional annotation challenges for deciphering the boundaries of entities. We also anticipate that the long structure of Arabic comments will create interesting challenges for future modeling tasks.

In the future, we hope to extend this dataset by mapping the targets to specific opinion phrases and identifying which targets refer to repeated mentions (e.g. the team) or aspects (e.g. defense) of the same target (e.g. the Algerian team), in addition to annotating conflicting sentiment towards the same entity. We also hope to create a manually reviewed version of the corpus corrected for spelling errors and non-noun phrase targets.
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### Example Comment

Despite the popularity of the e-book, the paper book has proven itself. I like the printed book. I find a pleasure in turning its pages ... and it is nice to read it while it is in my hands ...

I cannot stand reading a book through a screen ... I cannot bear the glare of light and the headaches...I can read a traditional book in the library on the train in the airplane on the beach in the garden in anywhere I am comfortable ... there is no place for the e-book in my dictionary.

### Annotated Targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the e-book</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the paper book</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the printed book</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading a book through a screen</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Example (2)

The Egyptian and Algerian teams are strong teams. The support gained by the Algerian team for this occasion has made everyone nervous and there is no difference in either team qualifying and I hope that the Algerian team gets qualified to the world cup because I like the Algerian team alongside the Egyptian team. The important thing is good representation and I hope that the Arab team will be best represented in the world cup.

### Annotated Targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Egyptian and Algerian teams</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Algerian team</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the world cup</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to the Arab team the world cup</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>either team qualifying</td>
<td>undetermined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Example (3)

Unfortunately the Iraqi government understands nothing of politics because the only neighboring country with whom we have ties that are not just based on interests - such as natural resources like water and industrial interests - is Turkey, so we have to strengthen our relationship with it because it is now a competitor with European nations, we should benefit from it but Maliki’s failed government cares nothing for progress and Iraq has gone back hundreds of years because of these people.

### Annotated Targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the Iraqi government</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the only neighboring country</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maliki’s failed government</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Examples of Annotations. The original spelling errors are preserved.
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate different approaches in crowdsourcing transcriptions of Dialectal Arabic speech with automatic quality control to ensure good transcription at the source. Since Dialectal Arabic has no standard orthographic representation, it is very challenging to perform quality control. We propose a complete recipe for speech transcription quality control that includes using output of an Automatic Speech Recognition system. We evaluated the quality of the transcribed speech and through this recipe, we achieved a reduction in transcription error of 1.0% compared with 13.2% baseline with no quality control for Egyptian data, and down to 4% compared with 7.8% for the North African dialect.

1 Introduction

Crowdsourcing is the process of segmenting a complex task into smaller units of work and distributing them among a large number of non-expert workers at a lower cost and for less time than professional companies.

The usage of popular crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and CrowdFlower (CF) for the acquisition, transcription, and annotation of speech data has been well demonstrated (Evanini et al., 2010; Parent and Eskenazi, 2010; Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2011; Novotney and Callison-Burch, 2010; Marge et al., 2010b), among others. However, using crowdsourcing for the transcription of speech for languages with nonstandard orthographies is less explored, especially with regards the development of quality control protocols in the absence of established writing standards.

Although the writing system of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is standardized, the varieties of Dialectal Arabic (DA) are written without standard orthography, typically by utilizing the writing system of MSA. In this paper, we present best practices for crowdsourcing transcriptions of report and conversational DA and present results of experiments varying automatic quality control parameters that led to the creation of these best practices. We show that comparing output from an MSA-based Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system trained on a minimal amount of DA to output from a human transcriber outperforms other methods of quality control and results in low rates of data attrition. We show that utilizing a forgiving edit distance algorithm to compare ASR and user transcripts retains natural variation in orthographic usage without sacrificing quality.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss issues in crowdsourcing written DA, with particular reference to the usage of nonstandard orthography. Section 3 outlines the utilization of professional transcription for DA and compares it in general terms to the usage of crowdsourcing for the same task. The DA audio data used in this study is described in detail in Section 4. Crowdsourcing experiments are detailed in Section 5, and best practices based on the results of these experiments are presented in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes our findings.

2 Challenges in Crowdsourcing DA

The nonstandard features of the written form of DA complicate efforts for designing effective quality control in crowdsourcing because many typical methods are not effective, as we outline here.

2.1 Overview of DA

MSA is the variety used for formal communication, and written materials such as books, newspapers, etc. while DA varieties are used for daily communication between people in the Arab world.
Nowadays, there are many available resources for MSA such as corpora, morphological analyzers, Part Of Speech taggers, parsers, and so forth. However, there is still a need to build such resources for DA.

MSA resources do not typically perform well for handling DA. Darwish et al. (2014) showed that there are differences between MSA and the Egyptian dialect of DA at almost all levels: lexical, morphological, phonological, and syntactic.

Another challenge for DA is the nonstandard orthography, and words may be written in many different ways. For example, the future marker in Egyptian DA can be spelled with two different MSA characters: ٙ or ٙ. (For a complete overview of these issues, see Eskander et al. (2013)). There are some proposed rules for standardizing DA such as the Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic (CODA) (Habash et al., 2012) which is very useful for many applications like ASR, and natural language processing (NLP). Although these effective tools and others (such as Zribi et al. (2014)) exist for training annotators to write DA in a particular way and for automatic normalization of text after the fact, our aims are to obtain a transcribed speech corpus which exhibits natural orthographic variation among speakers, so normalization tools would not be appropriate for this task.

2.2 Quality Control in Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is now considered a promising alternative to the employment of transcription experts to create large corpora of transcribed speech in languages such as English (Lee and Glass, 2011; Marge et al., 2010b; Marge et al., 2010a; Hämäläinen et al., 2013), Spanish (Audhkhasi et al., 2011), Swahili, Amharic (Gelas et al., 2011), Korean, Hindi, and Tamil (Novotney and Callison-Burch, 2010).

One of the main challenges in crowdsourcing is quality control. There is great incentive to performing automatic quality control as opposed to leaving the cleaning of data to post-processing. Automatic quality control which issues warning messages to a user or rejects submission of spammy data reduces overall data attrition.

A typical way of performing automatic quality control is the usage of a gold standard to be used as test questions. Users having low quality with respect to these questions will be excluded and their work will be rejected.

Sprugnoli et al. (2013) compared different automatic quality control methods for crowdsourcing speech transcription for Italian and German:

- **The iterative dual pathway method**
  In this method, the speech segment is randomly assigned to four annotators in two independent pathways. When four transcriptions, two from each pathway, match each other, the segment is considered as transcribed correctly. The key advantage of this method is to have accurate transcriptions without having explicit quality control or preparing test questions.

- **The gold standard method**
  In this method, at least 10% of the segments are transcribed by experts and this is used to distinguish between trusted and untrusted transcribers.

These quality control methods cannot be applied to DA because there is no standard orthography and it may happen in many cases that there will not be exact match between annotators (first method) nor with the gold standard (second method). Figure 1 shows real transcription outputs for the same speech segment in which there is no single match between the whole transcription among transcribers because words in colors are written differently and all are correct.

![Figure 1: Non Standard Orthography for transcribing DA](image-url)

For the current study, we utilize CF which draws users from worker channels including microworking and rewards sites. CF has a robust
userbase in the Arab world, and users can be selected by country of origin, which is an attractive option for studies which focus on regional DA varieties. CF also allows users to obtain a High Quality status, which allows task designers to target only High Quality users for a task. The opposing setting is High Speed which allows any user in the targeted country to complete the task. CF also has a built-in gold standard system which performs quality control. However, options for fuzzy text matching using the built-in system are extremely limited, and as outlined earlier, exact matching will not suffice for DA’s nonstandard orthography.

Automatic quality control for translation and transcription tasks which do not rely on typical gold standard or multi-pass quality control methods include utilizing a series of checks which prevent submissions with text similar to the instructions of the task (Gelas et al., 2011) or which violate set word minimum/maximum sizes (Gelas et al., 2011), using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier to determine if a transcript is of good or poor quality (Lee and Glass, 2011), comparing to a language model built from an existing text corpus (Gelas et al., 2011; Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2011) and utilizing vocabulary size of transcript (Lee and Glass, 2011).

For the current study, we employ typical gold standard question quality control, as well as two other methods: one which does not rely on the audio content, and one which does. The former relies on comparing a user’s transcript to expected norms for legal Arabic text (following Gelas et al. (2011) for Swahili and Amharic.) The latter utilizes ASR output of each audio segment. This was explored by Lee and Glass (2011) in the form of integration of auxiliary features from ASR including the Word Error Rate (WER) for the top N best, as well as Phoneme Error Rate (PER) for the same number of hypotheses. They used these features as a form of automatic quality control to reject transcripts which deviated from expected input. One reason for such a system to perform reasonably is access to mature ASR such as for English in this case. However, for the current study Arabic ASR is still facing major challenges, and performance for DA ASR systems is behind even compared to MSA ASR, to say nothing of more mature ASR systems such as English and French. WER for Arabic ASR are appreciably higher than WER for these mature systems. (See Section 4.2 for a detailed look at Arabic ASR). Thus, in the current study, we quantify transcription quality based on edit distance from the expected string itself instead of relying on WER.

3 Crowdsourcing versus Transcription House

To determine the potential advantages in cost and speed of transcribing using CF, we submitted several tasks of Egyptian DA audio totaling approximately 10 min of speech and selected the High Speed option, which allows every user in the selected country to participate. We collected 5 transcripts for each item. On average, the task was completed after 3 hours from its launch and the total cost was USD 7. Our calculated cost of transcribing 1 hour of speech is USD 42 taking 18 hours.

When we transcribed the same audio using a professional company, the cost was USD 300 and it took 4 days. Furthermore, only one transcript per audio segment was provided.

It’s clear from this comparison that using crowdsourcing reduces the cost and time significantly. Another important benefit is having multiple transcriptions and different writings which is very useful for building resources for DA such as corpora and morphological analyzers.

The high quality of data from crowdsourcing when compared to professional experts has been well explored not only here but also by Zaidan and Callison-Burch (2011) and Williams et al. (2011), and many others.

4 Data

The data for this study took two forms: the speech audio to submit for transcription and automatic transcription of that audio from an ASR system.

4.1 DA Speech Data

Audio for the transcription task was taken from debate and news programs uploaded to Al Jazeera’s website between June 2014 and January 2015.

The audio underwent a series of preprocessing steps before being submitted to CF for transcription. Voice Activation Detection was performed to remove non-speech audio such as music or white noise, followed by processing using the LIUM SpkDiarization toolkit, which is a software package dedicated to speaker segmentation and clustering, diarization, and speaker linking within the same
episode (Meignier and Merlin, 2010). The output from LIUM segmentation is typically small chunks of audio files containing information about speaker ID, and duration of utterance.

In addition, a crucial preprocessing step took place: classification of dialect group. This was performed using human computation, which also occurred via CF. Utterances underwent dialect classification by 3-9 annotators per audio file into five broad Arabic dialect groups: Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), Egyptian (EGY), Levantine (LEV), North African/Maghrebi (NOR), and Gulf (GLF). (For more details about this process, see Wray and Ali (2015).) For the current study, we used audio segments which had been classified as EGY with at least 75% agreement between annotators.

Egyptian data was chosen as a test case to perform experiments and determine best practices for transcription for several reasons. First, EGY as a category consists of a smaller and potentially less diverse set of dialects than a more geographically spread category. For example, the category NOR contains speech from Morocco, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, and Mauritania. Because CF allows restriction of tasks to users in specific countries, by selecting Egypt using the platform and presenting annotators with audio from the EGY category, there was a greater chance of the transcriber speaking the same dialect as the speaker in the audio clip when compared to other dialect categories. Secondly, the demographics of the classification task (Wray and Ali, 2015) showed that approximately 40% of users of CF in the Arab world who participated were located in Egypt, meaning that focusing on EGY audio and Egyptian annotators allowed us to complete multiple iterations of transcription tasks with a quick turnover. We found that the amount of users in Egypt contributed to an average of 287 transcripts per hour as opposed to an average of 3 transcripts per hour for users in the Levant, for example. Finally, there were significantly more audio segments classified with high levels of inter-annotator agreement as EGY when compared to other dialect categories.

4.2 ASR Transcripts

All of the speech data was automatically transcribed using the QCRI Advanced Transcription System (QATS) (Ali et al., 2014c). This Arabic ASR system is a grapheme-based system with sequential Deep Neural Network (DNN) for Acoustic Modeling (AM) with feature space Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (fMLLR) adaption for the first pass. A tri-gram Language Model (LM) is used for recognition and a four-gram LM is used for LM rescoring. The AM was trained using about 400 hours Broadcast News (BCN) data, containing a mix of MSA and DA (Walker et al., 2013). The LM was trained using a six year worth archive of Al Jazeera print news as well as some web crawling. The lexicon for the ASR is 1.2M words, with an Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) rate of 2.5% on the test set.

We evaluated the ASR system using a test set taken from Ali et al. (2014b), with the resulting Word Error Rate (WER) shown in Table 1. The WER for report data is 12.35% which is largely MSA data, and 29.8% for conversational speech containing a mix of DA and MSA. The combined WER for the mix of both report and conversational data is 25.4%. More details about the grapheme dialectal Arabic system can be found here (Ali et al., 2014a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.35%</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Grapheme Arabic ASR System WER

Once automatic transcriptions were obtained, we also generated phoneme-level transcriptions using a phoneme-based Arabic ASR (Ali et al., 2014b) in order to split the audio into short segments. We have found for human transcription, it is better to keep speech segments short (3-6 sec) for a transcriber not to get confused or discouraged with a long segment. To split the audio, we used the phoneme-level output and cut at periods of silence of at least 300 milliseconds.

5 Transcription Experiments

To guide our ideas for the development of possible protocols for quality control to test, we first submitted approximately two hours of EGY audio to CF for transcription by users in Egypt over the course of a month and observed what kinds of errors existed in poor quality transcripts in the results. Examples of poor quality transcripts are shown in Table 2.

After development of potential quality control methods (covered in detail in subsection 5.1), we ran experiments to test their efficiency. To de-
Table 2: Types of poor transcription

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>لبتراحليشنلتحليشنالل</td>
<td>word len &gt; MAX_LEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تتحليشنالل</td>
<td>repeated letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تتحليشنالل</td>
<td>same keyboard row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تتحليشنالل</td>
<td>word len &lt; MIN_LEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invalid char n-gram letter</td>
<td>letter 5 must appear at the end of word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-Arabic characters</td>
<td># words &lt; MIN_WORDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy from job instructions</td>
<td>irrelevant text not related to audio segment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each segment, five separate transcripts were collected from five different users. Users were presented with an audio button which they could press to listen to the audio an unlimited number of times, and a text box for entering the transcript. Users were directed to write as precisely as possible, to heed the item ID number, and to avoid using non-Arabic characters. Five items were presented per page, and completion of a page resulted in USD .05 compensation. An example of a single item as viewed by a user is shown in Figure 2.

5.1 Quality Control Parameters

**Baseline** Under the baseline condition, no quality control was performed. Users received direction on completion of the transcription tasks, but the input box did not issue a warning regardless of what the user typed into the box. Any text input was accepted by the system and users did not have a minimum set time required to be spent on the page, so they could submit after only a few seconds on the page.

**Surface checks** For this condition, we enabled a validation system that served two purposes: 1) a red notification flag with a warning to carefully follow directions appeared above the input box 2) the user was prevented from submitting the information entered on the page until whatever had triggered the warning was rectified. We accomplished this by using Javascript in CF’s customization window to repurpose an existing CF validator (of which there are many, for example: must be a phone number) in order to satisfy our own conditions and display our own warning message. An example warning flag is shown in Figure 2.

The checks which triggered a flag under this condition were:

- 4 or more identical characters in a row
- fewer than 15 total characters
- url (to prevent copying and pasting of url into input box)
- lack of space character
- text from question display text (to prevent copying and pasting of task text into input box)

In addition to these checks, the user was required to spend a minimum of 40 seconds on the page before being allowed to submit. This time minimum was determined by observing the speed of completion of good quality transcripts from our original two hours of audio submitted during pilot work. We observed that users who submitted a page any quicker than this tended to submit
spammy transcripts. Note that the Surface Checks condition did not rely on the existence of any gold standard or expected transcripts.

Expert-annotated checks Adopting traditionally-used methods of gold standard questions in crowdsource tasks, we obtained transcripts of 20% of the audio from a native speaker of Egyptian. These transcripts were incorporated into a validator which would issue a warning flag as described in the previous condition. We used Equation 1 in order to determine when to raise a warning flag and alert the user to be more careful:

\[
diff(\text{transcription}) = \frac{\text{dist}}{\text{refLen}} \cdot 100
\]

where \(\text{dist}\) refers to Levenshtein edit distance\(^1\) between the transcript and the reference (spaces are treated as characters), and \(\text{refLen}\) refers to the length (in characters) of the expert-provided reference.

If \(\diff(\text{transcription}) \leq \text{Threshold}\), the transcript will be accepted.

\[
\text{Threshold} = \begin{cases} 
70\% & \text{for human transcript} \\
80\% & \text{for ASR transcript}
\end{cases}
\]

When \(\text{Threshold} = 70\%\), this means there should be at least 30% overlap with the reference. These thresholds were selected empirically based on observations of the number of different variations of writing words in DA.

Users were not aware which items would be compared to an existing transcript. If the item did not have an existing transcript (the remaining 80% of the data), the surface checks previously outlined were utilized.

ASR checks Recall that word-level transcripts were produced automatically by ASR (see Section 4). The ASR check condition also involved issuing a warning flag, but in contrast with the previous condition, every audio segment was compared to an expected input, and this time the expected transcript was produced by ASR. String overlap was also calculated using Equation 1, but to account for the higher WER for the ASR output than a human transcript, we lowered the threshold of overlap to 20% in comparison with the 30% overlap for expert-produced transcripts.

Because every item was compared to an automatic transcript, no other checks were utilized in this condition.

5.2 Results

A total of 149 users participated in the transcription tasks of EGY audio. The average WER for each user was calculated based on comparing each transcript to the four other user-provided transcripts for each item. As shown in Figure 3, there were different distributions of above-average and below-average users across conditions. In Figure 3, users were binned based on their personal average compared to the the averages of the whole sets.

Figure 3: Average user WER for EGY audio across conditions

Given that the average WER for all conditions was very high, it was necessary to get a more complete picture about the true quality of the transcripts. (For comparison, typical WER for crowdsourced transcripts written in languages with standard orthography are around 5-25% (Parent and Eskenazi, 2010)). Therefore, the performance of the four quality control methods was evaluated by manually counting the number of poor quality transcripts accepted after five transcriptions from five different users had been collected for each of the 100 segments. Poor quality for our purposes was defined in the following two ways:

- Error: a transcript which was irrelevant, or gibberish. An irrelevant transcript contained valid Arabic text with no relation to the audio segment, and a gibberish transcript is one which contained strings of characters not considered to be a legal Arabic sequence.

---

\(^1\)JavaScript implementation taken from: https://gist.github.com/andrei-m/982927
• Partial: a transcript which was truncated with respect to the appropriate output, for example a user who only wrote the first 3 words of a 6 word utterance.

Results comparing the four possible methods are shown in Table 3.

These results show that using ASR output as a comparison for every item outperformed other quality control methods for both High Speed and High Quality transcribers. In comparison to the baseline no quality control condition, the ASR check with only 20% string overlap between the transcription and the ASR output resulted in a total gain of 12.2% in error-free transcripts in the High Speed condition. The ASR comparison method is also a far more effective quality control method than using a human-annotated gold standard. Not only does ASR require less effort on the part of the researcher because it is automatically produced and does not require consulting a native speaker, it also outperforms the traditional use of interspersing gold standard questions which have been annotated by an expert (1% of transcripts with errors vs. 7.4% of transcripts with errors for High Speed users.) Overall, the highest performing option was using High Quality transcribers and the ASR output check, which resulted in 0.4% total errors, a reduction of 7.2% when compared to the baseline and 14.6% when compared to the worst performing condition.

It is interesting to note also that Surface Checks did not always result in cleaner data. Although for High Speed transcriptions, the total errors were reduced from 13.2% in the baseline to 10% by using Surface Checks, this trend did not continue for the High Quality condition. In fact, the total percentage of poor quality transcripts increased from 7.6% to 15%. Recall that 23% of users had above-average WER in the Simple Checks condition. However, further analysis showed that these users contributed 27% of the data. If an error-prone user happens to be prolific, and checks are not sufficient to stop the user’s submissions, their errors may be over-represented.

5.3 NOR Speech Replication
To test the possibility of generalizing this method and utilizing it outside of Egypt, we replicated the experiments on another dialect group with a larger geographic spread. We selected 100 segments of NOR and submitted it under the four conditions on the High Speed option. The expert-annotated transcripts were written by a native speaker of Algerian. The CF task was then restricted to users in Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia. Results of this replication are shown in Table 4.

As shown in Table 4, using the ASR output and comparing to every user input as a method of quality control shows that ASR still outperforms other methods of quality control for NOR audio just as for EGY audio. Compared to a baseline rate of 7.8% of poor quality transcripts, quality control using the ASR transcripts resulted in reduction to 4% total errors. Note again that Surface Checks resulted in a higher total percentage of poor quality transcripts from the 7.8% baseline to 9.4%. Higher still is the traditionally employed method of inserting random human-annotated transcripts for comparison as a gold standard, which has a total of 13.6% total of poor transcripts. As expected, these iterations happened to exhibit prolific above-average WER users (contributing 17% of the data for the Simple Checks condition and 19% of the data for the manual test questions condition, compared to 15% of the data for the baseline condition and 15% of the data for the ASR condition.) However, even taking user variation into account, the ASR condition outperformed the baseline by 3.8%.

6 Best Practices
Based on the results presented in subsections 5.2 and 5.3, we have determined a working list of best practices for using a crowdsourcing platform such as CF for transcription of DA data:

• Segment audio files into smaller segments (from 3 seconds to 6 seconds each) such that transcription of each audio segment has a few words (more than 2 words, but less than 1 line of text).

• Restrict tasks to users in specific countries to match the required language skills needed for dialectal transcription.

• Perform dialect classification tasks or start with data for which the dialect is already known. When coupled with targeting users in a particular region, this will decrease the likelihood that a user is transcribing a dialect they are unfamiliar with.
Table 3: Percent of low quality transcripts across automatic quality control conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EGY speech - 100 segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Speed Errors</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Quality Errors</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Percent of low quality transcripts across automatic quality control conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NOR speech - 100 segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Speed Errors</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Assign each audio segment an ID and ask annotators to write the ID and the transcript.
- Use JavaScript-defined or similar code for validation to check user input. First, check that the input ID is a valid ID. Then ASR output matched with the ID can be used to detect invalid transcription. In using this option, the acceptance threshold when using string matching should be lower than of human-written gold transcriptions to accommodate any limitations in ASR.

- Utilize automatic feedback to warn users to be more careful when they do not submit text that conforms to desired norms. In addition to simply warning, utilize automatic methods of preventing submission of poor data.
- Do not completely rely on quality control messages which do not refer to the content of the audio. Usage of quality control checks which aim to restrict input to a possible string of Arabic without consideration for the audio segment itself may result in the propagation of errors from irrelevant text.
- After each job, generate statistics about the quality of all users (for example, how much agreement with other transcribers by calculating WER across transcriptions) and use the results to block low quality users from participating in future transcription tasks.

7 Summary

In this paper, we have shown that using the output of a publicly available ASR system trained on MSA and DA with an edit distance algorithm with a low threshold is an effective form of quality control in crowdsourcing transcriptions of a non-standard variety, namely Egyptian DA. We have also demonstrated the ability of using the same methodology on another dialect group, specifically North African DA. Currently, we are working to replicate our methods across all DA dialect groups to create a multi-dialectal DA speech corpus with both automatic and manual transcriptions.
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Abstract
Arabic has a very complex morphological system, though a very structured one. Character patterns are often indicative of word class and word segmentation. In this paper, we explore a novel approach to Arabic word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging relying on character information. The approach is lexicon-free and does not require any morphological analysis, eliminating the factor of dictionary coverage. Using character-based analysis, the developed system yielded state-of-the-art accuracy comparing favourably with other taggers that involve external resources.

1 Background
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is the process of assigning a morphosyntactic role to each word in a text and hence is considered to be a crucial step that highly affects subsequent NLP tasks. The POS tagging task differs in complexity from one language to another. For instance, in languages that lack space delimitation, word boundaries must be found before tagging. With respect to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the importance of POS tagging is even larger due to MSA characteristics that impose a number of processing challenges. For example, POS tagging is vital for Arabic named entity recognition, due to the absence of capitalization in proper nouns. In Semitic languages including Arabic, the phenomenon of clitic attachment is another challenge adding to POS tagging complexity. The process of finding the boundaries between the lemma and the clitics attached to it is called word tokenization or segmentation. Ambiguity can arise both in segmentation and in tagging for each segment. The two tasks are closely bound in a sense that finding the correct tagging requires the correct segmentation in advance.

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to joint Arabic tagging and segmentation relying on character patterns, adopting a character-based method. Our work is inspired mainly by Asian languages processing especially Chinese character-based processing (Qian and Liu 2012). In Chinese, text is a stream of characters (symbols) that could be interpreted differently based on their context where one symbol could be an independent word or part of a word. However, there is no space delimiting feature in Arabic while it exists in Arabic between words that are a combination of segments. Arabic examples given in this paper will be transliterated using the Buckwalter transliteration scheme.

2 Arabic Language
The main feature of MSA that affects processing is the total or partial absence of diacritical marks that historically represented vowels, adding more complexity to both syntactic and semantic analysis. This is due to the fact that diacritics reduce the number of possible classes of the word. This feature is not present in English, but can be imagined by dropping vowels from words. For example, dropping the vowel from *is* would result in three possible interpretations: *us*, *is* and *as*. Still, vowels would have to be restored by the context to decide on the correct word.

One critical aspect of Arabic writing today is spelling errors. Common sources of spelling error were studied in (Shaalan et al. 2003), and categorized as errors of hearing, writing, morphology, etc. More details of Arabic characteristics are demonstrated in (ALGahtani 2012).

3 Arabic Morphology
Arabic derivational morphology is based on the principle of roots and patterns to generate open-

---

1http://www.qamus.org/transliteration.htm
class stems. A root (called radical) is a sequence of consonants, commonly triliteral (Beesley 2001).

Arabic has a complex morphological system that makes it a highly inflected language, with the presence of prefixation, suffixification, inflectional and derivational processes. Although it has a complex system, it is strongly structured (Kiraz 2002). Arabic also has a rich morphological system, where words are explicitly marked for case, gender, number, definiteness, mood, person, voice, tense and other morphological features (Maamouri et al. 2006).

An Arabic word is composed of stem plus affixation to indicate tense, gender and number. In addition to affixes, clitics are attached to the beginning, the end or to both. Clitics are segments that represent an independent syntactic role: mainly conjunctions, prepositions and pronouns. Prepositions and conjunctions are attached to the beginning of the word and pronouns at the end (Diab et al. 2004). Clitics are composed of general Arabic characters that could be part of the stem, and hence pose problems for tokenization.

To appreciate the problem of clitic attachment in English, we use the example illustrated in (AlGahtani et al. 2009). Consider passing English text through a noisy channel with the possibility of dropping the space delimiter between words, resulting in word concatenation. Assume the following (noisy) sentence is received:

Those cars useless fuel.

The wordform useless has two interpretations as it is a candidate that might have been formed by concatenation due to noise; one interpretation is correct and the other is the result of concatenating the words use and less. If we use the POS tagging information of the previous word cars, it would be more sensible to choose the interpretation use less, since verbs are more likely to follow nouns than adjectives.

Bar-Haim et al. (2005) refer to each unit of the word that represents an independent tag as a segment. In Arabic, the word [ولدك المكتاب, your child read the book] has three valid segmentations: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Full Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qr&gt;</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>qr&gt;VBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wldk</td>
<td>your boy</td>
<td>wld/NN+k/PRPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>diverted</td>
<td>w/CC+ld/VBD+k/PRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>to demol-</td>
<td>w/CC+ld/NN+k/PRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlktAb</td>
<td>the book</td>
<td>AlktAb/NN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sample sentence analysis

Given the clitic attachment feature in Arabic, the POS tag of a word could be compound in nature, leading to tagset extension which, in turn, adds more complexity to this task. Also, this adds the problem of data sparseness (fewer forms with specific compound tags).

4 Previous Work

Recent advances in POS tagging have introduced the concept of bidirectional learning, which has resulted in the now state-of-the-art accuracy of above 97% for English. Bidirectional learning uses previous and successive context explicitly to find the tag of the current word. One instance of bidirectional learning is the bidirectional dependency network proposed and discussed in (Toutanova et al. 2003), which yielded 97.20% on the WSJ corpus. Moreover, the same concept was also adopted to develop a biomedical text tagger, discussed in (Tsuruoka et al. 2005). Their results showed the robustness of the tagger when tested on different genres. Another instance of bidirectional learning is the perceptron-like guided learning explained in (Shen et al. 2007), which also yielded comparable results.

In Arabic POS tagging, Khoja (2001) used a hybrid technique of statistical and rule-based analysis with a morphosyntactic tagset. Later, Support Vector Machines were used to separately implement a character based word-tokenizer and a POS tagger with a collapsed tagset of the Arabic Tree Bank, achieving scores of 99.7% and 95.5% on word-tokenization and tagging respectively (Diab et al. 2004). An enhancement of this system is discussed in (Diab 2009). With the help of the rich morphological features of Arabic, Habash and Rambow were able to tackle both tokenization and tagging in one step, achieving an accuracy of 97.5% (Habash and
Rambow 2005). Later, their system was extended in (Habash et al. 2009). An HMM Hebrew tagger was ported to Arabic, yielding an accuracy of 96.1% (Mansour et al. 2007). Transformation-based Learning has been investigated in (AlGahtani et al. 2009) yielding comparable results.

A recent morphological analyzer and POS tagger was implemented and discussed in (Sawalha and Atwell 2010). With 22 morphological features, their tool produces all possible analyses of Arabic words including lemma, root, pattern and vowelization (adding diacritical marks).

MADAMIRA discussed in (Pasha et al. 2014) is a hybrid system that combines aspects of MADA (Habash and Rambow 2005) and AMIRA (Diab 2009). Their system was blind-tested on part of the standard split highlighted in (Diab et al. 2013).

The performance of the systems discussed in this brief review are given if the tool has been tested on a standard dataset although not standard settings.

Selecting the most appropriate tagger for an application is quite difficult given these taggers have not been benchmarked due to the lack of standard test data which was not defined until recently. However, we expect character-based approaches to be more portable to different text genres. Most taggers developed for Arabic employ lexicons either directly or implicitly by using morphological analyzers. To our knowledge, there is no state of the art accuracy tagger that is lexicon free.

5 Joint segmentation and tagging Approach

Most taggers attempt to find the correct segmentation of a word before tagging, i.e., sequential processing. Sequential processing limits transfer and sharing of knowledge between different levels of analysis. Moreover, errors committed at any level of analysis will propagate to the subsequent levels. Word-based and segment-based techniques are highly affected by noise such as degraded text in the Web where people do not follow standard writing. Character-based approaches are very robust techniques and more efficient with unknown words due to their capability of capturing internal word patterns. Spelling errors are thus more tolerated in such approaches.

Given the rich morphology of Arabic that is encoded in a very structured system, a character-based approach would be appropriate to capture external and internal patterns. Also, given that clitics are always at the boundary and tagging of the word is governed by patterns, a joint approach will be used for both tasks.

To achieve the target of this study, we focus on the character as the unit of analysis. The aim is to find the word boundaries and find the correct POS of the word jointly. We model the problem as a sequence tagging problem, using machine learning. The learning algorithm’s goal is to build a probability model; the model’s goal in the decoding phase is to find the best sequence of character tags given raw text characters.

In the segmentation task, the appropriate representation is the same as used for boundary detection: IOB representation discussed in (Kudo and Matsumoto 2001). The IOB scheme was successfully applied to Arabic segmentation by (Diab et al. 2004). We investigate both IOB (Inside, Outside, Begin) and the more comprehensive IOBES (Inside, Outside, Begin, End, Single). The only modification is that the O indicator will not be used as each character should have a tag. In POS tagging, the tagset is the Arabic collapsed tagset\(^2\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>segment (s)</th>
<th>t(s)</th>
<th>char (c)</th>
<th>t(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>S-CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>S-CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ktAbAt</td>
<td>NNS</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>B-NNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>I-NNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>I-NNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>I-NNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>I-NNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>E-NNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hm</td>
<td>PRP$</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>B-PRPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>E-PRPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Arabic segment vs. character tagging of “wbktAbAthm”

Since the two tasks are bound, the joint segmentation and tagging is done by merging the tagsets of both tasks. Extending the POS tagset with character position indicators used in IOBES adds 4 subcategories to each tag. For instance, the NN tag will be extended to S-NN, B-NN, I-NN and E-NN. We also use a special character tag for the space delimiter. Table 2 illustrates the tagging of segments vs. characters, where s, c

\(^2\)http://www.ircs.upenn.edu/arabic/Jan03release/arabic-POStags-collapse-to-PennPOStags.txt
and t represent segment, character and tag, respectively.

We use maximum entropy modeling to build our tagging model. Maximum entropy modeling has been widely used in various NLP tasks including POS tagging. It is known for its ability to combine features from diverse knowledge sources successfully. Given a sequence of words:
\[ w = \{w_1, w_2, w_3, \ldots, w_{n-1}, w_n\} \]
we try to find the best POS sequence:
\[ t = \{t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_{n-1}, t_n\} \]
by splitting the words into their characters:
\[ c = \{c_1, c_2, c_3, \ldots, c_{n-1}, c_n\} \]
then finding the best sequence of tags for characters:
\[ tc = \{tc_1, tc_2, tc_3, \ldots, tc_{n-1}, tc_n\} \]
Finally, we reconstruct the word POS tags from character tags.

In the decoding phase, character tags will be evaluated using gold standard (GS) annotations. The elementary decision of the tagger is finding the tag of each character from a tagset of \((4 \times 27)\) possible tags: \(t(c)\) in Table 2.

Beam search with window size 5 is used to find the best sequence of character tags for the whole sentence and to assist in ignoring inadmissible sequences i.e. ‘Inside’ tag following ‘End’ (E-NN, I-NN).

After decoding, the bare tags of the segments are constructed from the character tagging sequence. The position indicator is stripped of the tag and if a middle character has the position indicator “B” or “S” that means it is a start of a new segment and a plus sign “+” is inserted.

As per Arabic writing, some letters might change based on their position in the word. Feminine indicator ‘p’ is changed to ‘t’ when connected to a pronoun. Such a case does not receive special processing in our approach since the tagger tries to find the POS tag of a sequence of characters without attempting to find the standard form of the word. If the tagger has never seen this word form in training, it still has the chance of correctly tagging it using its features and the features of surrounding characters. The only pre-processing we do is in the case of omission such as omitting ‘A’ from determiner ‘Al’ when connected to a preposition ‘I’ producing ‘Il’. We replace any ‘Il’ in the input text with ‘IAl’. This rule of transformation will fail in very rare cases i.e. when a word starts with letter ‘I’.

We use a Java implementation available in the openNLP project\(^3\) which has been used extensively in NLP tasks.

The feature set used is a combination of lexical and contextual features of the stream of characters, focusing on the current character. For instance, consider character \(H\) in the word wb\(>bHAvhm\) underlined in the following sentence:

“$ArkwA bHwrhm wb\(>bHAvhm\) fy Alm&tmr”

which translates as: “participated with their attendance and with their researches in the conference”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>feature</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>curr char</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>prev char</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>prev char</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1,c_1)</td>
<td>prev, curr char</td>
<td>bH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1,c_1)</td>
<td>prev, prev char</td>
<td>&gt;b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1,c_1)</td>
<td>prev, prev, curr char</td>
<td>&gt;bH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1,c_1)</td>
<td>prev, curr, next char</td>
<td>bHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>next char</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>curr, next char</td>
<td>HA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>next, next next char</td>
<td>Av</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>curr, next, next next char</td>
<td>HAv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_0)</td>
<td>leading char</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_0)</td>
<td>leading bigram</td>
<td>wb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_0)</td>
<td>leading trigram</td>
<td>wb&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_n)</td>
<td>trailing char</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_n)</td>
<td>trailing bigram</td>
<td>hm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_0,c_1)</td>
<td>trailing trigram</td>
<td>vhm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tc_1)</td>
<td>tag of prev char</td>
<td>I-NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tc_2)</td>
<td>tag of prev prev char</td>
<td>I-NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tb_1)</td>
<td>bare tag of prev char</td>
<td>NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tb_2)</td>
<td>bare tag of prev prev char</td>
<td>NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_i)</td>
<td>curr word</td>
<td>wb&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_i)</td>
<td>prev word</td>
<td>bHDwrhm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_{i+1})</td>
<td>next word</td>
<td>fy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tw_{i-1})</td>
<td>tag of prev word</td>
<td>IN+VBN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tw_{i-2})</td>
<td>tag of prev prev word</td>
<td>VBD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Feature set example

Table 3 gives a list of the features generated for that character, assuming previous context preceding this character has already been processed. Here, \(w, c, tw, tc, tb, i, n\) represent word,
character, word tag, character tag, bare tag, index of character and last character.

6 Experiments

6.1 Corpus

The corpus used in our experiments is the Arabic Tree Bank (ATB) which is a standard data set developed by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)\(^4\). It is manually annotated with morphology syntactic features. The Treebank has gone through a number of revisions. Although previous studies involved the same corpus, different splits were used. The most common parts used in previous studies are ATB 1, 2, 3 as noted by (Diab et al. 2013) where a standard split was also defined. Table 4 shows details of parts used in this experiment following Diab et al. (2013) guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>LDC Catalog</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATB1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>LDC2010T13</td>
<td>AFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>LDC2011T09</td>
<td>Ummah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>LDC2010T08</td>
<td>Annahar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Corpus ATB parts

The total number of words is some 738k. The annotations include morphological analysis and syntactic trees of sentences. For our task, only the morphological analysis is needed. We first mapped the morphological analysis annotation to the Arabic collapsed tagset distributed with ATB, which comprises 24 tags. We maintained two versions of the same corpus: unsegmented corpus (UNSC) and segmented corpus (SEGC). The format in the unsegmented version is a full word level one (compound tag) whereas, in the segmented version, single tags are produced. Assigning extended tags to word characters occurs in the training phase where each word is split into its characters then tags assigned as described.

Table 5 shows the number of words in both segmented and unsegmented format. A word list was built from each version. The format of the word list is simply each word with the possible tags and their frequencies. The word list size varies in both given the generative behaviour of Arabic. Tag-per-word measure is given to appreciate the complexity of the task, showing 1.8 in the segmented corpus. Almost half of the corpus was ambiguous in the sense that a word was tagged with at least two different tags. We note also that a word could be formed by up to 6 segments although very rarely.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SEGC</th>
<th>UNSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>corpus size (k)</td>
<td>738.89</td>
<td>637.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag-per-word</td>
<td>1.862</td>
<td>1.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ambiguous token (%)</td>
<td>49.33</td>
<td>36.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word list (k)</td>
<td>46.529</td>
<td>68.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ambiguous tokens (%)</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>8.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word count per number of tags</td>
<td>1=41348</td>
<td>1=62148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2=4456</td>
<td>2=5176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3=600</td>
<td>3=593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4=103</td>
<td>4=94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5=19</td>
<td>5=16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6=3</td>
<td>6=4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Corpus ambiguity analysis

6.2 Settings

In order to evaluate the performance of our approach, experiments were conducted on each version of the corpus. Each experiment was performed on segmented text (GS segmentation provided in corpus) and on the unsegmented version. The unsegmented text is the primary goal of this approach, i.e., performing segmentation and tagging simultaneously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Doc</th>
<th>Document_Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATB1_TRAIN</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>20000715_ARP.AR.0074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20011115_ARP.AR.0128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB1_TEST</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>20001115_ARP.AR.0129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20011115_ARP.AR.0236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB2_TRAIN</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>UMAAH_UM.AR.2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>224-a.0005 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UMAAH_UM.AR.backisue_34-a.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB2_TEST</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>UMAAH_UM.AR.backisue_34-a.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UMAAH_UM.AR.backisue_40-e.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB3_TRAIN</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>ANN20020215.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN20021115.0033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATB3_TEST</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>ANN20021115.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN20021215.0045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Standard split (Diab et al. 2013)

The split used is the same setting detailed in (Diab et al. 2013). The training set was a combination of the three training set parts. The test set was formed likewise, as in Table 6. We followed the exact setting, excluding the development part as it was not required for our model.

We firstly constructed baselines for the two corpus versions, by assigning the most frequent

---

\(^4\) https://www.ldc.upenn.edu
tag in the training set to corresponding test set tokens and tagging OOV tokens as NN. Most frequent tags were extracted from a word list built from the training set to produce the analysis.

In the first experiment, a statistical tagging model was produced using the joint segmentation and tagging approach detailed in section 5. In this experiment, we evaluate our approach on the two versions of the corpus. The segmented corpus is already segmented using the GS segmentation provided in the corpus, thus only testing of POS tagging accuracy is actually performed. The full evaluation of our joint approach is carried out by testing on the unsegmented corpus.

As the ATB was generated from different sources and annotated at different times, presumably by different annotators, in our second experiment we measured the performance on different parts only with respect to the unsegmented corpus. The performance is measured on each ATB part independently with its corresponding split.

Finally, a confusion matrix and error analysis was produced.

6.3 Results and discussion

The baseline tagger, which tags each token with the most frequent tag, achieved 91.02% and 88.34% on segmented and unsegmented corpora, respectively.

The results of the joint approach are shown in Table 7, which provides details of results obtained at each stage of the first experiment on segmented and unsegmented versions of the corpus. The performance is comparable to the state of the art, achieving an accuracy of 95.54% and 94.29%, on segmented and unsegmented corpora, respectively, yielding 4.5% and 6.95% improvements over the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SEGSC</th>
<th>UNSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>664.95k</td>
<td>573.11k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train set</td>
<td>590.82k</td>
<td>509.23k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set</td>
<td>74.13k</td>
<td>63.87k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOV</td>
<td>4.14%</td>
<td>8.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline POS</td>
<td>91.02%</td>
<td>88.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOV Baseline acc.</td>
<td>30.09%</td>
<td>13.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint POS acc.</td>
<td>95.54%</td>
<td>94.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint SEG acc.</td>
<td>100 GS</td>
<td>99.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint OOV acc.</td>
<td>75.89%</td>
<td>73.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint POS acc. no lex</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>93.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint SEG acc. no lex</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>99.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag set count</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Experimental results

The difference in unknown words percentage between the two versions demonstrates the higher data sparseness in the unsegmented text, which is consistent with the fact that sparseness is increased due to clitic attachment.

The number of OOV items in the unsegmented corpus was double that of the segmented corpus, interestingly; guessing accuracy of unknown words in both experiments is almost equal, above 70%. The OOV guessing as NN in the baseline on the segmented corpus was double the accuracy of that on the unsegmented one. This was probably the cause of degradation by 3% in performance of the baseline between the two versions.

Original tagging inconsistency of the ATB dataset is present in some tokens, e.g., month names are tagged as either NN or NNP, which is also a cause of degradation.

The segmentation module achieved an accuracy of 99.4% on the unsegmented corpus, while segmented corpus evaluation used the gold standard segmentation. Segmentation accuracy was calculated as number of words correctly segmented over the total number of words. The result is comparable to what has been achieved by other systems. The superior accuracy of the segmentation was achieved due to the low number of words having multiple segmentations in the corpus.

Disabling lexical features (word, previous word, next word) had higher effect on tagging than segmentation performance. The accuracy degradation was 1.29% in tagging and 0.23% in segmentation.

Applying IOBES representation performed slightly better than IOB, with 0.2% difference in tagging accuracy. Table 7 results are achieved using the IOBES scheme.

The results of testing the model on each part independently are shown in Table 8. The model trained on the whole training set is tested on the test set of each part. Then a single model is built from each training set of each part and tested on the test set of the given part. The highest scores are in bold showing the best tagging was achieved on ATB1 and best segmentation on ATB2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Train/Test</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>ATB1</th>
<th>ATB2</th>
<th>ATB3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>per-part</td>
<td>POS</td>
<td>94.37</td>
<td>93.75</td>
<td>93.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEG</td>
<td>99.24</td>
<td>99.29</td>
<td>99.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all parts</td>
<td>POS</td>
<td>95.45</td>
<td>95.09</td>
<td>93.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEG</td>
<td>99.53</td>
<td>99.64</td>
<td>99.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Testing results per part
Figure 1: Error distribution – SEG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total error</th>
<th>largest target</th>
<th>total count</th>
<th>relative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>JJ</td>
<td>20867</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJ</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>6106</td>
<td>8.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNP</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>5967</td>
<td>8.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBP</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>2663</td>
<td>7.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBD</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>3047</td>
<td>6.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Most erroneous classes – SEG

To determine the highest ambiguous classes, we generated the confusion matrix of our tagger errors. The pie charts in Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the largest classes of the errors committed by the tagger in the two experiments. The three largest classes NN, JJ and NNP constitute almost half of the errors. The NN error rate is affected by the frequency of occurrence of that class in the corpus. Also, nouns share most of adjective and some verb forms.

Given that this measure is affected by the frequency of specific tags, we calculated the relative error where the number of errors is divided by the total number of occurrences of the given class (last columns of Table 9 and Table 10). On the segmented corpus, the NNP class has the highest relative error followed by JJ. This was due to the general case of Arabic proper nouns that are in the form of general nouns or adjectives. Arabic proper noun characteristics are highlighted in (AlGahtani 2012). Adjectives share most morphological features with nouns, such as gender and number indicators.

On the unsegmented version, the highest relative error was VBD and NNP. Errors in tagging VBD are attributed to verbs sharing the exact form of writing with nouns apart from a different vowelization, which is not present in written MSA. The largest error target class was tagging NN as JJ, followed by the remaining five classes tagged as NN affected by the dominating number of NN in the corpus.

Figure 2: Error distribution – UNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total error</th>
<th>largest target</th>
<th>total count</th>
<th>relative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>JJ</td>
<td>16342</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNP</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>5421</td>
<td>9.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJ</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>5854</td>
<td>8.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBD</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>1772</td>
<td>9.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBP</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>8.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Most erroneous classes – UNS

The other analysis we carried out was to find the most erroneous tokens in our experiments. The list of the highest 10 tokens are in Table 11 and Table 12. These tokens were highly ambiguous in terms of the number of tags they could be assigned. The tables show each token with possible tags and frequency. The ones having unique tags but that were mistagged are due to the use of “_” as token/tag separator by our training algorithm implementation, which will be reconsidered in a future experiment.

The token “hA” was in the list due to being used as possessive pronoun or personal pronoun based on its preceding token. If the preceding token is mistagged, it will also be mistagged as a result. The rule is when the preceding token is a verb then the following pronoun is a personal pronoun and if the preceding token is a noun then it is possessive.

We have not been able to compare this work with previous work due to different settings used. The only published work that applied the splits highlighted in (Diab et al. 2013) was (Pasha et al. 2014). However, another tagset was used and their test was only on part of the test set, 25k blindly selected from the test set. Mapping from the ATB tagset to their tagset was not feasible.
An 36/643 IN 5586 VBP 303 NN 36 NNP 3
l_ 33/33 IN 33
mA 32/268 WP 1672 IN 763 RP 93 NN 37 VBP 12
mn 27/1209 IN 8972 WP 192 RP 22
IA 27/188 RP 1363 VBP 246 CC 58 UH 15
AlvAny 26/72 ADJNUM 150 NNP 136 JJ 9
Al_ 18/18 DT 171
<n 16/49 IN 2098 NN 9
wIA 16/63 CC+RP 419 CC+VBP 88 CC+CC 19 IN+RP 2
b_ 15/15 IN 15

Table 12: Most erroneous tokens – UNSC

To improve our tagger, we plan to have a wider context of features. Also, we plan to apply it in other tasks such as morphological analysis and named entity recognition.
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Abstract

Dialectal Arabic has no standard orthographic representation. This creates a challenge when evaluating an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system for dialect. Since the reference transcription text can vary widely from one user to another, we propose an innovative approach for evaluating dialectal speech recognition using Multi-References. For each recognized speech segment, we ask five different users to transcribe the speech. We combine the alignment for the multiple references, and use the combined alignment to report a modified version of Word Error Rate (WER). This approach is in favor of accepting a recognized word if any of the references typed it in the same form. Our method proved to be more effective in capturing many correctly recognized words that have multiple acceptable spellings. The initial WER according to each of the five references individually ranged between 76.4\% to 80.9\%. When considering all references combined, the Multi-References MR-WER was found to be 53\%.

1 Introduction

Arabic Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a challenging task because of the lexical variety and data sparseness of the language. Arabic can be considered one of the most morphologically complex languages (Diehl et al., 2012). With more than 300 million people speaking Arabic as a mother tongue, it is counted as the fifth most widely spoken language. Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the official language amongst Arabic native speakers. In fact, MSA is used in formal events, such as newspapers, formal speech, and broadcast news.

Nevertheless, MSA is rarely used in day-to-day communication. The vast majority of Arabic speakers use Dialectal Arabic (DA) in everyday communication (Cotterell and Callison-Burch, 2014). DA has many differences from MSA in morphology, phonology and the lexicon. A significant challenge in dialectal speech recognition is diglossia, in which the written language differs considerably from the spoken vernaculars (Elmahdy et al., 2014). Variance among different Arabic dialects such as Egyptian, Levantine or Gulf has been considered similar to the variance among Romance languages (Holes, 2004). There are many varieties of dialectal Arabic distributed over the 22 Arabic countries, often several variants of the Arabic language within the same country.

In natural language processing (NLP), researchers have aggregated dialectal Arabic into four regional language groups: Egyptian, Maghrebi, Gulf (Arabian Peninsula), and Levantine (Cotterell and Callison-Burch, 2014; Al-Sabbagh and Girju, 2012; Darwish and Magdy, 2014).

Most ASR systems are trained and tuned by minimizing WER, which counts word errors at the surface level. It does not consider the contextual and syntactic roles of a word, which are often critical for tasks like Machine Translation (MT), particularly in the end-to-end Speech Translation (ST) scenarios.

In a study by (He et al., 2011), they showed that WER is not the optimal metric for a speech recognizer trained for a speech translation task. They developed a BLEU-optimized approach for training the scale parameters of a log-linear based speech translation system. In their study, they got better results using the new measure, although WER were found to be higher in the intermediate step of the speech recognition.

Dialectal Arabic can be viewed as an example of a language with no orthographic rules, since...
there is no academies in DA nor enough amount of language resources, such as no standard lexicon or clear rules for writing. In a study by (Habash et al., 2012) in which they presented Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic CODA, they explain the design principles of CODA and provide description of CODA, and use the Egyptian dialect as an example, which has been presented mainly for the purpose of developing DA computational models.

In a similar study by (Ali et al., 2014a), they studied the best practices for writing Egyptian orthography. They conducted experiments on both Acoustic Model (AM), Language Model (LM), and guidelines for transcribing Egyptian speech. They released guidelines for transcribing Egyptian speech for what is called augmented Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic augmented-CODA. They also reported gain in Egyptian speech recognition when augmented-CODA is followed in transcribing Egyptian speech data.

Unlike previous work by (Habash et al., 2012; Ali et al., 2014a), where they studied the best practices for writing DA, in this paper, we propose an evaluation method that accepts the variations in transcribing dialectal Arabic. We use multiple references, up to five different transcriptions per utterance, to evaluate the performance of the speech recognition engine. The main idea is to learn from the crowd and use multi-references to vote for each word in the recognized output. This is, in a way, similar to BLUE score used in MT, where multiple translation could be accepted for one source sentence. Here, we submit our speech data on a crowdsourcing platform, and ask for five different transcriptions for each speech segment. These five transcriptions typically capture the different acceptable variations of the Arabic dialect, where we then use them as our multiple references to calculate multi-reference WER (MR-WER).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe dialectal speech recognition; section 3, we discuss the details of the multi-reference WER, and the proposed method evaluate dialectal ASR; section 4, we elaborate the data used in this experiment; section 5, we discuss the experiment and the results; and section 6 is for conclusion and future work.

2 Dialectal Speech Recognition

Large Vocabulary Speech Recognition (LVCSR) has been studied thoroughly in well-developed languages such as English, French, and Spanish. Also, MSA has obtained good results over the past decade as a result of GALE project, as well as more attention is paid to Arabic Broadcast domain(Diehl et al., 2012; Mangu et al., 2011; Cardinal et al., 2014; Ali et al., 2014b).

Dialectal Arabic ASR could be seen as under-resourced as it is lacking the basic component to have a decent system, such as enough labeled speech data for training, a lexicon, and a Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline for phonetic systems. Moreover, DA Arabic lacks standard orthography for writing. The absence of clear definition for right and wrong spelling has led to many representations for each word.

In our Arabic ASR, we use a grapheme-based system using sequential Deep Neural Network for the acoustic modelling. Although, conventionally, a phoneme system always outperforms a grapheme system, so a valid question is why do we choose grapheme system here?

We have found that WER in the grapheme system has increased by less than 1% relative to conversational speech compared to the phoneme system, which could be explained as conversational speech being mainly dialectal Arabic in most cases, and grapheme models will outperform phoneme models. Mainly, the NLP pipeline for phonetic system is not mature enough for dialectal Arabic, and is still facing challenges such as diacritization, and phonetization. The other amusing feature in the grapheme system is having a 1:1 ratio between the number of types, and the number pronunciation in the lexicon, compared to 1:4 in the phoneme-based system. This enables us to increase the lexicon size from 500K words to more than 1.2M words for the same text in the Language Model (LM) with small impact on memory. This has reduced the Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) from 3.9% to 2.5%, which also enables us to have more coverage for dialectal words that have not been measured precisely at this stage.

3 Applying Multi-Reference Evaluation for ASR

In this section, we discuss the reason for proposing our new methodology of evaluating ASR, particularly DA ASR, using multiple references instead
of the standard method of using only one reference. In addition, we introduce our methodology for applying multi-reference to ASR evaluation.

3.1 The Concept of Multi-Reference Evaluation

One of the tasks that uses multi-reference evaluation is Machine Translation (MT). The main reason here is that many translations in the target language are fully valid for a given sentence in the source language. Thus, the MT research community found it more appropriate when evaluating an MT system to compare the automatic translation to more than one possible manual reference translations, typically translated by different language experts, to have a less biased evaluation to one translation. Therefore, most of the MT evaluation scores are designed to accept multiple references (Papineni et al., 2002).

ASR is treated differently, since the speech recognition is seen to have a single exact match to a specific string, and one reference should be sufficient to transcribe or judge what is spoken in the speech segment. This assumption is valid in most of the spoken languages. However, for languages with no standard orthographic representation such as Dialectal Arabic, there are many different ways to write a given spoken word. Table 1 shows an example for an Egyptian speech segment, which presents the transcription of one sound track from four different transcribers. As shown, many of the words presented has various spellings among the four transcribers. In addition, there are some words that are written by some transcribers but neglected by the others, such as the word “هُنّ”(Ah) and “يغُيِّب”(yEny), that could be seen by some people as noise or filler and not worthy of writing. The variations in spelling the same words are clear in the shown example, such as {“هُنّ”(dh),“دًا”(dA)} and {“أَحَا”(AHnA),“خِيْن”(nHn),“أَحَا”(AHnA)}.

Table 2 presents some additional samples of Arabic dialect words that have multiple acceptable spellings. These examples illustrate the problem of comparing an ASR output to only one reference that picks one of many possible spellings of a dialect Arabic word.

Accordingly, we propose introducing a multi-reference evaluation methodology for ASR tasks that targets languages with no standardized orthography. Similar to BLEU score in MT, multi-reference increases the likelihood of accepting an automatic translation (speech recognition), if any of the manual translations (transcriptions) agreed with it in some portions.

3.2 Multi-References Alignment to Recognized Speech Text

Our approach here is to extend the current alignment used when performing ASR evaluation between recognized text and one reference text to allow alignment between the recognized text and $N$ references.

For a recognized text $Rec = \{w'_1, \ldots, w'_|Rec|\}$, and a set of $N$ references: $Ref_1 = \{w_{11}, \ldots, w_{1|Ref_1|}\}$ to $RefN = \{w_{N1}, \ldots, w_{N|RefN|}\}$, we perform the following steps:

- For each word in $Rec$, list all the words in $Ref_1$ to $RefN$ that are aligned to it. Note, that some references may not include any corresponding word for some of the words in $Rec$, which is counted as an insertion. The output of this process will be an array of size $N$ of reference words for each recognized word, e.g.: $w'_3 \rightarrow [w_{12}, w_{23}, <INS>, \ldots , w_{N4}]$

- The previous step effectively captures insertions, substitutions, and correct recognition. However, deletions would not be handled, since there is no corresponding word in the $Rec$ to the deleted words in the reference. In addition, different number of deletions could exist across different references. To map deletions effectively across multiple references, for each reference, we map any non-aligned word to the recognized text to a “deletion pointer” (<DEL>) with a counter to the position of the last aligned word in $Rec$. For example, if two deletions are detected for one reference after 3 aligned words with $Rec$, the words in reference would be mapped to {“03-01 <DEL>”, “03-02 <DEL>”} in the $Rec$. If another deletion is detected after the fifth word in $Rec$, it will be mapped to “05-01 <DEL>”.

For deletion pointers that are mapped to some of the references only, those reference that has nothing deleted would be assigned to “NULL”. See Table 3 as an example.

For example shown in Table 1, the ASR system produced the following sentence:
Different Transcription

| nEm Ah TbyEy <n dp >SIAF <HnA fy wDE gyr qAnwny bAImrp gyr dstwry bAImrp wDE |
| nEm Ah TbyEy dA >SIA yEny >HnA fY wDE gyr qAnwny bAImrp gyr dstwry bAImrp Ah wDE |
| Ah hw TbyEy dh ASIA AHnA fy wDE gyr qAnwny bAImrh gyr dstwry bAImrh wDE |
| nEm hw TbyEY dA >SIA yEnY nHn fY wDE gyr qAnwnY bAImrh gyr dstwry bAImrh wDE |

Table 1: Different transcriptions for the same utterance

3.3 Calculating MR-WER

Using the multi-aligned references, the number of correct, insertions, substitutions, and deletions are calculated as follows:

- **C** (Correct): is the number of recognized words that has a match in any of the aligned reference words.

- **S** (Substitutions): is the number of recognized words that has alignment to at least one reference words, but none of them matches it.

- **I** (Insertions): is the number of recognized words that is not aligned to any reference word, i.e. all corresponding alignments are “<INS>”.

- **D** (Deletions): is the number of “<DEL>” instances in the *Rec* that has no “NULL” alignment in any of the references. The main reason for not counting deletions that has no corresponding word in one of the references is for the following assumptions: if one of the reference transcriptions decided that one of the spoken words is not worth transcribing, then the ASR should not be penalized for missing it. We can refer to example like the word “أه”(Ah) and “معنى”(yEny) where some of the transcribers considered them as a noise, and they decided not to write it.

Based on the counts of C, S, I, and D, MR-WET is calculated according to the following equation:

\[
WER = \frac{S + D + I}{S + D + C}
\]

In the case of multi transcriptions per reference, the length of the transcription varies from one reference to another which means that the deletion count is different among different transcriptions as shown in Table 3. By look at examples in this table, we can see that first reference has 16 words, the second one has 17 words, the third 17, and the fourth 16, we can see the number of words varies from one example to another. More specifically, the second transcriber decided to add the word “نعم”(nEm) at the beginning which no one else added.

By applying the same WER equation mentioned above, we can see that reference 1 will have WER...
He was not narrated \[ \text{ما كان تحدث} \] \[ \text{mAknS} \]
I told him \[ \text{قلت له} \] \[ \text{qit lh} \]
In the morning \[ \text{على الصبح} \] \[ \text{Ely AlSbH} \]

Table 2: Sample of phrases with multiple valid spellings

Table 3: Alignment applied between a recognized text (Rec) and four different references

African/Maghrebi (NOR), and Gulf (GLF). For the current study, we used audio segments which had been classified as EGY with at least 75% agreement between annotators.

In this study, Egyptian data was chosen as a test case to take advantage of the fact that the classification pre-processing showed us that approximately 40% of users of the crowdsource platform in the Arab world are located in Egypt, meaning that focusing on EGY audio and Egyptian annotators allowed us to complete transcription fairly quickly. Furthermore, there were significantly more audio segments classified with high levels of inter-annotator agreement as EGY when compared to other dialect categories. Finally, EGY as a category contains a potentially less diverse set of dialects than a more geographically spread regional category.

We have asked for five references for 2765 speech segments (utterances), representing 4.8 hours, with speech segments of an average length between 4-6 seconds. Our results are based on these five files or sometimes mentioned as five references. This does not necessarily mean five different annotators. It is mainly five transcription representations that have come from more than one annotator. Allocating transcription tasks to annotators and randomize the data to make sure one single editor did not write the same sentence more than once.

This is 52.6% WER, obviously, this is lower than the the lowest WER in any of the references.

4 Data

The data used in our experimentation comes from Broadcast News BCN domain; particularly, Al-Jazeera Arabic news channel. The nature of the data is debates and news programs which were uploaded to Al Jazeera in the duration between June 2014 and January 2015. All the speech data have gone through the pre-processing steps before being submitted to the used crowdsource platform \(^1\) for transcription. Pre-processing included: removing non-speech audio such as music or white noise, followed by speaker segmentation and clustering, diarization, and speaker linking within the same episode. In addition to this, a dialect classification was performed using human computation, which also occurred via crowdFlower platform. Utterances underwent dialect classification by 3-9 annotators per audio file into five broad Arabic dialect groups: Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), Egyptian (EGY), Levantine (LEV), North

\(^1\)http://www.crowdFlower.com
than once was managed through the crowdFlower platform.

5 Experimentation

Our experiments are designed to address the following research questions:

1. How many references should be used in the multi reference

2. What is the inter-reference agreement? How good is the crowdsource data? Do we need to filter bad transcription for the MR-WER evaluation?

3. How many times do we need to see correct word to count it correct?

5.1 Number of References

We have evaluated the speech recognition using various number of $N$ reference transcriptions, where $N$ ranged from 1 to 5. We have used all the combinations between reference transcriptions in cases when $N > 1$ to validate our findings. As shown in Table 4, for every experiment, we report the minimum, maximum and average MR-WER for each number of transcriptions we use. We conclude from this experiments two findings:

1. The WER reduces considerably when we increase the number of transcriptions from one reference to five references, and may be there is potential to reduce the WER more if there are more transcriptions (although we can see the reduction in MR-WER between four and five references is not significant). The multi-reference evaluation has taken the error from an average WER of 80.8% to 53.5%. The 33% difference in performance are possibly happening due to various ways of writing DA not really due to bad ASR.

2. The variance in WER reduces noticeably when we increase the number of references. For example if you look at Figure3, the WER for five single references varies from 76.4% to 80.9%, with a absolute difference of 3.7% which is high error margin, for two references, the absolute difference is 3.4%, and in three references is 1.9% and in five references, it is only 0.5%. Obviously, we have only one WER for five transcriptions, as there is no combination between multiple transcriptions. Possible explanation for this nice reduction is error margin is that multi reference is capable to capture some of the variations in transcription, and make the reported error rate more robust.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Re.f</th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Two</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Four</th>
<th>Five</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
<td>65.5%</td>
<td>59.3%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av.</td>
<td>80.8%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>82.2%</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td>61.2%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Exp.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: MR-WER for various number of references per experiment.

5.2 What is the inter-reference agreement

The transcribed data is suffering from a very limited quality control that have been applied to it, which raised an important question: what is the inter-annotator agreement in this transcription task? This is a difficult question to ask in language with no clear orthographic rules. In most of the cases, if we consider exact string matches between different transcriptions even if it is perfect, the inter-annotator agreement is almost zero as shown in Table 4.

We evaluated WER for every transcription file with the other four files. For every utterance in each reference, there will be four WER for the same utterance in the other four files, the WER will be averaged. Each file has 2760 utterances, corresponding to 4.8 hours. We split the 2760 averaged WER values into four bins, WER 0-25%, WER 25-50%, WER 50-75% and anything more than 75%. We plot the results as seen in figure 1. It is clear from the aforementioned figure that there is a great deal of mismatch between the five references. Partially, this is due to bad transcription coming from some of the crowd source contributors, that we did not apply quality check at this stage.

As an attempt to quantify the bad transcriptions issue, and their impact on our experiment, we did some cleaning up for the data by removing any utterance that has more than 90% WER across the other four annotators. This is a very simple way assuming the majority of the transcription are correct, and may be invalid in a case where there is a single good transcription and the other four are bad, which has not been noticed in our corpus.
This experiment has reduced the number of utterances as shown in Table 5, so Ref1 has gone from 2765 utterances to 1824, Ref2 from 2765 to 2160 .. etc. Also, we plot the clean data as shown in 2 To evaluate the impact of data cleaning on the MR-WER, we run the same algorithm as explained in section 3.3 on the clean data, and we found that the MR-WER for the five references actually has increased from 53.5% to 54.2%.

This is an interesting finding to say that by cleaning the evaluation data, the MR-WER has not got any better, which could be explained because removing the potentially noisy data did not impact the MR-WER rather than removing some of the examples that could help in finding alternatives for Dialectal words. Also, it is fair to say that the proposed method is robust for the noisy data.

**5.3 Counting Correct Words**

In the case of single reference, the algorithm will loop over the solo reference, and check each word; insertion, deletion, substitution or correct. However, in the MR scenario, someone can argue that the algorithm in acting like cherry picking and looking for correct word in any of the references to make the WER look better rather than validating these findings. Basically, the spirit for this algorithm is try to find the recognized word in any of the references, obviously minding the position in text as explained in section 3.

To address this concern, we explore the impact in MR-WER when the algorithm asks for more than one evidence that a word is correct, i.e the same word occurred in same position in more than one reference. We evaluated correct word counting in 1+ (standard), 2+ and 3+ occurrences. Obviously, we apply $N$ number of times seeing the word correct if there is $N$ number of references or more.

We can see it clear in the alignment algorithm as shown in Table 3. The proposed MR-WER for the example of at least two correct will be: 56.25% as the number of correct will reduce to 9 instead of 10. Same in the case of three correct examples or more, the MR-WER will be 64.28% as the number of correct examples will be 7. Table 6 can show that the MR-WER is going high when we ask for more than one occurrence in the reference for correct word. It is also notable in the case of five references, when the algorithms ask for at least two or three counts for the correct word, the MR-WER is 65.5%, and 77.5% respectively compared to 80.8% average WER in the case of single reference. This is an evidence that while asking for more than one proof in the reference for each correct word, the MR-WER is still outperforming the standard WER when we average it over five references.
# references used # references used # references used

## Table 6: MR-WER for counting correct once or more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Two</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Four</th>
<th>Five</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1+</td>
<td>80.8%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>88.8%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
<td>65.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an innovative way for measuring the accuracy for speech recognition system in non-standard orthographic language; Multi-Reference Word Error Rate (MR-WER). Figure 3 summarized our findings in the multi reference approach applied on Dialectal Arabic (DA). We were able to report 53% MR-WER for five references collectively, while for the same test set the standard WER was between 76.4% to 80.9% when it used the same five references individually. We plan to extend this work to learn from multiple transcription the best orthography to improve the robustness of the computational models. Also, the usage of multi-reference in tuning, and training, similar to the proposed usage in evaluation.
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Abstract

In this paper we present the Arib system for Arabic spelling error detection and correction as part of the second Shared Task on Automatic Arabic Error Correction. Our system contains many components that address various types of spelling error and applies a combination of approaches including rule based, statistical based, and lexicon based in a cascade fashion. We also employed two core models, namely a probabilistic-based model and a distance-based model. Our results on the development and test set indicate that using the correction components in cascaded way yields the best results. The overall recall of our system is 0.51, with a precision of 0.67 and an F1 score of 0.58.

1 Introduction

In last year’s shared task on Automatic Arabic Error Correction of the Arabic NLP Workshop (QALB-2014 shared task), a diverse set of approaches were presented including pipeline, hybrid and cascade. These approaches used different techniques such as supervised learning, rule and/or lexicon based, and statistical language modeling. Furthermore, systems presented used several external resources, namely, Arabic Gigaword, AraComLex dictionary, Arabic Wikipedia and Aljazeera articles, to name but a few. The QALB-2015 shared task is an extension of the first QALB-2014 shared task [1] that occurred last year. QALB-2014 handled errors in comments written by Arabic native speakers in Aljazeera articles [2]. This year's competition includes two subtasks, and, in addition to Arabic native speakers errors, also includes correction of texts written by new learners of Arabic language [3]. The test written by Arabic native subtask includes Alj-train-2014, Alj-dev-2014, Alj-test-2014 texts from QALB-2014. The L2 subtask includes L2-train-2015 and L2-dev-2015. This data was released for the development of the systems.

To build on the previous efforts, we present in this paper, the design and implementation of the Arib system to address the problem of Arabic spelling errors detection and correction. Hence, the name Arib [أربي] is an Arabic word that means a person who is bright, skilled, intelligent and insightful.

Arib will employ a hybrid cascade model as an approach with distance and probability-based techniques that reuse a large scale dataset compiled from different external resources.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents related work, section 3 shows how we compiled the necessary language resources for our system, section 4 highlights the main components of our proposed system, section 5 presents our experiments on the system, section 6 reports the obtained results and section 7 concludes the paper with final remarks and future directions.

2 Related Work

The task of Arabic spelling errors detection and correction generally addresses errors such as edit errors, add, split, merge, punctuation, orthographical, dialectal, and other error types. Depending on the techniques used for the task, systems designed for the error detection and correction task utilize language resources such as textual corpora and dictionaries.

One of the earliest studies on Arabic spelling detection and correction is the work conducted by Al-Fedaghi and Amin [4]. The system built
detection and correction systems is the compilation of a large scale dictionary that can be used to cover most Arabic words for the sake of detecting the misspelled word. So in order to build this dictionary we reverse-engineered the QALB corpus by replacing the wrong words from the annotated text with the correct words in the final text. We also used several other corpuses, namely: KSU corpus of classical Arabic [19], Open Source Arabic Corpora (OSAC) [20], Al-Sulaiti Corpus [21], and KACST Arabic Corpus [22]. These corpuses were compiled into one complete corpus, we then used KHAWAS tool (KACST Arabic Corpus Processing Tool) [23] to extract the words with their frequencies. This final step helped in building a huge dictionary that was used later on in our system (See Fig. 1).

3 Language Resources

An important component of any spelling errors detection and correction system is the compilation of a large scale dictionary that can be used to cover most Arabic words for the sake of detecting the misspelled word. So in order to build this dictionary we reverse-engineered the QALB corpus by replacing the wrong words from the annotated text with the correct words in the final text. We also used several other corpuses, namely: KSU corpus of classical Arabic [19], Open Source Arabic Corpora (OSAC) [20], Al-Sulaiti Corpus [21], and KACST Arabic Corpus [22]. These corpuses were compiled into one complete corpus, we then used KHAWAS tool (KACST Arabic Corpus Processing Tool) [23] to extract the words with their frequencies. This final step helped in building a huge dictionary that was used later on in our system (See Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Dictionary List of Arib.

4 Our Approach

The design of Arib is based on a hybrid cascade approach to spelling errors detection and correction. By cascade we mean that the original Arabic text passes through several components before a final result is returned. Each component participates in identifying spelling errors and recommending a correction. The final result is a compiled collection of all spelling errors identified and the suggested corrections. Our system can cover a range of spelling errors. Errors that are discovered by Arib include: edit, add, split, merge, punctuation, phonological, and common mistakes. The general architecture and major components of Arib system are shown in Fig. 2.
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4.1 MADAMIRA Corrector

MADAMIRA [24] is a system developed for morphological analysis and Disambiguation of Arabic text. Since the organizers of the shared task provided the data pre-processed with MADAMIRA, we used the features generated by MADAMIRA to support the spelling error detection and correction. The output of MADAMIRA includes an analysis and correction of the spelling mistakes in the word (Alf)(أﺃ) and terminal (Yaa)(ىﻯ). Spelling errors of this type can easily and accurately be detected and corrected using this component.

4.2 Rule-Based Corrector

In this component knowledge of common spelling error patterns are represented as rules that can be applied to provide a correction. All rules are applied to the misspelled word to generate possible corrections. These rules were created through analysis of samples of the QALB Shared Task Dataset and from Arabic language expert who summarized common misspellings of Arabic new learners.

Examples of the extracted rules:
- Replace the English punctuation marks by the Arabic ones (e.g.: replace ‘,’ by ‘٬’).
- All numbers are separated from words.
- Fix the Speech effects characters.
- Remove extra characters by eliminating a sequence of three or more of the same characters. (e.g.: replace (عyyyyyyyn) by (عyny)).
- Insert a space after all words end by a Ta-Marbouts characters (ٓ) if it is attached to the following word.
- Insert a space after “ELY, ALY” (١٢) (On, For) preposition if it is attached to the following word.
- Merge the lone occurrences of the conjunction “W, FA” (and) (١٠) with the following word.

4.3 Probabilistic-Based Spelling Correction

This component scans the text for spelling errors using Bayes probability theory, and is based on the algorithm by Peter Norvig for spell checking [25], [26]. It is classified as a probabilistic technique, thus it computes the probability that a given word is the correction for a misspelled work. This component uses our customized dictionary, with word frequencies extracted from KHAWAS to enumerate all possible corrections for the misspelled word. In order to find a correction of misspelled word from all possible corrections we chose the candidate word with the highest probability. For example, the misspelled non-word "ثتAb" could be corrected to "عتر Ab" (Soil) or "عتر " (Heritage), in this component we suggest the correction based on the probabilities.

4.4 Levenshtein-Distance-based Spelling Correction

This component implements the Symmetric Delete Spelling Correction (FAROO) algorithm, a robust algorithm for error detection and correction based on the edit distance using (Damerau-Levenshtein) distance measure [27]. A dictionary entry is selected to be the correction based on its edit distance to the misspelled word. The algorithm works by generating words with an edit distance of <=2 from each dictionary word, and adds them both to the dictionary. Words are generated with an edit distance of <=2 from the input words, and they are searched in the dictionary.
4.5 Open Source Arabic autocorrect (Ghaltawi)

Ghalatawi [28] is an open source Arabic spelling errors detection and correction system available online [28]. The system discovers common spelling errors and uses a dictionary lookup and regular expressions. It is written in Python and has been integrated as a cascade within our development.

4.6 Punctuation Recovery

This component runs a set of rules against the input to determine the absence of periods, semicolon and commas in a given Arabic text. Rules on punctuation are extracted from Arabic language resources and modeled within this component. Previous works mentioned that it is always better to keep the existing punctuation marks in the text [15], so we keep the current punctuation marks (period, comma, question mark, exclamation mark, colon, semicolon, parentheses, and quotation mark) and attempt only to insert the missing marks. The output of this component is the final output of the system.

5 System Experiments

As we previously mentioned, Arib consists of several components designed to tackle different types of errors. For the submissions to the second shared task, we submitted three versions of the system. We refer to these as Arib-1, Arib-2, and Arib-3.

Table.1 shows the component of our system and which components are incorporated in each version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>System Run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arib-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADAMIRA</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule-Based</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probabilistic</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghaltawi</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table.1: The three output runs of Arib.

6 Results and Discussion

With a view to evaluate the performance of our system, we used the M2 Scorer [29], the official scorer of the shared task. Table.2 reports the performance results of Arib on the development and test set Alj-dev-2014, Alj-test-2014, L2-dev-2015, and L2-test-2014. Table.3 reports the performance results of Arib as each system component is added.

![Table 2 Performance results of Arib](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>System Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADAMIRA</td>
<td>0.6615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Rule-Based</td>
<td>0.6719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Probabilistic</td>
<td>0.6521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Distance</td>
<td>0.6650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Ghaltawi</td>
<td>0.6658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table.3: Performance results of Arib with the respect of each system component.

![Table 4 Performance results of Arib on Alj-test-2015 and L2-test-2015](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Test Set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arib-1</td>
<td>Alj-test-2015</td>
<td>64.50</td>
<td>56.50</td>
<td>60.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arib-2</td>
<td>L2-test-2015</td>
<td>67.56</td>
<td>51.61</td>
<td>58.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arib-2</td>
<td>L2-test-2015</td>
<td>50.08</td>
<td>22.30</td>
<td>30.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arib-3</td>
<td>L2-test-2015</td>
<td>48.79</td>
<td>24.57</td>
<td>32.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table.4 reports the performance results of Arib on the test set for the 2nd QALB Shared Task Alj-test-2015 and L2-test-2015.

Results from the evaluation show that the Arib performed well as each component is added to the system.
7 Conclusion and Further Research

In this paper, we described a hybrid cascade approach for Arabic Spelling detection and correction system for participation in the second shared task on Automatic Arabic Error Correction. Our approach combines rule-based linguistic techniques with probabilistic-based and Distance-based Spelling Correction techniques. We experiment with our system using different configurations of the developed components. Results of the experiments show encouraging results.

Future work involves further enhancements to the system including developing more intelligent techniques to correct split and merge errors. Moreover, use more advanced techniques for the sake of punctuation corrector including machine learning techniques and semantic text analysis technology.
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Abstract

In this paper we describe the implementation of an Arabic error correction system developed for the WANLP-2015 shared task on automatic error correction for Arabic text. We proposed improvements to a previous statistical rule based system, where we use the words patterns to improve the error correction, also we have used a statistical system the syntactic error correction rules. The system achieves an F-score of 0.7287 on the Alj-test-2015 dataset, and an F-score of 0.3569 on the L2-test-2015 dataset.

1 Introduction

This paper presents improvements to a previously developed rule-based probabilistic system (Nawar and Ragheb, 2014). We first make use of a unique Arabic feature, which is the word pattern to extract more rules for the system. Also, we have proposed a probabilistic Arabic grammar analyzer instead of a simple rule-based one proposed in the previous work.

This shared task was on automatic Arabic text correction. For this task, the Qatar Arabic Language Bank (QALB) corpus (Rozovskaya et. al, 2015) was provided. It is an extension of the first QALB shared task (Mohit et al., 2014) that took place last year. QALB-2014 addressed errors in comments written to Aljazeera articles by native Arabic speakers (Zaghouani et al., 2014). This year's competition includes two tracks, and, in addition to errors produced by native speakers, also includes correction of texts written by learners of Arabic as a foreign language (L2) (Zaghouani et al., 2015). The native track includes Alj-train-2014, Alj-dev-2014, Alj-test-2014 texts from QALB-2014. The L2 track includes L2-train-2015 and L2-dev-2015. This data was released for the development of the systems. The systems were scored on blind test sets Alj-test-2015 and L2-test-2015.

The proposed framework could be described as a probabilistic rule-based framework. During the training of this framework, we extracted error correction rules and compute a probability to each rule as shown later in section 3. The extracted rules are then sorted based on their probabilities. And during the test, we apply the rules from the highest probability to the lowest probability one by one, on the entire test data till a stopping criteria is satisfied. During the algorithm we have some kind of heuristic to estimate the F-score after each rule is apply. The stopping criteria for the algorithm is that the estimated F-score start to decrease.

This paper is organized as follow, in section 2, an overview of the related work in the field of error correction is discussed. In section 3, the proposed system and its main components are explained. The improvements in the correction rules are discussed in section 4. The evaluation process is presented in section 5. Finally, concluding remarks and future work are presented in section 6.

2 Related Work

During the last two decades, there was an increasing interest in the problem of error correction, and most of the work done in that field, is made for English language (Kukich, 1992; Golding and Roth, 1999; Carlson and Fette, 2007; Banko and Brill, 2001). Recently, Arabic spelling correction has also received considerable interest. Ben Othmane Zribi and Ben Ahmed, (2003) have reduced the number of alternatives to a wrong word by about 75%. Haddad and Yaseen (2007) used a unique Arabic language feature, word root-pattern relationship, to locate, reduce and rank the most probable correction
candidates in Arabic derivative words to improve the process of error detection and correction. Hassan et al. (2008) proposed an error correction system that use a finite state automata to propose candidate corrections for wrong words, then assign a score to each candidate and choose the best correction based on the context. Shaalan et al. (2010) developed an error correction system to Arabic learners. Alkanhal et al. (2012) have developed an error correction system that emphasizes on space insertion and deletion errors.

Last year, in the QALB 2014 shared task, multiple systems for text error correction were proposed. Jeblee et al. (2014) proposed a pipeline consisting of rules, corrections proposed by MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014), a language model for spelling mistakes, and a statistical machine-translation system. Rozovskaya et al. (2014) used multiple approaches to correct the wrong word including: corrections proposed by MADAMIRA, a Maximum Likelihood model trained on the training data, regular expressions; a decision-tree classifier for punctuation errors trained on the training data, an SVM character-level error correction model, a Naïve Bayes classifier trained on the training data and the Arabic Gigaword corpus, and finally, they analyzed the results to find the best combination of correction technique that produce the best result.

3 The Proposed System

This paper is an extension to the work by Nawar and Ragheb (2014). The main system idea is explained by the algorithm, in figure 1. The algorithm has two inputs: the set of sentences that need to be modified T[1..n], and the set of correction rules C[1..m] that could be applied to text. The algorithm has one single output: the set of modified sentences T'[1..n]. The algorithm could be divided into two main components: the initialization and the main loop.

First, the initialization part of the algorithm starts from line 1 to line 8. In the first line, the sentences are copied from T[1..n] to T'[1..n]. In line number 2, the number of errors in the test set T[1..n] is expected using the rate of errors in the train set (#error / #words). In lines 3 to 8, the variables used in the algorithm are initialized to zero.

The variable Pattern[1..n] holds the patterns of the words in the sentences T[1..n]. For example, the pattern of ("مكاتبة","KAbt", "writer") is ("مكاتبة","FAEl") and the pattern of ("مكتبة","mktb", "office") is ("مكتبة","mfEl"). For the extraction of the word pattern, we assign for each stem in the stem table of the morphological analyzer (BAMA v2) an appropriate pattern, then we assign the word a pattern based on its stem pattern, prefix and suffix. For example, we assign for the stem ("مستخدم","stxdm") the pattern ("مستخدم","stEl"), and when we analyze the word ("مستخدم","mstxdlmn"), ("مستخدم","users") – that have a prefix ("m","m")) and a suffix ("ن","yn") – we assign to it the pattern ("مستخدم","mstfElwn"), and when we analyze the word ("مستخدم","ystxdlmn"), ("مستخدم","they use")--that have a prefix ("ي","y") and a suffix ("ن","wn") – we assign to it the pattern ("مستخدم","ystfElwn"). We don’t assign a pattern to a word if the word is Arabized (nouns borrowed from foreign languages) like ("kmbywr", "kmbywr", "computer") or ("امريك", "America"), or if the word is fixed (words used by Arabs, and do not obey the Arabic derivation rules) like ("ما", "h^A", "this") or ("كل", "kl", "every").

![Figure 1: Proposed Algorithm](image)

The main loop of the algorithm starts from line 10 to line 22. In line 10, the loop begins, and
the sentences are copied from $T[1..n]$ to $T'[1..n]$ and the F-score is copied to old F-score, in lines 11 and 12. Then the first not applied correction with the highest probability to be correct is correct is chosen in line 13. In line 14, the corretion is applied on the text $T[1..n]$, and in line 15 the Patterns$[1..n]$ is updated based on the corrections performed. Then we calculate the number of changes between $T[1..n]$ and $T'[1..n]$, in line 16. And based on the expected number of changes, we update the expected number of performed edits in line 16. Also, we update the expected number of the correct edits based on the number of change and the probability of a change to be correct in line 17. In lines 19 to 21, we calculate the expected precision, recall and F-score based on the expected gold edits, performed edits, and correct edits calculated at lines 2, 16, and 17. If the F-score is higher than the old F-score, which means that applying the correction c on the text $T[1..n]$ will increase the expected F-score, then go to line 10 and start a new iteration in the loop. And if the F-score is lower than the old F-score, which means that applying the correction c on the text $T[1..n]$ will decrease the expected F-score, then exit the loop and return the modified text $T'[1..n]$.

To calculate the correctness probability of a rule, we apply the rule to the training set, then we calculate the number of correct edits, and the number of performed edits, finally we calculate the probability as the ratio between the correct and the performed edits. For example, let’s consider the rule to be a simple edit rule as shown below:

**RULE:** Replace the word $W_1$ by the word $W_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$W_1$</th>
<th>$W_2$</th>
<th>Correct Edits</th>
<th>Performed Edits</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أمريكA</td>
<td>&gt;myrkA</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أمريكA</td>
<td>myrkA</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أمريكA</td>
<td>&gt;myrkA</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تان</td>
<td>&lt;n</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>إسرائيل</td>
<td>&lt;srA]yl</td>
<td>1087</td>
<td>1088</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>إن</td>
<td>&lt;n</td>
<td>1507</td>
<td>9359</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Examples of Correction Rules Precisions*

The calculation of the correctness probability is the same when applied to more complex rules. One naïve method to generate rules, is to extract all edit rules from the training set and, calculate their probabilities, and finally adding them to the rules file. The algorithm will deal with multiple edit rules with the same first word ($W_1$) by ignoring the rules with smaller probability. For example, (“اميرکA”, “AmrykA”) if it is going to be modified, it will always be edited to (“امیرکA”, “>myrkA”).

### 4 Correction Rules

After we have discussed the main idea of algorithm, in the following subsections we will discuss some of the extracted corrections rules based on the word pattern and the syntactic error correction rules. These rules and their probabilities are compiled by analyzing the training data.

#### 4.1 Patterns Corrections Rules

We have modified the morphological analyzer, BAMA-v2.0 (Buckwalter Arabic morphological analyzer version 2.0) (Buckwalter, 2010), to be able to assign an appropriate pattern to each word.

These patterns will be used to make rules based on the words patterns. For example, removing the unnecessary determinant (“ی”, “Al”), or adding necessary determinant (“ی”, “AI”) which are common errors in the second language text. Another example, these patterns could be used to correct errors based on type mismatch between masculine or feminine words. Also, it could be used to correct errors on count mismatch is plural or dual or singular words. Finally, simple punctuation rules could be put based on the words patterns.

#### 4.2 Syntactic Errors Corrections

The syntactic errors are the most difficult error to correct. For this task we apply a statistical grammatical analyzer to assign simple grammatical tag to the words. And based on these tags, we apply different correction rules. For example, nouns are genitive if they occur after a preposition (“حرف جر”, “Hrf jr”), or if they are possessives (“مضامین إليه”, “mDAf <lyh”) or if they are adjectives (“نعت”, “nEt”) of genitive nouns, or if they are conjunction (“مطروض”, “mETwf”) with genitive noun, or if they are appositions (“مقابل”, “bdl”) to genitive noun. And based on these facts the following simple rule could be applied.
**RULE**: Plural and Dual genitive nouns that end with (“ونwn”) or (“انAn”) should end with (“ينyn”).

For the construction of this grammatical system, we used the data provided by Ibrahim 2015. To assign an appropriate grammatical tag to the tokens, the classifier training and testing could be characterized as follow:

**Input**: A sequence of transliterated Arabic tokens processed from left-to-right with break markers for word boundaries.

**Context**: A window of -3/+3 tokens centered at the focus token.

**Features**: The 7 tokens themselves, POS tag decisions for tokens within context, the base phrase chunk for tokens within the context, the root of the words within the context, the pattern of the words within the context, whether the word is definite or not, whether the word is feminine or not, and whether the word is plural or dual or singular.

**Classifier**: CRF suite classifier.

5 Results and discussion

For the evaluation of the system, we used the M2 scorer by Dahlmeier and Ng (2012). When we evaluated the system with the Alj-dev-2014 dataset, we have reached an F-score of 0.6872; and F-score of 0.6668 on Alj-test-2014 dataset and an F-score of 07287 when evaluated on Alj-test-2015 dataset. For the second language, the system achieved an F-score of 0.5673 on L2-dev-2015 dataset, and an F-score of 0.3569 on the L2-test-2015 dataset.

The proposed algorithm is very fast compared to traditional error correction algorithm, since that the algorithm ranks the rules during the training time, and applies one rule at the time until the expected F-score decreases. But as a direct result to the design of the algorithm, and its concern in maximizing the overall F-score of the test set, the algorithm may apply the rule with the highest probability till it saturates, i.e. it applies the rule to the first few errors and stops if this is going to decrease the expected value for the F-score.

Also, one can notice, that this algorithm may apply correction rules with probability less than 0.5 (which means that applying this rule is expected to cause more errors than correcting wrong word), it all depends on the value of the precision and the recall. Although that seems to be a little bit not logical but this could be justified by its ability to maximize the F-score. This is not an issue from the algorithm, this problem arises from the properties of the F-score. This shows the problem in using the F-score for evaluating the text error correction systems, and it opens the doors for researchers to find a new metric to measure the performance of the text error correction systems.

Another problem in the F-score as an evaluation metric for the error correction systems is that if a word contains more than one error, if you correct one of these errors and not the others the entire word is considered wrong. An example of a word that contains one syntax error and another syntactic error is: (“العراقيون” , “AlErAqwn”) in the context (“مع العراقيون”, “mE AlErAqwn”). The word should be corrected to (“العراقيين”, “AlErAqyyn”), but if it is corrected to (“العراقيون”, “AlErAqywn”) which means the syntax error is handled and the syntactic is not, the entire word will be considered as wrong.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have improved a previously proposed system for text correction for Arabic. The proposed algorithm has has the potential to be further improved. As a future work, the punctuation error correction might need to be further improved. And finally, the rules used in the framework could be extended by further analysis of the training data. As a future work, we can merge the proposed algorithm with other error correction technique, and use it as an acceptance-rejection scheme for the other error correction algorithm. Another future work, is to propose another evaluation metric for the text error correction systems.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe our system HASP-2015 (Hybrid Arabic Spelling and Punctuation Corrector) in which we introduce significant improvements over our previous version HASP-2014 and with which we participated in the QALB-2015 Second Shared Task on Arabic Error Correction. Our system utilizes probabilistic information on errors and their possible corrections in the training data and combine that with an open-source reference dictionary (or word list) for detecting errors and generating and filtering candidates. We enhance our system further by allowing it to generate candidates for common semantic and grammatical errors. Eventually, an n-gram language model is used for selecting best candidates. We use a CRF (Conditional Random Fields) classifier for correcting punctuation errors in a two-pass process where first the system learns punctuation placement, and then it learns to identify punctuation types.

1 Introduction

In this paper we describe our system for Arabic spelling error detection and correction, HASP-2015 (Hybrid Arabic Spelling and Punctuation Corrector). We introduce significant improvements to our previous version HASP-2014 (Attia et al., 2014). We participate with HASP-2015 in the QALB-2015 Second Shared Task on Arabic Error Correction (Rozovskaya et al., 2015).

The problem of Arabic spelling error correction has been investigated in a number of papers (Haddad and Yaseen, 2007; Alfaifi and Atwell, 2012; Hassan et al., 2008; Attia et al., 2012; Alkanhal et al., 2012). Significant contributions were also introduced in the 2014 Shared Task on Arabic Error Correction (Mohit et al., 2014) including (Rozovskaya et al., 2014; Nawar and Ragheb, 2014; Jelbee et al., 2014; and Mubarak and Darwish, 2014).

The QALB-2015 shared task is an extension of the first QALB shared task (Mohit et al., 2014) that took place in 2014. QALB-2014 addressed errors in comments written to Aljazeera articles by native Arabic speakers (Zaghouani et al., 2014). This year's competition includes two tracks, and, in addition to errors produced by native speakers, also includes correction of texts written by learners of Arabic as a foreign language (L2) (Zaghouani et al., 2015). The native track includes Alj-train-2014, Alj-dev-2014, Alj-test-2014 texts from QALB-2014. The L2 track includes L2-train-2015 and L2-dev-2015. This data was released for the development of the systems. The systems are scored on blind test sets Alj-test-2015 and L2-test-2015. Our system is ranked third and fourth on the Alj and L2, respectively.

The shared task data deals with “errors” in the general sense which comprise: a) punctuation errors; b) non-word errors; c) real-word spelling errors; d) grammatical errors (related to case, number and gender); and, e) affective variations such as elongation (kashida) and speech effects such as character multiplication for emphasis. Our previous system, HASP-2014, handles only types (a), (b), and (e) errors. We extend our system HASP-2015 to provide coverage for and address types (d) and (e) spelling errors.

1 This work was supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Contract No. HR0011-12-C-0014, BOLT program with subcontract from Raytheon BBN.
2 Our Methodology

Our system uses a pipeline of four components: 1) regular expression normalization for deterministic errors, 2) A discriminative classifier for punctuation errors, 3) Spelling detection and handling, and, 4) Post-processing for fixing common system errors.

For punctuation errors, we use a classifier in a two-pass process where first the system learns punctuation placement, and then it learns to identify punctuation types. The reason for this staging is that learning six punctuation types at once could be problematic for the classifier, and we hypothesize that splitting the task of placement from identification, where in the first step it makes a binary decision of whether or not to insert a punctuation mark, and in the second step it predicts the type of that punctuation mark.

In HASP-2014, we only rely on a reference dictionary (or word list) for detecting errors and generating candidates. The candidates were generated according to the edit distance between the erroneous word and possible candidates.

In HASP-2015, we generate probabilistic information from the training data on errors and their possible corrections and utilize this information in detecting errors and generating candidates. The reference dictionary is relegated to as a back-off function when no probabilistic information is available in the training data. Our system is able to detect and generate candidates for common semantic and grammatical errors. Candidates and their probabilistic scores are passed an n-gram language model for selecting best candidates. Our system is explained in detail in the next section.

For organizational purposes, we divide errors into two types: a) nonverbal errors which include affective variations, punctuation, word merges and word splits; and b) verbal errors, which include non-word error, real-word error, grammatical errors, and dialectal words/expressions. In other words, verbal errors are related to the alphabetical buildup of words, and non-verbal errors go beyond this alphabetical buildup.

3 Nonverbal Errors

Nonverbal errors include affective variations, punctuation errors, word merges and word splits.

3.1 Affective Variations

There are many instances in the shared task’s data that can be treated using simple and straightforward conversion via regular expression replace rules. We estimate that these instances cover 10% of the non-punctuation errors in the development set. In HASP, we use deterministic heuristic rules to normalize the text, including the removal of speech effects, such as AlrajAAAAl ‘men’ which is converted to AlrjAl, the removal of decorative kashida, e.g. نماه, and the conversion of Hindi digits (٠١٢٣٤٥٦٧٨٩) into Arabic digits [0-9].

3.2 Punctuation Errors

Punctuation errors constitute 40% of the errors in the QALB Arabic data. In HASP-2015, we continue to handle the six basic punctuation marks: comma, colon, semi-colon, exclamation mark, question mark, and period.

For classification, we use a Conditional Random Field, CRF++ classifier (Lafferty et al. 2001) with window size 5. The features we use are extracted from the ‘column’ file in the QALB shared task data, which includes preprocessing with MADAMIRA morphological disambiguator (Pasha et al., 2014). In HASP-2015, we split the task of the classifier into two subtasks: placement and identification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>45.70</td>
<td>76.01</td>
<td>57.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass_II + Alj_1</td>
<td>52.11</td>
<td>72.33</td>
<td>60.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass_II + Merge_1</td>
<td>52.17</td>
<td>72.38</td>
<td>60.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. CRF Pass II results for Alj

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>20.57</td>
<td>16.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass_II + Alj_1</td>
<td>37.38</td>
<td>30.53</td>
<td>33.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass_II + Merge_1</td>
<td>33.98</td>
<td>33.73</td>
<td>33.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. CRF Pass II results for L2

Pass I: Placement

The placement subtask is a binary classification task where the classifier decides whether a punctuation mark (regardless of the type) should be included or not. We use five features in this process:
(1) The original word, that is the word as it appears in the text without any further processing, (e.g., للتشاور for consulting);

(2) Stem. We use the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) tokenization (e.g., للتشاورِالْلِّتَّ for لتشاورِالْلِّتَّ and strip off the clitics (e.g., للتشاورِالْلِّتَّ)

(3) Kulick (Kulick et al., 2011) POS tag (e.g., IN+DT+NN);

(4) Buckwalter POS tag (e.g., PREP+DET+NOUN+CASE_DEF_GN) as produced by MADAMIRA;

(5) Classes to be predicted: punc_after and NA.

Pass II: Identification

This stage uses the same set of features of the placement stage in addition to its output to determine the type of punctuation mark to be placed. The predicted class is one of the following seven: colon_after, comma_after, exclamation_after, period_after, question_after, semicolon_after, and NA.

This two-pass process shows significant improvement over the baseline for Alj and L2 data as illustrated in Table 1 and 2.

2.3 Word Merges

Merged words are when the space(s) between two or more words is deleted, such as هذه النظام h*A AlnZAm ‘this system’, which should be هذا النظام h*A AlnZAm. These errors constitute 3.67% and 3.48% of the error types in the shared task’s development and training data, respectively. We use Attia et al.’s (2012) algorithm for dealing with merged words, l − 3, where l is word length.

Moreover, we found out that common merge errors and their correction can conveniently be learned from the training data, leading to significant improvement as shown in the final results. Here are some examples of frequent merge errors:

- yArb “O Lord” → yA rb
- EbdAllh “Abdullah” → Ebd Alh

2.4 Word Splits

Beside the problem of merged words, there is also the problem of split words, where one or more spaces are inserted within a word, such as سم Am ‘valve’ (the correct form is سم Am). This error constitutes 6% of the shared task’s found in the training and development sets. We found that the vast majority of instances of this type of error involve the clitic conjunction waw “and”, which should be represented as a word prefix. Therefore, we opted to handle this problem in our work in a partial and shallow manner using deterministic rules by the reattachment of the separated conjunction morpheme waw and “and” to the succeeding word.

4 Verbal Errors

Verbal errors include non-word errors, real-word errors, grammatical errors, and dialectal words/expressions.

4.1 Error Detection

The method for detecting spelling errors have usually varied according to the type of error. A non-word spelling error is typically defined as (adapted from Brill, and Moore, 2000): given an alphabet Σ, a reference dictionary D consisting of strings in Σ*, a given word is a spelling error s if s ∈ Σ* and s ∉ D.

For real-word errors, a reference dictionary will not help, as both the error and the correction are valid words in isolation. Instead, a language model, for example, is used to estimate the likelihood of words in a certain context, and words that fall below a certain threshold are considered as a possible error. POS bigrams and tri-grams have also been used for that purpose (Kukich, 1992).

We employ a single algorithm to detect all types of spelling errors, whether non-word, semantic, grammatical or dialectal. Our algorithm for error detection is to find words in the training data where \( n(P(s | e)) > P(s | s') \), where s is a spelling error, e is the correction, n is a threshold and s’ is s considered as a candidate. This translates to the probability of e given s times n is greater than the probability of s’ given s. In our system, we set the threshold n = 2 which effectively mean that a semantic error is only considered when the probability of the correction is more than half the probability of the reference word. The threshold estimation is an empirical question determined by the robustness of the language model and the quantity of noise in the training data.

In HASP-2015, the reference dictionary is not totally discarded, but used as a back-off resource to cover instances not included in the training data. We use AraComLex Extended, an open-source reference dictionary (or word list) of 9.2M full-formed words (Attia et al., 2012) as our backup reference dictionary.
4.2 Candidate Generation

Correcting spelling errors is ideally treated as a probabilistic problem formulated as (Kernigan, 1990; Norvig, 2009; Brill, and Moore, 2000):

\[ \text{argmax}_c P(s \mid c) P(c) \]

Here \( P(c) \) is the probability that \( c \) is the correct word (or the language model), and \( P(s \mid c) \) is the probability that \( s \) is typed when \( c \) is intended (the error model or noisy channel model), \( \text{argmax}_c \) is the scoring mechanism that computes the correction \( c \) that maximizes the probability.

In HASP-2014, we ranked candidates according to their edit distance score using the finite state compiler, foma (Hulden, 2009), but in HASP-2015, we rank candidates according to their probability, \( (s \mid c) \), as derived from the training data, and we pass candidates along with their probability scores to the language model. Again, the edit distance candidates and their ranking are used when no probability information is available from the training data. The following are some illustrative examples of the statistical information extracted from the training data for the various error types.

Non-word errors:
- An ان “that” <n#7781; <n#1485; \( \text{in#29} \)
- AIا in “but” <IA#1442; >IA#225

Semantic errors:
- Alhm الهم “worry” Alhm#20; Alhm#17
- Ely علي “on” ELY#818; Ely#318

Grammatical errors:
- mjrmyn مجرمين mjrmyn#31; mjrmwn#16
- lyl ليلى “night” lyl#34; lylIA#16

Dialectal words:
- bs بس “but” lkn#67;fqT#27
- AHnA أهنا “we” nHn#65; >HnA#9

Additionally, we use some generic rules to generate candidates for possible dialectal errors:
- Add \( A \) after final \( w \) as in انو امانو |manuw “they believe”,
- Remove the colloquial aspectual clitic particle \( b \) before the perfective initials \( n, y, t \).

5 Error Correction and Final Results

For error correction, namely selecting the best solution among the list of candidates, we use an n-gram language model (LM), as implemented in the SRILM package (Stolcke et al., 2011). We use the ‘disambig’ tool for selecting candidates from a map file where erroneous words are provided with a list of possible corrections. We also use the ‘ngram’ utility in post-processing for deciding on whether a split-word solution has a better probability than a single word solution. Our tri-gram language model is trained on the Arabic Gigaword Corpus, 5th edition (Parker et al., 2011) and a corpus crawled from Al-Jazeera (Atta et al.; 2012).

For the LM disambiguation we use the ‘-fb’ option (forward-backward tracking), and we provide candidates with probability scores collected from the QALB training data. Both of the forward-backward tracking and the probability scores in tandem yield better results than the default values. We evaluate the performance of our system against the gold standard using the MaxMatch (M) method for evaluating grammatical error correction by Dahlmeier and Ng (2012).

Our best f-score is obtained by priming candidates from the training data, adding Al-Jazeera corpus to Gigaword 5, and using the two-pass CRF punctuation prediction. Table 3 and 4 show the results on Alj and L2 development sets respectively. Table 5 shows the results on Alj and L2 test sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Baseline (HASP’14)</td>
<td>52.98</td>
<td>75.47</td>
<td>62.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prime non-word candidates from the training set</td>
<td>55.26</td>
<td>77.40</td>
<td>64.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Include real-word candidates from the training data</td>
<td>57.87</td>
<td>77.03</td>
<td>66.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Prime merge errors from the training set</td>
<td>58.67</td>
<td>77.70</td>
<td>66.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Post-processing</td>
<td>58.80</td>
<td>77.83</td>
<td>66.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Two-pass punctuation correction</td>
<td>60.40</td>
<td>76.57</td>
<td>67.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3 gram LM and adding Al-Jazeera corpus to Gigaword</td>
<td>60.59</td>
<td>76.65</td>
<td>67.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results for Alj-test-2014 (dev set)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>22.27</td>
<td>56.80</td>
<td>31.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 gram LM and adding Al-Jazeera corpus to Gigaword</td>
<td>22.35</td>
<td>57.17</td>
<td>32.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. System results for L2-dev-2015
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Abstract

We describe the CMU-Q and QCRI’s joint efforts in building a spelling correction system for Arabic in the QALB 2015 Shared Task. Our system is based on a hybrid pipeline that combines rule-based linguistic techniques with statistical methods using language modeling and machine translation, as well as an error-tolerant finite-state automata method. We trained and tested our spelling corrector using the dataset provided by the shared task organizers. Our system outperforms the baseline system and yields better correction quality with an F-score of 68.12 on L1-test-2015 testset and 38.90 on the L2-test-2015. This ranks us 2nd in the L2 subtask and 5th in the L1 subtask.

1 Introduction

With the increased usage of computers in the processing of various languages comes the need for correcting errors introduced at different stages. Hence, the topic of text correction has seen a lot of interest in the past several years (Haddad and Yaseen, 2007; Rozovskaya et al., 2013). Numerous approaches have been explored to correct spelling errors in texts using NLP tools and resources (Kukich, 1992; Oflazer, 1996). The spelling correction for Arabic is an understudied problem in comparison to English, although small amount of research has been done previously (Shaalan et al., 2003; Hassan et al., 2008). The reason for this is the complexity of Arabic language and unavailability of language resources. For example, the Arabic spell checker in Microsoft Word gives incorrect suggests for even simple errors. First shared task on automatic Arabic text correction (Mohit et al., 2014) has been established recently. Its goal is to develop and evaluate spelling correction systems for Arabic trained either on naturally occurring errors in text written by humans or machines. Similar to the first version, in this task participants are asked to implement a system that takes as input MSA (Modern Standard Arabic) text with various spelling errors and automatically correct it. In this year’s edition, participants are asked to test their systems on two text genres: (i) news corpus (mainly newswire extracted from Aljazeera); (ii) a corpus of sentences written by learners of Arabic as a Second Language (ASL). Texts produced by learners of ASL generally contain a number of spelling errors. The main problem faced by them is using Arabic with vocabulary and grammar rules that are different from their native language.

In this paper, we describe our Arabic spelling correction system. Our system is based on a hybrid pipeline which combines rule-based techniques with statistical methods using language modeling and machine translation, as well as an error-tolerant finite-state automata method. We trained and tested our spelling corrector using the dataset provided by the shared task organizers Arabic (Rozovskaya et al., 2015). Our systems outperform the baseline and achieve better correction quality with an F-score of 68.42% on the 2014 testset and 44.02 % on the L2 Dev.

2 Data Resources

QALB: We trained and evaluated our system using the data provided for the shared task and the m2Scorer (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2012). These datasets are extracted from the QALB corpus of human-edited Arabic text produced by native speakers, non-native speakers and machines (Zaghrouani et al., 2014). The corpus contains a large...
dataset of manually corrected Arabic sentences. QALB covers a variety of errors, and is not just limited to typical spelling errors. For instance, train and dev-2014 data and up to 28% on the 2015 data provided in this Shared Task (See Table 1).

**Arabic Wordlist for Spellchecking:** We used a list of 9-million Arabic words (Attia et al., 2012). The words are automatically generated from the AraComLex open-source finite state transducer. The entire list is validated against Microsoft Word spell checker.²

**Monolingual Arabic corpus:** Additionally, we used the GigaWord Arabic corpus and the News commentary corpus as used in state-of-the-art English-to-Arabic machine translation system (Sajjad et al., 2013b) to build different language models (character-level and word-level LMs). The complete corpus consists of 32 million sentences and approximately 1,700 million tokens. Due to computational limitations, we were able to train our language model only on 60% of the data which we randomly selected from the whole corpus.

### 3 Our Approach

Our automatic spelling corrector consists of a hybrid pipeline that combines five different and complementary approaches: (i) a morphology-based corrector; (ii) a rule-based corrector; (iii) an SMT( statistical machine translation)-based corrector; and (d) an error-tolerant finite-state automata approach.

Our system design is motivated by the diversity of the errors contained in our train and dev datasets (See Table 1). It was very challenging to design one system to handle all of the errors. We propose several expert systems each tacking a different kind of spelling errors. For example, we built a character-level machine translation system to handle cases of space insertion and deletion affecting non-clitics, as this part is specifically treated by the rule-based module. To cover some remaining character-level spelling mistakes, we use a Finite-State-Automata (FSA) approach. All our systems run on top of each other, gradually correcting the Arabic text in steps.

### 3.1 MADAMIRA Corrections (Morph)

MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) is a tool, originally designed for morphological analysis and disambiguation of MSA and dialectal Arabic texts. MADAMIRA employs different features to select, for each word in context, a proper analysis and performs Alif and Ya spelling correction for the phenomena associated with its letters. The task organizers provided the shared task data preprocessed with MADAMIRA, including all of the features generated by the tool for every word.

Similar to Jeblee et al. (2014), we used the corrections proposed by MADAMIRA and apply them to the data. We show in Section 4 that while the correction candidate proposed by MADAMIRA may not be necessarily correct, it performs at a very high precision.
which I have seen on Youtube is that... 

Table 2: Preparing the training and tuning and test corpus for alignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characters</strong></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>المكتَلة في ألّة التّرويج هو أن...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>which I have seen in Youtube is that...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Rule-based Corrector (Rules)

The MADAMIRA corrector described above does not handle splits and merges; In addition to that, we use the rule-based corrector described in (Rozovskaya et al., 2014). The rules were created through analysis of samples of the 2014 training data. We also apply a set of rules to reattach clitics that may have been split apart from the base word. After examining the train dataset, we realized that 95% of word merging cases involve “/w/and” attachment. Furthermore, we removed duplications and elongations by merging a sequence of two or more of the same character into a single instance.

3.3 Statistical Machine Translation Models

An SMT system translates a sentence from one language into another. An alignment step learns mapping from source into target. A phrase-based model is subsequently learned from the word-alignments. The phrase-based model along with other decoding features, such as language and reordering models, are used to decode the test sentences. We will use the SMT framework for spell checker where error sentences act as our source and corrections act as a target in the training data.

**Phrase-based error correction system (PBMT):**

The available training data from the shared task consists of parallel sentences. We build a phrase-based machine translation using it. Since the system learns at phrase-level, we hope to identify and correct different errors, especially the ones that were not captured by MADAMIRA.

**Character-based error correction system (CBMT):**

There has been a lot of work in using character-based models for Arabic transliteration to English (Durrani et al., 2014c) and for conversion of Arabic dialects to MSA and vice versa (Sajjad et al., 2013a; Durrani et al., 2014a). The conversion of Arabic dialects to MSA at character-level can be seen as a spelling correction task where small character-level changes are made to convert a dialectal word into an MSA word. We also formulate our correction problem as a character-level machine translation problem, where the pre-processed incorrect Arabic text is considered as the source, and our target is the correct Arabic text provided by the Shared Task organizers.

The goal is to learn correspondences between errors and their corrections. All the train data is used to train our the phrase-based model. We treat sentences as sequences of characters instead, as shown in Table 2. Our intuition behind using such model is that it may capture and correct: (i) split errors, occurring due to the deletion of a space between two words, and (ii) merge errors occurring due to the insertion of a space between two words by mistake; (iii) common spelling mistakes (hamzas, yas, etc).

We used the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) to create a word and character levels model built on the best pre-processed data (mainly the feat14 tokens extracted using MADAMIRA described in 3.1). We use the standard setting of MGIZA (Gao and Vogel, 2008) and the grow-diagonal-final as the symmetrization heuristic (Och and Ney, 2003) of MOSES to get the character to character alignments. We build a 5-gram word and character language models using KenLM (Heafield, 2011).

3.4 Error-tolerant FST (EFST)

We adapted the error-tolerant recognition approach developed by Oflazer (1996). It was originally designed for the analysis of the agglutinative morphology of Turkish words and used for dictionary-based spelling corrector module. This error-tolerant finite-state recognizer identifies the strings that deviate mildly from a regular set of
strings recognized by the underlying FSA. For example, suppose we have a recognizer for a regular set over a, b described by the regular expression \((aba + bab)^*\), and we want to recognize the inputs that are slightly corrupted, for example, abaaaba may be matched to abaaba (correcting for a spurious a), or babbb may be matched to babbab (correcting for a deletion), or ababba may be matched to either abaaba (correcting a b to an a) or to ababab (correcting the reversal of the last two symbols). This method is perfect for handling mainly transposition errors resulting from swapping two letters, or typing errors of neighboring letters in the keyboard.

We use the Foma library (Hulden, 2009) to build the finite-state transducer using the Arabic Word-list as a dictionary.\(^4\) For each word, our system checks if the word is analyzed and recognized by the finite-state transducer. It then generates a list of correction candidates for the non-recognized ones. The candidates are words having an edit distance lower than a certain threshold. We score the different candidates using a LM and consider the best one as the possible correction for each word.

### 4 Evaluation and Results

We experimented with different configurations to reach an optimal setting when combining different modules. We evaluated our system for precision, recall, and F measure (F1) against the devset reference and the test 2014 set. Results for various system configurations on the L2 dev and test 2014 sets are given in Table 3. The results clearly show different modules are complementry. For instance, combining Morph and PBMT improves the results by +3.22 compared to only using the PBMT model, on last year’s test set.

We achieved our best F-measure value with the following configuration: using CBMT system after applying the clitic re-attachment rules. These were then passed through the EFST. Using this combination we are able to correct 66.79% of the errors on the 2014 test set with a precision of 70.14%. Our system outperforms the baseline for the L2 data as well with an F-measure of 44.02% compared to (F1=20.28% when we use the Morph module).

### 5 QCMUQ@QALB-2015 Results

We present here the official results of our system (Morph+CBMT+Rules+EFST) on the 2015 QALB test set (Rozovskaya et al., 2015). The official results of our QCMUQ are presented in Table 4. These results rank us 2nd in the L2 subtask and 5th in the L1 subtask.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L1-test-2015</th>
<th>L2-test-2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>71.39</td>
<td>50.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>65.13</td>
<td>31.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td><strong>68.12</strong></td>
<td><strong>38.90</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The QCMUQ Official results on the 2015 test set.

---

\(^4\) Foma is an open-source finite-state toolkit that implements the Xerox lexc and xfst utilities.
6 Conclusion and Future work

We described our system for automatic Arabic text correction. Our system combines rule-based methods with statistical techniques based on SMT framework and LM-based scoring. We additionally used finite-state-automata to do corrections. Our best system outperforms the baseline with an F-score of 68.12 on L1-test-2015 testset and 38.90 on the L2-test-2015. In the future, we want to focus on correcting punctuation errors, to produce a more accurate system. We plan to experiment with different combination methods similar to the ones used for combining MT outputs.
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Abstract

This paper describes the error correction model that we used for the QALB-2015 Automatic Correction of Arabic Text shared task. We employed a case-specific correction approach that handles specific error types such as dialectal word substitution and word splits and merges with the aid of a language model. We also applied corrections that are specific to second language learners that handle erroneous preposition selection, definiteness, and gender-number agreement.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we provide a system description for our submissions to the Arabic error correction shared task (QALB-2015 Shared Task on Automatic Correction of Arabic) as part of the Arabic NLP workshop. The QALB-2015 shared task is an extension of the first QALB shared task (Mohit et al., 2014) which addressed errors in comments written to Aljazeera articles by native Arabic speakers (Zaghouani et al., 2014). The current competition includes two tracks, and, in addition to errors produced by native speakers, also includes correction of texts written by learners of Arabic as a foreign language (L2) (Zaghouani et al., 2015). The native track includes Alj-train-2014, Alj-dev-2014, Alj-test-2014 texts from QALB-2014. The L2 track includes L2-train-2015 and L2-dev-2015. This data was released for the development of the systems. The systems were scored on blind test sets Alj-test-2015 and L2-test-2015.

We submitted runs to the automatic correction of text generated by native speaker (L1) and non-native speakers (L2). For both L1 and L2, we employed a case-specific approach that is aided by a language model (LM) to handle specific error types such as dialectal word substitutions and word splits. We also constructed a list of corrections that we observed in the QALB-2014 data set and in the QALB-2015 training set. We made use of these corrections to generate alternative corrections for words. When dealing with L2 text, we noticed specific patterns of mistakes mainly related to gender-number agreement, phonetic spellings, and definiteness. As for punctuation recovery, we opted only to place periods at the end of sentences and to correct reversed question marks. We opted not to invest in punctuation recovery based on the mixed results we obtained for the QALB-2014 shared task (Mubarak and Darwish, 2014).

2 QALB L2 Corpus Error Analysis

The QALB corpus used for the task contains over two million words of manually corrected Arabic text. The corpus is composed of text that is produced by native speakers as well as non-native speakers (Habash et al., 2013). While annotating the corpus, Zaghouani et al. (2014) detailed various types of errors that were encountered and addressed - mainly L1. Additional proposed corrections for L2 errors were summarized with no details. Understanding the error types would shed light on their manifestations and help correct them properly. We inspected the training and development sets and noticed a number of potential issues that can be summarized as follows:

1. Syntax Errors due to first language influence: L2 learners may carry over rules from their native languages resulting in syntactic and morphological errors, such as:

   (a) Definiteness: In Arabic syntax, a possessive case, idafa construct, which happens between two words, mostly requires that the first word be indefinite while the second be definite. Such as the case of “كتاب التّطعيم” (ktAb Al-
tlmy* 1 – “The book of the student”). Note, the first Arabic word doesn’t contain the definite article “Al” while the second does. Erroneous application, or not, of the definite article was common. For example, the student may say: “كتاب تلميذ (ktAb tlmy*)” or “الكتاب التلميذ (AlktAb AltImy*)”.

(b) Gender-number agreement: Gender-number agreement is another common error type. The inflectional morphology of Arabic may: embed gender-number markers in verbs as in “(أعجبي المدينة (Ejbnty Almdynp – I liked the city) and the learner may write “(أعجبي المدينة (Ejbnty Almdynp) without the feminine marker; and the use of feminine singular adjectives with masculine plural inanimate nouns as in “مدن عظيمة” (mdn EZym – great cities) and the learner may write “مدن عظيمون” (mdn EZymwn) or “مظنت عظيمات” (mdn EZymAt).

(c) Prepositions: Mixing the usage of prepositions is another typical challenge for L2 learners, as it requires good understanding of spatio-temporal aspects of language. Thus, L2 learners tend to mix between these prepositions as in “وصلت في المدينة” (wSl ty Almdynp – I arrived in the city) instead of “وصلت إلى المدينة” (wSl tiY Almdynp – I arrived to the city).

2. Spelling errors: Grasping sounds is another challenging issue particularly given:

(a) Letter that sound the same but written differently, such as ”ت” (t) and ”س” (p), may lead to erroneous spellings like ”مبارات” (mbArAt – game) instead of ”مباراة” (mbArAp). Other example letter pairs are ”ص” (S) and ”س” (s) and ”ط” (T) and ”ت” (t)

(b) Letters that have similar shapes but a differ number of dots on or below them. We noticed that L2 learners often confuse letter such as ”ح” (j), ”خ” (H), and ”خ” (x); and ”ص” (S) and ”ض” (D). This may lead to errors such as ”سبب الحادث” (Sbb AlxAdv) instead of ”سبب الحادث” (sbb AlHAdv – the reason for the accident).

3 Word Error Correction

In this section we describe our case-specific error correction system that handles specific error types with the aid of a language model (LM) generated from an Aljazeera corpus. We built a word bigram LM from a set of 234,638 Aljazeera articles2 that span 10 years. Mubarak et al. (2010) reported that spelling mistakes in Aljazeera articles are infrequent. We used this language model in all subsequent steps.

We attempted to address specific types of errors including dialectal words, word normalization errors, and words that were erroneously split or merged. Before applying any correction, we always consulted the LM. We handled the following cases in order (L2 specific corrections are noted):

- Switching from English punctuation marks to Arabic ones, namely changing: ”?” → ”؟” and ”;” → ”،”.
- Correcting errors in definite article (ال “Al”) when it’s preceded by the preposition (ل “l”) ex: “AlEmly” → “للعمل “IlEmly”.
- Handling common dialectal words and common word-level mistakes. To do so, we extracted all the errors and their corrections from the QALB-2014 (train, dev, and test) and the training split of the QALB-2015 data set. In all, we extracted 221,460 errors from this corpus. If an error had 1 seen correction and the correction was done at least 2 times, we used the correction as a deterministic correction. For example, the word ”الأحداث” (AlAhDav – the events) was found 86 times in this corpus, and in all cases it was corrected to ”الأحداث” (Al > HDaAv). There were 10,255 such corrections. Further, we manually revised words for which a specific correction was made in 60% or more of the cases (2,076 words) to extract a list of valid alternatives for each word. For example, the word ”الأمور” (AlAmwr) appeared 157 times and was corrected to ”الأمور” (Al > mwr) in 99% of the cases. We ignored the remaining seen corrections. An example dialectal word is ”اللي” (“Ally” – “this” or “that”)
which could be mapped to (\textit{Al*y}), (الذي \textit{Al*y}), or (الذين \textit{Al*yn}). An example of a common mistake is (إِن شاء الله) \textit{Al*y}, which is corrected to (إِن شاء الله) \textit{Al*Allh}). When performing correction, given a word appearing in our list, we either replaced it deterministically if it had one correction, or we consulted our LM to pick between the different alternatives. When dealing with L2 data, we added 297 more deterministic errors (ex: \\textit{wVM} was always corrected to \\textit{vm}).

- Handling split conjunctions (و “w”) that should be concatenated with the next word (ex: “w HnAk” → “w HnAk”).
- Handling errors pertaining to the different forms of \textit{alef}, \textit{alef maqsoura} and \textit{ya}, and \textit{ta marbouta} and \textit{ha} as described in Table 1 and Table 2. We used an approach similar to the open suggested by Moussa et al. (Moussa et al., 2012), and we also added the following cases, namely attempting to replace: \\textit{w} or “\&” with “\&w” or “\&w”; and “y” or vice versa (ex: “mr&$” → “mr&ws”, “qAr’y” → “qAr”). To generate the alternatives for words, we normalized all the unique words in the Aljazeera corpus, and we constructed a reverse look-up table that has the normalized form as the key and a list of seen alternatives that could have generated the normalized form. The look-up table contained 905k normalized word entries with corresponding denormalized forms. When correcting, a word is normalized and looked-up in the table to retrieve possible alternatives. We used the LM to pick the best alternative in context. Table 2 shows examples from the look-up table for normalized words and their alternative corrections.

- Removing repeated letters. Often people repeat letters, particularly long vowels, for emphasis as in (أَمْ بَيْتِكَ “xyyyyyyAAA’”) (meaning “at last”). We corrected for elongation in a manner similar to that of Darwish et al. (Darwish et al., 2012). When a long vowel is repeated, we replaced it with a either the vowel (ex. أَيُّ “xyrA” – finally) or the vowel with one repetition (ex. سعوديين “sEwdyyyn” – Saudis) and scored it using the LM. This was expanded to consonants also (ex. يَكُصُرت “bkvyrrrr” → “bkvyr”). If a repeated \textit{alef} appeared in the beginning of the word, we attempted to replace it with \textit{alef lam} (ex. “AAHDArp” → “AlHDArp” – “civilization”). A trailing \textit{alef}-hamza-\textit{alef} sequence was replaced by \textit{alef}-hamza (ex. “smA’A” → “smA” (meaning “sky”)). Also, we replaced (لل “ll”) at the beginning of word by (لل “ll”) (ex. للل “llgp” → “llgp”).

- Handling grammar errors in verb suffixes to restore missing \textit{alef} (ex. “AfElw” → “AfElwA” – do (plural); “syfElwA” → “syfElwA” – they will do; “ltHfZwn” → “ltHfZwA” – that you may memorize). The bigram was observed in the LM and the LM score was higher (in context) than when they were concatenated, then the word was split. Conversely, some words were split in the middle. We attempted to merge every two words in sequence. If the LM score was higher (in context) after the merge, then the two words would be merged (ex: “AntSAr At” → “AntSArAt”).

- Correcting out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. For words that were not observed in the LM, we attempted replacing phonetically or visually similar letters and deleting/replacing letters that appear in dialectal words as shown in Table 3. Generated suggestions are scored in context using the LM. Many of these errors are common in the L2 data set.

- For L2 data only, as we mentioned earlier we observed errors pertaining to definiteness and gender-number agreement. We generated possible corrections as follows: words that start with definite article, we scored the word with and with-
out a definite article. We did the same with words ending with ta marbouta (p). We also added other alternatives for the word by adding the definite article and/or that ta marbouta (for words without one or the other or neither). In all cases, we used the LM to select the most probable alternative in contexts.

Table 1: Word Normalization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Norm.</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>أحمد ← أحمد</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ئ</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>AHmd ← &gt; Hmd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ي</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>qSwY ← qSwY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ى</td>
<td>ى</td>
<td>qyAdh ← qyAdp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>ms&amp;wl ← ms’wl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أ</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>mwg ← mwg fK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>kbyr ← kby_r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Word Alternatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>طاطب ← ضاطب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z, D</td>
<td>DAbT ← ZAbT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الد</td>
<td>الدهب ← الدهب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d, *</td>
<td>Alhb ← Aldhb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب</td>
<td>يلعب ← يلعب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b+</td>
<td>ylEb ← bylEb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>جيت ← سيكت</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H+, h+</td>
<td>syktb ← Hyktb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>هال</td>
<td>هالن ← هذه البنت</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hAl+</td>
<td>h*h Albnt ← hAlbnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عال</td>
<td>عالن ← على الأرض</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAl+</td>
<td>EAlArD ← EAlArD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الت</td>
<td>المطاطية ← المطاطية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t, T</td>
<td>AllAtynyp ← AllATynyp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>التحصين ← التخصص</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j, H, x</td>
<td>AltxSS ← AlTHSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دقトレ ← دكتورة</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q, k</td>
<td>dtwrah ← dtwraAh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>اللغاري ← اللغاري</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al+ ... y</td>
<td>Altxrij ← Altxrijy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Word Alternatives.

4 Official Shared Task Experiments and Results

We submitted 1 run for L1 errors (QCRI-1-ALJ), and 2 runs for L2 errors (QCRI-1-L2, QCRI-2-L2) as follows:

1. QCRI-1-ALJ: case-based correction for L1 test.
2. QCRI-2-L1: case-based correction for L2 test file and also by adding alternatives for possible errors in the definite article "ال" and feminine marker "ال" as described in section 3.
3. QCRI-1-L2: case-based correction for L2 test file with handling the definiteness or feminine marker.

Table 4 and Table 5 report the officially submitted results against the development set and test set in order, and Table 6 reports the results of the new system against the development set and test set of QALB 2014 shared task.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an automatic approach for correcting Arabic text based on handling specific error types. We handled common dialectal words, some dialectal morphological features, letter normalization errors (ex. alef, ta marbouta, etc.), and word splitting and merging. For the L2 corpus, we also corrected letters that L2 learners often confuse because of similarity in shape or sound, and we attempted to correct errors pertaining to definiteness and gender-number agreement. For punctuation recovery, we opted to put periods at the end of sentences. Preliminary experiments using fuzzy match using a character-based mod-
els showed promising results (Sajjad et al., 2012; Durrani et al., 2014; Darwish et al., 2014). We intend to incorporate this development among others in our on-going research. The fuzzy match algorithm will correct cases like: (\text{اليوم}}\), (\text{هذا}، (\text{يستخدمونها}}) to (\text{اليوم}}\), (\text{هذا}، (\text{يستخدمونها}}). L2 learners present new spelling error types. Such type may not typically spell errors as they may produce valid words that are erroneous in context. Hence employing a methodology to detect such cases will be of great help. Also, we plan to handle more grammar errors for cases like: numbers, case endings, gender-number agreement, irregular (broken) plurals, and Tanween errors (المجموعة من الصرف) .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QCRI-1-ALJ</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Alj-dev-2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCRI-1-L2</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L2-dev-2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCRI-2-L2</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L2-dev-2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Official Results for Dev. Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QCRI-1-ALJ</td>
<td>84.74</td>
<td>58.10</td>
<td>68.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Alj-test-2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCRI-1-L2</td>
<td>45.86</td>
<td>20.16</td>
<td>28.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L2-test-2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCRI-2-L2</td>
<td>54.87</td>
<td>17.63</td>
<td>26.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L2-test-2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Official Results for Test Data
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Abstract

This paper describes our participation in the QALB-2015 Automatic Correction of Arabic Text shared task. We employed various tools and external resources to build a rule based correction method. Hand written linguistic rules were added by using existing lexicons and regular expressions. We handled specific errors with dedicated rules reserved for non-native speakers. The system is simple as it does not employ any sophisticated machine learning methods and it does not correct punctuation errors. The system achieved results comparable to other approaches when the punctuation errors are ignored with an F1 of 66.9% for native speakers’ data and an F1 of 31.72% for the non-native speakers’ data.

1 Introduction

The Automatic Error Correction (AEC) is an interesting and challenging problem in Natural Language Processing. The existing methods that attempt to solve this problem are generally based on deep linguistic and statistical analysis. AEC tools can assist in solving multiple natural language processing (NLP) tasks like Machine Translation or Natural Language Generation. However, the main application of AEC is the building of automated spell checkers to be used as writing assistant tools (e.g. word-processing) or even for applications such as Mobile auto-completion and auto correction programs, post-processing optical character recognition tools or with the correction of large content sites such as Wikipedia. Conventional spelling correction tools detect typing errors simply by comparing each token of a text against a dictionary of words that are known to be correctly spelled. Any token that matches an element of the dictionary, possibly after some minimal morphological analysis, is deemed to be correctly spelled; any token that matches no element is flagged as a possible error, with near-matches displayed as suggested corrections (Hirst 2005).

In this paper we describe our participation in the QALB-2015 shared task (Rozovskaya 2015) which is an extension of the first QALB shared task (Mohit et al. 2014) that took place last year. The QALB-2014 shared task was reserved to errors in comments written to Aljazeera articles by native Arabic speakers (Zaghouani et al. 2014; Obeid et al. 2013). The 2015 competition includes two tracks. The first track is dedicated to errors produced by native speakers and the second track includes correction of texts written by learners of Arabic as a foreign language (L2) (Zaghouani et al. 2015). The native track includes Alj-train-2014, Alj-dev-2014, Alj-test-2014 texts from QALB-2014. The L2 track includes L2-train-2015 and L2-dev-2015. This data was released for the development of the systems. The systems were scored on blind test sets Alj-test-2015 and L2-test-2015.

Our pipeline approach is based on a combination of pre-existing tools, hand written contextual rules and lexicons. Detecting and correcting such complex errors within the scope of a rule based approach require specific rules to be written in order to correctly analyze the dependencies between words in a given sentence. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related works. Section 3 presents our approach including the tools and resources used and finally in Section 4 we report the results obtained on the Development set.
2 Related Works

The task of automatic error correction has been explored widely by many researchers in the past years especially for the English language. Many approaches have been used to build systems (hybrid, rule base, supervised and unsupervised machine learning…). These systems used various NLP tools and resources including pre-existing lexicons, morphological analyzers and Part of Speech Taggers. We cite for the English language early works done by (Church and Gale, 1991; Kuikich, 1992; Golding, 1995; Golding and Roth, 1996). Later on we find (Brill and Moore, 2000; Fossati and Di Eugenio, 2007) and more recently Han and Baldwin, 2011; Dahlmeier and Ng 2012; Wu et al., 2013). For Arabic, this problem has been investigated in a couple of papers as in Shaalan et al. (2003) who presented his work on the specification and classification of spelling errors in Arabic. Later on, Haddad and Yaseen (2007) built a hybrid approach that used rules and some morphological features to correct non-words using contextual clues and Hassan et al. (2008) presented a language independent text correction method using Finite State Automata. More recently, Alkanhal et al. (2012) wrote a paper about a stochastic approach used for word spelling correction and Attia et al. (2012) created a dictionary of 9 million entries fully inflected Arabic words using a morphological transducer. Later on, they used a dictionary to build an error model by analyzing the various error types in the data. Moreover, Shaalan et al. (2012) created a model using unigrams to correct Arabic spelling errors and recently, (Pasha et al., 2014) created MADAMIRA, a morphological analyzer and a disambiguation tool for Arabic. Finally, Alfaifi and Atwell (2012) created a native and non-native Arabic learner’s corpus and an error coding correction taxonomy made available for research purpose.

3 Our Approach

Our correction approach watches out for certain predefined “errors” as the user types, replacing them with a suggested “correction” depending on the corpus type L1 or L2. Therefore an error analysis was performed on the provided data set to find the most frequent error types per data set. We also located some external freely available resources listed in (Zaghouani 2014) such as Alfaifi L1 and L2 corpus (Alfaifi and Atwell 2013), The JRC-Names names (Steinberger et al. 2011) and the Attia list (Attia 2012).

3.1 Corpus Error Analysis

In order to better write our correction rules and to better understand the nature of errors in the L1 and L2 data, we performed a manual inspection on a sample taken from the Dev Sets of the shared task and we obtained the errors distribution shown in Table 1. While the errors committed by L1 speakers are mostly spelling errors such as the Hamza and Ta-Marbuta confusion, L2 speakers tend more to have difficulties with the following issues: the definiteness structure, the words agreement, the preposition usage and the correct word choice in the sentence. We used this analysis to optimize our rules for each corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Native L1</th>
<th>Non-Native L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Hamza</td>
<td>Definiteness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Ta-Marbuta</td>
<td>Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ Ha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alif-Maqsura/Ya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>Case Endings</td>
<td>Prmalespition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>Verbal Inflection</td>
<td>Hamza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>Conjunctions</td>
<td>Word Choice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Most frequent errors observed in the Dev sets of the L1 and L2 Corpus. The errors are sorted from the most frequent to the least frequent

In Arabic, spelling confusion in Hamza forms is frequently found, e.g. the word استعمال 1 “usage” must be written by a simple Alef، not Alef with Hamza below ً. This error can be classified as a kind of errors and not a simple error in a word as reported by (Shaalan, 2003, Habash, 2011). While typical common errors based on wrong letter spelling such as the confusion in the form of Hamza ظاء and Za ظاء and the omission dots with Yeh یاء and Teh یاء are generally relatively easy to handle, the task is more challenging for grammatical and semantic errors. Previously, we created an Arabic auto correction tool to correct common mistakes in Wikipedia articles. The idea is to create a script that detects common spelling errors using a set of regular expressions and a word replacement list2.

In a similar way, the system we are presenting in this paper is based primarily on:

1 Buckwalter transliteration
2 The script is named AkhtaBot, which is applied to Arabic wikipedia, the Akhtabot is available on http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/مستخدم:AkhtaBot
- Regular expressions used to identify errors and give a replacement.
- Replacement list that contains the misspelled word and the exact correction needed for each particular case. Furthermore, we used the following combination of tools and resources:

- **Arabic word list for spell checking:** This list contains 9 million Arabic words from AraComLex, an open-source finite state transducer (Attia 2012). The list was validated against Microsoft Word spell checker tool. This list was used to check and replace wrongly spelled words.

- **JRC-Names**: A list of 1.18 million person and 6,700 organization names (Steinberger et al. 2011). We used the list to correct and replace wrongly spelled named entities in the data set.

- **Alfaifi L1 and L2 corpus:** Used to observe the errors in context and to study the patterns of spelling errors made by native and non-native speakers. The corpus was created by (Alfaifi and Atwell 2013) and freely available.

- A **Python script** to generate the errors.

- **Hunspell** spell checker program combined with Ayaspell dictionary (Hadjir 2009, Zerrouki, 2013).

- **Ghalatawi**: Our spelling correction tool

- A **task dedicated script** to select the best suggestion from Hunspell correction suggestions to generate customized autocorrected list customized for each data set.

### 3.1 Regular Expressions

We use regular expression patterns to detect errors by using the Arabic verb forms (الأوزان AlOwzAn) and affixes. For example we can detect very common Hamza spelling errors with the Arabic verbs form VII which expresses a submission to an action or an effect as in the case of an animate being, it could mean an involuntary submission. This form reflects the meaning on two levels: reflexive (to let oneself be put through) and an agentless passive (non-reciprocal of form I). Using such a rule with a word such as INFI'AIL it should be written with Hamza Wasl, as the form إنفعل InfEAl is wrongly spelled. Moreover, we represent all forms with all possible affixes as shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffixes</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Prefixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ين</td>
<td>إنفعل</td>
<td>f, w, Al, b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>كم</td>
<td>ك</td>
<td>h, An, y, At, yn…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ين</td>
<td>إنفعل</td>
<td>f, w, Al, b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Infi'aal verb forms with affixes

Furthermore, we have modeled the following spelling errors cases using regular expressions (c.f. Table 4):

1. Words with the verb forms infi‘al and ifti‘al انفعال انفعال
2. Words with the letter Alif Maqṣura followed by Hamza, for example *هَمْسَيْ* will be corrected as *همسيَةَ*.
3. Words with Teh Marbuta misplaced or incorrectly merged, in the list mdspAlElm to be corrected to المدرسة العلم mdsp AlElm “school of knowledge”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular expressions</th>
<th>Replacements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># rules for انفعل</th>
<th>انفعل</th>
<th>انفعل</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ur\b(عَلَيْكُم)(انفاعل)(w)(w)(w)(1\2)\b'</td>
<td>ur\b(انفعال)\b'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ur\b(عَلَيْكُم)(انفاعل)(w)(w)(w)(1\2)\b'</td>
<td>ur\b(انفعال)\b'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Sample rules for the Infi‘al verb form

### 3.2 Wordlist

Many common mistakes cannot be corrected using regular expressions only, such as confusion between the letter Dhad and the letter Za, and omitted dots on letter Teh and letter Yeh, as in the المكتبة “the library” and في *fY “in”, So we resort to build a list of common misspelled words.

To build our word list, we used the existing lexicons of correctly spelled 9M words by Attia...
(2012) and the JRC-Names named entities corpus (Steinberger et al. 2011) by generating errors for common letters errors, then filtering the results to obtain an autocorrected words list with no ambiguity. In order to build the list, first, we take a correct word list than we select candidate words from words starting with Hamza Qat’ or Wasl , words ending by Yeh or Teh marbuta or Words containing the letter Dhad or Zah. Then we generate errors on words by replacing candidate letters by errors on purpose. Finally we check the spelling and eliminate the corrected words, because some modified words can be correct, for example, if we take the word ضلال Dla , then modify it to ظلال Zl, the modified word exists in the dictionary, then we exclude it from the auto corrected wordlist, and we keep only misspelled modified words as the examples in the word الإسلام IslAm “islam”, it can be written as أسلام AslAm “islam” by mistake since it has the same phonological construction.

3.3 Customized Wordlist for L1 and L2 Texts

We generated a case specific auto correction list for each corpus (L1 or L2). The following algorithm is applied to generate customized list from each corpus:

1. Extract misspelled words from dataset by using Hunspell spellchecker.
2. Generate suggestions given by Hunspell.
3. Observe the suggestions to choose the best one in hypothesis that words have common errors on letters according to modified letters.
4. Exclude ambiguous cases.
5. The automatically generated word list is used to autocorrect the dataset instead of the default word list.

4 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of our system, we used the data set provided in the shared task test (Alj-dev-2014 and L2-dev-2015). For this evaluation we have used two autocorrected word lists:
- A generic word list generated from Attia wordlist and the JRC corpus, this wordlist is used for general correction purposes.
- A customized wordlist based on each dataset L2-dev-2015, L2-test-2015, Alj-dev-2014 and Alj-test-2015 by generating a special word list according to each data set, in order to improve the results and avoid unnecessary replacement. The customized auto correction word list is built in the same way as the generic one, by replacing the source dictionary by misspelled words from QALB corpus (Zaghouani, 2014). We submitted only one run for each corpus type and the official results obtained on the Development sets and the Test sets are shown in Table 5 by using the M2 scorer (Dahlmeier et al 2012):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-dev-2014</td>
<td>71.40</td>
<td>32.10</td>
<td>44.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2014</td>
<td>82.63</td>
<td>41.89</td>
<td>55.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2015</td>
<td>81.88</td>
<td>40.24</td>
<td>53.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-dev-2015</td>
<td>60.30</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-test-2015</td>
<td>59.75</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>25.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results on the Dev and Test sets

The relatively low results obtained were expected since we decided to ignore the punctuation errors and therefore our system is penalized by this decision. We estimate that punctuation errors represent more than 38% of the errors in the QALB data sets (L1 and L2). When the punctuation errors were removed from the evaluation, we noticed a significant improvement of the recall and the F1 score for L1 (+13 points) and for L2 (+6.6 points) as seen in table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2015</td>
<td>83.85</td>
<td>55.65</td>
<td>66.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-test-2015</td>
<td>58.95</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>31.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Official Results on the Dev and Test sets with with punctuation errors ignored

5 Error Analysis

Our system failed to find the appropriate correction in many cases due to the limitations of the rule based systems in general. In this section, we will highlight some of the main errors not corrected by our system for both data sets. We will not discuss punctuation related errors as they are not handled by our system.

5.1 L1 Errors

- **Split and Merge errors**: Such as والجزيرةنت wAljzyrpnt “AljazeeraNet” it is not obvious to detect where the words should be split as in والجزيرةنت ت wAljzyrp nt “Aljazeera Net”. Other words that should be merged are hard to detect as both words produced can be valid entries such as الفلسطینی AlflsTyny that should be corrected to الفلسطیني AlflsTyny “the Palestinian” but both
words wrongly produced are acceptable in this case.

- **Wrong Hamza spelling**: Such as أن On “indeed” and إن In “indeed”. For these particular examples advanced rules may be required.

- **Ta-Marbuta / Ha errors**: These errors are practically frequent for the L1 corpus and they are not always corrected by our system in the cases of named entities.

- **Keyboard Typos**: Keyboard errors are very frequent and our system did not detect most of them due to the complexity of the issue, since the typo word could be correctly spelled like misspelling ألباب AlbAb “the door” for الباب AlbAr “The bar”.

### 5.2 L2 Errors

Many L2 detection errors are very similar to the L1 errors listed in the previous section, but some errors are mostly found in L2 texts such as the following:

- **Definiteness**: correcting definite errors with a rule based system could be very challenging without access to a parser. For instance errors such as missing definite article in المدينة منورة Almdynp mnwrp “The Madinah Munawwarah” are very frequent in L2 texts and our system failed to detect them most of the time since the word missing the definite article are correct as standalone words.

- **Gender and number agreement**: The Gender-number agreement is another frequent error type where our system failed frequently to correct it such as in جيدة jydp “good” instead as it is related the feminine noun أخلاق OlAq “morals”.

- **Prepositions**: Non-native speakers are frequently confused in the preposition usage in Arabic. An advanced language level is usually required to master this. A frequent confusion in the usage of the wrong preposition في fy “in” in the following example.

- **Wrong Word choice**: L2 speakers have some difficulties with words that may be homophones but spelled in a different way such as الأبقار يستريحون AlObqAr ystryHwn “the cows are resting” and it is obvious here that it is meant to be البقر يستريحون AlbqAr ystryHwn “the cow boys are resting”. Again these cases show another limitation of rule based systems to detect correctly spelled wrong word choices.

### 6 Conclusion and Discussion

We presented a pipeline rule based approach for correcting Arabic text optimized for two native and non-native text types. We focused mainly on the most common errors made by native and non-native speakers such as the Hamza errors, The Ta-Marbuta and letter Ya. We also used complex regular expressions to correct splitting and merging errors. We also, used lexicons such as the Attia word list and the JRC-names to boost the results of our system. The correction of more complex errors was also tested such as the correction of phonological errors caused by a confusion and similarity of the words. For non-native speakers, we detected and corrected some of the errors related to the misuse of gender and number agreement and also for the wrong usage of the definite article.

The results obtained showed that our systems performs much better with native speakers texts, this is mainly due to the complex nature of some spelling errors of L2 learners. In the future, we plan to handle more complex errors for both native and non-native texts such as grammatical and case ending errors and also wrong word choice errors. We are also planning to integrate the MADAMIRA morphological analyzer in a post processing step to increase our recall.
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Abstract

This paper reports on the participation of Techlimed in the Second Shared Task on Automatic Arabic Error Correction organized by the Arabic Natural Language Processing Workshop. This year’s competition includes two tracks, and, in addition to errors produced by native speakers (L1), also includes correction of texts written by learners of Arabic as a foreign language (L2). Techlimed participated in the L1 track. For our participation in the L1 evaluation task, we developed two systems. The first one is based on the spell-checker Hunspell with specific dictionaries. The second one is a hybrid system based on rules, morphology analysis and statistical machine translation. Our results on the test set show that the hybrid system outperforms the lexicon driven approach with a precision of 71.2%, a recall of 64.94% and an F-measure of 67.93%.

1 Introduction

Spell checking is an important task in Natural Language Processing (NLP). It can be used in a wide range of applications such as word processing tools, machine translation, information retrieval, optical character recognition etc. Automatic error correction tools on Arabic are underperforming in comparison with other languages like English or French. The lack of appropriate resources (e.g. publicly available corpora and tools) and the complexity of the Arabic language can explain this difference. Arabic is a challenging language for any NLP tool for many reasons. Arabic has a rich and complex morphology compared to other languages. Short vowels are missing in the texts but are mandatory from a grammatical point of view. Moreover, they are needed to disambiguate between several possibilities of words. Arabic is a rich language. It is characterised by its great number of synonyms and is a highly agglutinative, inflectional and derivational language that uses clitics (proclitics and enclitics). Arabic has many varieties. Modern Standard Arabic represents the variety of the news and formal speech. Classical Arabic refers to religious and classical texts. Dialectal Arabic has no standard rules for orthography and is based on the pronunciation. Therefore, a same word can be written using many different surface forms depending on the dialectal origin of the writer. Another very popular way of writing Arabic on the Internet and the social media like Facebook or Tweeter is to use "Arabizi", a Latinized form of writing Arabic using Latin letters and digits (Aboelezz 2009).

For our participation in this second QALB Shared Task, we tried to improve the systems we have developed for the first edition (Mostefa 2014). The first approach is a lexicon driven spell checker using Hunspell (Hunspell 2007). The second approach is a hybrid system based on correction rules, morphological analysis and statistical machine translation.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives an overview of the automatic error correction evaluation task and resources provided by the organizers; section 3 describes the systems we have developed for the evaluations; and finally in section 4 we discuss the results and draw some conclusion.
2 Task description and language resources

The QALB-2015 shared task (Rozovskaya 2015) is an extension of the first QALB shared task (Mohit 2014) that took place in 2014. QALB-2014 addressed errors in comments written to Aljazeera articles by native Arabic speakers (Zaghouani 2014). This year’s competition includes two tracks, and, in addition to errors produced by native speakers, also includes correction of texts written by learners of Arabic as a foreign language (L2) (Zaghouani 2015). The native track includes Alj-train-2014, Alj-dev-2014, Alj-test-2014 texts from QALB-2014. The L2 track includes L2-train-2015 and L2-dev-2015. This data was released for the development of the systems. The systems were scored on blind test sets Alj-test-2015 and L2-test-2015. The Alj-train-2014 set is made of 20,428 sentences for 1.1 M tokens. The Alj-dev-2014 and Alj-test-2014 includes each around 1k sentences for 50k tokens. Finally, a test set Alj-test-2015 of 920 sentences for 48k tokens with no gold standard has to be corrected automatically for the evaluation campaign. The evaluation metric is performed by comparing the gold standard with the hypothesis using the Levenshtein edit distance (Levenshtein 1966) and the implementation of the M2 scorer (Dahlmeier 2012). Then for each sentence Precision, Recall and F-measure are calculated.

3 System description

3.1 Rule-based system

For the rule-based system, we used the spell-checker Hunspell (Hunspell 2007) with different dictionaries and affix files. The structure of Hunspell uses two files to define the spell checking of a language. The first file is a dictionary file that contains a stem list of the language. The second file is an affix file that maps the lemmas with their affixes. Affixes in Hunspell are divided into prefixes and suffixes, infixes are only included in the stems and spell checked in terms of proximity in lexical morphemes. Dictionary and affix file in Hunspell is similar to the one depicted in Table 1 and Table 2.

| AF Tbcc # 36 |
| PFX Tb 0 ﻦ |
| SFX cc 0 ﻦ |

Table 2 Example of Hunspell affix file

The dictionary contains the minimal words which are mapped with the affix rules. The affix file contains mainly prefix and suffix rules that apply to the words of the dictionary. For instance, the rule of prefixation /Tb/ in Table 2 creates the word-form ﻣﺎردة (wldn) while the rule of suffixation /cc/ creates ﻣﺎردة (wldny).

For the evaluation, we used Hunspell with a modified version of the Hunspell Arabic dictionary and affix files version 3.2 (Ayaspell 2008). We obtained a precision of 56.64% and a recall of 19.78% for an F-measure of 29.32% on the development set. The results seem to be low but we have to consider that Hunspell does not correct the punctuation errors; many errors in the data include punctuation errors (around 30%).

3.2 Hybrid system based on SMT

For the second approach, we combined Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) system with morphological output of MADAMIRA (Pasha 2014) and some automatic rules to correct the text. We build three different SMT systems based on the Moses toolkit (Koehn 2007) with different input for training the phrase-based translation models.

For the first system (Tech-1), we used the output of MADAMIRA morphological analyzer and the corrected texts to train a MADAMIRA/correct translation model. We used the text from the Alj-train-2014 data and apply corrections to build a parallel MADAMIRA/correct text corpus of 20,428 sentences and we train a phrase based translation model. The Alj-dev-2014 data is used for Moses to tune the translation models. The second system (Tech-2) is the same as the previous one, but we added Alj-dev-2014 in the training data and used Alj-Test-2014 as development data for tuning the translation models. The third system (Tech-3) uses the original erroneous text instead of the MADAMIRA output to build a parallel error/correct text corpus and we train a phrase based model. As for Tech-1, the Alj-dev-2014 data is used for Moses to tune the translation models.
For the word alignment, we used GIZA++ (Och 2003).

For the language model, we used corpora of newspapers publicly available and collected by Techlimed. The sources are coming from the Open Source Arabic Corpora (Saad 2010) (20M words), the Adjir corpus (Abdelali 2005) (147M words) and other corpora we collected from various online newspapers for a total of 300M words. The language model was created with the IRSTLM toolkit (Federico, 2008).

The best system TECH-2 is obtained with the combination of MADAMIRA correction with the SMT system trained on 21k sentences and with correction rules. Table 6 describes the contribution of each component on the correction of TECH-2 on the evaluation data.

Table 3 System component description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMT System</th>
<th>TECH-1</th>
<th>TECH-2</th>
<th>TECH-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MADAMIRA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM data</td>
<td>300 M</td>
<td>300 M</td>
<td>300 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule correction</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 Performance of TECH-2 on the evaluation data (Alj-Test-2015) by component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TECH-2</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MADAMIRA</td>
<td>80.33</td>
<td>39.98</td>
<td>53.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+SMT</td>
<td>70.89</td>
<td>59.12</td>
<td>64.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Rule correction</td>
<td>71.20</td>
<td>64.94</td>
<td>67.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Error analysis and discussion

Some difficulties appear when we try to achieve and develop the automatic correction by spellchecker. These problems and difficulties are due not only to the complex morphological system of Arabic language, but also for many reasons, which concern the capacity of spellchecker system. The following list shows us types of problems and difficulties (the Buckwalter transliteration (Buckwalter 2002) is given for each Arabic word example).

- Problem related to pronunciation similarities between the Hamza and Alif in some word such as استقبال/استقبال (AstEjAl/ <stqbl), which are respectively wrong versions of استقبال/استقبال (AstEjAl/ Astqbl)

- Similar form problems leading to wrong word substitutions (i.e. incorrect substitution of words by one another): For example, words having similarities in form such as (ن أ) and (ن أ) (n and n) are confused and أن (An), which does not exist in Arabic, is frequently used.

- Deverbal nouns ending ٌه: we notice that spellchecker does not respect Arabic forms of deverbal nouns, called Masdar in the Arabic grammatical tradition. As a result, it could not be able to correct words in which “ٌه” is wrongly used at the end of word position instead of ٍ (e.g. <bAdp> having the deverbal form /?ifâlat/ (fAlp) is written إبادية/إبادية (Ab-Adh/ <bAdh).

- The morphosyntactic information are not taken into consideration: the use of morphosyntactic information makes our system capable of correcting nouns beginning with de morpheme “ال” (definite article) and ending by “ال” by substituting
this latter by "ة/ـﺔ. These information allow us to apply rules such as اﻟﻤﺸﻜﻠﮫ (Alm$klh)⇒اﻟﻤﺸﻜﻠﺔ (Alm$klp).

- Plural nouns: broken plural (called also irregular plural) are not controlled by specific or respected rules in spellchecker system (e.g. both forms اﻓﺎﻏﯿﻞ (fAEyl) and اﻓﺎﻏﯿﻞ (fEAI) like استطيل ع اطقال (ATfAl) and اطقال (ATfAl) wrong spelling of اطقال (>sATyl) and اطقال (>TfAl), not corrected by spellchecker system. The correct plural forms are اﻓﺎﻏﯿﻞ (fAEyl) and اﻓﺎﻏﯿﻞ (fEAI ) instead of اﻓﺎﻏﯿﻞ (AfEAl) and اﻓﺎﻏﯿﻞ (AfEAl) where we do not respect the rule relative to the Hamza 1 in the beginning of the broken plural form.

- Precision problems (homophony): a word in Arabic language may have different forms like سوریة (swryA) and سوریة (swryA). But it has the same pronunciation. In such cases, both versions should be taken as correct.

- The spelling is influenced by dialectical language: e.g. the use of آن (Anw) rather than آن (>nh).

- The repetition of the same letter in a word: e.g. اللنبي: الديسوم : الجهاد: الحذيرة (Ajzyyyyp; AljhhhAAAd; AAllmrswm; All*y)

- The merging of two words: eg: اقتصادايل: (AqSAdAlbld; Al-vwrpf>Html; AqTEwAAAl>ml).

5 Conclusion

This paper has reported on the participation of Techlimed in the 2015 QALB Shared Task on Automatic Arabic Error Correction. We developed two approaches, one based on Hunspell and the other based on a hybrid SMT system. The best results were obtained with the hybrid SMT system which was able to deal with the punctuation mark corrections. We also tested a hybrid system by combining Hunspell and the SMT system but did not get better results than the SMT system. Our perspective is to include the Di-NAR lexical database (Abbès 2004) and also a large dialectal corpus to improve the results.
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Abstract

In this paper we present the LIUM (Laboratoire d’Informatique de l’Université du Maine) and CMU-Q (Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar) joint submission in the Arabic shared task on automatic spelling error correction. Our best system is a sequential combination of two statistical machine translation systems (SMT) trained on top of the MADAMIRA output. The first is a Character-based one, used to produce a first correction at the character level. Characters are then glued to form the input to the second system working at the Word level. This sequential combination achieves an $F_1$ score of (69.42) that is better than the best $F_1$ score reported on the 2014 test set (67.91). The UMMU best submission to the QALB-15 shared task is ranked first over 10 submission on the L2 test condition and second over 12 submission on the L1 test set.

1 Introduction

Errors such as incorrect spelling, word choice, or grammar, limit the effectiveness of NLP models: language errors are problematic when provided as input to NLP systems, which are often not robust enough to handle unexpected variations. The difficulty of spelling errors are language-dependent: the more complex the orthography, morphology, or syntax of a language, the more likely it is to have errors in aspects requiring complex human/machine processing. For morphologically rich languages such as Arabic, spelling errors are very frequent, even among native speakers (Shaalan, 2005). This is because Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the unifying language of formal text, is not the native language of any Arab

(Habash et al., 2008).¹ Arabic word morphology is agglutinative: particles and pronouns are written as part of a word (Habash, 2010). This adds an additional challenge to the writer (native or non native) and could be a principal source of spelling mistakes.

In this paper, we describe an approach performing a sequential combination of two statistical machine translation systems for automatic spelling error correction for Arabic. Our system learns models of correction by training on paired examples of errors and their corrections. The training, tuning and test data are provided by the Shared task organizers. Compared to the first edition of this shared task, this year’s version proposes two sub-tasks tackling two text genres: (1) news corpus (news articles extracted from Aljazeera); (2) a corpus of sentences written by learners of Arabic as a Second Language. These two corpora are extracted from the QALB corpus (Zaghouni et al., 2014). We tested our system and showed that it performs well on both corpora.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we review the main previous efforts for automatic spelling correction, in Section 3. We then give an overview of the various spelling mistakes done while writing an Arabic text, in Section 4. In Section 5, we detail our error correction system. We present in section 6 the results obtained for the different experiments we conducted using the shared task 2015 dev set. Before concluding, we section 7 details the UMMU official results on QALB-15 test set.

¹MSA is a language that children learn at school and not innately from their parents
2 QALB Shared Task Description

The goal of the QALB shared task is developing the of an automatic system for Arabic Error Correction. The QALB-2015 task is the extension of the first QALB shared task (Mohit et al., 2014) that took place last year. The QALB-2014 addressed errors in comments written to Aljazeera articles by native Arabic speakers (Zaghouani et al., 2014). This year’s competition includes two tracks, and, in addition to errors produced by native speakers, also includes correction of texts written by learners of Arabic as a foreign language (L2) (Zaghouani et al., 2015). The native track includes Alj-train-2014, Alj-dev-2014, Alj-test-2014 texts from QALB-2014. The L2 track includes L2-train-2015 and L2-dev-2015. This data was released for the development of the systems. The systems were scored on blind test sets Alj-test-2015 and L2-test-2015.

3 Related Work

Automatic error detection and correction include automatic spelling checking, grammar checking and post-editing. Numerous approaches (both supervised and unsupervised) have been explored to improve the fluency of the text and reduce the percentage of out-of-vocabulary words using NLP tools, resources, and heuristics, e.g., morphological analyzers, language models, and edit-distance measure (Kukich, 1992; Oflazer, 1996; Zribi and Ben Ahmed, 2003; Shaalan et al., 2003; Haddad and Yaseen, 2007; Hassan et al., 2008; Habash, 2008; Shaalan et al., 2010). There has been a lot of work on error correction for English (e.g., (Golding and Roth, 1999)).

For Arabic, this issue was studied in various directions and in different research work. In 2003, Shaalan et al. (2003) presented work on the specification and classification of spelling errors in Arabic. Later on, Haddad and Yaseen (2007) presented a hybrid approach using morphological features and rules to fine tune the word recognition and non-word correction method. In order to build an Arabic spelling checker, Attia et al. (2012) developed semi-automatically, a dictionary of 9 million fully inflected Arabic words using a morphological transducer and a large corpus. They then created an error model by analyzing error types and by creating an edit distance ranker. Finally, they analyzed the level of noise in different sources of data and selected the optimal subset to train their system. Alkanhal et al. (2012) presented a stochastic approach for spelling correction of Arabic text. They used a context-based system to automatically correct misspelled words. First of all, a list is generated with possible alternatives for each misspelled word using the Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance, then the right alternative for each misspelled word is selected stochastically using a lattice search, and an n-gram method. Shaalan et al. (2012) trained a Noisy Channel Model on word-based unigrams to detect and correct spelling errors. Dahmleier and Ng (2012) built specialized decoders for English grammatical error correction.

More recently, (Pasha et al., 2014) created MADAMIRA, a system for morphological analysis and disambiguation of Arabic, this system can be used to improve the accuracy of spelling checking system especially with Hamza spelling correction. A statistical machine translation model to train an error correction system was presented recently by Jeblee et al. (2014). In contrast to their approach, our system combines two level MT models: character level, then a word level.

4 Spelling errors in Arabic

Three types of Arabic word misspellings are defined in the literature: typographic, cognitive and phonetic errors (Haddad and Yaseen, 2007). The typographic errors corresponding to single word misspelling represent 80% of all misspelling errors in Arabic (Ben Hamadou, 1994). Based on this study, the most common typographic editing errors that can be found in any Arabic text are the following:

Substitution: approximately, 41.5% of errors belong to substitution errors. In the case of (/لعب \\rightarrow /لعب, "he played"), for example, the letter /ع/ is mistakenly substituted by /غ/, which results in an incorrect word.

Deletion: approximately 23% of single errors are deletion errors. For example in /فتح \\rightarrow /فتح, "he opens", the letter /ت/ had been missed leading to an erroneous word.

Insertion: approximately 15% of the errors are insertion errors. For example, (in /المدرسة \\rightarrow
"the school", the letter /د/ is erroneously inserted twice.

**Transposition:** swapping two letters represents 4% of the errors. i.e., (分享→شتراذل, "shares"), the letters /ش/ and /ت/ are swapped. In addition to misspelling errors, different editing errors can occur in writing. Some can result in:

**Merge:** words accidentally merged with surrounding words: (الام المتحدة→الأمم المتحدة)

**Split:** words mistakenly split (قال→قال, "he said")

**Cognitive and phonetic errors:** words generally coming from Arabic dialects: (لكن→لاكن, "but"),

5 **SMT system for error correction**

We formulate the error correction task as a translation problem where the source part is the text to be corrected and the target part is the correct text. Let’s assume that we want to correct an erroneous sentence $e$ to a correct sentence $c$, and $f_i(e, c)$ is such a model which calculates a probability that $c$ is the correction of $e$. The goal of the system is to find the correction $c^*$ defined as:

$$c^* = \arg\max_c p(c | e) = \arg\max_c p(e | c) p(c)$$

$p(e | c)$ is estimated in a translation model and $p(c)$ is the target-side language model. The argmax is the task of the decoder and it represent the search for the best hypothesis in the space of possible correction $c$. The translation system is trained using the well known MOSES toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007). The system is constructed using data produced for the QALB shared task and described in Table 1 as follows: First, we generate the correct sentences$^2$ of the QALB training corpus then translation and reordering models are trained. The language model (LM) is trained on the correct side of the QALB data and a selected part of the Arabic Gigaword corpus.

In order to select the most appropriate amount of monolingual data, we employ data selection techniques based on cross-entropy criterion using $Xenc^3$ (Rousseau, 2013). The selected data is determined in such a way that the corresponding LM minimize the perplexity calculated on the development set. Selected part of each monolingual corpus is used to train an interpolated n-gram $^4$ back-off target LM using SRILM toolkit (Stolcke et al., 2011) with Kneser-Ney smoothing.

In this work, we propose to use two SMT systems trained with different translation unit (words and characters) as described previously. This was motivated by our intuition that each system will target a different pattern of errors and their combination may outperform the single system performance.

6 **Experiments and results**

We train four models depending on the used training unit and the nature source side (with or without pre-processing). Each system is evaluated independently and best systems are combined.

6.1 **Data description**

All our models are built using training, development and testing data provided by the shared task organizers and described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># sentences</th>
<th># tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-train-2014</td>
<td>19,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-train-2015</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-dev-2014</td>
<td>1,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2014</td>
<td>968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-dev-2015</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Train, dev and test data distribution

6.2 **Baseline: MADAMIRA corrections**

MADAMIRA (?) is a tool, originally designed for morphological analysis and disambiguation of MSA and dialectal Arabic texts. MADAMIRA employs different features to select, for each word in context, a proper analysis and performs Alil and Ya spelling correction for the phenomena associated with its letters.

The task organizers provided the shared task data preprocessed with MADAMIRA, including all of the features generated by the tool for every word. Similarly to Jellee et al. (2014), we use the

$^2$for that we used a modified version of the m2scorer script that could be distributed

$^3$https://github.com/rousseau-lium/XenC

$^4$we trained a 4-gram LM for word level and 9-gram LM for character level system
corrections proposed by MADAMIRA and apply them to the data. Table 2 gives the detailed scores obtained using MADAMIRA correction. While the candidates obtained may not necessarily be correct, MADAMIRA performs at a very high precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-dev-2014</td>
<td>77.47</td>
<td>32.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2014</td>
<td>78.33</td>
<td>31.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-dev-2015</td>
<td>46.46</td>
<td>12.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: F1-score on Dev14, Test14 and L2Dev obtained using MADAMIRA correction

6.3 SMT on raw data
We present here the results we obtained using the word-level and character-level systems trained on raw non processed data. As shown in Table 3 and Table 4, these systems outperform the MADAMIRA baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-dev-2014</td>
<td>72.69</td>
<td>53.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2014</td>
<td>73.80</td>
<td>52.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-dev-2015</td>
<td>53.40</td>
<td>21.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Word level SMT for spelling error correction.

It is interesting to note that our character-level system performs better than the word-level one, both on the dev (66.12 vs. 61.31) and test sets. This could be explained by the fact that character level system takes advantage from its finer granularity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-dev-2014</td>
<td>73.19</td>
<td>60.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2014</td>
<td>74.22</td>
<td>59.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-dev-2015</td>
<td>57.08</td>
<td>29.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Character level SMT error correction.

6.4 SMT on MADAMIRA pre-processed data
The results obtained using MADAMIRA correction candidates (see Table 2) makes it a good starting point which one can exploit in order to improve our SMT correction systems. For this we used MADAMIRA as pre-processing step of the SMT training data. Indeed, we re-train our systems over the MADAMIRA pre-processed data. Results for the character-level and word-level systems are presented in Table 5 and Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-dev-2014</td>
<td>73.72</td>
<td>56.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2014</td>
<td>74.33</td>
<td>55.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-dev-2015</td>
<td>56.79</td>
<td>25.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Word level SMT error correction with MADAMIRA pre-process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-dev-2014</td>
<td>74.15</td>
<td>61.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2014</td>
<td>75.02</td>
<td>61.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-dev-2015</td>
<td>58.55</td>
<td>30.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Character level SMT error correction with MADAMIRA pre-process.

As we expected, this combination yields better results (F-score of 40.12 on the L2-dev-2015 data set vs. 38.76, when using only the character-level system). It is not surprising that the character level system gives better results than the word level one when trained on the MADAMIRA pre-processed data (66.12 vs. 63.71 on Alj-dev-2014).

6.5 Sequential combination
Although the character level system outperforms the word level one, we still want to take benefits from the higher modeling level of word based system. For this we propose two combination setups: (i) top-down sequential combination and (ii) bottom-up sequential combination. 5 Both combination are performed using data pre-processed with MADAMIRA.

6.5.1 Top-down combination
In this setup, we first use the word-based SMT system. Then we re-translate its outputs using the character level system. The results obtained are given in Table 7. This combination yields better results than when using the character level system only (See Table 4).

6.5.2 Bottom-up combination
The Bottom-up combination consists in using the word-level system to re-translate the character

5 We refer to word to be the top level since characters are of a finer granularity.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-dev-2014</td>
<td>69.96</td>
<td>63.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2014</td>
<td>70.88</td>
<td>62.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-dev-2015</td>
<td>53.61</td>
<td>31.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Top-down sequential combination

level outputs. Results are shown in Table 8. We obtain our best F1-scores with this setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alj-dev-2014</td>
<td>71.63</td>
<td>66.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alj-test-2014</td>
<td>72.77</td>
<td>66.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-dev-2015</td>
<td>56.72</td>
<td>34.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Bottom up sequential combination.

7 UMMU@QALB-2015 Results

In this section, we present the official results of our system on the 2015 QALB test set (Rozovskaya et al., 2015). We submitted two outputs UMMU-1 and UMMU-2. The UMMU-1 is the result of our best system on the dev data (see Table 8 for UMMU-1 dev results) and the UMMU-2 is the output of the Character level SMT without combination (see Table 6 for UMMU-2 dev results). The official results of UMMU primary and secondary submissions are respectively presented on table 9 and 10. According to the results presented on Table 9 our system is ranked first in the L2 subtask and second in the L1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1-test-2015</td>
<td>70.28</td>
<td>71.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-test-2015</td>
<td>54.12</td>
<td>33.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: The UMMU Official results on the 2015 test set. First column shows the system rank according to the $F_1$ score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1-test-2015</td>
<td>72.69</td>
<td>67.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-test-2015</td>
<td>55.83</td>
<td>29.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: The UMMU-2 results on the 2015 test-set.

Table 10 gives the results of the UMMU-2 submission. With regards to our UMMU-1 results we note that our character-level system has a higher precision and lower recall in both subtask. These findings show that our word-level system, when applied on the character-level outputs, improves the recall but decrease the precision. Thus, a better combination of our systems may improve the final $F_1$ score by avoiding the precision drop.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We described our submission in the Arabic shared task on automatic spelling error correction. Our system is a sequential combination of two statistical machine translation systems (SMT). First a Character-based SMT system is used to perform lower level correction. Characters outputs of this systems are then glued and used as the input to the higher level system working at the Word level. This sequential combination allows to achieve a $F_1$ score of 71.10 on L1-test-2015 and 41.20 on L2-test-2015, which ranks us 2nd in the L1 subtask and 1st in the L2 subtask. We submitted is a three-stage system that benefits from a MADAMIRA pre-processing, a low level character based SMT system and a higher word-level SMT system. We showed the complementarity of the three stages. We also showed that at each step we our F1-score was improved. In future work, we would like to investigate the possibility of adding an additional layer that uses a neural network language model to estimate the probability in a continuous space and gives better generalization to unseen events.
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Abstract
We present a new and improved part of speech tagger for Arabic text that incorporates a set of novel features and constraints. This framework is presented within the MADAMIRA software suite, a state-of-the-art toolkit for Arabic language processing. Starting from a linear SVM model with basic lexical features, we add a range of features derived from morphological analysis and clustering methods. We show that using these features significantly improves part-of-speech tagging accuracy, especially for unseen words, which results in better generalization across genres. The final model, embedded in a sequential tagging framework, achieved 97.15% accuracy on the main test set of newswire data, which is higher than the current MADAMIRA accuracy of 96.91% while being 30% faster.

1 Introduction
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is an essential enabling technology and a precursor for most Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks such as syntactic parsing, semantic role labeling, machine translation, and information extraction. POS tagging ranges in its complexity depending on the morphological richness of the targeted language. For morphologically rich languages, POS tagging poses a significant challenge, especially when moving away from formal textual genres to more informal genres. In this paper, we present a suite of linear supervised learning methods and features used to enhance POS tagging for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) text using a relatively complex POS tag set. The novel POS tagger is presented within the context of the MADAMIRA suite framework (Pasha et. al., 2014). MADAMIRA is a combination of two well established approaches: AMIRA (Diab, 2009) and MADA (Roth et al, 2008). AMIRA is a relatively simple cascaded system that performs clitic segmentation, segmentation correction or normalization, and POS tagging as three separate steps performed sequentially, while MADA performs all three steps in one fell swoop. Both systems are based on supervised learning. However, the MADA approach relies on optimizing the results of a morphological analyzer while AMIRA does not rely on external resources. While the current MADAMIRA release only includes the MADA system, the goal is to combine both systems to improve MADAMIRA further. For the remainder of this paper, we will refer to the two systems as MD-MADA and MD-AMIRA, as both are presented within the MADAMIRA software suite.

In MD-AMIRA, POS tagging is implemented for MSA using linear classification with lexical features, and it results in reasonable accuracy within familiar contexts. However, the performance degrades when the model encounters words unseen in training. In this paper, we attempt to enhance the performance of this model, especially for unseen words, by including features from various external resources while maintaining the simplicity of the linear model. We refer to this enhanced model as MD-AMIRA+EX. Using a morphological analyzer, we extract morphological features as well as valid part-of-speech tags for input tokens. We also use these tags to impose soft constraints on the output. In addition, we include word clusters using two clustering methods applied to a large unlabeled data set. The basic POS tagging model and the additional features and constraints are described in Section 4.

MSA exhibits affixival and agglutinative morphology, where various forms of prepositions, articles, and pronouns are merged with words as clitics. A surface space-delimited word such as
‘and they will write’ packs what would be considered several words in a language such as English. The different words are expressed as agglutinated morphemes or clitics broken up as follows: “w+ s+ yktbwn +hA”, ‘and+ will+ write plural +it_fem’. Due to limited amounts of labeled data, separating clitics from words, i.e. tokenization, is essential in reducing sparsity and enhancing the accuracy of POS tagging. In this paper, we address MSA tokenization as a precursor to POS tagging.

In MD-AMIRA, MSA tokenization is split into two steps: clitic segmentation and segmentation normalization. In the segmentation step, described in Section 3.1.1, we break each input word into segments corresponding to the clitics and the stem that make up that word. In MSA, some morphemes change in form as a result of affixation, and we render them to their original underlying forms in the segmentation normalization step, which is described in Section 3.1.2.

We evaluate the performance of the separate steps and the whole pipeline from tokenization to part-of-speech tagging in Sections 6 to 8. We show that this approach is robust and efficient as it compares to state of the art accuracy while exhibiting robust performance on unseen words.

2 Related Work

The sequential NLP process presented in this paper is adapted from the AMIRA toolkit, which is described in (Diab, 2009) and (Diab et al., 2004), and is publicly available. Another data-driven part-of-speech tagger for Arabic was presented in (Kopru, 2011), which uses an HMM to learn an efficient classifier using surface features.

The alternative approach is MADA, which relies on deep morphological analysis and disambiguation, as described in (Habah et al., 2005) and (Roth et al., 2008). Several SVM classifiers are trained to predict morphological features in the first stage. These features are then used to rank the morphological analyses retrieved from a dictionary, and the analysis with the highest score is taken as the final analysis for the given word. This deep analysis results in accurate and detailed tagging albeit slower than simple SVM methods. Finally, the problem of classification and incorporating structural constraints on the output is studied in (Punyakanok et al, 2005). This is related to the constrained POS tagging attempted here, where external inference is used to maintain consistency after learning. A related example of incorporating external resources to constrain the learned classifiers is presented in (Do and Roth, 2010).

3 Approach

We adapt the AMIRA tagger approach by using linear support vector machines (SVM) as our basic classification machinery for both MD-AMIRA and MD-AMIRA+EX. We approach both Tokenization and POS tagging as classification problems. The basic models directly follow the implementation details described in (Diab, 2009).

3.1 Tokenization

3.1.1 Clitic Segmentation

Clitics are independent meaning-bearing units that are phonologically and orthographically merged with words, either as prefixes (proclitics) or suffixes (enclitics). Clitics are different from derivational or inflectional affixes, which either change the meaning or the syntactic role of their stems and are not segmented here. A word, in this context, refers to a stem and its inflectional and derivational affixes, and clitic segmentation is the process of separating clitics from words. Since clitics have their own meaning and part-of-speech tags, separating them reduces sparsity in the input space.

In MSA, a word can have up to three proclitics and one enclitic. Table 1 shows some of the word classes that serve as clitics in MSA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proclitic</td>
<td>Definite article</td>
<td>Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proclitic</td>
<td>Prepositions</td>
<td>b, l, k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proclitic</td>
<td>Conjunctions</td>
<td>w, f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proclitic</td>
<td>Future marker</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclitics</td>
<td>Pronouns</td>
<td>h, hm, hmA, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of clitics in MSA

Set up: Segmentation is modeled as a classification problem at the character level, where each character is given a tag. Similar to the AMIRA framework, we adopt an IOB chunk/segment tagging scheme. The tag set is defined as follows:

1We transliterate Arabic text using Buckwalter romanization scheme: http://www.qamus.org
Tag set: {B-PRE, I-PRE, B-WORD, I-WORD, B-SUFF, I-SUFF, O}

WORD: stem+inflectional affixes
PRE: enclitic
SUFF: proclitic
B-: beginning of segment
I-: Inside segment
O: outside of segment (word boundaries)

The input consists of Buckwalter (BW) transliterated Arabic characters (Habah et al., 2007) with word boundary markers, preprocessed by digit normalization (converting all digits into ‘8’) and removal of diacritics, if any. The features are as follows: (1) contextual features: [-5,+5] characters in context, the previous [-5, -1] tag decisions, and (2) lexical features: the whole space-delimited word, and character N-grams, N ≤ 4, within that word.

3.1.2 Segmentation Normalization

Segmentation normalization is a correction step that attempts to restore citation forms of some words that have been transformed as a result of the morphotactics of clitic affixation. This task aims to reduce sparsity in the input space, and is inspired by the AMIRA tokenization lemmatization step (Diab et al., 2004), but we include additional forms of normalization. More details on Arabic orthographic and morphological adjustment rules can be found in (El Kholy and Habash, 2010).

Some forms of correction are deterministic, such as restoring the definite article “Al” (‘the’) from its reduced form “l” when it’s preceded by the preposition “l” (‘for’). Another example is the restoration of the trailing “n” in prepositions such as "mn" (from’) and ”En” (‘about’) when followed by the suffix "mA" (‘what’), as in "mnmA" → "mn+mA". These are cases of clitic lemmatization, and since they are observed on a closed class of tokens, they are easily addressed as a post-tokenization processing step.

On the other hand, segmentation of open-class word forms cannot be restored deterministically. In MSA, words that end with the feminine marker character Taa Marbuta "p", are transformed into "r" when followed by suffixes, as in: "klmp" (‘word’) → "klmt+h" (‘his word’). A stem that ends with a “r” could either be a transformed "p" or a word that originally ends with "r", as in "byt" (house). The other type of word ending that is transformed in affixation is the character Alef Maqura "Y", which is transformed into "y" or "A" if followed by suffixes (e.g.: "ELY" (‘on’), → "Ely+h" (‘on him’)). The problem is more complex for words that can correspond to multiple lemmas such as "ESA+hm”, which could correspond to the verb “ESY+hm” (‘disobeyed+them’) or the noun "ESA+hm” (‘stick +their’).

The restoration of Taa Marbuta and Alef Maqura is not a deterministic process and it requires both contextual information and/or deeper knowledge of the language. The segmentation normalization step attempts to achieve this type of correction by learning to distinguish these cases from contextual data as follows.

Set up: The problem of segmentation normalization is addressed as a classification problem on the token level cascaded from the prior segmentation step. The input consists of a list of tokens, with proclitic and enclitic markers—the ‘+’ marker indicating a segmentation point. The feature vector consists of [-2,+2] tokens in context, character N-grams, N ≤ 4, for the current token, and the previous 2 tag decisions. Each token is assigned one of the following tags:

- CIP: Change trailing t to p
- CIY: Change trailing y or A to Y
- NA: Do nothing

4 Part of Speech Tagging

POS tagging is performed on the resulting tokenized text; that is, after performing clitic segmentation and segmentation normalization. The tag set used is a modified version of ERTS (Diab, 2007), which explicitly encodes several morphological features like determiner definiteness, gender, and number for nominals. We extend the tagset to include person, gender, number, and voice for verbs, and we refer to the new tagset as ERTS2. These fine-grained tags can be easily reduced to broad part-of-speech classes after prediction, which makes them suitable for a range of applications. They encode the full part-of-speech tag information provided in the LDC Arabic Treebank, excluding syntactic mood, syntactic case, and construct state definiteness. The following are some examples of ERTS2 tags, which illustrate the level of encoded details—refer to the appendix for a full listing of possible tags:
PV+3 MASC SG: Third-person singular masculine perfective verb
IV PASS+3 MASC SG: Passive-voice masculine singular imperfective verb
ADJ+FEM PL: Feminine plural adjective

The input to this classification problem consists of a list of digit-normalized tokens with explicit enclitic and proclitic affixes marked with ‘+’ at segmentation points. The feature vector consists of [-2,+2] tokens in context, character N-grams, N ≤ 4, for the current token, the type of the current token {alpha, numeric}, and the previous 2 tag decisions.

We add two more components (constraints and features) over the MD-AMIRA POS tagging pipeline as follows.

4.1 ALMOR for Constrained Tagging

ALMOR (Habah, 2007) is a morphological analysis and generation system for MSA and dialectal Arabic. Given a word, ALMOR retrieves all possible analyses for that word and a list of characteristics, including part-of-speech tags, for each analysis. ALMOR constructs the analyses by generating all possible segmentations and verifying the validity and compatibility of the segments on an underlying database of valid stems and affixes.

In our POS tagging model, ALMOR is used as a source of external knowledge to constrain the statistical SVM tagger: the retrieved ALMOR part-of-speech tags are used as constraints on the SVM decision function by penalizing tags that do not appear in ALMOR analyses set. Given k tags, the POS tag \( y_i \) for a word \( w_i \), as given by the original SVM decision function, is the tag with the maximum SVM score

\[
\text{argmax}_{y_i \in \{1,..,k\}} \text{score}(y_i)
\]

Using ALMOR, we retrieve the set of possible part-of-speech tags, \( S_i \), and penalize the tags that are not found in this set by reducing their SVM score. Accordingly, the final tag is given by the modified decision function:

\[
\text{argmax}_{y_i \in \{1,..,k\}} \text{score}(y_i) - \rho I_{S_i}^C (y_i)
\]

where \( I \) is the indicator function of the complement of \( S_i \), and \( \rho \) is the penalty parameter. This modification is implemented only in the prediction step, so the experiment doesn’t require re-training of the models.

4.2 Additional Features

The following sets of features were extracted from external resources and tested separately as well as in combination.

Morphological features: The top \( m \) part-of-speech tags from the set of analyses \( S_i \), as described in the previous section, are used as features. The optimal number of tags, \( m \), to include is tuned from the data. Additional morphological features extracted from ALMOR are voice, gender, person, and number.

Clustering features: We add cluster IDs retrieved from a large unlabeled dataset using two clustering methods: Brown clustering (Brown et al., 1992), and word2vec K-means clustering (Mikolov et al., 2013).

Named-entity-related features: To support proper noun identification, we add binary features for exact and partial match in a gazetteer, and capitalization in the English gloss in any one of ALMOR analyses.

5 Experimental Set Up

5.1 Data set

The data sets used for training the models are LDC’s Arabic Treebank (ATB) parts 1,2, and 3 (Maamouri et al., 2004), which consist of MSA newswire data. The data is split as follows: 10% development set, 80% training set, and 10% test set. For cross-genre evaluation, we use the test set from ATB parts 5,6,7 and 10, which consist of MSA broadcast news and a small portion from the Weblog genres. The data sets are pre-processed using the approach described in (Habah et al., 2005) to correct annotation inconsistencies.

5.2 SVM Classification

Linear SVM classification is implemented using Cogent (Pasha et al., 2014), a java utility and a wrapper around Liblinear (Fan et al., 2008). Cogent pre-processes the input and converts text features into binary feature vectors for linear classification. In these experiments, Cogent is configured to keep a maximum of 100,000 features, so features are filtered to keep the maximum value within that range by removing the least frequent feature-value pairs. This limitation is imposed to
6 Evaluation

The performance of our systems, MD-AMIRA and MD-AMIRA+EX, are evaluated and compared against the performance of MD-MADA (Pasha et. al., 2014), on the same tasks. MD-MADA produces highly sophisticated and accurate analysis of raw text, which includes a large number of morphological features reflecting the full spectrum of part-of-speech tags used in ATB, which is more specified than the ERTS2 tag set used in this work. Moreover, MD-MADA produces lemmas and their corresponding diacritization forms. We report comparative results on Tokenization and POS tagging using a subset of MD-MADA outputs that correspond directly to our output specifications.

6.1 Clitic Segmentation

We evaluate the performance of MD-AMIRA as described in Section 3.1.1. Table 2 shows the overall performance of MD-AMIRA segmentation model compared with MD-MADA using the harmonic mean F-score metric. We perform clitic segmentation at the most detailed segmentation level, D3, which is ATB tokenization in addition to segmenting out the definite article Al (Habah et al., 2006). The overall F score of our linear segmentation is over 99 on ATB1-2-3 test set, comparable to the F score achieved by MD-MADA. Both models perform worse on cross-genre data, i.e. ATB5-6-7-10 test set, and MD-AMIRA performs worse on this set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>F score on test set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATB1-2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-MADA</td>
<td>99.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-AMIRA</td>
<td>99.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overall segmentation performance on held-out test data

We report precision and recall results at the chunk level, PRE, WORD, SUFF in Figure 1. On ATB1-2-3 test set, MD-AMIRA has higher precision and lower recall rates over all segment types. On cross-genre data, MD-AMIRA precision drops for all types, with a notable drop in suffix segmentation. This set consists primarily of broadcast news transcriptions, and it includes filled pauses transcribed as ">h" ('uh'), which are not encountered in the formal newswire training data. In MD-AMIRA, the "h" in this interjection is incorrectly segmented as a possessive pronoun "+h", ('his'), and this is responsible for about 60% of the drop in suffix precision.

6.2 Segmentation Normalization

Figure 2 shows the performance of normalization conditions CIP and CIY using both systems on each test set. On ATB1-2-3 test set, the performance MD-AMIRA is comparable to MD-MADA. On cross-genre data, the performance of MD-AMIRA in CIP normalization is significantly lower than MD-MADA. Around half the errors in CIP identification are caused by words unseen in training since MD-AMIRA does not use any ex-
ternal resources in this step. Note that these results are evaluated after performing automatic segmentation with each system, so some errors are propagated from the clitic segmentation step.

7 Part of Speech Tagging

We first analyze the performance of the POS tagging module on the development set independently using gold tokenization. The purpose of this analysis is to tune the model without the effect of errors cascaded from automatic tokenization. In Section 8, we evaluate the performance of the finalized POS tagging model within the pipelined MD-AMIRA system and compare it with MD-MADA.

7.1 ALMOR Constrained Tagging

As discussed in Section 4.1, we modify the SVM scores to prioritize the tags retrieved by ALMOR. Figure 3 shows the performance as a function of $\rho$ on the development set (the y-axis is divided and scaled for clarity). Without a constraint, the overall accuracy is 97.3%. Adding the constraints initially improves the overall accuracy, which peaks around $\rho = 1$, then drops considerably. Breaking up the accuracy on seen versus unseen words in training, the accuracy of unseen words increases generally, and is maximized around $\rho = 2$. For seen words, where the accuracy is close to 98% to start with, adding the constraints degrades performance.

Accordingly, we impose the constraints only on words that are unseen in training. This achieves an overall accuracy of 97.5%, which is a statistically significant improvement.

7.2 ALMOR Tags as Features

An alternative use for the part-of-speech tags retrieved from ALMOR is to include the top $m$ tags as features. Figure 4 shows the accuracy with $m$ tags. Adding a single tag significantly improves the overall accuracy, which continues to improve up to $m = 4$. While adding more tags as features slightly improves the accuracy, limiting the number of retrieved tags improves the speed of the prediction model. Since the improvement beyond $m = 2$ is not statistically significant, we keep the number of tags at $m = 2$, which achieves an accuracy of 97.64%.

7.3 Impact of additional features

In addition to POS tags, additional morphological features can be extracted from ALMOR analyses. We extracted the following set of features: number, gender, person, and voice, from the top two analyses, and included them as features on top of the basic set of lexical features.

We also experimented with a set of named-entity-related features: a binary feature for having a match in a set of gazetteers, and a binary feature for capitalization in the English gloss in one of ALMOR analyses (which is equivalent to having proper noun as one of the analyses). These features are added to help identify proper nouns. We tested these two sets of features separately, and the overall accuracy as well as the accuracy for unseen words are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Set</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Unseen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD-AMIRA</td>
<td>96.58%</td>
<td>77.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morph. Features</td>
<td>97.50%</td>
<td>84.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE Features</td>
<td>97.31%</td>
<td>77.76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance with Additional Features

We test statistical significance using an exact test for one sample binomial proportions, at the 0.05 significance level.
Adding morphological features results in a statistically significant improvement in accuracy and around 7% reduction in error rate for unseen words. Named-entity features, on the other hand, do not improve performance. Both gazetteer matches and capitalization are features that could be triggered by adjectives, nouns, and proper nouns as they have similar word forms in MSA. The neutral result suggests that these features add noise which offsets any improvement from proper noun identification.

7.4 Clustering

We performed Brown clustering as well as Google’s word2vec K-means clustering using an automatically tokenized version of LDC’s Arabic Gigaword dataset (Graff, 2003). The number of clusters, $k$, is empirically set to 500. Table 4 shows the effect of adding these cluster IDs as features on top of the basic model. Both clustering methods result in a statistically significant improvement in accuracy, especially for unseen words. Combining both clustering methods as features achieves additional gains in performance, suggesting that the two clustering methods provide complementary information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustering Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-AMIRA</td>
<td>97.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Brown Clustering</td>
<td>97.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Word2Vec</td>
<td>97.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Brown &amp; Word2Vec</td>
<td>97.52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: POS Tagging Accuracy with Clustering Features

7.5 Combining Features

We now evaluate the models with a combination of these features. Table 5 shows the performance of the different models as evaluated on the development set. Starting from the basic model, MD-AMIRA, with only lexical features, we add the feature sets one at a time and compare the accuracy.

Each set of features incrementally improves the performance, and the highest improvement is achieved by adding two tags from ALMOR. Adding more features can improve the performance, but the improvements are less evident when combined with the existing features. Adding morphological features in $M_2$, for example, does not help since the morphological features are implied in the POS tags already included in $M_1$, and in this case the accuracy drops slightly. In $M_3$, where we combine POS tags, morphological features, and cluster IDs, the accuracy improves for unseen words, and it performs better than $M_3b$ where we exclude morphological features.

In $M_4$, we re-tune the penalty parameter $\rho$ over $M_3$. Adding this penalty does not significantly improve the performance as it is outweighed by the improvements from the other features. Moreover, adding these soft constraints reduces the speed of the prediction model. Thus, we choose $M_3$ as our final model—note that the difference between $M_3$ and $M_3b$ is not statistically significant and both have the same prediction speed. Using $M_3$, the accuracy of tagging words unseen in training is around 90%, a considerable gain over the baseline. We use $M_3$ as the POS tagging model in MD-AMIRA+EX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-AMIRA</td>
<td>97.309%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>97.637%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_2$</td>
<td>97.628%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_3$</td>
<td>97.682%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_3b$</td>
<td>97.677%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_4$</td>
<td>97.686%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Performance of POS tagging models on ATB1-2-3 development set. MD-AMIRA: baseline model with surface features. $M_1$: basic features + top two tags from ALMOR. $M_2$: The features in $M_1$ + morphological features. $M_3$: The features in $M_2$ + clustering. $M_3b$: The features in $M_4$ + clustering. $M_4$: The features in $M_3$ + penalty $\rho = 0.45$.

8 Overall Performance

We evaluate the performance of the system as a whole process from tokenization to part-of-speech tagging. The performance of our final system MD-AMIRA+EX on ATB1-2-3 held out test set is compared against two systems: the baseline of basic lexical features, MD-AMIRA, and the state-of-the-art system, MD-MADA. In order to compare MD-MADA to our system, we reduce the MD-MADA tag set to the ERTS2 tag set.

Table 6 shows the overall accuracy of these systems in addition to the tagging speed in tokens per
The fastest system is MD-AMIRA, which can tag at least 70% more tokens per second than the other models, but results in lower accuracy. The performance on unseen words, which make up about 2.5% of tokens in this set, is particularly bad. MD-AMIRA+EX processes about 30% more tokens per second than MD-MADA while achieving a higher accuracy in this set, which is statistically significant. The large improvement on unseen tokens reflects the generalization power of this model compared to the baseline. Note that in each model, some errors are due to segmentation, but since MD-AMIRA, MD-AMIRA+EX, and MD-MADA systems achieved high segmentation accuracy on this set, the effect is minimal. As a demonstration of this effect, MD-AMIRA+EX achieved 97.64% accuracy on this set using gold tokenization; segmentation errors reduced the overall accuracy by about 0.5%. For unseen words, the accuracy using gold tokenization is 91.78%, more than 3% relative increase in accuracy compared to automatic segmentation. This indicates that we have a relatively robust and efficient POS tagging model.

Most of the errors in POS tagging are due to confusion between the main classes: nouns, adjectives, and verbs. Interestingly, MD-MADA have lower recall for proper nouns than MD-AMIRA+EX. Table 7 shows the number of proper noun misclassifications using both systems. We only show the count of proper nouns that are incorrectly classified as either adjective or verb, which account for the majority of errors related to proper nouns. The table illustrate one category in which MD-AMIRA+EX outperform MD-MADA in POS tagging.

### Table 6: Performance on ATB1-2-3 held out test set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>ERTS Accuracy Overall</th>
<th>Unseen Words</th>
<th>Broad Tags Accuracy Overall</th>
<th>Unseen Words</th>
<th>Speed tokens/sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD-AMIRA</td>
<td>96.78%</td>
<td>73.38%</td>
<td>98.01%</td>
<td>98.24%</td>
<td>~2415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-AMIRA+EX</td>
<td>97.15%</td>
<td>89.22%</td>
<td>98.24%</td>
<td>98.19%</td>
<td>~1395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-MADA</td>
<td>96.91%</td>
<td>85.28%</td>
<td>98.19%</td>
<td>98.19%</td>
<td>~1050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Proper noun misclassifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>ADJ</th>
<th>VERB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD-AMIRA+EX</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-MADA</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 shows the accuracy on cross-genre data. MD-AMIRA+EX achieves a significantly higher accuracy than MD-AMIRA with a large improvement in accuracy for unseen words, which make up about 5% of tokens in this set. Compared to MD-MADA, MD-AMIRA+EX performed worse on this set. This decline in performance is mostly attributed to the segmentation errors from MD-AMIRA+EX tokenization, which is worse than MD-MADA tokenization in this set as shown in Section 6.1. Using gold tokenization, MD-AMIRA+EX resulted in 95.4% POS tagging accuracy on this set; segmentation errors reduced the overall accuracy by more than 1%. For unseen words, the accuracy using gold tokenization is 80.16%, an increase of more than 5% over the accuracy using automatic segmentation. This is further evidence that MD-AMIRA+EX POS tagging model is robust as it achieves close to state-of-the-art accuracy in spite of having more segmentation errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>ERTS Accuracy Overall</th>
<th>Unseen Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD-AMIRA</td>
<td>93.35%</td>
<td>55.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-AMIRA+EX</td>
<td>94.38%</td>
<td>75.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD-MADA</td>
<td>94.71%</td>
<td>77.19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Accuracy on cross-genre data

### 9 Conclusions

We experimented with various feature sets to improve the performance and generalization power of linear part-of-speech tagging. Adding a couple of part-of-speech tags from a morphological analyzer as features greatly reduced the error rate and achieved the largest gain in performance in our final model. Adding morphological features from the same analyzer, while it achieved significant improvements when tested separately, did not achieve large gains in the final model’s accuracy.
since these features are mostly redundant given the POS tags. Similarly, using the POS tags as soft constraints on the SVM decision function did not achieve significant gains on the model that already incorporates these tags as features. Adding cluster IDs, on the other hand, reduced the error rate, particularly for unseen words and genres, even when combined with the other features.

The clustering methods we experimented with were implemented using a large dataset of newswire data: the same genre used for training. To achieve better generalization over different genre, clustering data from various genre would be an interesting experiment for future work. Furthermore, part-of-speech tagging performance depends on the accuracy of segmentation. Our final model achieved lower accuracy on cross-genre data due to segmentation errors. Improving the performance of tokenization can be another way to improve the final model. Overall, the model achieved close to state-of-the-art performance and good generalization over unseen words while being reasonably fast.
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Appendix: ERTS2 Tagset

- ABBREV
- ADJ+FEM_PL
- ADJ+MASC_PL
- ADJ_COMP+MASC_PL
- ADJ_NUM+FEM_PL
- ADJ_NUM+MASC_PL
- ADJ_VN+FEM_PL
- ADJ_VN+MASC_PL
- ADV
- ADV_REL
- CV+2_FEM_SG
- DET
- IV+1_PL
- IV+2_FEM_PL
- IV+2_MASC_PL
- IV+3_FEM_SG
- IV+3_MASC_SG
- IV_PASS+1_SG
- IV_PASS+3_FEM_SG
- IV_PASS+3_MASC_SG
- NOUN+FEM_PL
- NOUN+MASC_PL
- NOUN+PRN+1_SG+MASC_DU
- NOUN_NUM+FEM_DU
- NOUN_NUM+MASC_DU
- NOUN_PROP+FEM_DU
- NOUN_PROP+MASC_DU
- NOUN_QUANT+FEM_SG
- NOUN_VN+FEM_DU
- NOUN_VN+MASC_DU
- PART
- PART_INTERROG
- PART_VOC
- PREP+PRN+1_SG
- PRN+1_SG
- PRN+2_FEM_SG
- PRN+2_MASC_SG
- PRN+3_DU
- PRN+3_FEM_PL
- PRN+3_MASC_PL
- PRNDEM+FEM
- PRNDEM+MASC_DU
- PRNDEM+PL
- PRNDO+2_FEM_SG
- PRNDO+3_DU
- PRNDO+3_MASC_SG
- PRN_REL
- PV
- PV+2_FEM_SG
- PV+2_MASC_PL
- PV+3_FEM_PL
- PV+3_MASC_PL
- PV_PASS
- PV_PASS+3_FEM_DU
- PV_PASS+3_MASC_DU
- SUB_CONJ
- ADJ
- ADJ+FEM_SG
- ADJ_COMP
- ADJ_NUM
- ADJ_NUM+FEM_SG
- ADJ_VN
- ADJ_VN+FEM_SG
- CONJ
- CV
- CV+2_MASC_SG
- INTERJ
- IV+1_SG
- IV+2_FEM_SG
- IV+3_FEM_DU
- IV+3_MASC_DU
- IV_PASS
- IV_PASS+2_FEM_SG
- IV_PASS+3_MASC_DU
- NOUN
- NOUN+FEM_SG
- NOUN+PRN+1_SG
- NOUN+PRN+1_SG+MASC_PL
- NOUN_NUM+FEM_PL
- NOUN_NUM+MASC_PL
- NOUN_PROP+FEM_PL
- NOUN_PROP+MASC_PL
- NOUN_QUANT+MASC_DU
- NOUN_VN+FEM_PL
- NOUN_VN+MASC_PL
- NOUN+MASC_DU
- PART_FOC
- PART_NEG
- PREP
- PRN
- PRN+2_DU
- PRN+2_MASC_PL
- PRN+3_FEM_PL
- PRN+3_MASC_SG
- PRNDEM+FEM
- PRNDEM+MASC_DU
- PRNDEM+PL
- PRNDO+1_PL
- PRNDO+2_MASC_PL
- PRNDO+3_FEM_SG
- PRNINTERROG
- PRNREL+FEM_SG
- PV+1_PL
- PV+2_MASC_PL
- PV+3_FEM_PL
- PV+3_MASC_PL
- PV_PASS+1_PL
- PV_PASS+3_FEM_DU
- PV_PASS+3_MASC_DU
- ADJ+FEM_DU
- ADJ+MASC_DU
- ADJ_COMP+FEM_SG
- ADJ_NUM+FEM_DU
- ADJ_VN+FEM_DU
- ADJ_VN+MASC_DU
- ADV_INTERROG
- CV
- CV+2_MASC_SG
- IV
- IV+2_DU
- IV+2_MASC_PL
- IV+3_FEM_PL
- IV+3_MASC_PL
- IV_PASS+1_PL
- IV_PASS+2_MASC_SG
- IV_PASS+3_MASC_PL
- NOUN+FEM_DU
- NOUN+MASC_DU
- NOUN+PRN+1_SG+FEM_DU
- NOUN_NUM
- NOUN_NUM+FEM_SG
- NOUN_PROP
- NOUN_PROP+FEM_SG
- NOUN_QUANT
- NOUN_VN
- NOUN_VN+FEM_SG
- OTH
- PART_FUT
- PART_Verb
- PREP+NOUN
- PRN+1_PL
- PRN+2_FEM_PL
- PRN+2_MASC_SG
- PRN+3_FEM_SG
- PRNDEM
- PRNDEM+FEM_SG
- PRNDEM+MASC_DU
- PRNDEM+PL
- PRNDO+2_MASC_SG
- PRNDO+3_MASC_PL
- PRNINTERROG+FEM_SG
- PUNC
- PV+1_SG
- PV+2_MASC_SG
- PV+3_FEM_SG
- PV+3_MASC_SG
- PV_PASS+1_SG
- PV_PASS+3_FEM_DU
- PV_PASS+3_MASC_DU
- PV_PASS+3_MASC_SG
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Abstract

The task of answer selection in community question answering consists of identifying pertinent answers from a pool of user-generated comments related to a question. The recent SemEval-2015 introduced a shared task on community question answering, providing a corpus and evaluation scheme. In this paper we address the problem of answer selection in Arabic. Our proposed model includes a manifold of features including lexical and semantic similarities, vector representations, and rankings. We investigate the contribution of each set of features in a supervised setting. We show that employing a feature combination by means of a linear support vector machine achieves a better performance than that of the competition winner ($F_1$ of 79.25 compared to 78.55).

1 Introduction

Community Question Answering (cQA) platforms have become an important resource of punctual information for users on the Web. A person posts a question on a specific topic and other users post their answers with little, if not null, restrictions. The liberty to post questions and answers at will is one of the ingredients that make this kind of fora attractive and allows questions to be answered in a very short time. Nevertheless, this same anarchy could cause a question to receive as many answers as to make manual inspection difficult while a given comment might not even address the question (e.g., because the topic gets diverted, or the user aims to make fun of the topic).

Our task is defined as follows. Given a question $q$ and its set of derived comments $C$, identify whether each $c \in C$ represents a DIRECT, RELATED, or IRRELEVANT answer to $q$. In order to do that, we take advantage of the framework provided by the SemEval-2015 Task 3 on “Answer Selection in Community Question Answering” (Nakov et al., 2015) and focus on the Arabic language. Our approach is treating each question–comment as an instance in a supervised learning scenario. We build a support vector machine (SVM) classifier that is using different kinds of features, including vector representations, similarity measures, and rankings. Our extensive feature set allows us to achieve better results than those of the winner of the competition: 79.25 $F_1$ compared to 78.55, obtained by Nicosia et al. (2015).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental framework—composed of the Fatwa corpus and the evaluation metrics—and overviews the different models proposed at competition time. Section 3 describes our model. Experiments and results are discussed in Section 4. Related work is discussed in Section 5. We summarize our contributions in Section 6, and include an error analysis in Appendix A.

2 Overview of SemEval-2015 Task 3

Task overview The SemEval-2015 Task 3 on “Answer Selection in Community Question Answering” (Nakov et al., 2015) proposed two tasks in which, given a user-generated question–answer pair, a system would identify the level of pertinence of the answer. The task was proposed in English and Arabic. In the case of English, the topic of the corpus was daily life in Qatar. In the case of Arabic, the topic was Islam. Whereas the English task attracted twelve participants, only four teams accepted the challenge of the Arabic one.

The evaluation framework is composed of a corpus and a set of evaluation measures. The corpus for the Arabic task is called Fatwa, as this is the name of the community question answering platform from which the questions were extracted. Questions (Fatwas) about Islam are posted by regulars.
A person working for a company that has bonds and trades stocks is asking for an opinion.

**DIRECT** answer addressing both bonds and stocks issues.

**RELATED** answer discussing the trading of stocks.

**RELATED** answer discussing only the buying and selling of bonds.

**IRRELEVANT** answer discussing whether a husband is allowed to take money from his wife.

**IRRELEVANT** answer discussing masturbation habits.

Figure 1: Example of a question (QID 132600) and its answers from the Fatwa corpus. Key terms appear in bold italics. Note that the direct answer has a high overlap with the question’s key terms, the related answers have a lower overlap, and the irrelevant answers have no such overlap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Dev.</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answers</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECT</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELATED</td>
<td>1,469</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRRELEVANT</td>
<td>3,731</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokens</td>
<td>355,891</td>
<td>50,800</td>
<td>49,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word types</td>
<td>36,567</td>
<td>10,179</td>
<td>9,724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stem types</td>
<td>15,824</td>
<td>6,689</td>
<td>6,529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics of the Fatwa corpus

The second part of the framework consists of the evaluation metrics. The official scores are macro-averaged $F_1$ and accuracy. Macro-averaging gives the same importance to the three classes even if there are two times more IRRELEVANT instances than instances in any other class. The intuition behind this metric is that showing IRRELEVANT instances to a user in a real scenario is not as important as showing her DIRECT ones.

**Participating systems** As aforementioned, four research teams approached this task at the competition. As the rules allowed to submit one primary and two contrastive submissions to encourage experimentation, a total of eleven approaches were submitted. In what follows, we describe all the approaches without distinguishing between primary and contrastive. Interestingly, all the approaches from each group appear grouped in the task ranking, so we review them in decreasing order of performance.

The best out of the three systems designed by Nicosia et al., (2015) used a variety of similarity features —including cosine, Jaccard coefficient, and containment— on word $[1,2]$-grams. Addi-
tionally, the word \([1,2]\)-grams themselves were considered as features. They applied a logistic regressor to rank the comments and label the top answer as DIRECT, the next one as RELATED and the remaining as IRRELEVANT. Their second system used the same lexical similarity, \(n\)-grams features, and learning model, but this time on a binary setting: DIRECT vs. NO-DIRECT. The prediction confidence produced by the classifier was used as a score to rank the comments and assign labels accordingly: DIRECT for the top ranked, RELATED for the second ranked, and IRRELEVANT for the rest. Their third approach is rule-based: a tailored similarity measure in which more weight is given to matching 2-grams than to 1-grams and a label assignment which depends on the relative similarity to the most similar comment in the thread. The output of this rule-based system was also used as a set of extra features in their top-performing approach.

Belinkov et al., (2015)’s best submission was very similar to the one of Nicosia et al., (2015): a ranking approach based on confidence values obtained by an SVM ranker (Joachims, 2006). Their second approach consisted of a multi-class linear SVM classifier relying on three feature families: (i) lexical similarities between \(q\) and \(c\) (similar to those applied by the previous team); (ii) word vector representations of \(q\) and \(c\); and (iii) a ranking score for \(c\) produced by the SVM ranker.

The two best approaches of Hou et al., (2015) used features representing different similarities between \(q\) and \(c\), lengths of words and sentences, and the number of named-entities in \(c\), among others. In this case \([1,2,3]\)-grams were also considered as features, but with two differences with respect to the other participants: only the most frequent \(n\)-grams were used and a translated version to English was also included. They explored two strategies using SVMs in their top performing submissions: (i) a hierarchical setting, first discriminating between IRRELEVANT and NON-IRRELEVANT and then between DIRECT and RELATED; and (ii) a multi-class classification setting. Their third approach was based on an ensemble of classifiers.

Finally, Mohamed et al., (2015) applied a decision tree whose output is composed of lexical and enriched representations of \(q\) and \(c\): the terms in the texts are expanded on the basis of a set of Quranic ontologies. The authors do not report the
differences among their three submissions.

We participated in the submissions of the top-performing models (Belinkov et al., 2015; Nicosia et al., 2015). As described below, here we explore effective combinations of the features applied in both approaches, as well as an improved feature design.

3 Model

We train a simple support vector machine (SVM) linear classifier (Joachims, 1999) on pairs of questions and comments. We opt for this alternative because it allowed us to get the best performance during the SemEval task (cf. Section 2); our previous experiments with more sophisticated kernels did not show any improvement. Each question \(q\) and comment \(c\) is assigned a feature vector. Some features are unique to either \(q\) or \(c\), while others capture the relationship between the two. Our features can be broadly divided into fours groups: vector representations, similarity measures, statistical ranking, and rule-based ranking. We describe each kind in turn.

3.1 Vectors

Our motivation for using word vectors for this task is that they convey a soft representation of word meanings. In contrast to similarity measures that are based on words, using word vectors has the potential to bridge over lack of lexical overlap between questions and answers.

We start by creating word vectors from a large corpus of raw Arabic text. We use Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Mikolov et al., 2013a) with default settings for creating 100-dimensional vectors. We experimented with the Arabic Gigaword (Linguistic Data Consortium, 2011), containing newswire text, and with the King Saud University Corpus of Classical Arabic (KSUCCA), containing classical Arabic text (Alrabiah et al., 2013). Table 2 provides some statistics for these corpora. We were initially expecting KSUCCA to produce better results, be-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gigaword</th>
<th>KSUCCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokens</td>
<td>1.2B</td>
<td>50M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word types</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>400K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemma types</td>
<td>120K</td>
<td>40K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Statistics of raw Arabic corpora used for creating word vectors.
cause its language should be more similar to the religious texts in the Fatwa corpus. However, in practice we found vectors trained on the Arabic Gigaword to perform better, possibly thanks to its larger coverage, so we report only results with the Gigaword corpus below.

We noticed in preliminary experiments that many errors are due to lack of overlap in vocabulary between answers and questions (cf. Section 4.1). In some cases, this overlap stems from the rich morphology of Arabic forms, and can be avoided by lemmatizing. Therefore, we also lemmatize the Arabic corpus using MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) before creating word vectors. We notice that lemma vectors tend to give small improvements experimentally.

For each question and answer, we average all lemma vectors excluding stopwords. This simple bag-of-words approach ignores word order, but is quite effective at capturing question and answer content. We calculate an average vector for each answer, and concatenate the average question and answer vectors. The resulting concatenated vectors form the features for our classifier. Note that we do not calculate vector similarities (e.g. cosine similarity), letting the classifier have access to all vector dimensions instead.

3.2 Similarity
This set of features measures the similarity $\text{sim}(q,c)$ between a question and a comment, assuming that high similarity signals a DIRECT answer.

We compute the similarity between word $n$-gram representations ($n = [1, \ldots, 4]$) of $q$ and $c$, using different lexical similarity measures: greedy string tiling (Wise, 1996), longest common subsequences (Allison and Dix, 1986), Jaccard coefficient (Jaccard, 1901), word containment (Lyon et al., 2001), and cosine similarity. The pre-processing in this case consists only of stopword removal. Additionally, we further compute cosine similarity on lemmas and part-of-speech tags, both including and excluding stopwords.

3.3 Statistical Ranking
The features described so far apply to each comment independently without considering other comments in the same thread. To include such global information, we take advantage of our previous work (Belinkov et al., 2015) and formulate the problem as a ranking scenario: comments are ordered such that better comments have a higher ranking. Concretely, DIRECT answers are ranked first, RELATED answers second, and IRRELEVANT answers third. We then train an SVM ranker (Joachims, 2002), and add its scores as additional features. We also scale ranking features to $[0, 1]$ and map scores into 10 bins in the $[0, 1]$ range, with each bin assigned a binary feature. If a score falls into a certain bin, its matching binary feature fires.

We found such ranking scores to be a valuable addition in our experiments. To understand why, we note that they are able to neatly separate the different labels, with the following average scores: DIRECT 14.5, RELATED 12.3, and IRRELEVANT 10.5.

3.4 Rule-based Ranking
In addition to the machine learning approaches, we adapted our rule-based model, which ranked 2\textsuperscript{nd} in the competition (Nicosia et al., 2015). The basic idea is to rank the comments according to their similarity and label the top ones as DIRECT.

In this case our preprocessing consists of stemming, performed with QATARA (Darwish et al., 2014), and again stopword removal. In our implementation, the score of a comment is computed as

$$\text{score}(c) = \frac{1}{|q|} \sum_{t \in q \cap c} \alpha \cdot \omega(t) + \text{pos}(t)$$

where $\omega(t) = 1$ if $t$ is a 1-gram, 4 if it is a 2-gram, and $\text{pos}(t)$ represents the relative position of $t$ in the question and is estimated as the length of $q$ minus the position of $t$ in $q$. That is, we give significantly more relevance to 2-grams and to those matching $n$-grams at the beginning of the question. We compute this score twice: once considering the subject and once considering the body of the question, and sum them together to get the final score. In the first case, $\alpha = 1.1$; in the second case, $\alpha = 1$.

We map the scores of comments $c_1, \ldots, c_5 \in C$ into the range $[0, 1]$ such that the best ranked comment gets a score of 1.0, and assign a label to comment $c$ as follows:

$$\text{class}(c) = \begin{cases} \text{DIRECT} & \text{if } 0.8 \leq \text{score}(c) \\ \text{RELATED} & \text{if } 0.2 \leq \text{score}(c) < 0.8 \\ \text{IRREL} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

All the parameters and thresholds in this rule-based approach were manually tuned on the training data.
4 Experiments and Results

The aim of our experiments is to explore each set of features both isolated and combined. Thus we isolate rule-based features from similarity features and from vector-based features. In our experiments we combined vector-based and statistical ranking features, following our previous work (Belinkov et al., 2015). Note that the rule-based ranking system (Section 3.4) does not produce any features. Instead, we binarize its output to produce the features to be combined with the rest. We train and tune all the models on the training and development sets and perform a final evaluation on the test set. This experimental design mimics the competition setting, making the figures directly comparable.

Table 3 shows the results. It is worth noting that the performance of the different feature sets is already competitive with respect to the top models at competition time. On the development set, we found it useful to run an SVM ranker on the entire set of features and convert its ranking to predictions as follows: the top scoring comment is DIRECT, next best is RELATED, and all others are IRRELEVANT. This heuristic (marked with “#” in the table) produced the best results on the development set, but was not as successful on the test set. Instead, we observe that the best performing system is obtained by combining vectors and rule-based ranking, achieving 79.25 F₁ and outperforming the best result from the SemEval 2015 task.

4.1 Error Analysis

We analyzed a sample of errors made by a preliminary version of our system. We focused on the case of RELATED answers predicted as IRRELEVANT, as this was the largest source of errors. See Appendix A for examples of common errors. The analysis indicates the following trends:

- **Under-specification:** RELATED answers tend to have a smaller vocabulary overlap with the question, compared to DIRECT answers (c.f. Figure 1).
- **Over-specification:** RELATED answers sometimes contain multiple other terms that are not directly related to the question.
- **Non-trivial overlap:** occasionally, questions and answers may be related through synonyms or through lemmas rather than surface forms.

These observations shed some light on the contribution of our different features. In cases of under- or over-specification, text similarity features help the classifier determine the correct answer. Cases of non-trivial overlap require other solutions. We use lemmatization and stemming to collapse different surface forms. Finally, our vector-based features can capture synonyms between question and answer, thanks to their property of similar words having similar vectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectors</td>
<td>80.44</td>
<td>78.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity</td>
<td>70.53</td>
<td>67.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking rules</td>
<td>87.88</td>
<td>85.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vecs + Sim</td>
<td>79.74</td>
<td>78.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vecs + Rank-rules</td>
<td>89.75</td>
<td>87.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim + Rank-rules</td>
<td>88.05</td>
<td>86.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vecs + Sim + Rank-rules</td>
<td>89.58</td>
<td>87.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Vecs + Sim + Rank-rules</td>
<td>90.06</td>
<td>88.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCRI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VectorSLU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HITSZ-ICRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-bayan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results on the development and test sets. Top-performing (primary) submissions at competition time are included for comparison.
5 Related Work

The SemEval 2015 Task 3 was the first to include an answer selection in community question answering task as far as we know. Previously, the importance of cQA to the Arab world has been recognized by Darwish and Magdy (2013), who mention two such forums: Google Ejabat, akin to Yahoo! Answers; and the Fatwa corpus. The authors identify several research problems for cQA, two of which resemble the answer selection task: their (3) ranking questions and answers; and (4) classifying answers.

Other efforts have been conducted on the analysis and exploitation of non-Arabic cQA data. Nam et al. (2009) analyzed a Korean cQA forum and identified interesting patterns of participation. For instance, users asking for questions do not answer to others’ and vice versa, and they tend to “specialize” on a number of categories rather than participate all across the forum. The recognition of their peers (by means of a scoring schema) motivates the top users to more and better responses to questions. Whether these patterns remain in other fora represents an interesting problem for future research. Bian et al. (2008) aimed at ranking factoid answers to questions in Yahoo! Answers to identify the most appealing ones in terms of relevance to the topic and quality. In addition to text-based features (e.g., similarity between question and answer), they took advantage of user-interaction information including the number of answers previously posted by the user and the number of questions that they “resolved”, determined by the question poster.

Non-community Arabic question answering has received a little more attention. The Question Answering for Machine Reading (QA4MRE) task included Arabic data sets in both its 2012 and 2013 editions (Peñas et al., 2012; Sutcliffe et al., 2013), although only the 2012 instantiation attracted participating teams for the Arabic task. This task focused on answering multiple choice questions by retrieving relevant passages. Participating systems used mostly information retrieval methods and question classification. For more details on this and other Arabic question answering efforts we refer to (Darwish and Magdy, 2013; Ezzeldin and Shaheen, 2012).

6 Summary

In this work we tackled the problem of answer selection in a community question answering Arabic forum, consisting of religious questions and answers. We explored a wide range of features in a supervised setting and achieved state-of-the-art performance on the SemEval 2015 Task 3. We demonstrated that using features of different kinds, along with raw Arabic corpora and existing preprocessing tools, is important for addressing the challenges of this task.

To conclude, we note some drawbacks of the Fatwa corpus: it was created by artificially retrieving answers that are not originally linked to the answer. This makes the detection of irrelevant answers quite trivial, as observed by Nakov et al. (2015). In addition, there is little sense in using contextual information from different answers to the same question when some of them are retrieved randomly. We believe that future endeavors should focus on more natural community question answering forums in Arabic, for example Google Ejabat.
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ERROR ANALYSIS

Errors typically occur when there are difficulties in finding a lexical overlap between question and answer. This may happen due to under-specification, where an answer is not specific enough to the question; over-specification, where an answer contains irrelevant material; or non-trivial overlap, for example when an answer contains synonyms of terms for the questions, or when lemmas overlap but surface forms do not. Following are examples where the RELATED answer was wrongly predicted due to vocabulary mismatches.

QID 123529:
 هل العملية بالليزر تعتبر من الديم الحرام؟

DIRECT:
 فلا يعتبر استعمال الليزر في أنواع العلاجات والإجراءات الطبية من الديم الحرام، لاحترام حقوقه. وقد سبق التنبؤي من حيث التناول بالليزر في أنواع من الأمراض كإزالات الشعر وإصلاحات، وجب الشرب، وقصر النظر، وغير ذلك، في الفتاوى التالية أرقامها: [....]

RELATED:
 فإن التناول مشروعا، لقوله صلى الله عليه وسلم الأعراب الذين سألوه، فقالوا: يا رسول الله، أنتداو. قال: إذا دأو، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ، فإن الله عزوج ملضع ذكي لدؤ.

Discussion: The question asks if it is allowed to undergo laser treatments. The related answer says that treatments are allowed based on the authority of the Prophet, but does not mention laser, whereas the direct answer refers to laser explicitly.

QID 127396:
 ما حكم المتاحرة في المحصول الزراعي وبيع في بلد آخر، مع حضر الحكومة إرحاجها من البلد وبيعها لبلد مجارا، لأسباب تعود لحاجة البلد إليها؟ مع العلم أن الحكومة غير مسلمه.

DIRECT:
 فلا تلزم بما أقام في بلد غير المسلمين أن يتم بوقعينه ما لم تحالف هذه القوانين شريعة الإسلام [....]

RELATED:
 ومن دخل أرضهم يأخذ عليه أن يتم بوقعينهما ما لم تحالف هذه القوانين شريعة الإسلام [....]

Discussion: The question asks whether it is allowed to trade farm products from a non-Muslim country out of that country, given that the law in that country forbids it. The related answer says that one has to follow a non-Muslim country’s laws, as long as they do not contradict the Islamic law. This answer does not specifically address the matter of selling farm products, whereas the direct answer uses specific words that appear in the question.
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Abstract

Online Arabic content is growing very rapidly, with unmatched growth in Arabic structured resources. Systems that perform standard Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks such as Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) struggle to deliver decent quality due to the lack of rich Arabic entity repositories. In this paper, we introduce EDRAK, an automatically generated comprehensive Arabic entity-centric resource. EDRAK contains more than two million entities together with their Arabic names and contextual keyphrases. Manual evaluation confirmed the quality of the generated data. We are making EDRAK publicly available as a valuable resource to help advance research in Arabic NLP and IR tasks such as dictionary-based Named-Entity Recognition, entity classification, and entity summarization.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Rich structured resources are crucial for several Information Retrieval (IR) and NLP tasks; furthermore, resources quality significantly influence the performance of those tasks. For example, building a dictionary-based Named Entity Recognition (NER) system requires a comprehensive and accurate dictionary of names (Darwish, 2013; Shaalan, 2014). Problems like Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) and Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) require name and context dictionaries to resolve the correct word sense or entity respectively (Weikum et al., 2012).

Arabic digital content is growing very rapidly; it is among the top growing languages on the Internet. However, the amount of structured or semi-structured Arabic content is lagging behind. For example, Wikipedia is one of the main resources from where many modern Knowledge Bases (KB) are extracted. It is heavily used in the literature for IR and NLP tasks. However, the size of the Arabic Wikipedia is an order of magnitude smaller than the English one. Furthermore, the structured data in the Arabic Wikipedia, such as info boxes, are on average of less quality in terms of coverage and accuracy.

On the other hand, the amount and quality of the English structured resources on the Internet are unrivaled. The English Wikipedia is frequently updated, and contains the most recent events for example. It is important to leverage English resources in order to augment the currently poor Arabic ones. For example, both the English and Arabic Wikipedia have articles about Christian Dior and Eric Schmidt and hence the Arabic Wikipedia knows, at least, one potential Arabic name for both (the Arabic page title). However, Arabic Wikipedia knows nothing about Christian Schmidt, although, at least, his name can be learned automatically from only the English and Arabic Wikipedia’s interwiki links.

To this end, it is compelling to automatically generate Arabic resources using cross-language evidences. This would help overcome the scarcity problem of Arabic resources and improve the performance of many Arabic NLP and IR tasks.

1.2 Contributions

Our contributions can be summarized into:

- Introducing EDRAK: an automatically generated Arabic entity-centric resource built on top of the English and Arabic Wikipedia’s.
- Manual assessment of EDRAK, conducted by Arabic native speakers.

1www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm

2German Federal Minister of Food and Agriculture, 2015
• Making EDRAK publicly available to the research community to help advance the field of Arabic NLP.

1.3 EDRAK Use-cases

EDRAK is an entity-centric Arabic resource that is a valuable asset for many NLP and IR tasks. For example, EDRAK contains a comprehensive dictionary for different potential Arabic names for entities gathered from both the English and Arabic Wikipedia’s. Such dictionary can be used for building an Arabic Dictionary-based NER (Darwish, 2013).

In addition to the name dictionary, the resource contains a large catalog of entity Arabic textual context in the form of keyphrases. They can be used to estimate Entity-Entity Semantic Relatedness scores such as in Hoffart et al. (2012).

Furthermore, both the name dictionary and the entity contextual keyphrases are the corner-stone of state-of-the-art Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) systems (Hoffart et al., 2011).

Entities in EDRAK are classified under the type hierarchy of YAGO (Hoffart et al., 2013). Together with the keyphrases, EDRAK can be used to build an Entity Summarization system as in (Tylenda et al., 2011), or to build a Fine-grained Semantic Type Classifier for named entities as in (Yosef et al., 2012; Yosef et al., 2013).

2 Related Work

Different approaches to enrich Arabic resources have used cross-lingual evidences. Among the generated resources, some are entity-aware and useful for semantic analysis tasks. Others are purely textual dictionaries without any notion of canonical entities.

2.1 Entity-Aware Resources

Wikipedia, as the largest comprehensive online encyclopedia, is the most used corpus for creating entity-aware resources such as YAGO (Hoffart et al., 2013), DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007) and Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008). Due to the limited size of Arabic Wikipedia, building strong semantic resources becomes a challenge. Several research efforts have been exerted to go beyond Arabic Wikipedia to construct a rich entity-aware resource.

AIDArabic (Yosef et al., 2014) is an NED system for Arabic text that uses an entity-name dictionary and an entity-context catalog extracted from Wikipedia. They leveraged Wikipedia titles, disambiguation pages, redirects, and incoming anchor texts to populate the entity-name dictionary. In addition, Wikipedia categories, incoming Wikipedia links page titles, and outgoing anchor texts were used in building the entity-context catalog. In order to overcome the small size of Arabic Wikipedia, they proposed building an entity catalog including entities from both the English and Arabic Wikipedia’s. While their catalog was comprehensive, their name dictionary as well as context catalog suffered from the limited coverage in the Arabic Wikipedia. Hence, the recall of the NED task was heavily harmed.

Google-Word-to-Concept (GW2C) (Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012) is a multilingual resource mapping strings (i.e. names) to English Wikipedia concepts (including NEs). For entity-names, they harvested strings from Wikipedia titles, inter-Wikipedia links anchors, as well as manually created anchor texts from non-Wikipedia pages (i.e. web dump) with links to Wikipedia pages. The resource did not offer any entity-context information. The full resource contained 297M string-to-concept mapping. Nevertheless, the share of the Arabic records did not exceed 800K mapping. Finally, using GW2C in the entity linking task achieved above median coverage for English. In contrast, the results for the multilingual entity linking were less than the median.

BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) is a multilingual resource built using Wikipedia entities and WordNet senses. They used the sense labels, Wikipedia titles from incoming links, outgoing anchor texts, redirects and categories as sources for disambiguation context. In addition, machine translation services were used to translate Wikipedia concepts to other languages. Nevertheless, translation was not applied on Named-Entities. They achieved good results using BabelNet as resource for cross-lingual Word Sense disambiguation (WSD).

2.2 Entity-free Resources

There exist several multilingual name dictionaries without any notion of canonical entities. Steinberger et al. (2011) introduced JRC-Names, a multilingual resource that includes names of organizations and persons. They extracted these names from multilingual news articles and Wikipedia. JRC-
Names contained 617K multilingual name variants with only 17K Arabic records.

Attia et al. (2010), built an Arabic lexicon Named-Entity resource using Arabic WordNet (Black et al., 2006) and Arabic Wikipedia. They extracted instantiable nouns from WordNet as Named-Entity candidates. Then, they used Wikipedia categories and inter-lingual Wikipedia pages to identify name candidates exploiting cross-lingual evidences. The resource contained 45K Arabic names along their correspondent lexical information.

Azab et al. (2013) compiled CMUQ-Arabic-NET Lexicon corpus, an English-Arabic names dictionary from Wikipedia as well as parallel English-Arabic news corpora. They used off-the-shelf NER system on the English side of the data. NER results were projected onto the Arabic side according to the word-alignment information. Additionally, they included Wikipedia inter-lingual links titles in their dictionary as well as coarse-grained type information (PERSON or ORGANIZATION).

3 High-level Methodology

Our objective is to produce a comprehensive Arabic entity repository together with rich entity Arabic names dictionary and entity Arabic keyphrases catalog. We augment an Arabic Wikipedia-based entity repository by translating English names and keyphrases. Off-the-shelf translation systems are not suitable for translating named entities (Al-Onaizan and Knight, 2002; Hálek et al., 2011; Azab et al., 2013). Therefore, we incorporate three translation techniques:

1. External Name Dictionaries: We harness the existing English-Arabic name dictionaries via semantic and syntactic equivalence, for example, if two strings from one or more dictionaries are linking to the same canonical entity, we consider them a potential translation of each other.

2. Statistical Machine Translation: We train an SMT system on English-Arabic parallel names corpora.

3. Transliteration: We build a transliteration system for persons names by training an SMT system on an English-Arabic parallel persons names corpora on the character level.

Data generated from all techniques are fused together to form a comprehensive Arabic resource obtained by translating an existing English one.

4 Creation of EDRAK

In this section, we start with describing EDRAK. Then, we explain the pre-processing steps applied on the data. The rest of the section explains in detail the creation process of EDRAK following the methodology explained in Section 3.

4.1 EDRAK in a Nutshell

EDRAK is an entity-centric resource that contains a catalog of entities together with their potential names. In addition, each entity has a contextual characteristic description in the form of keyphrases. Keyphrases and keywords are assigned scores based on their popularity and correlation with different entities.

EDRAK contains an entity catalog based on YAGO3 KB (Mahdisoltani et al., 2015), compiled from both English and Arabic Wikipedia’s. We favored YAGO as our underlying KB over other available multilingual KBs because it is geared for precision instead of recall. Therefore, it is more salient for applying SMT techniques for example. We used the English Wikipedia dump of 12-January-2015 in conjunction with the Arabic dump of 18-December-2014 to build an Arabic YAGO3 KB.

EDRAK’s entity-name dictionary is extracted from different pieces of Wikipedia that exist in YAGO3 KB. Namely, we harness Wikipedia page titles and redirects. In addition, we include YAGO3 rdfs:labels extracted from anchor texts and disambiguation pages in Wikipedia. Entity context is compiled from anchor texts, category names in the Wikipedia entity page. In addition, we include titles of Wikipedia pages linking to this entity. The above data pieces extracted from the Arabic Wikipedia are included in EDRAK as it is, while those extracted from the English Wikipedia are translated/transliterated using one of the techniques introduced in the Section 3. We followed the same approach as in AIDA (Hoffart et al., 2011) to generate statistics about entities importance and keyphrases weights.

4.2 Data Pre-processing

Since Arabic is a morphologically-rich language, standard English text processing techniques are not directly suitable. Systems such as MADAMITA
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(Pasha et al., 2014) or Stanford Arabic Word Segmenter (Monroe et al., 2014) should be used to perform morphological-based pre-processing. Stanford Word Segmenter provides interpolatable handy Java API, hence has been used to pre-process the data. Text has been segmented by separating clitics, and normalized by Removing Tatweel, Normalizing Digits, Normalizing Alif, and Removing Diacritics. This helps achieving better coverage for our data, and computing more accurate statistics.

4.3 External Names Dictionaries

EDRAK harnesses Google-Word-to-Concept (GW2C) (Spitkovsky and Chang, 2012) multilingual resource in order to capture more names from the web. GW2C is created automatically without applying manual verification or post-processing. Therefore, it contains noise that should be filtered out. In order to include GW2C in EDRAK dictionary, we performed the following steps:

- **Language detection** We used off-the-shelf language detection tools developed by Shuyo (2010) to filter out non-Arabic records. Only 736K out of 297M were Arabic entries.

- **Filtering ambiguous names** We utilized the provided conditional probability scores to filter out generic anchor texts such as "Read more", "Wikipedia page" or "المزيد على ويكيبيديا". We ignore strings with conditional probability less than a threshold of 0.01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PER</th>
<th>NON-PER</th>
<th>ALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMUQ-Ar.</td>
<td>28,493</td>
<td>34,116</td>
<td>62,609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>33,962</td>
<td>79,699</td>
<td>128,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>62,455</td>
<td>113,815</td>
<td>191,399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Entity Names SMT Training Data Size

- **Name-level post-processing** We post-processed the data by applying normalization and data cleaning. (e.g. removing normalization and URLs).

- **Mapping to EDRAK Entities** We used Wikipedia pages URLs to map extracted names from GW2C to EDRAK’s Entity repository.

In addition to GW2C, we used lexical named-entities resources as look-up dictionary to translate English entity names. English names were matched strictly against those dictionaries to get the accurate Arabic names. We used the multilingual resource JRC-Names (Steinberger et al., 2011) that includes several name-variants along with partial language tags. After automatically extracting the Arabic records, English-Arabic pairs were included in our lookup dictionary. Similarly, we included CMUQ-Arabic-NET lexicon corpus (Azab et al., 2013) the lookup dictionary.

4.4 Translation

We trained cdec (Dyer et al., 2010), a full fledged SMT system, to translate English Names into Arabic ones. As training data, we fused a parallel corpus of English-Arabic names from multiple resources. We used a dictionary compiled from Wikipedia interwiki links together with CMUQ-Arabic-NET dictionary (Azab et al., 2013). While the latter contains name-type information, for the interwiki links, we leveraged YAGO KB to restrict our training data to only named-entities and to obtain semantic types information for each. 5% of the data have been used for tuning the parameters of SMT. The properties of the training data are summarized in Table 1.

We implemented two different translation paradigms. The first is depicted in Figure 1. We train three different system, on PERSONS, NON-PERSONS and a fallback system trained on ALL. In the first approach, depending on the entity semantic type, we try to translate its English
Table Name | Major Columns | Description
--- | --- | ---
entity_ids | - id - entity | Lists all entities together with their numerical IDs.
dictionary | - mention - entity - source | Contains information about the candidate entities for a name. It keeps track of the source of the entry to allow application-specific filtering.
entity_keyphrases | - entity - keyphrase - source - weight | Holds the characteristic description of entities in the form of keyphrases. The source of each keyphrase is kept for application-specific filtering.
entity_types | - entity - types [] | Stores YAGO semantic types to which this entity belongs.
entity_rank | - entity - rank | Ranks all entities based on the number of incoming links in both the English and Arabic Wikipedia. This can be used as a measure for entity prominence.

Table 2: Main SQL Tables in EDRAK

name using the corresponding system. If it fails, we switch to the fallback system. In the second \textit{COMBINED} approach, we use the system trained on \textit{ALL} dataset to translate all names regardless of the entity type.

In addition, we are translating Wikipedia Categories to be included in entities contextual keyphrases. To this end, we train the SMT system on English-Arabic parallel data of categories names harvested from Wikipedia interwiki links. The size of the training data is 43K name pairs, of which 5% have been used for tuning SMT parameters as well.

4.5 Transliteration

Recent research has focused on building Arabization systems that are geared towards transliteration general and informal text, without any special handling for entity names (Al-Badrashiny et al., 2014).

To this end, we had to build a transliteration system optimized for names. Transliteration is applicable on many \textit{NON-PERSON} entities. However, applying it for such entities will create a lot of inaccurate entries that should be either fully or partially translated, or those that can only be learned from manually crafted dictionaries such as movie names. It is also worth noting that \textit{ORGANIZATION} names that contain a person name such as "Bill Gates Foundation" will be correctly translated using the \textit{COMBINED} system explained above.

Transliteration has been applied on \textit{PERSON} names only. We used the \textit{PERSON} part of the training data (Table 1) used for translation, and trained an SMT system on the character-level. 5% of the data have been used for parameter tuning of the SMT system. Each \textit{PERSON} entity has English \textit{FirstName} and \textit{LastName}. Transliteration has been applied for each, and on a \textit{FullName} composed by concatenating both.

5 Statistics and Technical Details

5.1 Technical Description

We are publicly releasing EDRAK for the research community. EDRAK is available in the form of an SQL dump, and can be downloaded from the \textit{Downloads} section in AIDA project page [http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/aida/](http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/aida/). We followed the same schema used in the original AIDA framework (Hoffart et al., 2011) for data storage. Highlights of the SQL dump are shown in Table 2. EDRAK’s comprehensive entity catalog is stored in SQL table \textit{entity_ids}. Each entity has many potential Arabic names together stored in SQL table \textit{dictionary}. In addition, each entity is assigned a set of Arabic contextual keyphrases stored in SQL table \textit{entity_keyphrases}.

It is worth noting that sources of dictionary entries as well as entities keyphrases are kept in the schema \textit{(YAGO3_LABEL, REDIRECT, GIVEN_NAME, or FAMILY_NAME)}. Furthermore, generated data (by translation or transliteration) are differentiated from the original Arabic data extracted directly from the Arabic Wikipedia. Different generation techniques and data sources entail different data quality. Therefore, keeping data sources enables downstream applications to filter data for precision-recall trade-off.
5.2 Statistics

EDRAK is the largest publicly available Arabic entity-centric resource we are aware of. It contains around 2.4M entities classified under YAGO type hierarchy. The numbers of entities per high level semantic type are summarized in Table 3. The contributions of each generation technique are summarized in Table 4. Numbers show that automatic generation contributes way more entries than name dictionaries. In addition, translation delivers more entries than transliteration since it is applied on all types of entities (in contrast to only persons for transliteration).

The most similar resource to EDRAK is the one used in AIDArabic system to perform NED on Arabic text. However, AIDArabic resource is compiled solely from manual entries in both English and Arabic Wikipedia’s such as Wikipedia categories, without incorporating any automatic data generation techniques. Therefore, the size of AIDArabic resource is constrained by the amount of Arabic names and contextual keyphrases available in the Arabic Wikipedia. In order to show the impact of our automatic data enrichment techniques, we compare the size of EDRAK to that of AIDArabic resource. Detailed statistics are shown in Table 5. Clearly, EDRAK is an order of magnitude larger than the resource used in AIDArabic.

5.3 Data Example

Many prominent entities do not exist in the Arabic Wikipedia, and hence do not appear in any Wikipedia-based resource. For example, Christian Schmidt, the current German Federal Minister of Food and Agriculture, and Edward W. Morley, a famous American scientist, are both missing in the Arabic Wikipedia. EDRAK’s data enrichment techniques managed to automatically generate reasonable potential names as well as contextual keyphrases for both. Table 6 lists a snippet of what EDRAK knows about those two entities.

6 Manual Assessment

6.1 Setup

We evaluated all aspects of data generation in EDRAK. Entity names belong to four different sources: First Name, Last Name, Wikipedia redirects, and rdfs:label relation which carries names extracted from Wikipedia page titles, disambiguation pages and anchor texts.

As explained in Section 4, we implemented two different name translation approaches, the first considers entity semantic type (which we refer to as Type-Aware system), and the second uses a universal system for translating all names (which is referred to as Combined).

Data assessment experiment covered all types of data against both translation approaches. Additionally, we conducted experiments to assess the quality of translating Wikipedia categories. Finally, we evaluated the performance of transliteration when applied on English person names. We randomly sampled the generated data and conducted an online experiment to manually assess the quality of the data.

Table 3: Number of Entities per Type in EDRAK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic Type</th>
<th># entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERSON</td>
<td>1,220,032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVENT</td>
<td>199,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCATION</td>
<td>360,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORGANIZATION</td>
<td>196,305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTIFACT</td>
<td>359,071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Number of Entity-Name pairs per Generation Technique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th># of entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google W2C</td>
<td>241,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMUQ-Arabic-NET</td>
<td>23,338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRC</td>
<td>4148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>11,222,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transliteration</td>
<td>9,578,658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: AIDArabic vs EDRAK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AIDArabic</th>
<th>EDRAK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unique Names</td>
<td>333,017</td>
<td>9,354,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entities with Names</td>
<td>143,394</td>
<td>2,400,340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity-Name Pairs</td>
<td>495,245</td>
<td>21,669,568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique Keyphrases</td>
<td>885,970</td>
<td>7,918,219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity-Keyphrase Pairs</td>
<td>5,574,375</td>
<td>211,681,910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: AIDArabic vs EDRAK

3 as of June 2015
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Generated Arabic Names</th>
<th>Generated Keyphrases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christian Schmidt</td>
<td>يدان الدفاع الأكاديمية الألمانية</td>
<td>وراثة المانز السياحي</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>نظام إخراج في بافاريا</td>
<td>جمعية الطلبة الألمانية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>في الكنيسة البروتستانتية</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>إخراج كنيسة وسطناف</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>كنيسة كيتس وسطناف</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>جمعية فلكلية الأمريكية</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>جامعة الحقوق الفيدرالية الأمريكية</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>كنيسة كيتس وسطناف</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>جامعة كيتس وسطناف</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>فص Bach</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward W. Morley</td>
<td>كيميائيون أمريكيون</td>
<td>يدان إدارة الطلاب والأكاديميين في بافاريا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>جامعي الولايات المتحدة الأمريكية</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>كيميائيون أمريكيون</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>كيميائيون أمريكيون</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>كيميائيون</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>جامعي الولايات المتحدة الأمريكية</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>جامعة كيتس وسطناف</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>جامعة كيتس وسطناف</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>جامعة كيتس وسطناف</td>
<td>(\text{ gravel })</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Examples for Entities in EDRAK with their Generated Arabic Names and Keyphrases
Table 7: Assessment Results of Applying SMT for Translating Entities and Wikipedia Categories Names

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Translations @ Top-K</th>
<th>Precision @ Top-K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 2 3</td>
<td>1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons</td>
<td>Type-Aware</td>
<td>First Name 8 10 12</td>
<td>87.50 80.00 66.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Last Name 14 17 19</td>
<td>92.86 88.24 78.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rdfs:label 156 288 383</td>
<td>79.49 63.19 57.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>redirects 113 210 285</td>
<td>69.91 57.62 50.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>First Name 7 10 12</td>
<td>100.00 90.00 75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Last Name 16 22 25</td>
<td>87.50 81.82 76.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rdfs:label 160 307 421</td>
<td>81.25 64.82 57.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>redirects 108 210 288</td>
<td>67.59 60.00 54.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transliteration</td>
<td>First Name 26 52 76</td>
<td>80.77 61.54 56.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Last Name 94 188 279</td>
<td>70.21 63.83 55.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Persons</td>
<td>Type-Aware</td>
<td>rdfs:label 269 519 742</td>
<td>53.16 43.16 36.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>redirects 191 370 526</td>
<td>45.55 34.86 30.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>rdfs:label 273 533 770</td>
<td>49.82 41.84 36.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>redirects 195 378 539</td>
<td>46.67 39.42 34.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Categories</td>
<td>Categories 118 234 340</td>
<td>67.80 52.99 46.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Task Description

We asked a group of native Arabic speakers to manually judge the correctness of the generated data using a web-based tool. Each participant was presented around 150 English Names together with the top three potential Arabic translations or transliteration proposed by cdec (or less if cdec proposed less than three translations). Participants were asked to pick all possible correct Arabic names. Evaluators had the option to skip the name if they needed to. Each English Name was evaluated by three different persons.

6.3 Assessment Results

In total, we had 55 participants who evaluated 1646 English surface forms, that were assigned 4463 potential Arabic translations. Participants were native Arabic speakers that are based in USA, Canada, Europe, KSA, and Egypt. Their homelands span Egypt, Jordan, and Palestine. Translation assessment results are shown in Table 7. Evaluation results are given per entity type, translation approach and name origin. Since cdec did not return three potential translations for each name, we computed the total number of translations added when considering up to top one or two or three results. For each case, we computed the corresponding precision based on participants annotations.

6.4 Discussion

Data was randomly sampled from all generated data, and the size of each test set reflects the distribution of the sources included in the original data. For example, names originating from rdfs:label relation are an order of magnitude more than those coming from FirstName and LastName relations.

The quality of the generated data varies according to the entity type, name source and generation technique. For example, the quality of translated Wikipedia redirects is consistently less than that of other sources. This is due to the nature of redirects. They are not necessarily another variation of the entity name. In addition, redirects tend to be longer strings, and hence are more error-prone than rdfs:labels. For example, ”European Union common passport design” which redirects to the entity Passports_of_the_European_Union could not be correctly translated. Each token was translated correctly, but the final tokens order was wrong. Evaluators were asked to annotate such examples as wrong. However, such ordering problems are less critical for applications that incorporate partial matching techniques. Categories tend to be relatively longer than entity names, hence they exhibit the same problems as redirects.

Although the size of the evaluated FirstName and LastName data points is small, the assessment
results are as expected. Translating one token name is relatively an easy task. In addition, cdec returned only one or two translations for the majority of the names as shown in Table 7.

Results also show that the type-aware translation system does not necessarily improve results, and using one universal system can deliver comparable results for most of the cases.

Person names transliteration unexpectedly achieved less quality than translation. Names are pronounced differently across countries. For example, a USA-based annotator is expecting "Friedrich" to be written "فريدريك", while a Germany-based one is expecting it to be written as “فریدریش”.

Inter-annotator agreement was measured using Fleiss’ kappa to be 0.484 indicating moderate agreement.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced EDRAK: and entity-centric Arabic resource. EDRAK is an entity repository that contains around 2.4M entities, with their potential Arabic names. In addition, EDRAK associates each entity with a set of keyphrases. Data in EDRAK has been extracted from the Arabic Wikipedia and other available resources. In addition, we automatically translated parts of the English Wikipedia and used them to enrich EDRAK. Data have been manually assessed. Results showed that the quality is adequate for consumption by other NLP and IR systems. We are making the resource publicly available to help advance the research for the Arabic language.
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